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FOREWORD

This pubncation was prociti:eci as .1 iesult of a project funded b the i otusiana Depol!nt.ti: ot
Education. It is based on extensive reseal.: h !tom 3i states nation \\ ide along \\ ith the Loopet \
of over 231 business and industry representatives and 97 \ oc_itional education personnel Ptin
Louisiana. The main purpose of the pioject was to update and de\ eh program and Lour,..k
for the postsecondary Vo-Tech System. Compc;enc\ -based ,,ok.ational edtkation is one ot
of preparing persons for entry,advant ement I upgrading in oc:,upations

On behalf of the State Department or liducation. sincere apple: iation is extended to ho had a
part in formulating this document. It is hoped that once these standards are Implemented th,, uitimat:
result will be improved programs and i.Iett,r prepared .ndn, icivals to enter the work for: c

( ( lausen Ph 1)
-,1.11,;:iintendent of Education
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INTRODUCTION

This document contains ocational eciuLation program and Louise standards toi all oLational-tPLhniLal eduL.i-
tion offerings at the postsecondarN le el as a part of Louisiana's comprehensie oLational-t& LhmLal education
system. Each course standard ,,untain a uniform title, uniform length, C1P code (Classification ut Instiut.tional
Programs), course description, units of instruction, and unit competency listing

Though these standards do not dictate speL Mt_ techniques ()I instiuwonal methodology, the must be adhered
to by schools in planning, implementing, and c\ aluating vocational courses and programs The extent to which
these standards are adhered forms a piimar bosis for review and evaluation

The standards do not prescribe how instruction should be deheied since decisions relatie to the deller of
instruction must be made bN. schools ithin the context of local conditions. The Office of \Ocational Education,
Louisiana Department of Education, supports the belief that competenc\-based vocational education is the must
effective means of providing rrogram,, and Lourses that conform to these established standards.

These standards are based on cumpctcnucs required for entryidanLement, and upgrading in occupations
served by the occupational program oleos of Agriculture, Business, Communications, Consumer, Personal, and
Miscellaneous Ser ices, EngineLring, Ilealth Occupations, Flume Economics, and Trade and Industrial. Thu stan-
dards are based upon input from basm,ss and industn emploers, licensing and credenhaling agenLies, other
representatives of the prikate sector, and representatives from vocational education.

iu c/
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liogalusa LA 70427

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS DRAFTING
Mr. Edgar Jenkins, President
Indent Communications, Inc
P 0 Box 005
Belie O hasse 1 70017

Mr Stephen A lroxler, Staff Engineer
I lectiwal Engineering Department
Waldemar I Nelson and Co , Inc
12Q0 ",t t hark, Atuntie
\ es\ Otions I 5 70110

Mr Hears, I ee, Instructor
Noting Memorial Vo-Tech School
900 Sou 1,..; Road
Mown O ox MS1

Mr Daniel I Peltier, Instructor
South I (1111,1,111A Vu-Tech !nstitute

201 St Charles St
liouma, LA 703isl

Mr. Cohn Fake, Instructor
Sowela Technical Institute
3820 Legion St
Lake Charles, LA 70016

Mr. Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P 0 Box 1189
Natchitoches, LA 71458-1159

Mr. C. R. Bell, Jr., Assistant Director
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
P 0 Box 94064
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9064

Mr. Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 Box 1189
Natchitoches, LA 71438.1119

Mr. C. R. Bell, Jr., Assistant Director
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
P 0 Box 94064
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-0064

Mr. Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P 0 11;9

\ at(10to, I A 711;:i-1190

Mr. C R Bell, Jr., Assistant Director
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of I ducation
1' 0 Box 01061
Baton Rouge I -0901



INTRODUCTION TO DRAFTING DISCIPLIts AND ADVANCED CAD
Mr. Marian Wideman, ji , .Dhui.turai Engineer
ti NT.B
WO Saint James St Sum. J 200
Baton Rouge, LA 70602

Mr. Gary Patrick, Ginner
Patrick Drafting Services
1200 Market St
Shreseport LA 71107

Mr W. J Lechtenberg, Jr., Partner
D L & L Computer Drafting Services
300 I McNees(
P 0 BO\ 6483

Laktt Charles LA 70600

Mr. Prescott Follett, President
Allied Engineering Corp
822 Baronne St
'Nei,. Orleans, L 70113

Ms. Bobbie Ducote, Drafting Supervisor
Canwo/Aatocon
218 Thruiiai Park Road
Broussard, LA 76518

Mr James Platt,
Architecture Six, Inc

Iris
L)ke ( harks, LA 70801

MANUFACTURING DRAFTING
Mr lerry Cassel, Drafting Supervisor
In -State Oil Tool Industries, Inc.
2570 East "Loa,

Bossier City LA 71112

\Ir. Robert Blanche, Office Manager
hosay Engineers, Inc
P 0 Box 9'1101
Baton Rouge I \ 70895

Mr. Bren Kramer, Vice-President
Levy-Kramer and Associates, Inc
422 olomal Dtlie
Baton Rouge LA 70506

B

11 Cohn Cake, Instructor
Soa.ela technical Institute
3s20 I egion St
ale C hail I V VeLe.

Mr Daniel L Peltier, Instructor
South I outsiana lo-tech Institute
201 t.,t Charles tit
I Emma LA 70361

Mr. jeiry Baxter, Instructor
Sabine Valley Vo.Tech School
I lig:mini\ 171 South
Man% LA 71149

Mr. Albert Bacque', Instructor
Lafayette Regional Vo-Tech Institute
I' 0 Bo\ 4909
Lafayette I \ 70502 4909

Mr Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P 0 Bini 1159
N1atilutoches, LA 71458-1159

11r. C R. Bell, Jr., Assistant Director
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
I' 0 Bo\ 94064
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9064

Mr. Michael W. Doucet, Instructor
Southwest Louisiana Vo-Tech School
1931 West Ilutclunson Ase

Crossley, LA 70527-0820

Mr. Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

PO Bo\ 1159
Natchitoches, LA 71455 -1150

Mr. C. R. Bell, Jr., 'ssistant Director
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
P 0 Bo\ 94061
Raton Rouge, L A 70801-9061



MARINE DRAFTING

Sir. Mitc1i Hoffnauir Chatting Supervisor
McOrrinott Shipyards
P 0 13i, 1-8

( it% 1 711381

Sir, Dip Ganguly, Manager
Computer Applications
Bollinger Shipyard
I' 0 Bo\ 250
Lockport, LA 717:

Mr. Salvadore Guarino, President
Guarino and Cm, Inc
5670 Hane Bil d L'ode B
No. Orleans LA 70126

Mr Colin rake, Instructor
Sosvela Technical Institute
3320 Legion Street
[ake Charles, L1 70616

PIPING DRAFTING

Mr. Larry Miller
Supervisor, Computer Graphics
McDermott, Inc.
1010 Common 'itreet
Ness OdeAn, L 7n16k)

Mr. Bob Ashe, Manager
Inplant Services
Process Services, Inc
P C> Bo\ 45054
Baton Rouge, LA 70895

Ms Bobbie Ducote, Drafting Supervisor
Ca mco Autocon

218 Chrmcm Park R, ad
Broussard, LA 741;18

STRUCTURAL DRAFTING

Mr. I arry
Supervisor, Computer Graphics
McDermott, Inc
IOW onnnon Street
\,.6, (lit) C'S 70160

Sir Marvin Veuleman, Ji, Structural Lngineer
II N 1 B.
10, ',aim lame, `8treet, `mite 1 2101

Baton Rouge I 1 711802

Sir, John Brynsvold, Manager
Structural and Architectural Design
lord, Bacon and Davis
P

Monroe I 1 71,210

Sir Rene' Nianco, Owner
Manco Enterprises, Inc
2715 Macke% 8uite 201
`ireceport IA 71118

9

Sir Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocatmnal Curntulum Development and
Research Center

P Cl Bo\ 1139
Natchitoches LA 71458-1159

Mr, C R. Bell, Jr, Assistant Director
Trade and Industrial Lducation
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
P Cl Bo\ 94064
Baton Rouge LA 70804 9064

Mr. Roy Eunice, Instructor
Baton Rouge So-Tech Institute
3250 \ Acadian fhrucc3s
Baton Rouge, LA 70805

Mr. Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

PO Bo\ 1159
Natchitoches, LA 71458-1159

Mr. C. R. Bell, Jr, Assistant Director
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
1' 0 Bo\ }Ob.;

Baton Rouge I A 70804-9064

Sir Robert Kelly, instructor
Jefferson Parish West Bank Vo-Tech School
47; Manhattan Boulevard
Hanes LA 7005s

Mr. Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P 0 Bo\ 115"
Not,. hitoches, I A 71458-1159

Sir C R Bell, Ir., Assistant Director
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational I duration
1 ouisiana State Department of I duration

i)
Baton Rouge I 1 7080I-,i061



ELECTROMECHANICAL TECH NO LOG\
Mr, Brad Hanisel, Field Engineer
Delta Process Lquipment, Inc
P 0 Box 969
4929 Dorda 81,3
[h Springs LA 70719

Mr, Maurice Curtis, Jr, Instructor
Baton Rouge VorTech Instztnte
3250 North Acadian ihruvoy
Baton Rouge, LA 70505

Mr. Huey P. Sonzuer, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P Box 1159

Natchitoches, L 711;5-1139

MOTOR VESSEL ENGINEER

Mr Garland Poarch
Zapata Gulf Marine Company
1268 Desrraban \venue
!' 0 Bo, R02

Vy I A 700R6

Mr Frank Dick, Personnel Representative
\icor Marcie, Inc.
ily,I.xav 162 Bayou Vista
i' 0 Box 2201
14,1011 /0550

Mr. Gerald Hoffman, VicePresident
Offshore Express
1...s \Jenard Road

'Lima I 701,1

Mr. Walter Wise, Personnel Manager
Dixie Carriers, Inc
22,6 Peter, Rudd
1, 0 ,41 rt

A

Nil. 'hickey Bernard
c o NIr Tom Finn, Director of Personnel
) Ray McDermott, Inc
,{ighias
1' c) Box 155
\10ritan t tv LA 70150

Commander Carl L LNolcott
Marine Inspection Office
,01

\ , (..ir!.'on,, I

10

Mr Bud l'arkison srecim...r
Vocational C urrisulnin Deselopment and
Research Center

I' lion 1159
Natal:to:11e,, I ,1 71455-11;9

Mr Cleveland Marchand, Jr., Supers isor
trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
P 0 Box 94064
B, ion Rouge LA 70804-90M

Mr Floyd ) Verrett, Operations Manager
Tides, Inc.
Foot of First Street
P 0 Bo'. 2527
Morgan Citx, LA 70381

Mr. V. J. Gianellom
Louisiana Marine & Petroleum Institute'
Dickson Road
Box 5033

fouma, LA 70361

Mr. Gerald Bergeron, Instructor
Terrebonne Parish Vo-Tech School

foil= Air Base
No 1 Sayre Road
IIourna, LA 70360

Mr. Huey P Sunnier, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

1' 0 Box 1159
\atsintoches LA 71155 1150

Mr C R. Bell, Jr Assistant Director
Dade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Lducltion
Louisiana State Department of Education

0 Po, 0206.1
!aton. Roo};. CA 70504 00o4



NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING
'4r 1 3n1-. Witter, President
tr.soec,on 'pecialist, Inc

\ello ,Load
r \ 70171

\Ir Rcnnie Deshotel, Instructor
1. H Harris V&Tech School
P 0 Box 713
337 Laxt ',outh Street
Ope lottsax LA 70570

Mr Kenneth Powers, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P (1 Box 1159
\at,hdu. ht x 1 A 7145S-1159

PROCESS TECHNICIAN
Mr. Otis Crawford
Shell Chemical
2510 Pork Trail

Vator. ;\ 'ti 1n

Mr Joe Pizzuto
BASE Silandotte
P 0 Box 457
Getxmar, LA 70734

Mr. Richard Marino
Marathon Oil
I' 0 Box A(
(,llxille, I A ;1)051

Mr. Rene I Ifer, Instructor
Riser Parishes \o-Tech School
I' c1 I)r)1 i.r V),

I \ 71),N1

Mr, Bud Pat bison, Curriculum Specialist
\c_ atonal (1...ncultan Decdopnaent and
Research Center

P Box 1159

\ atclutorhes LA 71158 1159

Mr. Cleveland Marchand, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Dept. of Education
P 0 Box 949n4
Baton Rouge, IA 70804-9004

Mr Huey P Sonnier, Curriculum Specialist
Nhcational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P v Box 1159
Natdutoches, LA 71438-1150

Mr. Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P 0 Box 1159
Nakhno(110,- LA 71158-1159

Mr Cleveland Marchand, Jr., Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
P 0 Box 94004
Baum Rouge I A 70804 9004

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS TECHNICAL COMMITTEES

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN (EMT) - PARAMEDIC
Vr Ban Bas, (duration i),redor
cadtan kmbulance Sary v.'s, Inc

(+,01)0 51( '
le 1 711C''') 5(,19)

Mr Albert Heck, Director
Itireaa tit I mergenry Medical services
()IMP, Office of Hospitals
21 ' lat.nettt ',tact

in Bongs' I V 701,1'1

\i, Nam) Bourgeois, R N
training Coordinator
Btneau of Lmergerny Medical Services
11111111, Office of Hospitals
A) ataette Latect
Baton Rouge I A 7080,1

NT. I aura Gore, R.N. Instructor
Llaitle I'. Nunez Vo-Tech School
170o LaFontame ',Meet

hairliettt. I A 701)11

11

Ms. Peggy Carr, R.N , Curriculum Specialist
ViKational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' tioS 1159
,tit huts his I 1 711;8-1150

Mr. David Poston, Director
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P 0 Box 1150
Nat, lutochos 1 A 711581150

Ms Betty Penny, Supervisor
Health Occupations Lducation
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education

Its olth,1
flit,,,, Rouge I A 710,91 '10o4



MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

Ms Geraidine Hurt, Ni Laboratory Supervisor
lathe Kemp Hospital
!' cl Bo\ 70
ladependenLe I A 70.145

Ms Claudia 1 andry, NI.1
1cadiana Medical Laboratory

217 Rue Irmo:
1 ataN,ette I A 70508

Ms Anita Broussard, MI, Instructor
Eaton Rouge Vo-Fech Inst,tutc
816 Irent,,n Aenue

l3atn Rouge, I A 70808

Ms. Peggy Carr, R.N., Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 Bo\ 1159
\dL.h,toches LA -1188

Mr David Poston, Director
VoLational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

1' 0 Bos 1159
ti,rcIntothes, I \ 71488 1159

NURSE ASSISTANT

Ms Diane Foster, Nurse Assistant
Baton Rouge General Hospital

Nonh }nth 'street
Baton Rouge LA 70802

Ms Mildred lolliver, Nurse Assistant
Baton Rouge General Hospital
lin; North Barron Drise
1Ston Rouge LA 70802

Ms, Bobby White, Nurse Assistant
Baton Rouge General Hospital
10087

Baton Itougt LA 7080"

Ms Myrtle Dear, Psychiatric Aide Supervisor
ast 1 ouisiana State Hospital
0 lio 457
kson 1 A 71,748

\Is Julie Shiner, R N
111pervisor Medical Personnel Pool

Home Health Sera ices
1-11 lamestm, 11

11

12

Ms. Sidney I andry, M.L 1 -C
Baton Rouge General Hospital
9771 Jefferson Hwy No bs
Baton Rouge, LA 70809

Ms Desiree Perry, NIX, Instructor
Lafayette Regional Vo-Tech Institute
1101 Bertrand Drne
fatal:cue LA 70502

Ms. Betty Penny, Supervisor
Health Occupations Education
Office of Vocational Education
louisiana State Department of Lducation
P 0 Bo., 9106;
Baton Rouge, LA 70801-9064

Ms 1 rances Robichaux, Instructor
Thibodaux Area Vozrech School
P C) Boy 1831
I lubodativ LA 71)302 -1b31

Ms. Peggy Carr, R N., Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

() Bus 1159
\atChlt0LiteS, L.\ 71118.1150

Ms. Betty Penny, Supervisor
llealth Occupations Education
Office of Vocational Education
foulsaana State Department of Lducation
l' 0 Boy 94084
Baton Rouge, I.\ 70804-9r6i



rkC2T1CAL NURSING

Ms ferry Demarcav, R.N , Executive Director
Als. Claire Glav tam), R.N. Assistant fvecutive Director
otos.ana State Board of Practical Nurse Examiners
4I0 8tro, I State 2010

',es L \ 70112

Ms. Margaret Langford, R.N , Patient Representative
Patient Concerns Department
Baton Rouge General Hospital
I' Bos 2511

Baton Rouge, LA 787,1

Ms. Qumlyn Nichols, LPN
Baton Rouge General Hospital
47 1luhdav Park
Baton Rouge, LA 70816

RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNICIAN

Mr. Glenn Broussard, R.RT.
Director, Respiratory Thetapy
University Medical Center
2390 Wes: Congress Street
1 ataette I \ 70;02

Ms. Eebecca Vidrme, R.R.T., Program Director
West Jefterson Medical Center and
Jeffer.on Paristi West Bank VoTech School

Nlanhottan Blvd
ilore% 1 A 700)8

Ms. Pegg) Cur, R.N., Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Re search Center

C\ lc.
ah.leto+ hes i \ 711+8

SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY

Ms Pat West, C S t.
Orthopedic Specialty
; .02 R111r,Jd \%, ur
ALmr.x. 1 A ;1202

JuAnn Curtis, R.N
Operating Room Director
North Mo toe Cornmunits Hospital
1421 \led Venue
\Irtroc I \ 712 11

Mr. Jim Herbert, R N,
Assistant Au mmistrator
Opelousas General Hospital
-,2t) Prodhrimp Lane

, 1 \ ,11,70

M. Becks Ham, Instructor
Delta-Ouachita l'o-fech Institute
n19 manorial Parkvvar

3est lour',' I \ 71291

13

Vls Echetta Parkisoo, Instructor
Na'-"ochcs Centra: Ate,* VoTevit Schooi
I' 0 Bo 6;7
N.e+ hum hes I A 14+8-0657

Ms Peggy Carr, R.N , Curriculum Specialist
Mr David Poston, Director
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

1) 0 11kv, 1151)

Natautodies LA 71458-1159

Ms Betty Penny, Supervisor
Health Occupations Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Dept. of Education
I' 0 Bo\ 04064
Baton Rouge, I 70504-9064

Mr. David Poston, Director
Vocational Curriculunv Development and
Research Center

PO Bo\ 11+19
\tatcltoclies, l.\ 71458.1159

Ms Betty Penny, Supervisor
Health Occupations Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
P 0 Bos 94064
Baton Rouge LA 70804-9064

Ms Peggy Carr, R N , Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P Cl Bus 11+9
NaLlnto, hes I A 71 f;s. Fo

MI David Poston, Director
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P Bo ++, 111;9

\ at,111toLhes IA 71458 1150

Nls Betty Penny, Supervisor
Health Occupations Education
Office of Vocational I ducatum
I ouistana State Department of Education
P 0 11(, 910,4

Rouge, I A 70801-9061

Ms Patrica Hebert, Instructor
T. If !lams Vu-lech School
11)2 l\e,tnood Dr Apt 343
Iota\ ow IA 71150t,



AA D CLERK

Ms Ida :tar.., Station Manage
Baton Rouge General Hospital
173o Mart, I 5/0 Drise
Baton Rouge, LA 70810

Ms. Lois Sanders, Station Manager
Baton Rouge c,eneral Hospital
5166 Patkard St
Baton Rouge, LA 71)811

Ms Frances Robichaus, Instructor
Thibodaux Area Vo-Fech School
P 0 Box 1811
1inbodau \, LA 70302 -18)1

Ms Pegg) Carr, It N urritailuin Specialist
Nocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center
I' si go\ I IR.
Nahluto,ties. 1 71458 11,9

Ms Betty Penny, Supervisor
Health Occupations Education
Office 01 Vocational Lducahon
Louisiana State Department of Education
P 940n1

Baton Rouge 1 \ 7P801-90o1

HOME ECONOMICS TECHNICAL COMMITTEES

CHILD CARE

Ms Roselyne Nobles, Director
Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital

hild (_ are Center
r,11 St I andry street
1 afatette, LA 71502

Ms Janet Lander, Director
Children's Community School

1 Road
Lata,ette I \ 70305

Ms Gloria Potter
Day Care Training l'rogram Manager
St Mark's Community Center
1!10 \,,rih 1),,rart tSt

Orleans LA 7011n

Ms Carolyn Host, Program Coordinator
fhe Parenting Center of Family Counseling
1727 Resere roue
1iaton Rouge 1 \

Ms Dawn Miner
Director Child Care
kinder Care
'13r, Direktor 1)1,,e

11, . Rouyc i \ 70817

sIs Barbara !born" Instructor
New Orleans Regional Vo:Tech Institute
980 Na,arrr As
VC, 01 it'an t A, 7121

14

Ms, Janie Bizette, Instructor
Lafayette Regional Vo:Fech
1101 Bertrand Drive
Lata)etto LA 705024909

Ms. Carol Aghayan, instructor
Baton Rouge Vo-Tech institute
1250 N Acadian Thruway
Baton Rouge, LA 70805

Ms Peggy Carr, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

1' 0 Box 1159
Natthitoches, IA 71158-1159

Ms. Betty Penny, Supervisor
Health Occupations Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
I' 0 Bo\ 94081
Baton Rouge, LA 70801-9064



COMMERCIAL SEWING
Mrs. Evelyn Rizzuto, Manager
Toni's Draperies & Interiors
12330 Florida Blvd , Suite 10
Baton Rouge, LA 70815

Mr. Kenneth Pettus
Gary Fries Designs, Inc.
P 0 Bo\ 40686

Baton Rouge, LA 70835-0686

Ms. Aline Trowbridge, Instructor
Shreveport-Bossier Vo-Tech Institute
2010 North Market Street
Shreveport, LA 71137

Ms. Charlotte T. Lefebvre, Instructor
Memorial Area Vocational School
508 Louisiana A\ emu:
Port Allen, LA 70767

CULINARY OCCUPATIONS

Chef Leopold Longoria
Baton Rouge City Club
11417 Talton Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70816

Chef Louis Jesowshek
Our Lady of the Lake Hospital
50(X) Hennessy Blvd
Baton Rouge, 1.A 70809

Mr. Ken Watson
District Sales Manager
Conco Food Service
1021 St Patrick
Lafayette, LA 70506

Mr. Bill Smith
President, Greater Baton Rouge Chapter
of Louisiana Restaurant Association

General Manager, Baton Rouge Hilton
55(X) Iiilton /Venue
Baton Rouge, LA 70808

DIETARY MANAGER

Ms Jane Conley, R.D
DITHR Division of Licensing & Certification
P 0 Bo\ 3767

Baton Rouge, IA 70821

Ms, Juanita Win.ams, R.D.
Administrative Dietician
Earl K. I ong Hospital
;82; Airline Ilia',
Baton Rouge, IA 7080;

Ms Marcy Drum, R.D.
Conco Food Service
918 1 diards Avenue
Harahan, LA 70123

Ms. Michelle Dileo, R.D, Instructor
Ms. Mary Landry, R.D., Instructor
Jefferson Parish Voech School
52)8) Blair Drne
Metairie LA 70(101

15

Ms Peggy Carr, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P 0 13o\ 1139

Natchitoches LA 71438-11;9

Mr. Kenneth Powers, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 Bo\ 1119
Natchitoi he',, LA 71438-1139

Ms. Phyllis Williams, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
1' 0 Bo\ 94061

Baton Rouge LA 70804 00n4

Ms. Carmen Riley, Instructor
Elaine P Nunez Vo-Tech School
3700 LaFontaine St
Chalmette LA 70613

Ms. Anita Sawyer, Instructor
Baton Rouge VoTech Institute
3250 N Acadian Thruway
Baton Rouge, LA 70805'

Ms. Peggy Carr, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P 0 Bo\ 11;9
Natchitoches 1 A 714;84159

Ms. Betty Penny, Supervisor
Health Occupations Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
P 0 Bo\ °4004
Baton Rouge, 1./1 70804-40)4

Ms. Anita Sawyer, Instructor
Baton Rouge VoTech Institute
32;0 N Acadian I hri.mas
Baton Rouge, I 1 70805

Ms Peggy Carr, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' C) Bic 1150
Nahlutoches LA 71458-1159

Ms Betty Penny, Supervisor
Health Occupations Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Iducation
P 0 [30. q4o6l
Baton Rouge 1 A 70804-9061



HOMEMAKER7S AIDE

Ms. Benmfer Tennel, Administrative Ass.stant
East Baton Rouge 'ounell on Aging
2905 Fairhelds Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70802

Mr. Keith liorcasitas, Social Service Director
Mr Charles Smith, Field Supervisor
New Orleans Council on Aging
P 0 Bos 1P(107
Nev. Orleans LA 7)170 0067

Mr. Michael Edwards, Services Director
Ms. Janet Fin law, Case Management Supervisor
Jefferson Council on Aging
P 0 Bus 6878
Metairie IA 7000P

Ms Marion Bonnie, instructor
fsangeline Vocational-Technical School
I' 0 lion 68
5t Martins L 70582

Ms, Peggy Carr, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

1, 0 Bo\ 115°
Natchitoches, LA 71438.1159

Ms. Phyllis Williams, Supervisor
Irade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
I' 0 1105 Q4064
Baton Rouge, LA 70804.9004

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL COMMITTEES

AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION

Mr Joe King
Southwestern Llectric Power Co

ISWEBC0/
128 frm is 'Meet
5hrmeport, I A 71130 Iles

Mr, Willie NI Montgomery
NIontrmers's Service
idyl \Sutras '0
eke I har', I \ 70601

Mr Don Owings
Jim Brown Refrigeration
629 larrington Drne
P 0 lios 1410
\ larrero I \ -0071 1110

Mr Charles F Maher
Hotel MeridienNew Origins
h .11101

\ es, Orleans L.\ 70110

Mr, Robert Logue, Instructor
Shreveport-Bossier ' ech Institute
2010 Noun 1,,i1,,t
1' 0 11o, 7''27
Lhro.epor. 1 \ 711+'x527

16

Mr Nolan D Simon, Instructor
Baton Rouge Vo-Tech Institute
1250 North Acadian rhrtm
Baton Roug,, IA 70805

Mr Huey E Sonmer, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development
& Research Center
1, 0 Bo, 1159
Nat,hito,hes, LA 71458 113P

Mr. Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development
& Research Center
I, 0 Ito\ 115o
\atchomhes IA 71158-1150

Mn Gerald Saucier, Supervisor
Irade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
I ouisiana State De;yartment of Lducation
I' 0 Bo\ 04064
Baton Rouge 1 .\ 711804'8164



APPLIANCE REPAIR

Mr Burt Sabathier
Whirlpool Corporation
( onsumer Attair. Di\ iron

figh,
Harahan 1 A 711123

Mr Jess Linton
Milo l \ ',t Canal St
',Me\ eport LA 711118

Mr Howard Cooper, Instructor
Natchitoches Central Area Volech School
221) I hglmas 3110 South Bs pass

0 Bo\ n't7
Nat. lino. hes LA 714 ;70657

Mr Duey P Sonmer
Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Deselopment
& Research Center

P 1105 11;9

\ at, hito, he, i A 714;8-1159

AUTO BODY REPAIR

Ms, Sandra Hutchens, Body Shop Manager
Woodfm-Smith Pontiac
11\1 \\ooddalc Ohd
Baton Rouge, 1 A 70806

Mr Kenneth Hayward, Auto Body Technician
Coleman Oldsmobile, Inc.
9156 Airline I hglmas
11,hon Roug, 1 70815

\Ir. Duane Kimball, Instructor
Shreseport-Bossier Vo;Tech Institute
I' 0 Bo. 78;27
',11re\ eror0 1 \ "1137

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN

Mr Rand) thsens
Parts & Service Director
troodfin-Smith Pontiac, Inc

Wooldale BIsil
itm,n lt,iigv I \

Mr Donald Allen
Allen's Service Center
I' 0 Rut w,11

Mr. Mike Harris, Service Director
Umsersits Ford
7787 1 Iorida 111\

Baton Rouge I \ 70o06

Mr Rov S Osborne, Owner
Broadmoor Garage
=-)1); 1 king. I figh,,,6

"h"`or111 I \ 7110;

Mr, R. I Stewart, Owner
Cm Medic, Inc,
`1104 s hosta 11r
Baton Rouge I A 70615

17

Mr. Bud Parkison
Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development

Research Center
I' 0 Bo II50
N at. hito. he. I A "14;8-11'19

Mr. Gerald Saucier, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
I' 0 Bo; 94064
Baton Rouge, LA 70501-9064

's,lr Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development
& Research Center
I' BM 1159

atk hitot he., LA 71458-11N

Mr Donnie Tuminello, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Fducation
1523 lairtield Menus
`hreerort I A 71104

Mr Rudolph D Deason, Instructor
Shreseport-Bossier Vo-lech Institute
I' 0 Bus 78;27
,airt,eport 1 A 711375;27

Mr Kenneth W. Powers, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development &
Research Center
I' O bus 1199
N itshgmhe., LA 714.5I, 1159

Mr. Donnie Tummello, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Hucation
Office of Vocational Iducation
I ouisiana State Department of I clucation
1,25 !airfield A'. Room 631
'Llre\ (port I A 71101



AVIATION MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY

Mr. Kidwell
Chief of Aircraft Maintenance
Department of Transportation and Development
8900 C Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70807

Mr Earl McCarthy. Federal Aviation Agency
Principal Aviation Safety Inspector (Airworthiness)
Southwest 11%1,1 Standard District Office 62
9191 Flares Roast

Baton Rouge, LA 70811

Mr. Glenn R. Carter, Aviation Department head
Sowela Technical Institute
P 0 Bo\ 169;0
lake Charles I A 70616

BAND AND CIRCULAR SAW FILING

Mr Charles McInnis
McInnis Saw Services
I' 0 Bus 787
Hodge LA 71217

Mr. Don Till, Saw Filing Supervisor
Casenham Forest Industries
P 0 Bus 280
Holden, LA 70744

Mr Johnny Tippy, Instructor
Sabine Valley Vo-Tech School
Ilighwas 171 south
Mans L 71419

Mr Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and Research Center
1' C) 13os 11;9
Nati hitohe, 1 714RS-11;9

CARPENTRY

Mr Paul Shows, Contractor
I' 1,1 II 's 272
t,olt1,uuta, LA 71011

Mr Jack Mills, District Manager
Associated General Contractor,

Industrial Parks as
1 Ma) OW IA 70;08

Mr. Clyde Cooper, Instructor
Sullwan brech Institute
1710 .-.L1111% an Drive

Itog,thisa I A 7042;

Mr Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and Research Center
I' 0 fio\ ico
\at,hito,he. I A 71 I;8 11;9

18

Mr, Kenneth W Powers, Curriculum Speualist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 Bus 1159
Natchitoches, LA 714;8-11;9

Mr. Donnie Tuminello, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
1;2; Fairfield /Venue
Shreveport, LA 71101

Mr. David Poston, Director
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

1' 0 Bo, 1159
Natchitoches, LA 71458.11;9

Mr Gerald Saucier, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
P 0 Bo\ 94061
Baton Rouge LA 70804-0064

Mr Mervin Birdwell, Curriculum Coordinator
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

1' 0 Box 11;9
\'ItL11110che',, I A 714R8-11;9

Mr Gerald Saucier, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of I ducation
I' 0 00\ 91061
Baton Roug, I A 7080.1 .000;



COMMERCIAL ART
Mr. Mark H. Hebert, Owner
Hebert Sign Company
Rt H, Box 1800
Lake Charles, LA /0605

Mr. Mark these, Plant Manager
Crescent Decal
1407 Carroll St
Kenner, LA 70062

Mr Dave Ivey, Owner
Dave Ivey Graphics, Inc.
100 ran field As e
Shreveport, LA 71101

Ms. Betsy Griffin, Commercial Artist
Morning Advocate State Times
P 0 But 588
Baton Rouge, LA 70821

Mrs Geraldine Hebert, Instructor
Sowela Technical Institute
13 0 Bo\ 16950
Lake Charles, 1.A 70616

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS
Mr. AI Bennett
Office of Emergency Preparedness
Land and Natural Resources Budding, Basement Rm 17
62; North Fourth Seet
P 0 Bo\ 66536
Baton Rouge, LA 70R06-6536

Mr. Jim Miller
Motorola, Inc.
310 Mecca Drive
Lafayette, LA

Mr. Iluey Segura
Marathon Od Company
1819 Pothook Road
Lafayette, I.A 70;08

Mr Frank Falcon, Instructor
Teche Area Vo-Tech School
Vadmna Regional Airbus(
I' O Bo\ 1037
\Liss Iberia I A 711361-10;7

COMPUTER ELECTRON ICS
Mr Jerry O'Neal Bonner
Computer Service of Shreveport
87; West Gate I are
Bossier (its, LA 71112

Mr. William R Wheeless
United Information Systems (UNISYS)
85;0 Lotted Pla/a B, ciiinte 600
Baton Rouge LA 70809

Mr. Charles Iliad., Instructor
Shreveport-Bossier Vo-rech Institute
2010 North Market 'greet
P 0 Bo\ 78527
'dirtsi. port, I A 71117827

Mr. Barney D. Lewune, Instnictor
South.v.,st Louisiana Volech Scbt.ol
I' 0 Bus 820
( rovides, 1 A 70 ;274820

19 k.

Mr. Bryan Hach, Instructor
efferson Parish Vo:Tech School
5200 Blair Drive
Metairie LA 70001

Mr heir), M Curtin
.duration Special ct

Office of Vocational I duration
Louisiana State Department of Education
P Bus 91964

Baton Rouge LA 70894.9064

Mr. Mervin Birdwell, Curraulum Coordinator
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

1' 0 Bo( 1150
Nit 1 11;9

Ms. Pat Walton, Superb icor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
I' C) Bo( 94064
Baton Rouge, LA 70801-9061

Mr, Harry Latiolais, Department Head
lafayette Regional Vo:Tech Institute
1101 Bertrand Urns
P 0 lio 4909
Lafayette, LA 70'802 4909

Mr. Huey P. Sonmer, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P O Bo 1I5`)
Natt. Int04.lic-, I A 71458-1159

Mr. Cleveland Marchand, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Lducation
P O Bo\ 9;064
Baton Rouge I \ 70804-9064

Mr Hues I' Simmer, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P 0 Bo\ 11;9
\atiiktmluis 1 A 211;`,

Mr Mervin Birdwell, Curriculum Coordinator
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 00\ I Ic9
\ ahintoche, 1 A 714;8 11;9

Nlr Cleveland Marchand, Jr Supersisor
trade and Industrial Lducation
Office of Vocational Education
I musiana State Department of 1 ducatioo
P l Bo\ 9 10til
Baton Rotiiii 1 A 7040} 90,1



CONSUMER ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

Mr Pierre Wilson frahan
Lafayette Radio Lquipmenc
307 Bet trand I( rue
t afotette LA -0'0,

Mr Dallas Benoit
Benoit Television Sales 6: ben ice
1102 North L cr,,t% vc
atAette LA 70-itte

Mr, Thomas Kennedy
RCA Service Co
0011 I lillsborti
`silk aeport I A 71 I

Mr Charles I' Langston
Montgomery Ward

Bouloard
Lataet.e I A 70;07

Mr. Stanley Rrohn, Secretary
Louisiana State Radio ee. Television Technicians Board

Dallas Dr:e
Baton Rou,t, I 'a elite,

DIESEL MECHANICS

Marlin Trovell, Pechnical Communicator
Holt Company
BlO 'dolt. I I.,,tma,
Bean I \ 70(1`;

Mr Wayne Hudspeth, (ruck Service Manager
George Lngme Co
P S

la-0 I \ :11,1;o

Mr. Reece Powell, Instructor
Port Side ocational School
12++ IZocdank load
Pori Von I N 717,-

ELECTRICIAN

Nfr, Ambrose Constantine
Acadian Metro-Code
707 loa .t I nrwrIt%
1 *ILA ctto I \ -07,00

Mr frank Prattsm
Plattint I lectrt. Co, Inc
512 I Mk,. 1,rn. Vento
N'.taloc I \ 7(001

Mrs. Carol Newell
1)avis International
1\1 Ic,n

Baton Itoto;c I

Mr I eonard laylor
(actor and Sons I lertru. Co lin
10 1\ aInngton V. nt'
Bat( ti Itousw I 1 -1,412

Mr. fames Moran, Instructor
La fat cite Regional Vo-Lech Institute
P Bo\ i"0"

atatvtte 1 70;02

20

\'r Richard I abbe lio..ruo,n
I ara%ette Regional \o-hot In.tadt,
11.11 Boltrdmi Otc,,
I' 1/4) Bo\ Iwo

\

Mr \\alter Ray Gunter, Instructin
Shreveport- flossier \'o -lech Institute
2010 \,,r,11 11arko

0 El,y, 78;7
,Ie,cisort I ,1 "I Ft:.s-,2-

Mr Hue) P Sonniei Curriculum Specialist
ocational Curriculum 1)ecelopment and
Research Center

I' I i Bo \ l Fiu
\ aohito,bes I 1 -14-so-ll',0

11 r, Cleveland Marchand, Jr Supervisor
Trade and Industrial rchication
Office of 'ocational I duration
Louisiana State Department of I duration
p 0 lI 10,:

1',11" 10111 1 70`011 "001

'air kenneth IN Powers, C urriculum ta)1,t
Nocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

l' 0 Bo\ 11,0
Not,ltot ht s I 71-1as I F0

NI, Donnie lumina°, Supers stir
Trade and Industrial I (location
Office of ()rational Dlucation
I ouisiana State Department of I din at,,,
1'2 1 .TII, Id 'volt' Room o's
-irokport I N .11°1

I:ichard Sanders, Inst!int
Baton Rouge \o -tech Institute

, ,ib (limy
Baton It u ;t. 11,0;

!air Hues I' SM1 ( urriculimi SN,talo.t
10cationa1 1 urric til UM De% clopmew and

sari 11 (- enter
t) II- '

\ Lt., h. `, I

\dr henneth V\ Diners, ( urriculuni 'Tennis!
°rational (ovictilum I)eceioismont .ind
Research (enter
I' 0 I

\ot, I

11r leceland Marchand, Ir, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial (duration
Office of Vocational I link ation
Louisiana State Department of I dot aoon

k+ :en;

Baton 1.i,tn;. I \ 1,`,01 u.00



ELECTRONICS (FIRST YEAR)

Mr Winston L. Fontenot
Communications Foreman
Gulf States Utilities
1' 0 Box 2431
Baton Rouge 70821

Mr. Roland J. Ducote
Communications Supervisoi
Gulf States Utilities
I' 0 Box 2111
Baton Rouge, LA 7(1821

Mr. Joseph A Miller, Instructor
T H Harris Vo:Tech School
P O Box 713
Opelousax LA 70170

GRAPHIC ARTS

Mr Rodney Gascon, Owner
Bark Creations
408 La Boure Avenue
Plaquenune LA 707o4

Mr. Chuck Ehlers, President
Knight Manufacturing Inc.
112 Nest MeNeexe Si
lake Charles, LA 7060;

Mr Willard Gore, Instructor
Shreveport- Bossier Vo-lech Institute
1' 0 Box 78127
xhrexeport l A 71137-8527

Mr Kerry M Curtin, Education Specialist
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education

) Bus 91444

Baton Rouge I A 70801-9061

HEAVY EQUIPMENT MECHANIC

Mr, Marlin lrovell, Technical Communicator
Holt Company
P 0 Drawer 106
Reserve 1 1 700'11

Mr Kenneth Monroe, Shop Eoreman
T I James and Company
P 0 11os 1210
Ruxton I.A 7 1270

Mr, Melvin Iruge, Vice-President of Service
Head and Lngquist I quipment, Inc.
P .) Box 52041
Baton Roure 7o8o;

Air Ben Berry, Vice - President
Crawler Supply Company
1, 0 Boy S,106
Baton Rouge I A 70802-1106

21

Mr. Huey P Sunnier, Curriculum Soesialrst
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

1' 0 BOy 11 ;0
OLL IntoLhe, 1.1 711;8-11;0

Mr Cleveland Marchand, Jr, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
1' 0 Box 94064
Baton Rouge LA 70804-9061

Mr Mervin Birdwell, Curriculum Coordinator
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P O Boy 1130
\atchitoches, LA 71458-1150

Ms. Pat Walton, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
I ouisiana State Department of Education
I' Cl Bus 91064

Baton Rouge L 1 70801.0064

Mr Reece Poivell, Instructor
Port Side Volicli School
I' (1 11,., 798

Port Allen IA 70767

Mr. Kenneth Powers, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 Box 1119
\ atilithichex LA 7148-11;0

Mr. Donnie Tummello, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Ottice of Vocational Education
I ouisiana State Department of Education
1;25 Fairfield 'Venue
sfireseport 1 1711)11



HEAVY FQUIPMENT OPERATOR

'Mr Isaac ls., Carpenter, Jr.
-171 Old Lsss

\ 1110 [ 7070"

\Ir Iddie A Spring
t hIcs As enu.'

Bor,,ii I A

Mr Robert I Muses:, Crane Operator
(,renter Baton Rouge Port Commission
Tim , Rouge Barge Terminal
pt ; Bo, I;

Rug, \ 70S07

\ft actor Itassclale, ,Area Manager
L outshina Rising, Inc

..) Fir

\ 70422

\Ir foe Roberts, Superintendent
I [amino% Corporation
I' mpt

6 o 71'~21

5NDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
^It 'i1in..ton I hintenot, Communications loreman

,tilt States L Wows
os _111

AI Roland I Ihmite, Communications Supersisor
, In Slates Lttlities

21;1

;12. I \

Hsph \ Instructor
i II HAfTI, Aodech School

INI)(ISTRIAL MACHINE SHOP
\IT I'm Bouchard, \tanager

Inc
i I 6,

I \71107

\II Itidiard C, Y1,151., Ntachinist
.kla I new Resources

. 170

dr I i \

Dr lames Oxen,, Assistant Professor
Department of Industrial technology
'southeastern I ouislana University

sL4-

. road I \ 7o102

Mr Phillip C Altos, President
Paris \taintenance, Inc

'1 c herr% hill \cc
IL eon Rou.te I \ 711,81,

Mr flues' Vatin, President
Precision Industries, Inc
I 1121 ''.1animoth As

Is'ous..c. I \ 70BI1

22

Mr fun Benoit, held Coordinator
Associated General Contractors Representative
F Miller and Sons, Inc
P .) Bos 16867i

ake Charles, LA ;Vohs

Mr. John Ballard, Instructor
Port Side VoTech School
P 0 Bos 7q8
Iket Allen, LA 70767

Mr. Kenneth Powers, Curricuhim Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 Bo\ 1159
Natchitoches, LA 711'8-11,9

Mr Gerald Saucier, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
1' 0 Bo\ 94064
Baton Rouge LA 70S01-00e4

Mr Huey P Sonmer, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P Bo, 11;9
NatslutocIns, LA 7148 11;0

\lr Cleveland Marchand, Ir., Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
1' C) ()tots I

Baton Rouge I. 70804-006i

Mr Robert Broussard, Instructor
Teche Area Vo-lech School
r Bos 10;7
\:,,ss Iberia, LA 70;61 1o;7

Mr. Alton Wise, Instructor
Shreveport-Bossier Vo-Tech Institute
2010 \ orth Nlarket Strict
`shrescport l A 71117-',27

Mr Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curneuhim Development and
Research Center
r 11 Bo\ 11;9
Natchitoches I \

Mr C It Bell, Jr., Assistant Director
trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocatio al Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
1, 0 Boy O406i
Baton Rouge I A 704ili



INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

Mr David Eastridge, Nlamtenance Superintendent
Harmony Construction Corporation
2865 Nlason Drne
P 0 Box 1613
Baton Rouge, LA 7052)

Mr. Gilbert Pickens
Maintenance Supervisor Apprenticeship Program
Stone Container Incorporated
Mill Street
Hodge LA 71247

Mr. Barry Johnson, Engineering Manager
Edmont
Highway 7')
Rt 1, Box EIS,

Haynessille, LA 71035

Mr. Frank Vitramo, Maintenance Manager
Shell Chemical
River Road
P 0 Box 500
Geismar, LA 70734

INSTRUMENTATION
Mr. Bill Bushall, Supervisor
Maintenance Training
1333 Worsham

Zachary, LA 70791

Mr. Tom Gaskins
Bayou Steel Corporation
P 0 Box 5000
La Place, l A 7006$

Mr. James Mathis, Superintendent
M.M R. Construction Company
117261 Airline I lighssa,
Baton Rouge LA 70517

Mr. Thomas A, Murray, Instrument I ngineer
c o BASE Corporation
RI\ 1.1 Road

I' 0 Box 457
Geismar, I /' 70711

Mr. Bill Stepps
Shell Oil Company
P 0 Box If)
Norco, LA 70070

Mr Jim Keith, Instructor
Ascension Volecti School
I' 0 5,,s
xorrento 1 A 7077s

23

Mr Hues P Sonmer, Curriculum Specialist
siocat,onal Curnc,Ilum Detclool,ili and
Research Center

I'0 go\
Natchitoches, LA 71458-115"

Mr Cleveland Marchand, Jr., Super nor
trade and Industrial Education
Oftice of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of I ducation
P 0 Box 94064
Baton Rouge LA 70804-9004

Mr Joe Prince, Insnuctor
Northwest Louisiana Vo:Tech School
$14 Constable
I' O Bo', 335
linden LA 71056 0835

Mr Gail Simmons, Instructor
Riser Parishes VoTech School
P O Dlimur AQ
Resole, IA 70084

Mr Huey P Sonnier, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center
P 0 Box MY
\ at, hitothes I A 71416-11,0

Mr. W. H. Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and-.
Research Center

l' 0 Box 1159
\ at( Knoche' L\ 714'6 11S9

Mr. Cleveland Marchand, Jr., Supers ism
trade and Industrial I ducation

Office of Vocational Education
Loutsaana State Department of ! duration
I' O Bus n;064
Baton Kongo I A 7080 1 9064



JEWELRY TECHNOLOGY

NEr Johnnie Musso. Ossner
Musso's leuelers
'2 I 1 I lurid,, d

Bator, Rous.;e 1 A 708P; I lt,(1

\ Is, Robin I aurent
NI L Kroll Jewelers
2426 Menterres filsd
Baton Rouge LA 70814

Mr. James Roberts, Instructor
Natchitoches-Central Area Vo-Tech School
1, 0 Bm

Naklutoches I A 71458-115g

MARINE OPERATIONS
Mr. Garland Poarch
Zapata Gulf Marine Company
1268 Destrahan /Venue
P 0 Box 802
Hanes', LA 70038

Mr, Frank Dick, Personnel Representative
Nicor Marine, Inc.
Inglicsay 182 Basou Vista
I' 0 Box 2201

Vista, I .\ 703511

Mr Gerald Hoffman, Vice-President
Offshore Express
4715 Nlenard Road
liourna LA 703e1

\Ir Walter Wise, Personnel Manager
Dive Carriers, Inc
22"8 Ti ter, Road

0 Its ,,O('
Hare, 1 A ;1)0+8

locket Bernard
c o Ntr loin Finn Director of Personnel
1 Ras McDermott, Inc
I I. -,cas 00 'rim
I' 1 I>, \ 188
110r;.?,n ( .1. I \ "i15

( ornmarider t arl I Wolcott
Marine Inspection (Hfke

sl

MASONRY

Mr Herman Williams, Apprentice Coordinator
Bruklasers l ocal No I

rth i / -or, et
Orn ins I \ 71': I

Mr Maximillion Pasageau, Instructor
Baton Rouge \h -Iech Institute

c. Acadian ihrue,as
Be m Rtnigt I \ -(!so

,) )

24

Mr Mervin 131RISWII, CIPTICUIUM Con,dinator
VskaiiI)11,1; Currisuiem Deveiopment and
Research Center

I' 0 Bos
\atcha,,,11,, LA 71,05 vs.,

Ms. Phyllis Williams, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office or Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Lducation
1' ti.is

A -081i.}..(4,,

Mr Floyd J Verret, Operations Manager
index, Inc.
Do.,' 0! I ,1,-;

0 2

,ts \

Mr. \ 1 Gianellom
Louisiana Marine Sr Petroleum Institute
1)r, L, vi Read
tio\ 51' `,3

II, Lm, 1 \

Mr, Gerald Bergeron, Instructor
Terrebonne Parish Vo-Tech School

I Emma or Ita,e\, i ,,ds re Road

Houma I "0160

Mr, Hues I' Sonnier, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 Box IF+,
N..1s.hizl,_ he, LA 71F,8 1;5,4

Mr C. It. Bell, Jr, Assistant Director
trade and Industrial Education

Office of Aocational Education
Louisiana State Department or Fduration

() ,+;(1-,4
liAton '

Nlr Cseraid Saucier, rcupersisor
(rade aad Industrral Fdoratron
Mine of Vocational I duration
Louisrana State Department of Education

!fo, SOnl

Mr. Bud Parkison, (minulrim Specialist
mammal Curriculum Development and

Research Center
I' l) B\ i 11"
NON.hittqllt I \ 711,8 11,9



MEAT PROCESSING

Mr Tom Stallings, Meat Merchandiser
A & P Food Stores
9470 Greens,ell Spring,. Road
Baton Rouge, LA 70814

Mr Robert Beavers, Market Manager
Brookshires Food Store
7925 Youree Drive
Shreveport, I. A 71105

Mr. Terry Oquinn, Market Manager
Brookshires Food Store
1870 Airline Drive
Bossier City, LA 71010

Mr. Joseph Braud, Instructor
Folkes Vo-Tech School
I' (3 Box 808
Jackson, 1 A 70748

OFFICE EQUIPMENT REPAIR
Mr Phil L. Hunter
Hunter Business Machines
2405 Kirkman Street
Lake Charles, I,A 70601

Mr. Michael Tims
Monroe Office Equipment Company
1(8)1 Hudson Lane
I' 0 Box 2006
Monroe, LA 71202

Mr. J W Wilhite
American Business Service
602 North Fifth Street
Monroe, LA 71201

Mr. Rick Turnage, District Technical Speoalist
Pitney Bowes
9437 Interline Atonic'
Baton Rouge, I A 70809

OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN

Mr George "Buddy" Ward, Service Manager
Midway Honda
10 4, Box 297
()Mulder LA 7063i

Mr. Flint L. Zerangue
Zerangue's Lawn Center
3219 Johnson St
Lafayette, IA 70503

Mr. Steve Berry, Manager
Cheek's Marine Sales
1713 Military
Pineville IA Moo

Mr John White, Assistant Store Manager
Gouthhaux's Car Care Center
9799 C ortana Nat
Baton Rouge, I \ 711818

25

Mr Robert Johanson, Instructor
Basimp Vo-Teth SLhool
I' Cl Box 1120
Bastrop, LA 71221-1120

Mr. Kenneth Emsers, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

P 0 Box 1159
Natchitoches, L.\ 71458 1139

Ms Betty Penny, Supervisor
Health Occupations Education
Office of Vocational Education
I ouisiana State Department of Fdtisation
P 0 13ox 94064
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9064

Mr. Woodrow Howse, Instructor
Delta Ouachita VoTech institute
test Ouachita Industrial Park
609 Vocational Parktsa
test Monroe, LA 71291

Mr. Huey P Sonnier, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 Box 1139
Natchitoches, LA 71438-1139

Mr. Cleveland Marchand, Jr, Supers isor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Lducation
Louisiana State Department of Isituatum
1' 0 Box 94064
Baton Rouge I \ 70801

Mr Kenneth Powers, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Deseloi ment and
Research Center

1' 0 Box 1159
Natchitoches, 1 A 71438 1139

Mr Donnie Tummello, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Lducation

Office of Vocational Education
I ouisiana State Department of I duration
1323 Fairfield Ave
'Are eport 1 ,\ 7110



PIPEFITTING

Mr. Armand Kramer, Apprenticeship Coordinator
New Orleans Pipe Trades Joint Apprenticeship Committee
2'01 North Arnou It Road
I' U Box 8424+
Metairie LA 70011

Mr Toni Nevitt, II, Welding Engineer
McDermott, Inc
P Box ISS
Morgan Cds, I A 703X1

Mr. Clint Hawthorne, Instructor
Tallulah Vo4Tech School
Old lbss ti3
1a 1101,th LA 71284

Mr. Kenneth Powers, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 Box
ass hnoshe-,, I A 7117-8-11;9

PLUMBING

Mr lame, I toles, President
N links, Inc

P 14,n

Mr be IZalhoine, Apprentice Instructor
',Ps; .11 Prne
tai IA ss ; \

Mr Dewes J Cremation, Instructor
Ratan Rouge Vo4Tech Institute

\ ca&a Ihr iv, is

Rai. n 'otis,;(, 7`so

POWER LINE TECHNICIAN

NIr. Howard McDonald
Linploy Training and Development Manager
Louisiana Power and Light
P U Box e0140 %IL \72
\en Orleans, LA 701n0

NIL J D. Sibley, Loss Management Administrator
Dixie Flectric Co-op
P 0 Box 1,6;9
Baron Rouge

Mr Steve Goudeau, General Line Supers i,or
Central Louisiana I lectric Company
I' Box =00

711h0

`Or BO Burton, Instructor
I amar Salter N'oTecn ',shoot
Rt 2

I Hit 1 \ , 144r

2b
rF

Mr Bad ear kNon ( urn,
Vocational Currisulom Desal, .,5 io.,
Research Center
r) ;15 ;sat
ats tos'i l.'s 7,1\s

\1: Lieu eland Marina,
Trade a,id Industrial
Office of Vocational fou,ation
I ainsiana State Dew,,,tw, ,t

k x owut
Baiou 's

OA.
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TRUCK DRIVING

Mr. Paul Penicl East Region Sat.:::
D S I Transport, Inc
17220 Old Jefferson
Baton Rouge, LA 70817

Mr Harold Jackson, Terminal Mgr
Steve Thompson Trucking, Inc.
312+ Harding Ithd
Baton Rouge, LA 70807

Mr. Arthur Lenberger, Safety Director
SAIA Motor Freight Lines
P 0 Bo A Station 1

Houma, I.A 70363

UPHOLSTERING

Mr. Mike Demcola, President
Don's Furniture Upholstering
4256 Plank Road
Baton Rouge, L s, 70805

Mr. David Crofton, Owner
Professional Trim Shop
831 N Market Street
Shreseport, LA

Ms. Bobby LeBlanc, Instructor
Memorial Area Vocational School
Louisiana Correctional Institute for Women il,CHs Blanch
P 0 Bo\ 26
St Gabriel, LA

Ms. Peggy Carr, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Dewlopment and
Research Center

I' 0 Bo\ 1180
Natchitoches 1 A 71188 115"

WELDING

Mr. George Fairbanks, Vice-President
Physical Testing and Welding Related Senile,
Scientific Testing Laboratories, Inc.
2703 Weller 'Venue
Baton Rouge LA

Mr P. T. Delaune, LI-34, Engineering Specialist
Boeing Petroleum Services, Inc
850 South Cleamen Parkes is
New Orleans, I A 70121

Mr. Bruce Ha Ilda, Senior Welding Engineer
Avondale Industries
Slurnard DRision
I' 0 Bo\ 50280
Ness Orleans, LA 701+0

Mr. John E Ball, Jr , Instructor
Slidell Vo:lech

0 Bo 827
',lidell, I A 7048110627

27

Mr kenneth Posers, Curriculum Specialist
Vicationa1 Curriculum Deselopment and
Research Center

P 0 11,.A. 1185

Nahlutoches, I A 71458 115k)

Mr Cleveland Marchand, Superi.isor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of Education
P 0 Bo. 04064
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-00(4

Mr Kenneth Powers, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center

I' 0 Bo 1150
\ aklutoches, LA 71158-118"

Ms Phyllis Williams, Super%lsor
Trade and Industrial I duration
Office ot Vocational Fthication
Louisiana State Department ot Lducation
I' Cs Bo\ 94064
Baton Rouge I 70801-0061

Mr. Kenneth Posers, urricultim Specialist
Vocational ellifICUlum Dei.elopment and
Research Center

I' 0 Bon 1189
Nati hilts hes LA 7115,8 11"

Mr Bud Parkison, Curriculum Specialist
Vocational Curriculum Dei.elopment and
Research Center

I' 0 Bus ipso
\ Ott. hth che, I A 71458-1I;"

Mr Cleveland Marchand, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
Office of Vocational Education
Louisiana State Department of I duration
I' 130 01064
Baton Rouge I A 708111 401,1
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LOUISIANA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION
MASTER LISTING OF COMPETENCY-BASED COURSES

Course Title Length CIP Code Course Title Length C11` Cod,
AGRICULTURE

t Agricultural Mechanics 1688 1 lotus (15 months)
2. Forest Technology 1688 Hours (15 months)
3. Horticulture 1688 !lours (I5 months)

01 0204
01 0401
01 (1601

33 Dietary Manager
31 lomemaker's Aide

TRADE AND INDUSFRIAI

1350 1 iou rs (12 months) 20 0 10
675 flours (6 months) 20 0606

BUSINESS
35 An Conditioning Itetrigeration 2700 flours (21 months 17 02(11

4 Account Clerk 78S 1 lours (7 month.) 07 0102 Applionce Repair 13;11 }lours t'2 months) 470101'5 Computer Operator . 1350 flour. 12 months) 07 0102 37 Vito Body Repahi 3.025 Hours (IS month.) 4-06016 Computer Programmer 2025 I lours ( IS months) 07 010-1 38 .'caitormitive IC(11111klan tows 121 month.) ,471)60,7 Hospitality and Tc mi ism 225 flour, (2 months) 08 0901 A iation Nlaimenanc 10,1'1110;0 19:1 Flucai ( months; 471)0028 Salesmanship 675 !lours (6 1110016'.) (IS t 10 Band and Cmtular (ism 1 Mint 202, Hrtn, ( mom 1 IS 059'9 Secretary 116", limns (11 months; 1)70606 1t
2025 lout" ( IS mon'os) 16 02010 Stenographer 1',0 1 lours (12 months 0-C6117 I-ornmer,,al '70 ) I 1. s 7 e 1110,I(11`, 48112011 kir-111w] System Op, rotr lid louts it, months) 13 C 01111111.11,11;IIII, 1 ilLt tint. :71" 1 tours (21 months) 17012 Word Processor Operator 1011 I locus 19 61,nths) co,(N

II Computoi 1 le, holm s 1 fur 124 months) 47 01044s ( cmsunier 1 4' 'nit. "et it 1,c 270" I LA11. ;24 Montli,) 17019°
COMMUNICATIONS

46 i chm. s 13,9 hunt, )12 !floilth,,) 470(,0°
13 lelevision Production 2027 t 10,cis I8 11101101,o 10,01

I 1ot i)1, cav )6S), flours (15 months) 40011).CONSUMER, PERSONAL, AND MISCLLI ',NEOU's 5t RVICES (,raphic A11`. 1.150 f loot. ( 12 months) 18 02014 Barbering flout, (11 months, :20402 ifeast 1 ciiiipiac hank i 1 tout' (12 months) 47 030215 Cosmetokigi 1150 I him, (12 months) 140 ;ow 1 i citurinent 01.4 rotor
; Indust; iai I 1H mink

11 , lour. (10 months)
2700 !lours (24 month.)

;9020:
470l0',

ENGINEERING
Industi la( \ Latium.' ishop IsOt) Ilours (16 months) 01016 BiomethcaI Icicupment Eichuo!,,g tom s (21 mom 1,1 150;01

5) Industrial :Maintenance Irc lint, ion 700 !lours (2 1 months) 17 030317 Girl Engineering lee hno1c)g% 2250 lows 120 menthol IS n201 lush ()memo(ion
270'1 flout. (24 month.) ;7 040118 Drafting and Design leehnolog 2-0,1 flouts (24 months)

19 Electromechanical lechnolop 2 175 1 lours (22 months)
20 Motor Vessel Engineer Icqus (12 months)

15 0202

151)403

IS 0801

!conch l lechnologs
Manne ()peiations

;7 Masoniv

2025 flours (I8 months)
1350 flours (12 months)
((.0)1 flours (16 months)

48 060:
19 NO:
16 010221 Nondestructn e resting vi..;(1 1 tours (12 months) 1S0702 Meat Pi ocessing 1011 I lour. (9 months) is 010;22 Process Techmeran 1150 I lotus (12 months') IS 0699 Otlice I quirt-)tnt Repair 2250 flouts (20 month'. 17 0102

( hotdooi loss e, 1(01mi-tient leHill1L14111 1013 ! lours (Li ruce)ths) 47 0606HEALTH OCCUPA1 IONS
21 Emergency Medical lec h 1,111 (I ) Paramedic 115 1 Hours f 17020n

Pipetitting
('I' cluh,rig

13511 I louts (12 month',
1;50 Hour, H3 .nonths)

to 0502
16 Vic)

24 Is.ledical Laboraton lec link ion I, tit'l 1te I 1,7010'i hi ei I ine icichnici Iii ,) t tour, (1' noinii.si 16 0 yr25 Nurse Assistant 2s1 loins 17060: II:11.F I 1' lot is 1 1"(3),26 Pracnt al Nursing '000 11oui. I ; r),,Dim) pi1' !Is' 'cons lit '1)L 1 Is '1,127 Respirators 1 hemp Lic hut, tan
I I

t II o",,;;;, 1-11-
28 cidiri(kal L c hoologi tote, -02129 1\ aid ( k

,s,s4

ECONOMICS
( fuld ( are I lout 111'1,0

31 ( omme,t1,;;I `;,"N10;.), 11,11:
Tolman Occupations Il;,) I 'our , 12 r,Ionths) I

10,.111, 411,1 lat Alit., 1



AGRICULTURE

Agricultural Mechanics
Forest Technology

Horticulture



CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline
Program Area: Agriculture

CIP Code: 01.0204

Course Title: Agiicuitural Mechanics

Course Length 168S Clock Hours 15 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop evenence con-
cerned with providing the know leL:ge and skills in IN hich a mechanic maintains, repans and overhauls farm
machinery and equipment The course prepares the indi% idual to select, safety use and maintain hand and
power tools The content includes, but is not limited to, tractors, combines, balers, sptavers, and gasoline
and diesel engines Safe and efficient %%Urk practices are emphasized, basic occupational and emplovabilit
skills are an integral part of instruction. The content is organized into competent)-based units of instruction
which specify occupational competencies the individual must successfully complete

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Intioduction
II. Human Relations

III Safety
Business Practices

V Tools and Equipment
VI. Service Literature
VII Engines

VIII Air Conditioning and Heating
IX Transmissions and Differentials
X Brake, Steei ing, and kVheel Systems

XI. Power Transfer Systems
XII, Hydraulic Systems

XIII Tillage Equipment
XI% Planters
XV Combines and I Ian esteis

XVI. Hay and Forage I laryesting Equipment
XVII Job Seeking Skills

Curviculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Intioduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the field ot agricultural machinery mechanics
2 Identity the working conditions imolved tcith agricultural machinery mechanics
3 Identity Job hazards associated w ith agricultural machiner\ maintenance and lepair
4 Describe salon and benefits in olved with employment as an agtictiltutal mai hinei%

mechanic.
Describe job opportunities available tot the agncultui al machinery mechanic
Identity initia1 investment requnements I or professional mei hamcs

UNIT II: I lumai, Relations

Competencies: I Demonstrate willingness to leain
2 %.1'nte legibly
3 Listen attentnelv



4 Prepare w ritten communication
L'\hibit dependability

6 Demonstrate punctualit,
7. Follow rules and regulations.
8 Read and comprehend written communication and intormatikm teund in technical

manuals.
9 Use technical manuals effectively.

10 Maintain Jean and orderly work area.
11 Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness
P. Comply with safety and health rules,
13 Select correct tools and equipment
14 Utilize equipment correctly
15 Vork productively with others.
16 Ethrhit pride and loyalk.
17 Demonstrate problem solving skills
18 Show empathy, respect, and support for others
19 Apply communication skills to good customer relations

UNIT III: Satet

Competencies: 1 Use proper lifting techniques
2. \\ear safety glasses
3 ',Veal personal protective gear
4 IVea proper clothing
5. Report accidents
6 Keep shop and work area clean
7 Locate and know how to use fire e\Unguishers.
S Demonstrate a knowledge of sate operation of mytuel equipment

Demonstrate a knowledge of multi-media first aid.
10. Demonstrate a knowledge of results of having an accident
1 1 Use and dispose' of tow fluids and chemicals according to safety regulations and

hazardous waste requirements
12 Maintain hand tools
13 Use hoists, chains and lifting devices
14 Maintain an organized work area

Follow proper operating procedures for tools and equipment
16 Demonstrate safe operating proceduts, while operating motorized equipment
17 Demonstrate know ledge of the sate operation procedures for a for
IS Use lack stands and blocking procedures
19 Demonstrate a knowledge of batter\ sato\
2 0 Operate a steam cleaner safely.
21 Apply shop and equipment satetk

UNIT IV: Business Pi actices

Competencies: I Identify terms associated with business practices
2. Demonstrate a know ledge of Inventory control and management.

Der nonstrate a know ledge ut the cost tat.tors imolved in doing business
4 Maintain Sel %ICC vehicles.

Maintain tools and test equipment
6 Demonstrate a knowledge ()1 the ettets of productRity in sere ice operations.
7 Demon,trate a know ledge of codes and regulations governing employer and emplokee

relations
8 Demonstrate a knowledge ot lei k al, state, and federal ta\ requirements for doing

business
omplete Seri ice reports



10 Complete
R'Nel% invonto:y deliverles

12 Mcet flat-rate requirements for service and repairs.

UNIT V: Tools and Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identity terms associated with mechanical tools
2. Identity basic hand tools
3. Demonstrate proper care and use of hand tools.
4. Identify and demonstrate proper cane and use of torque wrenches.
5. Identity and demonstrate proper care and use of air impact wrenches.
6 Measure Nits using standard and metric measurement systems.
7 Demonstrate the ability to measure parts using various precision measuring

mstrunients.
8 Calibrate precision measuring tools.
9. Clean and store precision measuring tools.

UNIT VI: Service Literature

Competencies: 1 Identth terms associated \\ ith operators' parts and service manuals.
2 Demonstrate the ability to use service manuals to assist in performing scheduled

and unscheduled maintenance.
3. Use parts manual
4 Democistiate a 1,1 ow ledge of parts ordering.

:denti\ technical and ser\ ice manual updates.
Read and interpret operator's manual

7 Follov, troubleshooting techniques prescribed in technical service manuals.

UNIT VII: Engine,

Competencies: I ;) the hale prmoples of diesel operation.
2 Desci the thi prink iples of operation of 2-stroke cycle and 4-stroke cycle engines.
3 Identiti, various t\ pes of diesel engines.
4 Difterentiate betI\ een \anous types of combustion chambers.

Pe.,chlie the put po,e and ;unction 0i diesel air intake and exhaust systems
o \ at ions t\pes of air cleaners used on agricultural equipment.

Nlaintain and ser\ 1,e oil bath type air cleaners.
8 ,N1aintain and ser\ ice dry t\ pe an cleaners
9 Ideotit\ blower-, used on diesel engines and explain their function.

10. Remo\ e and replace Howe] assembly.
11 Disassemble and assemble blower assembly
12 Describe pt inciple of operation and purpose or turbochargers.
13 Remote, disassemble repair, reassemble and replace turbochargers.

1)1a;...;no,,e it intake and exhaust system problems
Des,mhe pin pose and function of cooling system

10 r tor m pressure test on cooling system
17 1-ate loolant flow throughout engine
18 C lean radiator coils and fin,
Itt kli nit'.' and set'. ,11,151.1S types of "ate, filters used on diesel engine cooling

',','stems
20 fest coolant \\ th h\.chometet
21 I lush and clean the cooling system
22 Rernmy fe-t ,epiace thermostat

Remove, replace, and adjust fan belts
24. Remove and replace radiator and hoses
2/.7, Remove and n place water pumps.

33 't
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t hoigo l? and ,tt
11 ldenilf% ,ranking st'srt LOl ot-,t.

RernO\ C, .11.d

13 Remo\ e ,oleo, id s
Thagnose t.a14,1r; ',I-

, ;donut\ chargip,i, s, ;, a,,d describe then tun,tion
Pertoini te-As to dem Mine It th irtong stem is itinctional
Demousnate th; to aditi,i volt iegulator according to manutactuieCs
specificatv

35. Remove and replace amperage gauge.
39 Demonstrate the abmtv I,, polanie a tiactoi generator.
40 Remote and replace bearings in a geneiator and,or alternator
11. Remove test, and replace diodes

-P. Check, remove, and replace heat sink
Kl Rem,ive and ieniace glow phigs and relays
-14. Troubleshoot t\ inng circuits.
45 Diagnose charging system problems
4o Identify types of lubrication systems
4 Identify lubrication system components and describe their functions.
8 Describe types of oil pressure indicators.
49 Check engine oil pressure
50 Select type of engine oil according to engine service.
7)1 Change engine oil and oil filter,

Cut open and inspect oil filters.
Service oil coolers

=i4 Describe function of :.nd service b\-noss talves
si5 lest and service pressure olves
-0 Remove, inspect, and replace oil pump assemblies.
')7. Maintain and describe importance or maintenance records
'S Diagnose lubrication system problems

identify types of fuel systems' and (lest:rine the Rim. non of the fuel sy- ;Au
components.
Demonstrate a kno\\ ledge of fuel tpes and additives

01 Perform routine maintenance of tuel stems
62 Remove and replace fuel strainers and tutee elements.
,1, Bleed Mel system.
64 Identity types of engine governors

Describe the function of and adjust aliens types of governors
Demonstiate the akin\ to repair lattliatilic governors.

67 Demonstrate the ability to repair mechanical governors
nt' Install and adjust mechanical and ihaulic got einors
6) 'dentin. and describe types of tuel iniection s\ stems

Remme repair, and replace fuel :electors
71 lime fuel injectors.
7", wit) time tile! 11110101 ptU11p 0' ene,me
71 l'erform "pop" test on fuel miectois
71 1 fo1 m engine clinder compassion test

Demonstrate the ability to (heck en,inc iiankwse pressure
7o Remove engine hom Chas -is
77 Disassemble clean inspect and Issemble a diesel engine

Measuie parts of engine and k Onirtit e to original specifications

34
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79. Remove and replace cylinder head.
80 Remove and replace camshaft.
81. Remove and replace crankshaft and crankshatt bearings
82 Inspect and measure cylinder head components
83. Demonstrate the ability to grind and ieface tapes
84 Demonstrate the ability to lc place valve guides
85. Demonstrate the ability to grind and or replace yoke according to manufac-

turer's specifications.
86 Demonstrate the ability to adjust valve clearance according to manufacturer's

specifications
87. Perform check on cylinder head and block for Ivarpage
88. Demonstrate the ability to clean cylinder block, oil passages and pistons
89 Remove, clean, inspect, and service piston and rod assemblies.
90 Deglaze cylinder
91. Torque engine parts to manufacturei's specifications
92. Demonstiate the ability to diagnose engine performance
93. Perform diesel engine tune-ups.
94 Demonstrate the ability to evaluate exhaust smoke color to determine malfunctions
95. Diagnose and correct cause(s) of lack of power.
96. Troubleshoot engine for no-start conditions.
97 Troubleshoot engine for start but no-run condition
98. Diagnose, locate, and correct conditions causing engine knock
99. Demonstrates the ability to locate and correct fuel injector malfunctions.

100 Demonstrate the ability to overhaul \ mous types of diesel engines used in apiculture.
101. Describe the basic principles of operation of a gasoline engine.
102 Disassemble, identify parts, measure parts aid compare w ith specification. and

reassemble gasoline engine.
103. Diagnose condition of, replace and 'or repair positi\ e crankcase ventilation system

components.
104 Remove and replace fuel system components
105 Demonstrate the ability to overhaul a one-, two- and four-barrel carburetor
106. Demonstrate the ability to measure fuel flow and pressure
107. Diagnose and repair fuel system problems
108. Identify components of a typical charging system.
109 Remove and replace generator and or alternator units
110 Diagnose and repair ignition switch malfunctions
111 Renio e, inspect, and replace ignition secondary w firing
112 Demonstrate the ability to set timing.
113 Remove and replace ignition distributor and adjust.
114 Demonstrate the ability to check ad\ ance timing mechanisms
115 Demonsti ate the ability to remove and ieplace gasoline engine on-framo
116. Diagnose valve train and head malfunctions
117 Demonstrate the abilth to overhaul gasoline engines
1 18 Demonstrate the ability to diagnose and repair fuel, electric al. and eneme ,,r,

tional problems

UNIT VIII: Air Conditioning and I leatmg

Competencies: 1 identity terms assochued ith air conditioning and heating equipment
2 Identif\ components of an air conditioning system and describe the function of each
3 Perform visual inspection of system
4 Evacuate and recharge an air conditioning system
'. Perform operational test of an air conditioning system

Diagnose and repair air conditioning ststem component malfunctions

3'3



UNIT IX: Transmisslons and Dittele,-,!1,11,

Competencies: J.enti.Y ompr,nenb. nt a b. pi...1! ,wd ddielenual stem
2 Diagnose clutch problem,

Recno% e, ;Can and rephke clutch asmbl\
4 pi,,gntsse mandal transmission problems

Rcrno\ e, le; pair, and teplace manual uansmission,
Dia,Loiose 11% draulic hansmission poblems

7 Remove and repair h\di tranSM;'-,10 ,
ti Diagnose differential problems

Rernme, repair and replace differential-.
Deinonstcate the alyilit% to reran st142,ht d\les, pinions,
Demonstrate tta' to sen:ce and eau tracks

9

10 and planetary gems.

UNIT X: Bloke, cAceung, and tVheel S\sterns

Competencies: I Identify the (.0n-1170:lent-, of o t pica! bhtLe "%stem
2 Identit% the components of a typkal steeling s\stem

Identity terms associated ).% ith brake, steel Ing, and \', heel s\ stems applicable to
agz icultural equtOmerli

4 Inspect lines and fitting:, to wear and of detects
Demonshate a knoy.ledge of the opetation ot a typical tractor hake system
Demonstrate the ability to test plA\ CI ht.-Ike unit and \ actium supply
Demonstrate the abilib to remove and replace bloke shoes

8 Demonstrate the ability to overhaul and or replace \\heel cylinders.
Demonstrate the abilit% to overhaul and or replace brake drums and hubs

ld Demonstrate the ability to bleed and adlust a hydraulic broke s\ stem
!I Perform static inspections and functional tests
12 Demonstrate the abilit\ to repair po.,,er brake unit
11 inspect ser\ ice. and lepaii steering anponents
14 Identity tactois ottectmg Inc ballast-
1; identity factors determining, need tot aiditional ballast on tar n equipment

UNIT XI: 1)cr.. t r ni,tt'r ,trill,

Competencies: kiOntlf \ rh1, !att2ci It h rt),.\ct s\ sterm,
2 pe,, and jpr!i,.11,0,n-, rn\ ton.tet

\ \ inrupkment, ot r()A
4 Describe du_ opelauon tunktion tron...4,1

troubleshoot pol,er tian,rer s\ st: ms
O :Wit's: (ham,
7 oohs
ti Repair' chain,

oi-sepan \ ankle speed di r. e-
l() Align chain and spiok Let
I I ( lean and lubricate (ham
12 ( lean spiok ket
11 Install chain idler
13 Replace belt ,beano
i Replan` \ -belts

Replai e fiat pa kup ,fit belt
1 7 Replat e sport kit
18 Replace do.otor paddles
ltf Replace speed iontiol

21) Replace hvdn i,tatii thine tharne ontrol \al\e
21 Replace hydtostaht Wm% pump

10



22. Replace hydrostatic drive directional control valve
23. Replace hydrostatic drive high pressure relief valve.
24 Grease gearbox
25 Install oil gaskets.
14 In Stall O11 seals.
27. Replace clutch friction disk.
28 Replace countershaft.
29. Replace transmission case.
30. Replace planetary gear
31. Replace shaft.
32. Replace synchronizing unit.
33. Replace universal joint.
34. Adjust clutch linkage.
35 Replace gear drives
36. Realign shaft and bearings.
37. Replace bearings.
38 Replace dynamic seals.
39. Replace plain bearings (bushings).
40. Replace static seals.
41 Troubleshoot bearings.
42 Align belt pulleys
43 Troubleshoot and repair Geneva mechanisms.
44 Troubleshoot and repair Scotch Yoke assemblies.
45 Identify safety hazards associated %N, ith the service and repair of power transfer

systems.
46. Apply safety practices

UNIT XII: Hydraulic Systems

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with hydraulic systems.
2 Identify various types and applications of hydraulic systems on agricultural

machinery.
3 Identify the primary components of a hydraulic system.
4 Identify types of fluids used with hydraulic systems.

Describe the operation and function of anous components of a hydraulic system
6. Identify factors affecting hydraulic system operation
7 Adjust pressure relief valve.
8. Bleed air from hydraulic system.
9. Change hydraulic filter.

10 Flush hydraulic system
11 Drain and refill hydraulic system

. ilvci dull( cynnner
13 Replace check valve
14 Replace hydraulic hoses
15. Replace hydraulic cylindeis
16 Replace hydraulic fittings.
17 Replace hydraulic lines
18 Replace hydraulic piston
19 Replace packing.
20. Repair hydraulic motors.
21 Replace hydraulic pumps
22. Service hydraulic valves.
23. Repair hydraulic pumps.
24 Troubleshoot hydraulic actuator
25 Replace hydraulic actuator.
26 houbleshoot pressure regulators

37



27 Inspect pressure control valves
28 Null hydraulic servo \ alye
29 Test accumulator charge
30 Recharge accumulatoi.
31. Replace defective accumulator.
32 Troubleshoot heat exchanget
33. Measure pressure within hydraulic system.
34. Measure flow within hydraulic system
35. Troubleshoot hydraulic sstems.
36 Interpret contiol diagrams for hydraulic systems
37 Diagnose malfunctions of lidratilic systems using test and measurement equipment.
38 Connect hydraulic components to machines
39. Identity safety hazards associated w ith the sew ice and repair LA h\draulic s% stems
40 Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIII: Tillage Equipment

Competencies: 1 Identth terms associated with tillage equipment
2 Ditferentiate between primaiv and secondary tillage equipment
3. Identify various types of primary tillage equipment.
4 identify various types of secondary tillage equipment.
5 Identity the major components of primary tillage equipment
6. Describe the opeiation and function of primary tillage equipment.

identth the major components of secondary tillage equipment.
8 Describe the operation and function of secondary tillage equipment

tdentik accessory equipment used with primary and secondary tillage equipment
(tool bars, transport equipment)

10 Troubleshoot primal v tillage equipment problems
11 Remove, inspect and repan replace &tech\ e mechanical components.
12 Remo\ e, inspect and repair replace detectne hydraulic system components
13 Remove, inspect and repair replace soil engaging tools
14 Remove and repair replace moldboard plow components
15 Perform adjustments on primary tillage equipment
16 Troubleshoot secondary tillage equipment problems
17 Remove, inspect and repair replace defectRe componentc,
18 Perform field adjustments repairs on primal-% and secondar\ tillage equipment
19 Identity safety hazards associated sc ith the seryit in and repair of primar% and secon-

dary tillage equipment.
-)t) Appls satet% practices

UNIT XI V: Planters

Competencies: 1 Identik terms associated w ith planters
2 tctentit\ various types ot toss clop, wain dill!, broadcast, and specialized planters

Identif) planter components
4 Identil% planter Wives

Identify tunow openers
6 Identill seed-metering, seed placement mechanisms, seed depth control and seed

covering device,
7 Describe the operat m and function of planters and component parts
8 Identity primal grain drill component parts
ct Describe the operation and function of pain drills and component pails

10 Identity and describe the calibration of grain ills
11 Describe the opei iti m of bioadcast planters
12 Identth the primary components ot broadcast planters
13 Identify the primary components of specialized planters.
14 Describe the opeiation and function of specialized planters and tompoio ent parts

38



15. Troubleshoot i-ow clop plantel, grain plantel, broadcast spec calved plantei .11,1
mechanical problems

16 Replace disc furiow covers
17. Adjust furrow covers
18 Adjust hitch
19 Adjust row marker.
20. Adjust furrow °Ilene:
21. Replace plate t pe sproclsaits
22. Calibrate seed placement rate
23. Calibrate pressurized air seed metering system
24. Calibrate finger-pickup seed metering s_stem
25. Calibrate seed-plate metering system
26. Adjust for desires depth of seed placement
27. Adjust attachments.
28 Install monitor assembly.
29. Service and troubleshoot monitoi assembly
30. Troubleshoot field problems
31. Identify safety hazards associated \\ ith servicing and repairing planteis,
32 Apply safety practices

UNIT XV: Combines and Harvesters

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated AN :01 combines and harvesters.
2. Identify various types of combines and harvesters.
3 Identify specialty crop combines and harvesters
4. Identify various types of special attachments for combines.
5 Identify crop tarieties and harvesting capabilities of combines and harvesters
6 Identify the components of various t\ pes of combines and harvesters
7 Describe the operation and fiirctioit of the carious components found on harvesters.
8. Describe the operation and function of the harvesting system components of a

combine
9. Identify the power systems found on combines and harvesters.

10. Identify the operational controls of combines and hart esters.
11. Stabilize concave leveling mechanism
P. Replace concave
13 Replace cutterbar on combine
14 Replace feeder comeoi.
15. Replace gathering chains.
16. Interchange combine 'grain and coin neati
17. Replace cvlindel rotni nn Lombine
18. Replace bars on ',napping plates on oimbine
lg. Replace straw IN alkers
20. Replace threshing c lualka
21. Replace threshing fans
22 Adjust corn harvester t_ylinder to koncae
23. Adjust cylinder cut -ott bat
24. Adjust drag chains and links,
25. Adjust elevator chains.
26. Adjust floating shoes
27 Adjust reel speed
28. Adjust sieves
29. Adjust snapping rolls
30. Adjust stripper plates
31 Adjust uthle balance sin ing,
32 -ubricate feeder chain
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33 Adjust slip clutches
34. Replace snapping rolls
'15 Time g.,thering
36 R I cutteibai on n;
37. Replace guard u.1 mime; conditionet ,\ 1,1
38. Replace hay conciitionei mu\ ei sal idiots
39 Replace me\\ er knife s.(f', .ns
40 ReplaLe rnowei ledger pi
41 Replace moo,er wear plates
42, Troubleshoot the pow et ss,fcnis and ha; \
43. Tiouhleshoot the hai ,vstem ci)i;,/..ne,.
44 Troubleshoot harvestet v.indiowei
45. Identify -atetv hazards associated \ \J, mg and is (lad .Things and

harvesters
46 Apply safety practice,

UNIT XVI: Hay and Forage I laryestmg 12quipmort

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with ha% and forage
2 Identify VadOUS types ot haY and wa..,e
3 Identify var. us types of in,.e's
4 Describe mi". er cutting methods and ,,pet
5 Identity primar\ mo\\ compont nts
6 Identify types of hay conditieners
7 Describe operation and fun( t1Ul, td 11,
8 Identify primary component. of h so.-idiu.,tk
9 Identify \ arious 1\ pes of mowei-condinoner, and ,\

10 Describe operation and itincti(,n
11 Identif\ primary comporent, nlo\\ ,
12 Identify \ anous types of lak!s.
13 Describe operation and tun-nor o1 lake,
14 Identif\ the primary component. o roi.e,.
15 Identity rations type- of balers
16. Demsdbe openation and function ot bale,s
17 Identify the primar\ comporcnt- of balers
18 Identth types of bale hancilmg i sf...gc
Icl Identity primary componenis describe opeiat,on

equipment
Ii f it ,nil st

20 Identify \'arioos types ot ionod ,-tod
-1 1...v.,c1 Jm- Ramo oali ,

2"
13,

Identify priniai'\ componi iii,
,oeniF 'v t\ pes of stack ,.agoras jN,,..14..

24 Identify primary c(itfl if, 'be H

and stack movers
%\

25 Identify types of ha\
26, Describe operation and f un_t WI of 110- 001
27 Identify primary compolents

Identik (mous t\pcs of to. age F,,,r,,,t, is
29 Describe operation and function of t, ;i halvesicis

11
Identify primary iomponent, of toi,i4,
Identify type, of -elf filed(1111,g kodge \\ ogoe,

'3.2 Describe operation and Ian/ tion selt-unloadeig linage wagons
13 Identity iomponent, of self-unlo ;ding toiagc",\ icon

14 11 it.c.\ \Iraqis types of .1,,t "1an..1 Now( and de,.,(r1N. a tun; hot;ii Identit\ pitm.n compont its in blOV l'



36. Troubleshoot mechanical components of balers
37 Replace round baler compression roll spring.
38. Replace round baler floor and floor channel
39. Replace round baler rollers.
40. Adjust round baler knife arm.
41. Adjust twine baler needles.
42 Adjust twine baler slip clutches (drive line and pickup drive).
43. Adjust twine baler tucker fingers
44. Adjust twine baler twine disc.
45. Adjust twine baler bale care tension
46. Replace twine baler bill hook.
47. Replace hay dog springs.
48. Replace twine baler pin in bill hook pinion
49 Replace twine baler finger rod.
50. Replace twine baler knife.
51. Sharpen twine baler knife cutting edge
52. Time feeder.
53. Time plunger
54. Replace round baler belts.
55 Adjust knives on twine baler
56. Troubleshoot mechanical components of mowers, mower-conditioners, and

windrowers.
57. Troubleshoot mechanical components of rakes, stack handlers/movers
58 Troubleshoot mechanical components of hay tubers.
59. Troubleshoot mechanical components of forage harvesters, self-unloading forage

wagons,, and blowers.
60. Identify safety hazards associated with the servicing and eviir of ha: and forage

harvesting equipment.
61. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: I. Develop a career plan.
2 Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a lett of introduction
5 Write a letter of application.
6 Fill out a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview
8. Write a follow-up letter
ci

10 Mite a letter of resignation
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vot7atir;rtal-Teehnical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline
Program Area: Agriculture

CIP Code: 03 0401

Course Title: Forest Technology

citits, Length 1688 Clock Hours - 15 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to pro\ ide specialized classioern instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a \ ai :et \ of lob,' in the field of Forest Technology or to provide sup-
plemental training for persons pit \ iouslv oi con tlen..% eniploved in related forest technology occupations.
The Forest Technology 0,11 ,e s a gel al way to produce, protect, and manage timber
and specialty forest crops mainta:,), or,la,L, and rtpaii Mated equipment and machinery; harvest and
transport trees as a crop and select, glad. and maiket forest raw materials for converting into a variety of
consumer goods, and to utllin the toles: to mulup:e pui poses such as game preserves and recreation. In-
cludes instruction in surve inc, m,,p lea,!..,g-xi oil photo,y aphy and interpretation, mensuration; forest
protection, and ecology

The course emphasizes safe and efficient e\uik pi,ktices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into ionmetencv-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must success+ullv complete

Units of Instruction: I Iotroducnon to '-Toie,t Rchntdogs
Dendiolo

hi Mathematics for 1-,nest fechincians
IV Computer lu,,ction
V T.r.H1pconot

VII \lap Reading nd Preparation
VIII. Aenal Photogiaph\ and Interpretation

IX \14.nsuration
" S-,11 culture

charnhe If ,,0
XII Fotc,t Ptat,,t,,n tn,,e,t,, and Disease

XIII forest Ptoto.tion Fire t..re and Control
XI\ Fotc,,t 1,( Aug\ Addlife

Kciatcd . \I ea'
X\ I i

\V I! I,,1,

CU 1 ri culum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Intioduction to lat.-4 I-, Imolop

Competencies: 1 !dt'llilh to Huts 1N ith the tield of forest technology,
2 I ,t'rnOn J1.1k a knOl1 !(''..4.;e t,f Job lequirernents
3 Demm-i,aiate of the \\ oiking conditions of a forest technician.
1. Dernonstiato a kno,\ ledge of caieer opportunities

fh n onstiaie a f.n()\,ledg( of the history of the Louisiana forest industry.
Identif\ nh\ ,kai and mental limitations associated \A ith forestry operations.

7 Idclit:ti state and ft ticttii icquilements for motor vehicle operator's license.
8 Wont\ saick hamrds a,.so,iated with forestry operations.



LIN TT u.

COMPetenries: Identity ',,,iii
2. icientm az,ous t\ pcs of trees.
3 NT..amt, trees civ their common names
4. Name tiees b their botanu:al names
3. Identity tree varieties by their lent.
6. Identify tree varieties by their twig
7. Identify tree varieties by then bark

S Identity tree varieties by their bloom
9. Identity tree varieties by their fruit.

10 identity ties varieties b\ their bud.
1 1. Make a leaf collection
12. Identify the parts of a tree.
13 Describe how a tree glows.
14 Describe how tiees reproduce.
15. Describe the scientific classification of trees.
16. Demonstrate the ability to use a tree identification key

UNIT HI: Mathematic, for Foiest Technicians

Competencies: 1 Identify teems associated w ith forest mathematics
2 ['Mourn basic mathematical computations
3 Determine areas.
1. Determine volumes

`,-;olve problems using formulas
6 Solve ratio probl, ms.
7 Determine dot tally
8 Demonstrate knowledge of United States standard Units of Measurement.
9. Solve triangulation problems

10 Perform calculations using d -*lei, ca1culatoi

UNIT IV: Computer Function

Competencies: 1 Identify tet ms associated v,ith compute' itmi.tion
2 !dewily the types of comptifor (unction
3. !dem:- the applications of ,,,mputci functions
4 Load a stem

Demonst, the use ,'t an opeiating system
o Demonstrato the use of opt', 'hog s\ stem utilities

UNIT interpers,,n 11 Skills

Compet:--ncie-,. 1 Idenht tams associated \\ ith interpersonal
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3 Demonstrate a professional attitude
4 Demonstrate the ability 'o be a good listener.
3 Demonstrate the ability vi follow oral and written .struetions.
6 Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the peiformance of duties
8 Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9 Demonstrate punctuality.

10 Exhibit pride and loyalty
11 Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13. Show empathy, respect, and support lot others
14. Demonstiate effective writing skills
13. Write a management report.
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16 Research an oral teport
17 Plan an oral report
18 Present an oral report

UNIT VI: Forest Surveying

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with forest surveying.
2 Identify the various types of equipment used in surveying.
3. Identify the major components of surveying equipment.
4 Demonstrate the ability to use stuveving equipment in the performank.e of duties

to meet industry standards
5. Maintain SU IAT1 ing equipment.
6 Explain the use of pacing.
7 Determine a distance by pacing.
8 Determine a distance by chaining
9 Describe the use of bearings and azimuths in forest stirs tnings

10 Demonstrate the ability to use a compass effectively.
11. Demonstrate the ability to set up and use a transit
12. Determine angular errors
13 Determine linear errors.
14. Run an open traverse using a transit and tape
15 Run a closed traverse using a transit and tape.
16 Determine an unknown distance using the stadia method
17 Record field notes legibly and concisely.
18 Describe the factors affecting surveying acctuay and precision
19. Interpret legal descriptions
20 Describe land surveying techniques
21 Determine elevations by differential le\ cling.
22 Research a legal description
23 Dian a sketch of a legal desciiption
24. Locate bench mai ks

Identity satet% haiards associated with forest surveying ()relations
26 Apply safety practices

UNIT VII: Map Reading and Prepaiation

Competencies: 1. Identth teens associated with map reading and preparation
2. Identity metes and bounds
3 Numbei sections within designated to nshms,
4 Subdivide townships into then k.omponent subdi% isions

Write legal descuptions
6 Locate land descriptions on map,
7. Plot land descriptions on maps
8 Identify map s\ mbols

Redd and interpret maps
10 I ocate tra(ts using maps

I i Research legal descriptions at courthouse
12 Identth basic drawing equipment
(3 Demonstrate the ability to use di awing equipment ettek.tRel%
14 Determine map scale lot draw ing
15 Collett field notes for map preparation
16 Draw maps to scale
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UNIT VIII: Aerial Photographs and Interpietation

Competencies: 1 [(lentil\ tel associated with aerial photograph\
2 Determine photo ,cale
3 Identity man-made oblects tom aerial photogiaph,
4. Identify natural teatule, poihaved on aerial photogiaph,.

betel mine timber types
Dwide land on aerial photographs using quadiangle maps

7 Lot ate tracts on aerial photogiaph,
8 Determine acreage using dot gild
et Dias'. timber type map using aerial photographs

10 Deteimine elevations shown on aerial photogiaph,
11 De,t.iibe care of aerial photographs
1/. Identify equipment associated with 1..111g acilal photographs

UNIT IX: Mensuration

Competencies: 1 Idennt\ terms associated with forest men,ination
/ Identity the arious took used m forest mensuration.

Identity the bask component, of \ ahous toiest mensuration tools
4 Demonstrate the ability to read a ompa,s

ls,,e a compass to plot a course to a designated location
O Nlea,ure estimate tree diameters
7 Measure balk thicknesses

\leasure estimate total nee height,
Measure estimate merchantable timbei height,

10. Determine tree age and grow th tate,
11 1=\plain form class
12 1)eteimme form class
17; E\plain site inde\.
14 Deteimme site inde\
17, Deteimme stand density
in 1.\plom Anne table,
17 'dentin. olume table,

se volume
Demonstrate pacing teL
( olibiate pacing

21 Deteimme pak.ing acl. 1.11 at' on wiled un,",en terrain
22 Iteimie tattoi, that attest pacing r,i,
21 Describe a ship crui,e
24 Describe a plot
2; ()est iibt a point ,ample k.i1.11",e
21) De,chbe a 100"0 tree count
27 I d\ out and perform a ,trip
, t

r d out and pet tonn a plot cruise'
14-) I av out and pertorm a point ,ample 11.11,e

111 out dud pertoim a 100". tier Lotint
-; I I yld171 d dot L1111

l'oitoim a dot talk
Dittelentiote toie,t product,

;4 De,t hbe d Mei ent timbei t pc,
on,tr,ict a umbel t\ pc map

( alc ulate act cage
ale ulate timber ohmic,
akulate a stand table
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39. Conshuct a stand table.
40 Evaluate cruise results.
41 Identify cruise specifications.
42. Identify scaling techniques
43 Penorm scaling techniques.
44. Identify sources of error m performing timber cruises.
45. Demonstrate ability to keep records
46. Identify saten, hazards associated with torest surveying operations.
47 Apply safety practices.

UNIT X: Silviculture

Competencies: 1. Identity terms associated with silviculture
2. Identify silviculture systems.
3 Identity types of thinning operations.
4. Describe thinning operations.
3 Describe marking systems.
6. Mark trees for thinning operations
7 Describe cleaning operations.

Describe liberation cutting.
9 Describe improvement cutting.

10 Describe harvest cutting techniques
11 Lav out harvest cuts.
12 List factors affecting selection of trees for marking operations
13 Identity equipment needed for trimming and harvesting operations.
14 !dentin, safety equipment needed for trimming and harvesting operations.
15. l'ertorm cull-tree removal.
16 Peiform care and maintenance of equipment
17. Describe site preparation processes.
IS Identify equipment used for mechanical site preparation.
19 Identify equipment used for chemical site preparation.
20 Identity equipment used in site preparation using fire.
21 Obseiye various site preparation techniques and applications.
22. Describe natural reforestation process.
23. Describe artificial reforestation process
24 Observe reforestation procedures.
25. Pei tom ietorestation procedures
26 Desciibe seed care and handling.
27 Describe seedling care and handling.

Detemune stocking level.
19,

I t,.,t advantages disadvantages of hand planting.
30 List advantages disadvantages of mechanical planting.
31 1;aluate planting lob and survival rate
12 Identity safety haraids associated with silviculture.
33 Apply safet pra gees

UNIT XI: Timber 11,11Tc-4111g

Competencies:
I Identity teems as',ociated with timber harvesting.
2 Describe a basic timber harvesting operation
3 Classify liars esting systems
4. Describe shortwood systems.
5 Identity and list equipment used in shonwood systems
6 Descnbe longwood systems.
7 Identity and list equipment used in longwuod systems
8 Identity toiest product merchantability
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9. Identify and list equipment used for felling, limbingmd bucking
10 Identif and list skidding equipment used in timber harvesting operation-,
11. Identify and list loading equipment used in timber harvesting opelations.
12 Identity and list p.ehauling equipment used in timhir harvesting opeiations.
11 Identify and list hauling equipment used in timber harvesting operations.
14 Identify other methods of transportation a,ailable for timber hauling opelations.
i5. Develop a Umbel harvesting plan for a designated tract.
16. Observe harvesting operations.
17. Evaluate harvesting operations.
18 Prepare bid foims.
19. Prepare logging contracts.
20 Identify marketing aspects
21. Identify safety hazards associated with tunher harvesting
22. Apply safety practices

UNIT XII: Forest Protection: Insects and Disease

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated w ith insects and disease aspects of forest protection
2. Identify bark beetles
3. Locate and identify bark beetle damage.
4. Identify leaf cutters.
5. Locate and identify leaf cutter damage.
6. Identify wood borers.
7. Locate and identify wood boier damage.
S. Identify twig borers.
9 Locate and identify damage done by twig borers

10 Describe the damage of cone and seed feeders
11 Describe the damage of gall formers.
12 Describe the methods of bark beetle control
13 Describe the economic impact of insect damage.
14. Identify foliage diseases
15 Locate and identify fusiform rust disease
16 Locate and identity red heart disease
17 Identify stem, branch, and cone disea: e
18 Identify vascular wilts
19 Identify root and butt rot
20 Locate and identify annosus root rot
21. Describe contiol methods for brown split needle blight
22. Describe control methods for tusiform rust.
23 Describe control methods for red heart rot
24 Describe contiol methods for annosus root rot
25 Describe control methods for oak wilt
26. Identify weather factors that cause tree damage
27 Describe the adverse effects of an pollution
28. Identify mechanical damage
29 Describe mechanical damage
30 List laws go\erning pesticide applkations
11 Describe the safe use and handling of pesticides
32 Apply pesticides
13 Identify safety haiardc assoc kited with insect and disease control.
14 Apply safety practices

UNIT XIII: Forest riotection Fire Use and Control

Competencies: I Identity terms associated with tire use and ,._ontrol aspects of direst pioto.tion
Describe factorc related to fire weather

3 Determine fire danger rating
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4. Identify and list equipment needed to determine fire danger rating.
5. Complete a fire danger rating form.
6. List and describe wildfire causes.
7. Identify and list factors affecting tire behavior and spread.
8. Describe different types of fire.
9. Describe parts of a fire.

10. Describe fire detection methods.
11. Describe fire crew organization.
12. Identify and list fire fighting equipment and tools.
13. Perform preventive maintenance on fire fighting tools and equipment.
14. Identify safe use and handling of fire fighting tools and equipment.
15. Describe a fire suppression operation.
16. Describe the sequence of events in a fire suppression operation.
17. Prepare a fire report.
18. Describe methods of evaluating and reporting fire damage.
19. Describe fire prevention methods.
20. State the purpose of prescribed burning.
21. Identify the uses and applications of prescribed burning.
22. Describe the environmental effects of prescribed burning.
23. Describe weather conditions associated with prescribed burning.
24. Identify and describe firing techniques.
25. Describe the importance of smoke management.
26. Plan a prescribed burn.
27. Write a prescribed burn.
28. Execute a prescribed burn.
29. Evaluate a prescribed burn.
30. Identify safety hazards associated with all aspects of fire use and control.
31. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIV: Forest Ecology and Wildlife Habitat

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with forest ecology and wildlife habitat.
2. Describe how forest management operations affect wildlife habitat.
3 Describe how endangered species affect forest management operations.
4. Describe methods used to enhance wildlife habitat.
5 Describe methods used for watershed management.
6 Describe methods for preserving forest aesthetics.

UNIT XV: Related Forest Management Areas

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with related forest areas.
2 identify the factors that affect Christmas tree' production.
3. Determine the requirements for establishing Christmas tree production in the local

area.
4 Identify the management and marketing aspects of Christmas tree production
5. Identify the harvesting and shipping techniques to be utilized.
6. Describe the impact of Christmas tree production on the forest industry.
7 Describe the characteristics of urban forestry.
8. Identify the factors that affect urban forestry.
9 Identify the social, environmental, and ecological impact of urban forest on the

community.
10. Identify the management requirements of urban forestry.
II Identify the various types of forest recreation.
P. Describe the management requirements involved in forest recreation.
13 Describe the ecological factors affecting management of forest recreational areas.
14 Identify the factors to be determined in selecting a forest recreational area.
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13 Describe the impact of human occupation of forest recreational areas
16. Describe the economic impact of forest recreational areas.
17. Describe the characteristics of the third forest.
18. Describe the ecological and environmental impact of the third forest.
19 Identify the factors that created the third forest.
20. Describe the management requirements of the third forest
21. Describe the economic impact of the third forest.
22. Describe the characteristics of a forest range
23. Identify factors affecting forest range management
24 Describe the ecological and environmental impact of forest ranges
25. Identify the requirements for forest range management.
26. Identify the economic impact of forest range management.

UNIT XVI: Final Project

Competencies: 1 Locate a designated tract of land for final project.
2. Cruise tract of land for final project.
3 Compute timber volume
4 Estimate economic value of merchantable timber on tract
3. Prepare a management plan.
6. Submit a written management plan for evaluation

UNIT XVII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1 Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment
3. Prepare a resume.
4 Write a letter of introduction

Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application
7 Participate in a mock interview.
8 Write a follow-up letter.
9 Conduct a Job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.

'if )
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Agriculture Course Title: Horticulture

CI? Code. 01.0601 Cour..c Length 1688 Clock Hours - 15 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical laboratory experience
to prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of Horticulture or to provide supplemen-
tal training for persons previously or currently employed in Horticulture.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work pracFices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

The Horticulture course generally prepares indi iduals to produce, process, and market plants, shrubs, and
trees used principally for ornamental, recreational, and aesthetic purposes and to establish, maintain, and
manage horticultural enterprises such as arboriculture, floriculture,, greenhouse operation ana management,
landscaping, nursery operation and management, and turf management. The course also includes instruc-
tion in machinery and equipment necessary for each horticultural enterprise.

Units of Instruction: 1. Introduction to Horticulture
II Horticulttne Math

III. Human Relations
IV Plant Identification
V. Plant Science

VI 13ask Agronomy
II. Plant Propagation

VIII t 0%, n, Garden, and Ninsery Equipment
IX Plant Pest Control
X Plant :Maintenance
\l icultine

Po'nolog'!
\iii iurtgra,,,
XIV
X\ Nurse' Nlanagement

XVI t eenhouse Management
XVII Road I imistn,

XVIII Entiepieneurship
XIX Job Seeking Skilic,

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: IntroCuction to I lorticultute

Competencies: I Dome horticulture
2. Describe the history of horticulture in the United States
3. Describe the different areas of horticultural specialization.
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DesCc;bc t),,r I ,T1 .): .

3 Descul)c till L, homic tt; h .taultwe
6 identity .1, 1, ws and legoiahof,s .-,ssILiated wit!: horfaultural occupations.
7 Des,. nix saiet% piactiie th,,,t il1 hat( to be considered r,hlle performing horticultural

opei ations.
8. Define nomenclature associated with the held of horticulture.
9 Describe climate and hardness zones in Louisiana.

10 Identify ad%erse conditions in horticultural occupations.
11 Identa} physical and mental limitations in performing horticultural tasks.
12. Identify career upportunthes
13. Determine carer objectives.

UNIT II: liorticultin.' Math

Competencies: 1. Perform mathematical computations and conversions.
2. Complete sales slips.
3. Complete invoices.
4. Complete statements.
5 Solve problems involving discounts

Solve problems involving mark-ups
7. Perform cash register operations.
8. Solve problems involving seed mixture ratios.
-> Sol% e problems involving surface areas

M. Solve problems involving volumes.
11 Solve problems involving pesticide formulas and applications.
12 Solve problems involving fertilizer quantities and applications.
13 Solve problems involving construction materials.
14. Determine construction materials needed for a given project
13. Solve problems involving nursery stock
16 Sole problems Involving greenhouses and surrounding areas
17 Solve problems involving landscape bidding
18 Perform measurements using scales.
lg. Calculate cost of prodding horticultural set vices
20 Piepare an estimate sheet for a green project.
21. Complete a bid form.
22 Prepare a simple contract for a landstaipe protect or design

UNIT III: Iluman Relations

Competencies: 1 Identity ;elms associated with human relations
2 Demonstrate a willingness to learn

Demonstrate a plok",sional attitude
4 Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener
") Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.

Demonstrate the ability to Lommunkate instructions accui atelv and effectively.
7 Demonstrate high tenability in the pertormance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills

Demonstrate punctuality.
10 Exhibit pride and loyalty
li Comply with safety and health titles.
12 Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13 Show empathy, respect, and support for otheis.
14 Write legibly.
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UNIT IV: Plant Identification

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with plant identification.
2. Describe the methods and means used to identify plants.
3. Identify plants by the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature Standards.
4. Identify plants by the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature for Cultivated

Plants Standards.
5. Identify plants by their common/vernacular names
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the cultural recommendations for ' artous types of plants
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the growth habits of various types of plants.
8. Identify the various methods of plant propagation.
9. laentify the uses of various types of plants.

10. Differentiate between binomial and varietal plant names.

UNIT V: Plant Science

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with plant science.
2. Describe the science of taxonomy.
3. Explain the classification of plants in the plant kingdom.
4. Identify internal morphological features.
5. Identify external morphological features.
6. Identify methods of plant growth and development.
7. Identify methods of plant reproduction.
8. Identify environmental cultural effects on plant growth and reproduction
9. Identify internal physiological features

10. Identify external physiological features.

UNIT VI: Basic Agronomy

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with agronomy
2 Identity soil types.
3. Identify plant growth media
4. Solve soil-related problems
5 Describe i)il-water relationship
6. Calculate fertilizer requirements.
7. Calculate fertilizer costs
8. Convert soluble dry fertilizer to parts per million (ppm) quantities
9. Convert pounds of fertilizer to actual pounds of elements.

10. Perform leachate soil sample test.
11. Take soil samples.
12. Interpret soil sample results and make recommendations.
13 Identify relationship between p!1 and plant nutrients available.
14. Test for water quality and interpret results.
15. Determine usability of water
16 Demonstrate a knowledge of the effects of fertilizer on soil pH

UNIT VII: Plant Propagation

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with plant popagalion
2. Identify plant propagation tools.
3. Sow seed in containers.
4 Sm fine seed in containers.
5 Grow, prick-out, and harden off seedlings
b. Determine quality and variety of seeds to older or sow.
7 Collect seeds and develop procedures foi successful geimmation.
8. Scarify seeds by acid treatment, mechanical, and water-soaking methods.
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9. Prepare seeds for germination by means of stratification.
10 Demonstrate the ability to use a mechanical seeder, plug popper, dibble board, and

growth chamber in plant propagation operations.
11. Propagate by using suckers from undisturbed, isolated roots.
12. Propagate by the use of natural suckering mid division
13. Prepare plants for subsequent root cuttings
14. Propagate plants by using root cuttings.
15. Propagate a tuber artificially.
16. Propagate a rhizome artificially.
17 Propagate a bulb by inducing bulblet formation artificially.
18. Propagate a bulb by scaling artificiaik.
19. Propagate a plant by means of division
20 Propagate a plant by the use of offsets
21. Propagate a plant by using runners
22 Propagate plants by simple layering
23. Propagate plants by air layering.
14. Propagate plants by tip layering
25 Propagate plants by stooling.
26 Propagate plants by French layering.
27 Propagate plants by leaf-bud cuttings.
28. Propagate plants by the use of heel and mallet cuttings.
29. Propagate plants by the use of softwood cuttings.
30. Propagate plants by the use of greenwood cuttings.
31 Propagate plants by the use of semiripe wood cuttings.
32. Propagate plants by the use of evergreen cuttings
33 Propagate plants by the use of hardwood cuttings.
34 Propagate plants by the use of vine-eve cuttings
35. Propagate conifers.
36. Propagate plants using root holmones.
37 Propagate plants by using nodal and inter-nodal cuttings
38. Propagate plants by using leaf petiole cuttings,
39 Propagate plants by using midrib and iateial vein cuttings.
40. Plopagate plants by using the leaf slashing method
41. Propagate plants by using lent squares
42 Propagate plants by using monocot lea\ es
43 Propagate plants by using whip-and-tongde
44 Propagate plants k using cleft grafting-,
-17) Propagate plants by using side-wedge grafting,'
46 Propagate plants by using the side vencei method.
47. Propagate plants by using the shield budding method
48 Propagate plants by using the chip budding method.
49. Describe tissue culture propagation
74) Determine nozzle tpes and sizes of mist systems use 1 for propagation purposes.

Determine misting duration and trequencx in propagation operatums
31. Design a misting system.

Clean and service a misting system
F\plam the principles of fogging system,,

53 Describe the operation of a fogging system in a plant propagation operation.
'36 identity cafeth hazards associated ith plant propagation operations,.
57 Apply safety practices

UNIT VIII: Latin, Carden, and Nursery Equipment

Competencies: I Identifx terms associated ith :4,liden, and noisuil equipment
2. Identity various types of lawn and widen tools
3. Sharpen edge cutting tools
4 Perform preventive maintenance on 1,r, n and garden tools
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5. Use lawn and garden tools.
6. Identify various types of lawn management equipment.
7. Perform preventive maintenance on lawn management equipment.
8. Sharpen edge cutting attachments
9. Operate lawn management equipment.

10. Identify various types of garden management tools
11. Perform preventive maintenance on garden management tools
12. Sharpen edge cutting attachments.
13. Operate garden management equipment.
14. Identify various types of nursery equipment.
15. Perform preventive maintenance on nursery equipment.
16. Operate nursery equipment
17. Identify safety hazards associated with lawn, garden, and nursery equipment
18. Apply safety practices.

UNIT IX: Plant Pest Control

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with plant pest control.
2. Describe the effects of too much light on low-light-intensity plants.
3. Describe the effects of soil reaction on plant growth and development.
4. Describe the effects of overfertilization on plant growth and development.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the laws and regulations governing pesticide uses and

applications.
6. Determine the effects of environment on insect population.
7. Identify beneficial insects.
8. Identify destructive insects.
9. Identify damage caused by insects

10 Select chemical control methods to be implemented for specific insect control
11. Select biological control methods to be implemented for specific insect control.
12. Apply chemical/biological control methods.
13. Determine spray schedule based on emergence time and incubation period.
14. Identify factors that determine whethei a plant is beneficial of a weed pest
15. Identify various types of weed pests.
16. Determine life cycle of %eed pests
17 Identify various types of herbicides and describe their mode of action in plant pest

control
18. Select chemical cultural control to be used on plant pests.
19. Identify the optimum time of application.
20 Calibrate hand-held spray equipment
21 Calibrate mechanical spray equipment
22. Apply chemical' cultural control.
23. Identify the four categories of plant disease agents
24 Identify the various common plant diseases
25 Identify the causal agents.
26. Select chemical cultural control method
27 Apply control method
28 Identify various vertebrate pests
29 Identify control methods
30. Select control method to be used for Control of a designated vertebrate pest.
31 Identify safety hazards associated with plant pest control.
32 Apply safety practices.
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UNIT X: Plant Maintenance

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with plant maintenance.
2. Maintain flower beds and edging.
3. Determine watering schedule and water plants
4. Perform seasonal maintenance.
3. Identify pruning tools.
6 Maintain pruning tools.
7. Prune ornamental deciduous trees and shrubs.
8 Prune broadleaf evergreens.
9. Prune coniferous evergreens.

10. Trim a hedge.
11. Prune ornamental flowering plants.
12. Ball and burlap a tree or a shrub.
13. Perform backfill operations.
14. Transplant a balled and burlapped plant
13. Transplant seedlings.
16 Transplant a bare root tree or shrub
17. Transplant container stock.
18. Apply fertilizers.
19 Apply herbicides.
20. Apply pesticides.
21. Mix and apply mulch media.
22. Guy and stake ,a tree or a shrub.
23 Brace bare root trees.
24. Stake and tie flowering plants
25 Brace overload limbs.
26 Identify various plant \vintetizing techniques.

UNIT XI: Olericulture

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with olericultute
2. Identify vat ious types of vegetables gitm n in Louisiana.
3. Select vegetable varieties to be planted
4 Identity planting dates.
5. Identify planting methods.
6 Prepare' seed beds.
7 Plant seeds.
8 Transplant seedlings.
9 Determine fertilize' needs

10 Apply fertilizer.
I I Determine water requirements
12 Water plants
13, Identity various types of garden pests
11 Identify chemical cultural methods used to control garden pests.
13. Apply chemical/cultural control methods
16 Perform cultural practices to maintain %egetables grown.
17 Harvest vegetable crop.
18. Grade vegetables.
19. Identify storage methods, facilities
20 Prepare vegetables for storage
21 Store vegetables.
22. Package vegetables for mat ket
23. Ship vegetables.
24. Develop a vegetable mat ket
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UNIT XII: Pomo logy

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with pomology.
2. Identify fruit and nut vaneties adapted to Louisiana.
3. Identify environmental factors affecting fruit and nut production.
4. Identify advantages of using specific root stocks.
5. Identify diseases affecting fruit and nut production.
6. Recommend treatments for diseases.
7. identify harmful insects affecting fruit and nut production.
8. Recommend treatments to control insect problems.
9. Determine fertilizer requirements.

10. Apply recommended fertilizer treatment.
11. Perform pruning techniques.
P. Plan an orchard layout.
13. Identify winterizing techniques.
14. Harvest fruit and nut crops.
15. Grade fruits and nuts.
16. Identify storage methods/facilities.
17. Prepare fruits and nuts for storage.
18. Store fruits and nuts.
19. Package fruits and nuts for market.
20. Ship fruits and nuts.
21. Develop a fruit and nut market.

UNIT XIII: Turfgrass

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with turfgrass.
2. Identify permanent grasses used in Louisiana.
3. Identify temporary grasses used in Louisiana.
4 Identify environmental factors that affect turfgrasses.
5. Select appropriate turfgrass based on uses and environment.
6 Identify lawn rerovation procedures.
7. Identify procedures for new lawn establishment.
8 Identify turfgrass planting techniques.
9. Determine fertilizer requirements for various types of turfgrass.

10. Apply recommended fertilizer treatment for turfgrass.
11. Identify equipment used in maintaining turfgrass.
12. Determine turfgrass watering requirements.
13. Identify various types of lawn irrigation systems.
14. Design a lawn irrigation system.
15. Operate lawn management equipment.

UNIT XIV: Landscaping

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with landscaping.
2. Identify the tools and equipment used in landscaping operations.
I Recognize, identify, and define various plant material used in landscaping operations.
4 Demonstrate the ability to use drawing instruments to plan and lay out a landscape

design
5. Demonstrate the ability to sketch a landscape design.
6. Differentiate between landscape design, installation, and maintenance.
7. Differentiate between outdoorlindoor landscaping and state the nine design

requ irements.
8 Demonstrate the ability to analyze an outdoor site and determine the landscaping

potential.
9 Demonstrate the ability to analyze an indoor site and determine interior scaping

potentials
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10. Demonstrate a knowledge of the outdoor room concept and apply it to a design.
11. Identify the factors that affect an outdoor/indoor scape design.
P. Plan a landscape design.
13. Demonstrate the ability to plant container-grown, and burlap, and bale -rooi trees.
14. Identify six uses of shrubs in landscape design.
15. Differentiate between annuals, biennials, and perennials.
16. Select plants/seeds for designated landscaping operations.
17. Identify the five uses of enclosure materials.
18. Identify the four basic types of surfacing materials.
19 Describe the advantages /disadvantages of hard paving/soft paving
20. Calculate the dimensions of outdoor steps.
21. Identify various natural/manufactured enrichment items.
22. Prepare a complete cost estimate for a landscape installation.
23. Prepare a complete cost estimate for a landscape maintenance contract.
24. Demonstrate a knowledge of tree and shrub pruning requirements.
25. Prune trees and shrubs.
26. Select twenty varieties of plants suitable for interior landscaping.
27. Demonstrate the ability to provide water and nutrients to indoor plants.
28. Demonstrate the ability to use a pH meter and interpret the results.
29. Demonstrate the ability to use a light meter and interpret the results.
30. Demonstrate the ability to calculate "parts-per-million" fertilization rates.
31. Demonstrate the ability to keep indoor plants clean.
32. Identify six types of insects common to indoor plants.
33. Recommend appropriate treatments to control insects.
34. Identify diseases of indoor plants.
35. Recommend appropriate treatments to control diseases.
36. identify local/state codes governing landscaping operations.
37. Identify safety hazards associated with landscaping operations.
38. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XV: Nurser' Management

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with nursery management.
2. Identify nursery facility components.
3 Identify the functions and characteristics of nursery support structures to include:

office area, media component area,, barns:storage structures, water supply, propaga-
tion facility, potting area, container bed area, field growing area, points of entrrexit
roadways, and shipping/holding areas.

4. Design a nursery facility layout.
Design a drainage system.

6. Design an irrigation system to include: veils (water) and pumps,
hydraulic/hydrostatic pressure, valves, trimming devices, timers, elet areal wiring re-
quirements, sprinkler heads, piping (PVC & metal), principles of installation, and
eater pond management.

7. Maintain irrigation equipment.
8. Winterize irrigation equipment
9 Operate irrigation equipment.

10. Identify safety hazards associated V% ith nursery management.
11. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVI: Greenhouse Management

Competencies: 1. Identity terms associated v% ith greenhouse management.
2. Identify various types of greenhouse structures.
3. Identify various types of greenhouse coverings,
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4 Install/replace greenhouse covers
5. Identify the factors tha: determine the placement of a greenhouse
6. Identify the various part; of a greenhouse
7. Identify various types of greenhouse equipment
8 Identity greenhouse plants by the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature

standards
9. Identity greenhouse plants IDN the Internotio ,al Code of Botanical Nomenclature for

Cultivated Plants standards.
10. Identify greenhouse plants by then common,Yenacular names.
I I. Identify the factors that affect plant gim% th,development.
12. Identify the cultural practices that affect plant growth/development.
13. Identify greenhouse soil requirements
14. Identify greenhouse soil propagation media.
15 Prepare greenhouse soil propagation media
13. Identify soil sterilization equipment
17. Stelize greenhouse soil.
18 Identify fertilizers and nutrients used for feeding greenhouse plants
19. Determine fertilizernutlient requirements of various greenhouse plants.
20 Apply ecommended fertilizers nutrients to greenhouse plants.
21 Identify the various types of plant propagation used in greenhouse operations.
22 Describe plant sexual propagation and identify the factors that affect plant sexual

propagations.
23 Describe asexual propagation and identity the factors that affect asexual propagation.
24. Describe and identify the purpose of plant regulators.
2:5. Propagate plants by cuttings
26 Propagate plants by layering
27. Propagate plants by separation
28 Propagate plants by division.
29. Propagate plants by grafting
30 Propagate plants by budding.
31 Select and gum plants tot cut tlo\\ el production
32. Select and grow plants for pot flower production.
33 Select and grow plants for bedding plant production.
34 Select and grow plants for outdoor foliage plant production
15 Select and grog plants for indoor foliage plant pioduction
36 Select and grow plants for totem poles
37 Select and grow plants for terrariums and bottle gardens
38 Prepare terrariums for marketing.
39 Prepare bottle gardens for marketing
0 Select and grow plants for succulent plant production
41. Identify environment control devices equipment to greenhouses.
42 Identity the factors that determine the need for emironmental Lontrol in gieenhouse,,
43 Identity the types of watering equipment used in greenhouse operations.
44 Identify the types of plant feeding equipment used in greenhouse ()pc (ons
45. Determine IL atvli11;_; requitement,' for \ allow, greenhouse operations
.16 Perform plant I\ atenng operations according to schedules/plant needs.
47 Identify insects. diseases, Ind \\eed pests affecting greenhouse operations.
48 Determine control methods nece,,,,ar\ to control greenhouse insects, disease, and

weed p,..
49 Identth the factors that influence greenhouse production costs

Demonstrate ) know ledge of the iequnements for scheduling of planting, wowing.
and harvesting of plants in greenhouse operations

I Identify damage to plants by insects. disease, and weeds
52 Apply confect! e tieatment,
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;3. Piepaie plants to! marketing.
54 Label, price, display and ad\ eitise marketable plants
55. Detei mine production cost,,
56 Identity sates\ hazards associated with greenhouse operations
57 Apply satet\ pwl,ties

UNIT XVII: Retail Flonst%

Competencies: I. Identity Rims associated with retail tloustry
2. E\rlain the ...mbolic meaning of specific flowers and plant,
3 Identity the principles of floral design
4 I dentlk took and equipment icquired tot 'eta!! tionstry °relations.

Identity arious tpes of materials lequired ton tetail flow:tn. operations
h Identa% twenty (21.1) tloweting and tlk.elltV (20) foliage plants that are used for dai-

I\ holiday retail florist sale,.
7 Participate m a horticulture floricultuie meeting,
8 Construct floral anangements using proper mateiials.
9 Pierian, flimer- to be kept fresh until thed

\pplv principle, or floral design and color in arranging flowers
I I Recewe and complete orders for wedding, tuneral., and other occasion,'
12 Fstimate cost and time of prepazing aliangement, spray, wreath, or corsage

l'ertoimu procedures for keeping a centerpiece tiesh.
14 Judge floral arrangements
I; 1 ad% CI t.IL'Illenk, dispia%,, and othei meit_handmng ,cheme, for sales

piomotion
Piepaie arrange, and maintain letrigerator, window, and other floral di,plays

I- Rect.ne and unpa%k ',hymen: of new matelial, and ploce, them tot storage display.
IS (mentor% meichandr,e plants, And other ',tot k
Its Package, label and ro%iew older, for toner:', delnei%,

Vcuratel% operate tall regl,tel, talcuiatoi, billing ma,. him?, and % ha rge card
equipment

21 lakt and tompiotc plopell%
'Rt.% and thltl,t. telephone tele:'mph ordei- atturatei%

2"; 1. ti's and piaLuee,
24 ( ompiete
2

u,tomor, on imp:: plant wile and handling -,ea.onal a% ailabilth, and price
tuation,

non tcl t Wtull'a'N
27 %,Ill!L",` 11 And tag, patted plant., and ,irtangement,
'8 !donut% and Ie sate \\ II `,11 \ !Le', lototed in ietail tlori,t's market ilea

I landir t 1.,stor1e1 imlrldInt, and ollet.non, tadtull%
111 ldentit% asso% hued ,th operation,

\ ,atet% pit rite,

UNIT XVIII: I ntiepieneut, hip

0 petencies: Ident.t% tem-- a.--okiated e ith piat.tfte,
2 :)Crnk,r1L,t1 k.;,(`1%1Cdp` of 1111C11101% t untiol and management

'teralkili41 ate a klitVA dge of the tU,t Iattors invol% d in doing bu,ine,,
Nlaintain hoitkulttnal vice %ehitie 'mentor%
\laintain horticultural seivke %chicle.

f) Maintain tool, and test equipment.
1)(1nm-1-'1,11e a know ledge of the etteLt, of pi ()dm ity
opcian,m-,

s )t'n on -ti ate a know kOL, and 0,:;ulat Ion. go% ei ning employe' and employee
whitlows,

q 1,enion,tiate a knowledge ut !Old], ',tate and toderal tas, lequilements for doing

hottkultural
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10 Demonstrate a knowledge of horticultural technician's license requirements.
11. Obtain required horticultural technician's license from local state agencies.
12 Complete job scope forms and documents.
13. Participate in a horticultureffloriculture meeting.
14. Conduct a meeting using correct parliamentary procedure.
15. Prepare and present a speech.
16 Harvest, grade, and pack pot plants and nursery stock plants for market
17. Identify and label plants properly.
18 Prepare advertisements, displays, and other merchandising schemes for sales

promotion.
19. Prepare,, arrange,, and maintain refrigerator, window,, and other floral displays.
20. Receive and unpack a shipment of new materials and process them for storage and/or

display.
21. Inventory merchandise, plants, and other stock.
22. Package, label, and review orders for correct delivery.
23. Plan and organize work schedules.
24. Estimate job costs
25 Prepare billing for work performed.
26. Keep accurate records.
27 Compute production costs and receipts.
28 Identify insurance, licensing, and quarantine regulation guidelines for federal, state,,

and local governments.
29. Accurately prepare and file tax returns, Social Security records, and office records.
30. Use credit properly
31. Accurately operate cash register, calculator,, billing machine, and charge card

equipment.
32 Use pot plant sleeving device to wrap potted plants.
33. Take and complete orders properly.
34. Receive and transcribe telephoneitelegraph orders accurately.
35. Use pricing policies and practices.
36. Complete in-store sales.
37 Advise customers on proper plant care and handling, seasonal availability, and price

fluctuations.
38 Package and or wrap merchandise for customers.
39 Address cards and tags for flowers, potted plants, and arrangements.
40, handle customer complaints and objections tacttullv

UNIT XIX Job Seeking Skill

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
Locate esources for finding employment

3 Prepare a esume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction

kVrite a letter of application
6. Complete a job application
7. Participate in a mock interview
8 kVnte a follow-up letter
9. Conduct a job ,,each

10 Write a letter of re,,ignaton
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BUSINESS

Account Clerk
Computer Operator

Computer Programmer
Hospitality and Tourism

Salesmanship
Secretary

Stenographer
Terminal System Operator
Word Processor Operator
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational:-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Business (Office Occupations)

CIP Code: 070102

Course Title: Account Clerk

Course Length 788 Clock Hours 7 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to pros ide specialized classroom instruction and practical expel lence to prepare
students for employment as account clerks or to pros ide supplemental training for persons prey of
currently employed as account clerks

This course prepares individuals to perform paraprofessional duties supporting the accountant in organiz-
ing, designing, and computing numerical and financial data.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient ssork practices, basic occupational skills, and emplo% abilit
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction IA hick specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I English
II. Math

III. Vocabulary
IV. Introduction to Computers
V. Personal Development and Human Relations

VI. Keyboarding
VII Recordkeeping

VIII. Office Procedures
IX. Filing
X General Accounting

Xl. General Ledger
XII Cash Receipts

XIII. Cash Disbursements
XIV. Accounts Receivable
XV Accounts Payable

XVI. Payroll
XVII Computerized Accounting

XVIII Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: English

Competencies: 1. Review fundamentals of nghsh
Identify parts of speech

I Demonstrate good sentence structuie
.1 Demonstrate pioficiency in the use of pun( tuatfon and capitalization
5. Demonsti ate proficiency in using lefeience materials
6 ( (impose brief memos and short letter.
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UNIT II: Math

Competencies: I Review fundamentals of math
2. Demonstrate proficient:A in addition subtraction, multiplication and drxision using

fractions, decimals, and percentages without the calculator.
3. Interpret, anal and solve void ploblems related to business situations
4 Perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, and do ision ith dee unols on the

calculator using the touch system
5. Demonstrate a wolking knowledge ot these four math functions in the follow mg

applications: discounts and net amounts, markup and markdown, prorating, in-
terest, notes, and discounts, and pa\ loll

UNIT III: Vicabulan

Competencies: 1 \pplx the correct spelling, pronunciation and s llabicanon of frequentlx used and
business related %voids

2. Use appropriate vocabulary in communication skills.
Select the best Ovoid from synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms

4 I. earn and apply rules for plurals, pos,2,,R es, prefixes, suffixes, and word endings
Demonstrate pionciencx in the use of a dictionary
Accione a v orking knowledge of the definitions of frequentlx used and business
related words

UNIT IV: Introduction to Computers

Competencies: 1. Learn basic microcomputer termmolow.
2 Describe and identify the functions of imcrocon.cuters
3. Lndeistand the use of the function kecs
4 Demonstrate the proper power-up and row er-dot, n sequence as %WI] as perform

simple tasks related to won.I processing data base, spread sheet, and graphics
programs
ay(' and print documents

UNIT V: Personal Dec elopment and 1 {man Relations

Competencies: I Pei form sell-evaluation to determine stiehgths and ceaknesst s
2 Dl velop prod gwoming and personal ,,vgiene

Demonstrate abilitc to follow wiitten ceibal instruenons
l)evclop a health" self-esteem.
Describe importance of the follow mg piotcssional qualities when gnen anon-, to-

litt honest Imalty tour test, toopeianon, aleitness, ambition, punt.-
tuality interest, incolvement, patient e confidence, sense of humor, dependabili-
ty reliability flexibility, and initiative
Demonstrate the follow mg proper telephone techniques

Ans, cis the telephone
Places- local and long-distant e
Screens telephone calls
I-ransters or refers telephone tails
Recoils messages

lamtams records ot , ails
1_ ',es various directtmes
Operates intercom system
Operates paging system
Operates multilme sc stem

I )emonstiate the following plopei telephone et iquettt out tesc, contiol elk
ton, expres,,,on, cokabolary, and Lip-4.1(,10n



8. Describe acceptable conduct in the tollowing personal relationships: employee-
employer, employee-coworker, and employee-public.

UNIT VI: Keyboarding

Competencies: 1. Develop the ability to operate the electronic typewriter and/or microcomputer
efficiently.

2. Demonstrate appropriate techniques for all key reaches.
3. Type simple letters, tables, and reports.
4. Develop adequate proofreading skills.
3. Type at a minimum rate of 25 wpm from straight copy for 3 minutes with 6 or fewer

errors.
6. Make corrections using typing eraser, correction tapes, and correction fluids.

UNIT VII: Recordkeeping

Competencies: 1. Identify and complete business related forms.
2. Demonstrate ability to maintain efficient records, manually or electronically, for

cashiers, banking, petty cash, students and families, retail sales clerks, a purchasing
department, wholesale sales department, payroll department, and small retail
business and other related records.

3. Demonstrate proficiency in penmanship.

UNIT VIII: Office Procedures

Competencies: 1. U lerstand and demonstrate the following procedures for handling incoming mail:
H. 01. ,s and stamps mail for date/time
B. Sorts mail for distribution
C. Maintains current routing guide/distribution lists

2. Understand and demonstrate the following procedures for handling outgoing mail:
A. Stamps and seals envelopes
B. Uses postage scales and U.S Postal manuals
C. Calculates postage rates and purchases postage
D. Operates postage meter

3. Describe the various procedures for shipping materials.
4. Descnbe on-the-job situations where safety-consciousness must be demonstrated.
5. Practice safety in all jobs.
6. Demonstrate proper fire prevention techniques to be used at the job site.
7. Demonstrate ability to use copy machine.
8. Assemble, collate, and staple duplicated material.
9. Exhibit an awareness of office supplies, their uses and sources.

10. Recognize the importance of confidentiality and privacy laws.
11. Understand the value and importance of the following machines in. business:

calculator, typewriter, copy machine, transcribing machine, postage machine,
microcomputer, telephone,, and others.

12. Learn and apply rules for alphabetic indexing.
13. Learn and apply rules for numeric indexing.

UNIT IX: Filing

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate proper filing procedure including collecting material to be filed, inspec-
ting for time stampirelease mark,, Indexing, coding, cross-referencing, sorting, plac-
ing cards in tile and arranging records in file.

2. Learn and apply rules for subject and geographical filing.
3. Understand the criteria by which records are created, stored, retrieved, retained, and

disposed of.
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1. I )enior-istrate .`roper r, or -,at fot flat 01),.:,;;Isql d tontr(,! ur manual anti L.,
Ironic st, rage cyst' ins
iemonstrate a kr urou- till, g toms

i)estrit: ba-c

UNIT X: Gent rat ALcounting

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate knot% lecigt of trco. lc :1,1'110 \

2 Exhibit knottledge of t .2

3. Identity eadau, stei,s In t1-.L. ,-t cith ,vcJJ
4 Descir;,e -arrous Int entory stems
; Describe ai,us method, 01 Lostrn.,, int l 'tort
b Demonstrate a knowledge l the skill net :ed tot Mei tit o collections

UNIT XI: C, ral Lodger

Competencies: I Describe the function- of the genelal ledger.
2 Describe the acc,unt components of the general ledger
3, Describe the relationship of thc general ledger to the financial statements.
4 Reconcile bank cash balance to the general ledger cash balance.

Reconcile all other subsidiary ledgers to the general ledger

UNIT X I Last. i..cerpts

Competencies: 1 Record cash receipts in a journal
2. Prepare deposit
3 Post cash receipts to accounts recort able ledger when using accrual method.
4 Post cash receipts to the general ledger

UNIT XIII: c. ash Drsbursoments

Competencies: 1 flute checks
Record Lash disbursements in a journal
Code disbursements to the proper accounts

4 Post cash disbursements to accounts pat able ledger when using accrual meth.n
Post cash disbuisemints to the general ledger

UNIT XIV: Akt,anas Resemble

Competencies: 1 Record sales LI\ preparing sales intone
Record sales in sales journal
Post accounts receivables from sales journal

1 Balance at, J,unts reJ LA\ ahles subsithart to the general ledger and prepare aging
analysis

UNIT XV: (roars ra. al-qv

Competencies: I \,1111111C tenclot Intolt Ls tor cicrlca,l akAurat pricing, and r ompaie to receiving
eport

2 Reconcile !twin( C. to stati nients
Record endor in oho,

4 ( ode Lndor Int C -
'71 Post vendor imoice-, to ao-ount,, payable uh-adian

Rt.«Mi.ile the accounts pa% able ,,ub,lifian to the general ledge!
7 Post tendon pat rienh, to the account, pat able subsidiart
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UNIT XVI: Payroll

Competencies: 1. Maintain list of employees, withholdings, pay rates, etc.
2. Accumulate and maintain employee wage records including hours w orbed, vacation,,

sick time, etc.
3. Calculate employee wages including proper withholdings
4. Prepare payroll checks.
5. Balance payroll checks to payroll records
6. Post payroll to cash disbursements journal.
7. Prepare simple payroll tax records.

UNIT XVII: Computerized Accounting

Competencies: 1 Perform practical applications in general ledger, cash receipts, cash disbursement,
accounts receivable, accounts payable, and payroll using microcomputers.

2 Perform spreadsheet applications.
3. Perform data base applications.
4. Prepare backups.

UNIT XVIII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1 Perpare a personal resume.
2. Fill out a job application.
3 Prepare a letter of application.
4. Prepare a follow-up letter.
5. Participate in a mock job interview.
6. Identify proper resignation procedures.
7. Demonstrate familiarity with the follow ing sources of lob information: newspaper

ads, job service, school placement, employment agencies, and personal contacts.
$ Evaluate and compare job opportunities to determine adequacy of the iob to meet

personal and financial need.
9. Make an appointment for a job interview
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Business (Data Processing) Course Title: Computer Operator

CIP Code: 07.0302 Course Length 1350 Clock Horns - 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop everience to
prepare students for employment or to provide supplemental training for persons previously or currently
employed as computer operators.

The course prepares individuals to operate electronic data processing computers. It includes instruction in
the review of program instructions, determination of procedures fur a specific run, reack mg equipment for
operation, manipulation and monitoring of controls during operation, troubleshooting, and on- and otf-line
operations.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient r ork practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction whiLh specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Data Processing
II. Interpersonal Communications Skills

W. English
IV Math
V. Keyboarding

VI Records Management
VII. Business Operations

VIII Software Operations
IX. Hardware
X Data Communications

XI Microcomputer Operations
XII. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Data Processing

Competencies: I Develop an understanding ot data proLessmg mmology
D. Identify career opportunities
3 Describe working environment (a) plw sical surroundings, (b) working conditions,

and (c) human relations skills.
4 Describe the different functions of the c omputer in the work place

Describe ethical and legal responsibilities of data processing votessionals
h. Identify safety haiards ith respect to equipment and peisonni
7 Describe flow of data through computer data processing sstem
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UNIT II: Interpersonal Communications Skills

Competencies: I Develop a INliting style fitted to the purpose of the message and adapted to the reader
2 hollow written and verbal instructions
3. Develop interactive telephone and direct communication skills
4. U ;e appropliate vocabulary in communication skills

Apply human reiations

UNIT III: English

Competencies: 1. Re% iew fundamentals of English
2 Identity parts of speech.
3 Demonstrate good sentence structure.
4. Demonstrate proficiency in the use of punctuation and capitalization
5 Demonstrate proficiency in using reference mate; talc
6 Compose brief memos and short letters.
7 Acquire a working knowledge of the definitions of frequently-used and business-

related words.

UNIT IV: Math
Competencies: I Re% iew fundamentals of math

2 Demonstrate proficiency in addition, subtraenon, multiplication and division using
fractions, decimals and percentages without the calculator

3 Interpret, analyze, and solve woid problems related to business situations
4 Perform addition, subtraction, multiplieation, and division with decimals on the

calculator

UNIT V: Keyboarding

Competencies: I Doelop the abilth to operate the clue ti ome t pew iter and of
efficiently

2. Demonstrate applopnate tee hniques tot all key reaches
.1 ape simple letters, tables, and reports

Develop adequate piootreading
re at a minimum !ate of 2 twin from straight cups for 3 minutes 1\ all 601 teat';

etioN

UNIT VI: Records Management

Competencies: I Deintinstrate plotieiene% in the tolltming bask ploceduies (al inde\ing, coding,
miss referencing, (h) alphabetic, and Ili numencal
'Pith plokeduic, to storage and retrieval of hard ,op, diskettes, and

tapes

UNIT' VII: R Thei at ions

Competencies: I leicritite the needs lit the' e ai tolls pcs ',V.111 10011111g, nianffialt111-.

mg, financial, sett goeernment, 1\ hole',11mg, and distribution w ith respect to
data proeessing
Deeelop an understanding of business tipelations teimmologv
Desclibe bask coneepts «Milting

I Identify intellelatiOnShIrS betI\ cen major phases of business acti% \ such as
mat ketm!,: purehasmg, pioduction, tinanee, intormation se stems pets tones, and
goernment s business
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UNIT VIII: Software Operations

Competencies:

UNIT IX: Hardware

Competencies:

1 Distinguish operating system software from application software.
2. Describe the working relationship between system and application software.
3. Utilize system's command language from interactive and batch modes to run systems

utilities (back-up, sort,, restore).
4. Utilize system's command language from interactive and batch modes to run batch

job streams.
Use system's docunentation and reference material
Demonstrate ability to react to system's prompts and/or error conditions.
Identify security needs and procedures.
Define concepts of quality control.

5.

6.

7.

09.

1

3.

4.
5

6.

Section A central Processing Unit (CPU)
of processors: microcomputer, minicomputer, andIdentify the three types

mainframe.
Describe the functions of
Describe the applications
Describe the applications
Describe the applications
Identify components and

the CPU.
of the microcomputer processor.
of the minicomputer processor.
of the mainframe processor.
functions of processor unit.

Section p - Peripherals
1. Identify peripheral devices in a computer system.
2. Perform disc handling procedures including preventive maintenance.
3 Perform tape handling procedures including preventive maintenance.
4. Perform printer handling procedures including preventive maintenance.
5 Demonstrate the use of peripheral-related commands.
6. Demonstrate the use of a terminal in communicating with the system.

UNIT X: Data Communication,.

Competencies: 1. Identify hardware components and their functions.
2 Describe the various types of communications including digital vs. analog, syn-

chronous vs asynchronous, dial-up vs direct line, and remote vs. local.
3 Describe the concept of networking.
4 Identity communication requirements toi the microcomputer, minicomputer, and

mainframe.

UNIT XI: Microcomputer Operations

Competencies: 1

2.

3

6

Identity parts of a microcomputer system including hardware a and sottwaie.
Demonstrate the use of the microcomputer with application program.
Use microcomputer to develop systems in the following: spread sheet, database,
accounting applications, and inventory control.
Demonstrate proficiency in microcomputer peripheral handling procedures.
Perim m backup procedures.
Identity microcomputer security needs and procedures.

UNIT XII: lob Seeking Skills

Competencies:

3

4

Prepare a personal resume'.
Fill out a lob application
Prepare a letter of application.
Prepare a follow-up letter.
Participate in a mock job interview
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6 Prepare a letter of resignation.
7. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information. newspaper

ads, job service, school placement, employment agencies, and personal contacts,
8, Evaluate and compare job opportunities to determine adequacy of the job to meet

personal and tinancial need.
9. Make an appointment for a job interview.
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Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Business (Data Processing) Course Title:

CIP Code: 07.0305

Computer Programmer

Course Length 2025 Clock Hours 1P lonths

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to pros ide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment or to pros ide supplemental training for persons previously or currently
employed as computer programmers.

The course prepares individuals to can ert problems into detailed flow charts; code into computer language;
test, monitor, debug, document, and maintain computer programs, and design programs for specific uses
and machines.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competenc -based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Data Processing
IL Interpersonal Communications Skills

III. Eng lt,h
IV Math
V, keyboarding

VI Records Management
VII Business Operations

Soltwaie Operations
\ i e

1)ata Communications
\I Microcomputer Operations

\ il Accounting
MB Introduction to Pro,giammino,

\' Plogiamming Languages
\\ Data !3ase Corkept;

\\ I i umriellensie Protect
\VII lob 5ecking skulk

Curriculum Competency Out:it.f..

UNIT I: Intl oduction to Data Processing

Competencies: I Develop an understanding ot data processing terminology.
2 Identity career opportunities
3 Describe working environment. (a) physical surroundings, (b) working conditions,

and (c) human 'elation,: skills.
3. Des:ribe the different functions of the computer in the work place.
5. Describe ethical and legal tesponsibilities of data processing professionals.
6. Identity safety hozaids with respect to equipment and personnel.
7 Describe flow of data through computer data processing system.
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L.J1s4I 3' II: lltts I . nal Commy,m 1,,

Cr (-)nipeic De clot" . t titteo 1, in 1- !,,e adapted to the vender
2 rolloy, 1%rittcii and %el bai

1)e\ clop mtoiacip teic Ind t o(linnin, ;inn -Lill,
L st c--.ppnpittitl mn,

hit mon it hitiOns.

U I l' I is.

Com petenc Revie, tund,nnentals of
2 Identity gait, of speech.

Demonstrate good sentence snucture
4. Demonstrate proliciencl in the use of punctuation and capitalization.

Demonstrate proficiency in using ieteience materials.
Compose brief memos and short letters.

7 Acquire a Ivoi king kno% ledge of the definitions of frequently-used and business-
related %%ords

UNIT TV: V.Ith

ompetencies: I Re% lel% fundamentals of math
Demonstrate proficiency in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division using
t :acticns, decimals and percentages without the calc_ilator.
Interpret, analv7e, and solve word proolems related to business situations.

4 Perform addition, subtraction, multipli..1fion, and di% ision with decimals on the
calculator.

UNIT V: 1:LT11.)a/ding

C rri pete nci es: i De% el( p the abilitc to opei ate the t. pemtei and 01 microcom niter
eniciently

2 Demonstrate appropiate teLhniques all I., rO.R.110`,

111)e s,mplc letters, tables, and ieports
4 Develop adequate poolreading

pe at a minimum rate % pm nom awl): toi minutes % lttl h or fewer
Hors

UNIT VI: Retold, Management

Competencies: I l)emonsti aft pit rliviei lo in the tollo,.% ing ha,ic tiling } toot dines (,-.) indexing, coding,
(loss refeiencing, ,i!phabotit-ind numerical
Appl% basic filing procedu-es to totage and retrieval of hard copy diskettes, and
tapes.

UN IT VII: 13u,inc,,,c)oetatIon,,

Competencies: 1 Identity the needs of the Aaitous types of businesses such as mailing, manufactur-
ing, financial, service, government, %holesaling, and distribution with respect to
data processing

2. Develop an unde.standing of busiress operations terminology.
3 Describe basic concepts of accounting
4 Identify interrelationships betwe ?n maim phases of business activity such as

marketing, purchasing, production, finance, information systems, personnel, and
government vs. busin,,-s.
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UNIT VIII: Software Operations

Competencies: I Distinguish updating system software from application software
2. Describe the working relationship between system and application software
3 Utilize system's command language from interactive and batch modes to run systems

utilities (back-up, sort, restore)
4 Utilize sstem's command language nom interactive and batch modes to run batch

fob streams
3. Use syste,s..s ak,cumentation and reference material.

Defr.unstiate abilit to react to system's prompts and/or error conditions.
7. Identify security needs and procedures
S. Define concepts ot quality control.

UNIT IX: fiardwale

Competencies:

3.

4

6

,c;ection A Central Process*, Unit (CPU)
Identity the three types of processors: microcomputer, minicomputer, and
mainframe
Describe the functions of the CPU.
Descnbe the applications of the microcomputer processor.
Describe the applications of the minicomputer processor.
Describe the applications of the mainframe processor.
Identit components and functions of processor unit.

Section B - Peilpheials
I. Identify peripheral devices in a computer system.
2 Perform disc handling procedures including preventive maintenance.
3 Perform tape handling procedures including preventive maintenance.
4 Perform printer handling procedures including preventive maintenance
3 Demonstrate the use of peripheral-related commands.
6 Demonstrate the 11.-,t2 ot a terminal in communicating with the system

UNIT X: Data Communications

Competencies: I.

2

Identity hard are components and their functions.
Desdibi the %anous t pes ot communications including digital vs. analog, syn-
fluonous s. asynchronous, dial-up vs direct Inc,, and remote vs. local.

3 Descnbe the concept ot networking
4 Identik communication requirements toi the microcomputer, minicomputer, and

mainfiame

UNIT XI: Microcomputer Operations

Competencies: 1 I.L'ontity ratt,, ot a mitioLomputet stem including hardware and software.
2 Demon,.nate the use ot the microcomputer with application program.

microcomputer to doelop systems in the following. spread sheet, data base,
accounting applications and inventory control.

4 Demonstrate proficiency in microcomputer peripheral handling procedures
Perform backup procedures.

6 Identity mid owmputer security needs and procedures.

UNIT XII: Accounting

Competencies: 70(11017 A General
1. Demonstrate knowledge of accounting terminology
2. Exhibit knowledge of the accounting cycle.
3. Identify various steps in the inventory cycle.
4 Describe various inventory systems
5. Describe various methods of costing inventory.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the skill needed for effective collections.
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Section B - General Ledger
1. Describe the functions of the general ledger.
2. Describe the account components of the general ledges.
3. Describe the relationship of the general ledger to the imancial statements.
4 Reconcile bank cash balance to the general ledger cash balance.
5 Reconcile all other subsidiary ledgers to the general ledger.

Section C - Cash Receipts
1 Record cash receipts in a journal
2. Prepare deposit.
3 Post cash receipts to accounts leceivable ledger when using accrual method.
4. Post cash receipts to the general ledge:.

Section D - Cash Disbursement,,
1 Write checks.
2 Record cash disbursements in a journal.
3. Code disbursements to the proper accounts.
4 Post cash disbursements to accounts payable ledger when using accrual method.
5. Post cash disbursements to the genera! ledger.

Section E - Accounts Receivable
1 Record sales by preparing sales invoice
2. Record sales in sales journal
3 Post accounts receivables from sales journal,
4 Balance accounts receivables subsidiail to the general ledger and pzepare aging

analysis

Section F - Accounts Payable
I. Examine vendor invoices for del-Ka! accuracy, pricing, and compare to receiving

report
2 Reconcile invoices to statements.
3. Record vendor invoices.
4 Code vendor invoices for account classification.
5 t. vendor invoices to accounts payable subsidiary.
h Reconcile the accounts payable subsidiary to the general ledger
7. Post vendor payment,' to the accounts payable subsidiary.

Section G - Payroll
1. Maintain list of employees, w ithholdings, pay rates, etc.

2 Accumulate and maintain employee wage records including hours worked, acation,
sick time, etc

3 Calculate employee wages including proper w ithholdings
4 Prepare payroll checks.
5. Balance payroll checks to pavioll tecords
6 Post payroll to cash disbursement join nal
7. Prepare simple payroll tax reports.

Section II - Computerized Accounting
I Perform practical applications in general ledge', cash receipts, cash disbuisements,

accounts receivable, accounts payable, and payroll using microcomputers.
2. Pertorm spreadsheet ipplications.
3. Perform data base applications.
4. Prepare back-ups.
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UNIT XIII: Introduction to Piogramming

Competencies: 1. Identify steps in the life cycle of a programming project.
2. identify functions of binary, octal, and hexadecimal number systems
3. Perform conversions and arithmetic operations of binary, octal, and hexadecimal

number systems
4. Use ANSI standard flowchart symbols to follow and create flowcharts.
3. Demonstrate ability to write and interpret pseudo-code.
6 Determine the logical sequence of a problem.

UNIT XIV: Programming I anguages

Competencies: Section A - BASIC Language

1. Demonstrate principles of structured programming.
2 Follow in-house piogramming guidelines and standards for format and technique.
3. Code the logic sequence from a flowchart or pseudo-code using the syntax of BASIC

language.
4. Key program code using appiopi late device
5 Develop a comprehensive test plan for the program.
6. lest and debug the program.
7 Identity steps in making program available to end user including timeliness,

documentation, training, and end user acceptance.

Section B Advanced BASIC Language
I Sole e complex problem using advanced BASIC syntax.
2. Solve a problem using table array concepts.
3 Use an existing subroutine to accomplish a specific purpose within the program.
4. Develop and use a subroutine.
5. Maintain an existing program including debug and modify.
6. Demonstrate ability to optimize memtm and storage usage.

C C0130L Language
I Demonstrate principles of structured piogramming.

Follow in-house programming guidelines and standards for forn.at and technique.
3 Code the logic sequence train a flowchart or pseudo-code using the syntax of COBOL

language.
4 Key program code using appropriate device.
3. Develop a tomprehensive te,9 plan lot the program.
6 R'st and debug the program
7 Identity steps in making program available to end user including timeliness,

documentation, training, and end uses acceptance.
8 Solve a complex problem using advanced COBOL syntax

Solve a problem using table, array concepts.
It) L se an existing subroutine to accomplish a specific purpose' within the program
IL Develop and use .1 subroutine.
12 Maintain an existing program including debug and modify.
13. Demonstrate ability to optimize memory and storage usage.

D RPG Language
I Demonstrate principles of structured programming.

2 Follow in-house programming -I,' 'clines and standards for format and technique
1. Code the logic sequence from a rtowchart or pseudo-code using the syntax of RFC

language
4. Key program code using appropriate device.
5 Develop a comprehensive test plan for the program.
6. lest and debug the program.
7. Identify steps in making program available to end user including timeliness,

documentation, training, and end user acceptance.
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S. Solve a complex problem using advanced RPG syntax
9 Solve a problem using table/array concepts.

10 Use an existing subroutine to accomplish a specific purpose 1\,'Ithm the program.
11 Develop and use a subroutine.
12. Maintain an existing program including debug and modify.
13 Demonstrate ability to optimize memory and storage usage.

UNIT XV: Data Base Concepts

Competencies: 1 Identify the differences between a relational data base and a hierarchical data base
2. Lis. and operate an existing data base
3 Develop and/or modify a data base using command procedures.

UNIT XVI: Comprehensive Project

Competencies: Section A Systems Analysis
1 Communicate with user to establish a business need
2 Analyze business need and make recommendations.
3 Develop detailed specifications for user approval

Section 8 - Programming
1 Code programs according to detailed specifications in appropriate language

2 Test and debug programs.

Section C - Making Programs Available to End User
I Determine proper time to implement programs into the production en\ ironment
2 Prepare appropriate documentation for internal data processing use, computer opera-

tions, and end user
3. Pro\ ide training for computer operations and end user.
4 Obtain final end user acceptance
5 Implement programs into the pioduct:on em ironment

UNIT XVII: lob Seeking Skills

Competencies: I. Prepare a personal resume.
2 fill out a lob application

Prepare a letter of application
4. Prepare a follow-up letter

Participate in a mock job interview
f, Prepare a letter of resignation
7 Demonstrate familiarity with the follow mg soutces of job information. newspaper

ads. lob service, school placement, employment agencies, and personal Contacts.
S [valuate and compare job opportunities to determine adNuac), of the lob to meet

personal and financial need.
9. Make an appointment for a job interview
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Business (Marketing) Course Title: iio,-Pitalik and limosy,L.

CIP Code: 08.0901 Course Length 225 Clot!, Hours - 2 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical ewenence to prepare
students for employment in the hospitalitx and tourism industry or to provide supplemental training for
persons previously or currently employed in the hospitality and tourism industry.
The course generally prepares individuals to perform marketing functions and tasks in am' business enter-
prise primarily engaged in satisfying the desire of people to make productive or enjoyable use of leisure
time. The course also prepares individuals to assume initiatives in any business, agency, or institution for
attracting and serving the traveling public, with the objet ci e of stimulating the local, state, or national econoim.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills
The content is organized into competent) -based units of instruction "hick specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: LORE (80 Hours)
I. Orientation to Hospitality and Tourism Industrx

11 Introduction to the State
III Employment Opportunities
IV. Employability Skills

Students will complete Cote requirements and then select one
or more of the tollow ing Specialty <ilex, for completion of the
program

CI TX IA I TILS
I Ihur Guide (8":, I lours)

fl I kite' Motel Operations (60 I loursi
III lour Planner Escort t 1.15 I lours)
IV C;,nvention Planning and Services- (60 I lour-0

travel Agency (90 I lours)
VI Free Standing Food and Beerage Sc: vices tni) I lows:

- -
Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation to the Hospitality and Ihurism Industry

Competencies: i Demonstrate a knowledge of the hospitality and tourism industiv
2 Describe the various occupations in the hospitality ond tourism industry
3 Demonstrate good attitudes and good work habits to include the follow mg. self-

discipline, self-motivation, appearance, and work ethics.
4. Describe professional's it applies to the hospitality and tourism industry
5. Develop a self-profile to nclude strengths and weaknesses
6. Take a personality self-rating test.
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7. Demonsuate propel :ommunication
8 IdentilA the various ser\ Re indusuies

List the ad\ antages and dis.aLkant.,z.,,es of working in the hoTitalio,
industry.

(0 Identify qualities needed tot hospitallt\ and toulism mnkeis.

9,

UNIT II: Introduction to the 5tate

Competencies: I. Identify different regions, of the state
2 Demonstrate a knov ledge of the histor\ of the state.
3 Demonstrate a knoyledge of the geograph\ of the state
4 Demonstrate a knowledge of Louisiana .,tote facts.

Develop competency in reading maps

UNIT III: Emplo\ ment Opportunities

Competencies: I Identify employment
Identify employment

3 Identify employment
4 Identify employment

Identify employment
6 Identify emplo\ ment

aril ttnt Iii

opportunities as tour guides
opportunities in hotel motel operations
opportunities as tour planners esLoits
opportunities in convention services
opportunities in hayel agencies.
opportunities in tree-standing food and be\ erage

UNIT IV: I mplovol-iiith Skill,

Competencies: I. Prepare a personal resume'
2 nil out a lob application
3. Prepare a letter of application
4 Prepare a follo\\ -up letter

Participate in a mock lob inter\ R:\%
6 Make an appointment tot a lob Intel

SPECIALTY 1: lour Guide

Conipetencie,;:

S

a

ser\ Res.

Describe the ,..h.nacterishcs of a ktur
Identity the duties at a tom guide
Describe the importance of courtesy in the toulisin industry
Identity special problems and needs of \ isnois
Identit\ methods of crovd control
Identify unsate areas for \ isrtois
Demonstrate a kno\\ ledge of hist aid plot duies
Demonstrate a knowledge at the ho-,toi \ and geographs, of the local aR a
Develop a tour package.

SPECIALTY II: I lotel M,qe1 Operations

Competencies:

SPECIALS 'Y III:
Competencies:

I ()arab,: piocedures in maintaining looms
2. Describe food and beiiage operations

Describe sales and marketing opeiatwns
4 Describe ack.ounting operations

Describe the aiganiiation lit peisonnel ithin the \ az ions d Ps1011', of a hotel at motel
and the areas of iesponsibility of each emi,loyee

-lour Planner Lscort

I Describe the chara(teristRs of a him goio,
2 Identify the duties of a tour guide
3 Describe the importance of courtes\ in the touris.n industry.
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4 identify special problems and needs of visitors.
5 Identify methods of crowd control
6 Identify unsafe areas for \ isitors
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of first aid procedures.
8 Demonstrate a knowledge of the history and geography of the local area.
9. Develop a tour package

10 Describe procedures in maintaining rooms.
11 Describe food and beverage operations
12 Describe sales and marketing operations
13. Describe accounting operations.
14 Describe the organization of personnel within the various divisions of a hotel or motel

and the areas of responsibility of each employee

SPECIALTY IV: Convention Planning and Services

Competencies: 1 Develop working knowledge of terms and definitions in convention planning.
2. Demonstrate knowledge of facility arrangements
3 Describe the various transportation services available.
4 Demonstrate knowledge of arranging meetings
5. Determine N-id and beverage needs in convention planning.
6 Develop competency in panning excursions and out-of-hotel functions.
7 Develop a working knowledge of contracts.

SPECIALTY V: Travel Agency

Corrq:etencies: 1 Describe the computer's role in the travel agency
2 1 'monstrate proficiency in using the computer.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of world geography
4. Identify and use resources to obtain travel information.
5 Describe the various modes of transportation.
6 Determine appropriate mode of transportation to meet customer's nceds.
7 Develop tour packages

SPECIALTY VI: Free Standing Food 0:-1 B.serage Services

Competencies: I Demonstrate a know ledge of the food and beverage service industry.
2 Demonstrate proficiency in cash register operations.
3 Describe the factors Involved in good human relations.
4 Describe sanitation requirements and regulations

Demonstrate a knowledge of legal requirements and regulations.
0 Identity and apply safety procedures

..:
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1

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Business (Marketing) Course Title: Salesmanship

CIP Code: 08.0706 Course Length 675 Clock Hours - 6 Months

Course Description:
The purpc 5e of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical experience to prepare
students for empleyment in a variety of jobs in consumer products organizations or to provide supplemental
training for persons previously or currently emplo ed in consumer products organizations.
The course prepares individuals to apply marketing skills in a selling capacity in any industry, or to advance
to more specialized training in marketing.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, "asic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction %. hich specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction
ll Personal Development

III. Mathematics and the Cash Regit ter
IV Communications
V. Merchandise Presentation

VI Personal Selling Skills
VII Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction

Competencies: 1 Identit types of consumer product- organizations.
2 Identify and demonstrate abilities needed to secure emplox meat in a consumer pro-

ducts organization.
"1 Identify possible salaries and benefits in consumer products organizations.
4 Describe I\ orkmg condition~.

UNIT II: Personal Development

Competencies: l Perform self-evaluation
2 Demonstrate professional attitudes and personality traits

Observe, participate, and critique m'e-play activities.
4 Deto mine steps in personality development.

Describe the importance of human relations.
6. Develop an understanding of self and others,
7. Demonstrate honesty and integrity.
8. Demonstrate orderly and systematic behavior.
9. Demonstrate interest and enthusiasm.

10. Demonstrate initiative and creativity.
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11. Describe the importance of dist impressions
12 Describe the importance of good personal health, chess, and grooming.
13. Demonstrate' ability to accept criticism, maintain self-control, and adjust ,o change

UNIT III: Mathematics and the Cash Register

Competencies: 1 Demonctiate proficiency in whole altm.'er computations
2. Demonsh ate pi oficie Icy in peicenta,;es decimals computations
3. Demonstrate proficiency in fraction ornputanons.
4. Make change with change indication
5 Make change without change indication
6 Demonstrate proficiency in preparing ales checks including calculating amount

of purchase, computing discounts taxes, and special charge, and handling cash safes.
7. Demonstrate pioficiencv in recording sole, tax.
8 Demonstrate prohciei'cv in handling checks and chaige
9. Demonstrate proficiency in handling , ustomer returns

10 Identify functions of the electronic cash register.
11. Develop skills in the operation of the cash register
12 Develop an undeistancling of the impoaance of accuracy in data entry.
13 Demonstiat? proficiency in cash register check-out and department close-out.

UNIT IV: Communications

Competencies: 1. Review basic English skills
2. Develop proper grammar
3 Identify the importance of verbal communications.
4 Demonstrate proficiency in verbal communications.
5 Develop good listening skills
6 Demonstrate ability to follow written and verbal instructions.
7 Develop telephone courtesy.

UNIT V: Merchandise Presentation

Competencies: 1 Describe the purpose of merchandise presentation.
2. Describe the effect of presentation on customers.
3 Identify presentation standards.
4 Demonstrate proficiency in constructing presentation including the follow ing stan

dards: color, harmony, balance, and proportion.
5. Demonstrate proficiency in presentation housekeeping
6. Describe the importance of signing
7 Demonstrate proficiency in dismantling presentation

UNIT VI: Personal Selling Skills

Competencies: 1. Greet customer.
2. Determine customer needs and wants
3. Demonstrate merchandise knowledge
4 Pi esent merchandise to customer.
5 Demonstrate ability to answer questions and overcome objections
6. Demonstrate ability to close sale.
7 Recognize and respond to customer preference during merchandise presentation.
8. Demonstrate proficiency in suggestion selling
9. Demonstrate proficiency in telephone selling.

10. Demonstrate proficiency in handling customer complaints.
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UNIT VII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Prepare a personal iesume.
2. Fill out a job application
3. Prepare a letter of application.
4. Prepare a follow -up letter.
5. Participate in a mock job interview.
6 Identify proper resignation procedures.
7 Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: newspaper

ads, job service, school placement, employment agencies, and personal contacts.
8. Evaluate and compare job opportunities to determine adequacy of the job to meet

personal and financial need.
9. Make an appointment for a job interview
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C1LTRRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Business (Office Occupations)

CIP Code: 07.0606

Course Title: Secretary

Course Length 1463 Clock Hours 13 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to piovide speLialized classioum instrustion and practical t.\ perience to
prepares students for employment as secretaries or to provide supplemental training for persons previously
or currently employed as secretaries.

This course prepares individuals to cart> out administrative and geneial office duties in a support capacity
It includes instruction in scheduling appointments, giving information to callers, taking and hanscribmg
dictation, and relieving officials of minor administrative and business details

The course emphasizes safe and efficient N\ or k practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competence -based units of instruction which !pally occupational Lompeten-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

The course is organized so that a student may complete Units I through XIII, XVII, and XVIII and e \it the
course with certification as a secretary '.s ithout shorthand.

Units of Instruction: 1. English
II. Math

III. Vocabulary
IV Intioduction to Computers
V Peisonal Development and I 'Liman Relations

VI Keyboarding
VII. Recordkevping

VIII Office ProLeduies
IX Filing
X Business Corres- ice

XI Typing
XII Word Piocescing

XIII Nlachme franso iption
XIV. Shorthand
XV Legal Shorthand (Optional)

XVI. Medical Shorthand (Optional)
XVII Achanced Office Procedures

XVIII lob Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: English

Competencies: I Review fundamentals of English
2. Identify parts of speech.
3. Demonstrate good sentence structure.
4. Demonstrate proficiency in the use of punctuation and capitalizatton
5. Demonstrate proficiency in using reference materials.
6. Compose brief memos and short letters.
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UNIT II: Math

Competencies: 1 Re\iew tundamentals 01 math
Demonstrate prof men,e in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division using
frat.hons, deinials, and percentages w ithout the calculator

3 Inteipiet, analyze, and solve word piokiems related to business situations
4 reito, in addition, subnaclion, multiplication, and division with decimals on the

calculator using the touch s%'stem
Demonstrate a working knowledge ot these tour math functions in the following
.,pplications di,Lounts and net amounts, markup and markdown; prorating; in-
teiesi, notes, and discounts, and payroll

UNIT III: Voiak)ulat

Competencies: I \ppl the ct lltct ptonunuation and s\llabication ot frequently used and
business !elated words

2 l'se appropriate vtKabuiar\ ttl communication skills
t ',elect the best word from svnomms, antonyms, and homonyms
l Learn and app! tug's tot plurals possessi es, preti\es suf ti\es, and word endings

Demonstrate pntticienc% In the use of a dictionary
\cquue a working knowledge of the definitions ot frequenth used and business
!elated ,ords

UNIT IV: Introdiktion to Computeis

Competencies: I Lean basic micn.icompute: leiminolog%
2 De-:title and identity the functions ot I11ltioconiputers

I. nderstand the use of the function keys
4 1'. nonstiate the proper imtLI-up and power-down sequerke as well as perform

inlple tasks related to w ()id pioLessmg. data base, spread sheet, md graphics
piogiams
",a% and print documents

UNIT V: l'ct,00dl Ikscl.)rinont ,,rci I luinati 1:elanons

Contpeiencies: 1 RI! n) ahldtR detel Min(' `-.1, R'1101`, and \ CAM. 'OA",
I )e% elop good giooining and pet -.omit giene
1)emonstt;:te <Milli\ to tollow ,Artten and erbal insnuctions
1 )(A ch,r, a health \ seli-esteeni
I )est rale 1111pMtalit e of the t011ot 111,4 plOtessiOnal 0,11,11111es X% hen gRen vaiious llf-
fke situations honest% olt, toltttesv toopelation, alertness, ambition, punt -
nality, inteiest, inithement, patience, tad, confident e, sense of humor, dependabili
tv tehability, He\ and initiatiw
Demonstrate the follow ing roper telephone techniques

Answen the telephone
Places local and long distance

reen, telephone calls
Iransfer, of icier, nie (ail,
Records messa_!,es
\iamntainc records of long di,tant.e
U,es various direct tortes
Operates intercom system
operates paging system
Operates mitltiline system

Demonstrate the follow ing proper telephone et,quette. courtesy, VOke C0111101,
expression, yocabuian, and discretion
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8 Describe acceptable conduct in the following personal relationships. employee-
employer, employee-coworker, and employee-public.

UN Fr VI: Ke% kiaz.t.itng

Co in p,4encies: 1. Duel ,p the ability to operate the electronic type' titer and of microcomputer
efficiently.

2. Demonstrate appropriate techniques for all key teaches.
3 Type simple letters, tables, and reports.
4 Develop adequate proofreading skills
3 Type at a minimum rate of 25 wpm from straight copy for 3 minutes with 6 or fewer

errors.
6 Make corrections using aping erase', correction tapes, and correction fluids.

UNIT VII: Re,:ordkeeping

Competencies: I Identify and complete business related forms.
2 Demonstrate ability to maintain efficient records, manually or electronically, for

cashiers, banking, petty cash, students and families, retail sales clerks, a purchasing
department, wholesale sales department, payroll department, and small retail
business and other related records.

3 Demonstrate proficiency in penmanship.

UNIT VIII: (Mice Procedures

Competencies: I Understand and demonstrate the follow ing procedures for handling incoming
A. Opens and stamps mail for date time
B Sorts mail for distribution
C Maintains current routing guide distribution lists

2 Understand and demonstrote the follow ing procedures for handling outgoing mail.
A Stamps and seals envelopes
B Uses postage scales and U.S Postal manuals
C Calculates postage rates and purchases postage
D. Operates postage meter
Describe the various procedures for shipping materials.
Describe on-the Job situations '' here safety - consciousness must be demonstrated

-,. Practice safety in all jobs.
6 Demonstrate proper fire prevention techniques to be used at the lob site.

Demonstrate ability to use copy machine
8 1,,,emble, collate, and staple duplicated material.

Exhibit an awaieness of office supplies, their uses and sources.
Recognue the importance of confidentiality and privacy laws.

I I Understand the value and importance of the following machines in business
calculator, typewriter, copy machine. tianscrihing machine, postage machine,
maim omputel, telephone, and others.

12, Leant and apply rules for alphabetic indexing.
13 i eatn and apply rules for mimetic indexing

UNIT IX: Filing

Competencies: I Demonstrate proper tiling procedure including collecting material to be tiled, inspec-
ting for time stamp'release mark, indexing, coding, cross-referencing, sorting, plac-
ing cards in file and arranging records in tile.

2 Learn and apply rules for subject and geographical filing.
3 Understand the criteria by which records are created,, stored, retrieved, retained, and

uisposed of.
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4. Demonstrate proper procedures for the operation and control of manual and elec-
tronic storage systesm.

5. Learn and apply rules for medical and legal records and management.
6. Identify procedures to establish file systems.
7. Describe the following filing equipment: vertical file, lateral/shelf file, fclders, guides,

labels, sorters, and staplers.
8. Describe the following special filing systems. card files (visible index, rotary wheel,

tickler, and vertical), microfilm, microfiche, and elevator file.

UNIT X: Business Correspondence

Competencies: 1. Compose and type all types of business letters and other written communication.
2. Proofread and edit typewritten and handwntten material and evaluate its acceptability

as a finished piece.

UNIT XI: Typing
Competencies: 1 Prepare usable copy by !raking neat erasures and by crow ding and spreading letters

2. Make typed corrections on typewritten materials that have been removed from
typewriter.

3. Establish the standard of mailability for all production work.
4. Learn to arrange material attractively.
5. Center material vertically and horizontally on paper of any size
6. Type from rough draft and handwritten letters, reports, and statistical materials.
7. Prepare carbon copy.
8. Type letters, tables, and reports of varying levels of difficulty using electronic

typewriters or microcomputers.
9. Type different letter styles applying rules of mixed and open punctuation.

10. Demonstrate knowledge of special parts of letters.
11. Type envelopes using the latest address styles recommended by postal officials.
12. Type letters using various sizes of stationery and letterheads.
13. Apply rules for second page heading styles.
14. Type business forms and statistical communications.
15. Type interoffice memorandum with tables, headings, and correct margins using

printed and unprinted forms.
16. Type advanced legal, medical, technical, and governmental documents.
17. Type at a minimum of 50 words per minute from straight copy for five minutes with

five or fewer errors.

UNIT XII: Word Processing

Competencies: 1. Understand basic word processing concepts and terminology.
2. Demonstrate proficiency in inputting letters and manuscripts.
3. Demonstrate proficiency in inputting documents containing columns, tables, and

charts.
4. Demonstrate proficiency in advanced editing including highlighting, search and

replace, cut and paste/block and move, rulers, headers and footers, formatting,
paginating, proofreading, etc.

5. Demonstrate proficiency in advanced list processingimailmerge.
6. Save and print documents using various print options.
7. Demonstrate proficiency in the use of various software and hardware manuals.
8. Perform practical applications and set up documents from rough-draft materials.
9. Identify and describe the procedures involved in the use of electronic mail.

10. Identify and describe some of the various word processing software packages on
the market.

11. Perform spreadsheet applications.
12. Perform data base applications.
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UNIT XIII: Machine lianscuption

Competencies: I Become piotment in the operation of the trans iption equipment
Tian,,Lribe documents, including legal and medical materials from the transcription
InaLinne

UNIT XIV: 1.-)hottliarld

Competencies: Read and route shorthand outlines and leain shorthand thekm, Niel- forms, and
phrases.

2 Thke familiar and unfamiliar dictation at xarious speeds.
Read and write shorthand rapidly and accurately in the shortest possible time.

4. ( onstruct outlines for unfamiliar words under the stress of dictation
1nel ease dictation speed to the highest point possible.
Take dictation on unfamiliar material at each speed from 40 to SO words per minute
foi 3 minutes and produce typewritten transcriptions with 95% accuracy.

7 Take dictation on unfamiliar material at a minimum rate of SO w olds per minute for
3 minutes and produce typewritten transcriptions w ith 95% accuracy

S take dictation on unfamiliar material at a minimum rate of S0 words per minute for
3 minutes and produce typewritten transciiption in mailable torm.

UNIT XV: Legal Shoithand (Optional) 135 I fouls

Competencies: I Dexelop a working know ledge of legal LoilespondLnLe and protessional records.
2 Nlaster the specialized legal vocabulaiy hile taking familiar and untamtliai dicta-

tion at various speeds.
lake dictation on unfamiliar legal material at a minimum late ot SO \\olds per minute
lot 3 minutes and produce typo\ ritten transcription in mailable torm

UNIT XVI: Medical shorthand (Optional) 11; [lows

Competencies: 1 De clop a w orkmg know ledge of medical Correspondence and professional recoids
2 Master the specialized medical xoLabularN taking familiar and unfamiliar dR-

tation at various speeds
3 lake dictation on untanullin medical material at a minimum rate of 80 words per

minute tot 3 minutes and produce typew intim hansmption in mailable form

UNIT XVII: Adxarlied Office Procedure,'

Competencies: I Organize meetings including recoiding and disseminating minutes.
Maintain emploNei's appointment Calendar.
Maintain a tickler file

4 Outline the details ot preparation of a business trip including: destination, dates,
available departure arrixal times, t\ pes ot hotel car rental reser\ atiolis needed, and
othei related details
Prepare a trip toldei to include tickets and hotel reservations, itmeran, letters,
memos, and Copies of conespondenLe, repoits, pograms, and other necessaiv
papers, copy of speech or speech notes, reminders of confumed appointments,
telephone numbers and addresses, and special instrth tam not includeCi in itineraix

6 Maintain classified and confidential tiles
7 :Maintain an adequate supplies inventoiv.
8 Recognize the importance of discretion and t ict
9 screen telephone and office callers
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UNIT XVIII: Job Seeking Skills-

Competencies: 1 Perpaie a personal resume
2 Fill out a job application.
3. Prepare a letter of application
4. Prepare a tollox,.-up letter

Participate in a mock job in. terviev,
6 Prepare a letter ot resignation

Demonstrate familiarity \\all the tollm% mg sources of fob intoimation 11CNTaper
ads, job service, school placement, employment agenues and personal Lontacts

8 Baluate and compare job oppoitunmes to detei mine adequaL ot th,, lob to meet
personal and financial need
\take an appointment toi a job Intel



CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Business (Office Occupations)

CIP Code: 07.0607

Course Title: Stenographer

Course Length 1350 Clock Hours 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical experience to prepare
students for employment as stenographers or to provide supplemental training for persons previously or
currently employed as stenographers.

The course prepares individuals to take dictation of correspondence, reports, and other materials, by hand
or machine and to transcribe dictated materials.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Dere are two optional units of instruction, Legal Shorthand and Medical Shorthand, that are provided to
allow students the opportunity to specialize in one or both of these areas.

Units of Instruction: I. English
II. Math

ill. Vocabulary
IV. Introduction to Computers
V. Personal Development and Human Relations

VI. Keyboarding
VII. Recordkeeping

VIII. Office Procedures
IX. Filing
X. Business Correspondence

XI. Typing
XII. Word Processing

XIII. Machine Transcription
XIV. Shorthand
XV. Legal Shorthand (Optional)

XVI. Medical Shorthand (Optional)
XVII. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: English

Competencies: 1. Review fundamentals of English.
2. Identify parts of speech.
3. Demonstrate good sentence structure.
4. Demonstrate proficiency in the use of punctuation and capitalization.
5. Demonstrate proficiency in using reference materials.
6. Compose brief memos and short letters.
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UNIT I-I: Math

Competencies: 1. Review fundamentals of math.
2. Demonstrate proficiency in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division using

fractions, decimals, and percentages without the calculator.
3. Interpret, analyze, and solve word problems related to business situations.
4. Perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with decimals on the

calculator using the touch system.
5. Demonstrate a working knowledge of these four math functions in the following

applications: discounts and net amounts;, markup and markdown; prorating; in-
terest, notes, and discounts; and payroll.

UNIT III: Vocabulary

Competencies: 1. Apply the correct spelling, pronunciation and syllabication of frequently used and
business related words.

2. Use appropriate vocabulary in communication skills.
3. Select the best word from synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms.
4. Learn and apply rules for plurals, possessives, prefixes, suffixes, and word endings.
5. Demonstrate proficiency in the use of a dictionary.
6. Acquire a working knowledge of the definitions of frequently used and business

related words.

UNIT IV: Introduction to Computers

Competencies: 1. Learn basic microcomputer terminology.
2. Describe and identify the functions of microcomputers.
3. Understand the use of the function keys.
4. Demonstrate the proper power-up and power-down sequence as well as perform

simple tasks related to word processing, data base, spread sheet, and graphics
programs.

5. Save and print documents.

UNIT V: Personal Development and Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Perform self-evaluation to determine strengths and weaknesses.
2. Develop good grooming and personal hygiene.
3. Demonstrate ability to follow written and verbal instructions.
4. Develop a healthy self-esteem.
5. Describe importance of the following professional qualities when given various of-

fice situations: honesty, loyalty, courtesy, cooperation, alertness, ambition, punc-
tuality, interest, involvement, patience, tact, confidence, sense of humor, dependabili-
ty/reliability, flexibility, and initiative.

6. Demonstrate the following proper telephone techniques:
Answers the telephone
Places local and long-distance calls
Screens telephone calls
Transfers or refers telephone calls
Records messages
Maintains records of long-distance calls
Uses various directories
Operates intercom system
Operates paging system
Operates multiline system

7. Demonstrate the following proper telephone etiquette: courtesy, voice control, dic-
tion, expression, vocabulary, and discretion.
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8. Describe acceptable conduct in the following personal telationz.hip, emplo:
employer, employee-coworker, and employee-public

UNIT VI: Keyboarding

Competencies: 1. Develop the ability to operate the electromi ty pewi iter and, or microcomputk
efficiently.

2. Demonstrate appropriate techniques for all key rceches.
3. Type simple letters, tables, and reports.
4. Develop adequate proofreading skills.
5. Type at a minimum rate of 25 wpm from straight copy fot 3 minutes with 6 or tew,r

errors.
6. Make corrections using typing eraser, correction tapes, and correction fluids.

UNIT VII: Recordkeepmg

Competencies: 1. Identify, and complete business related forms.
2. Demonstrate ability to maintain efficient records, manually or electronically. for

cashiers, banking, petty cash, students and families, retail sales clerks, a purchasing
department, wholesale sales department, payroll department, and small retail
business and other related records.

3. Demonstrate proficiency in penmanship.

UNIT VIII: Office Procedures

Competencies: 1. Understand and demonstrate the following procedures for handling incoming mail.
A. Opens and stamps mail for date/time
B. Sorts mail for distribution
C. Maintains current routing guide/distribution lists

2. Understand and demonstrate the following procedures for handling outgoing mail
A. Stamps and seals envelopes
B. Uses postage scales and U.S. Postal manuals
C. Calculates postage rates and purchases postage
D. Operates postage meter

3. Describe the various procedures for shipping materials.
4. Describe on-the-job situations where safeh, -consciousness must be demonstiated
5. Practice safety in all jobs.
6 Demonstrate proper fire prevention techniques to be used at the yob site
7. Demonstrate ability to use copy machine.
8. Assemble, collate, and staple duplicated material.
9. Exhibit an awareness of office supplies, their uses and sources

10 Recognize the importance of confidentiality and privacy laws.
11. Understand the value and importance of the tollowing machin:s in business.

calculator, typew niter, copy machine, transcribing machine, postage machine,
microcomputer, telephone, and others.

12. Learn and apply rules for alphabetic indexing.
13. Learn and apply rules for numeric indexing

UNIT IX: Filing

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate proper filing procedure including collecting material to be tiled, inspec-
ting for time stamp'release mark, indexing, coding, cross referencing, soiling, plac-
ing cards in file and arranging records in file.

2. Learn and apply rules for subject and geographical filing.
3. Understand the criteria by which records are created, stored, ietrieved, retained, and

disposed of.
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4. Demonstrate proper procedures for the operation and control of manual and elec-
tronic storage systesm.

5. Learn and apply rules for medical and legal records and management.
6. Identify procedures to establish file systems.
7. Describe the following filing equipment: vertical file, lateral/shelf file, folders, guides,

labels, sorters, and staplers.
8. Describe the following special filing systems: card files (visible index, rotary wheel,

tickler, and vertical), microfilm, microfiche, and elevator file.

UNIT X: Business Correspondence

Competencies: 1. Compose and type all types of business letters and other written communication.
2. Proofread and edit typewritten and handwritten material and evaluate its acceptability

as a finished piece.

UNIT XI: Typing
Competencies: 1. Prepare usable copy by making neat erasures and by crowding and spreading letters.

2. Make typed corrections on typewritten materials that have been removed from
typewriter.

3. Establish the standard of mailability for all production work.
4. Learn to arrange maierial attractively.
5. Center material vertically and horizontally on paper of any size.
6. Type from rough draft and handwritten letters, reports, and statistical materials.
7. Prepare carbon copy.
8. Type letters, tables, and reports of varying levels of difficulty using electronic

typewriters or microcomputers.
9. Type different letter styles applying rules of mixed and open punctuation.

10. Demonstrate knowledge of special parts of letters.
11. Type envelopes using the latest address styles recommended by postal officials.
12. Type letters using various sizes of stationery and letterheads.
13. Apply rules for second page heading styles.
14. Type business forms and statistical communications.
15. Type interoffice memorandum with tables, headings, and correct margins using

printed and unprinted forms.
16. Type advanced legal, medical, technical, and governmental documents.
17. Type at a minimum of 50 words per minute from straight copy for five minutes with

five or fewer errors.

UNIT XII: Word Processing
Competencies: 1. Understand basic word processing concepts and terminology.

2. Demonstrate proficiency in inputting letters and manuscripts.
3. Demonstrate proficiency in inputting documents containing columns, tables, and

charts.
4. Demonstrate proficiency in advanced editing including highlighting, search and

replace, cut and paste/block and move, rulers, headers and footers, formatting,
paginating, proofreading, etc.

5. Demonstrate proficiency in advanced list processing/mailmetge.
6. Save and print documents using various print options.
7. Demonstrate proficiency in the use of various software and hardware manuals.
8. Perform practical applications and set up documents from rough-draft materials.
9. Identify and describe the procedures involved in the use of electronic mail.

10. Identify and describe some of the various word processing software packages on
the market.

11. Perform spreadsheet applications.
12. Perform data base applications.
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UNIT XIII: Machine Transcription

Competencies: 1. P..:come proficient in the operation of the transcription equipment.
z. Transcribe documents, including legal and medical materials, from the transcriptionmachine.

UNIT XIV: Shorthand

Competencies: 1. Read and write shorthand outlines and learn shorthand theory, brief forms, andphrases.
2. Take familiar and unfamiliar dictation at various speeds.
3. Read and write shorthand rapidly and accurately in the shortest possible time.4. Construct outlines for unfamiliar words under the stress of dictation.
5. Increase dictation speed to the highest point,possible.
6. Take dictation on unfamiliar material at each speed from 40 to 80 word: per minute

for 3 minutes and produce typewritten transcriptions with 95% accuracy.
7. Take dictation on unfamiliar material at a minimum rate of 80 words per minute for3 minutes and produce typewritten transcriptions with 95% accuracy.
8. Take dictation on unfamiliar material at a minimum rate of 80 words per minute for3 minutes and produce typewritten transcription in mailable form.

UNIT XV: Legal Shorthand (Optional) - 135 Hours

Competencies: 1. Develop a working knowledge of legal correspondence and professional records.2. Master the specialized legal vocabulary while taking familiar and unfamiliar dicta-tion at various speeds.
3. Take dictation on unfamiliar legal material at a minimum rate of 80 words per minute

for 3 minutes and produce typewritten transcription in mailable form

UNIT XVI: Medical Shorthand (Optional) - 135 Hours
Competencies: 1 Develop a working knowledge of medical correspondence and professional records.2. Master the specialized medical vocabulary while taking familiar and unfamiliar dic-tation at various speeds.

1. Take dictation on unfamiliar medical material at a minimum rate of 80 words per
minute for 3 minutes and produce typewritten transcription in mailable form.

UNIT XVII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Perpare a personal resume.
2. Fill out a job application.
3. Prepare a letter of application.
4. Prepare a follow-up letter.
5. Participate in a mock job interview.
6. Identify proper resignation procedures.
7. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: newspaperads, job service, school placement, employment agencies, and personal contacts.8. Evaluate and compare job opportunities to determine adequacy of the job to meet

personal and financial need.
9. Make an appointment for a job interview.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Business (Data Processing) Course Title: Terminal System Operator

CIP Code: 07.0303 Course Length 1013 Clock Hours - 9 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment or to provide supplemental training for persons previously or currently
employed as computer operators.

The course prepares individuals to operate key entry devices to convert source documents to machine input
media for electronic data processing; to verify and correct data, and to monitor equipment during operation.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction IA hich specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Data Processing
II. Interpersonal Communications Skills

III. English
IV. Math
V. Keyboarding

VI. Records Management
VII. Business Operations

VIII. Software Operations
IX. Microcomputer Operations
X. Comprehensive Keyboarding Project

Xl. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Data Processing

Competencies: 1. Develop an understanding of data processing terminology.
2. Identify career opportunities.
3. Describe working environment: (a) physical surroundings, (b) working conditions,

and (c) human relations skills.
4. Describe the different functions of the computer in the work place.
3. Describe ethical and legal responsibilities of data processing professionals
6. Identify safety hazards with respect to equipment and personnel.
7. Describe flow of data through computer data processing system.
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UNIT II: Interpersonal Communications Skills

Competencies: 1 DtAelop a wilting st)Ie fitted to the purpose of the message and adapted to the reader
2. Follow written and verbal instructions
3 Develop interactive telephone and direct communication skills.
4. Use appropriate vocabulary in communication skills.
5 Apply human relations skills.

UNIT III: English

Competencies: 1. Review fundamentals of English
2. Identify parts of speech.
3. Demonstrate good sentence structure.
4. Demonstrate proficiency in the use of punctuation and capitalization
3 Demonstrate proficiency in using reference materials.
6. Compose brief memos and short letters.
7. Acquire a working knov% ledge of the definitions of frequentI)-used and business-

related words.

UNIT IV: Math

Competencies: 1 Review fundamentals of math.
2 Demonstrate proficiency in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division using

fractions, decimals and percentages without the calculator.
3. Interpret, analyze, and solve word problems related to business situations
4 Perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with decimals on the'

calculator.

UNIT V: Keyboarding

Competencies: I Develop the ability to operate the elek.ii omc typo\rite' and or microcomputer
efficiently

2. Demonstrate appropriate techniques for all key reaches
3 Type simple letters, tables, and repoits
4 Develop adequate proofreading skills.
3 Type at a minimum rate of 25 wpm from straight copy for 3 minutes with 6 or fewei

errors.

UNIT VI: Records Management

Competencies: I Demonstrate proficiency in the folio\ ing basic filing procedures. (a) inde\ing, coding;,
cross referencing; (b) alphabetic; and (c) numerical.

2 Apply basic filing procedures to storage and retrieval of hind copy, diskettes, and
tapes.

UNIT VII: Business Operations

Competencies: I Identify the needs of the various tapes of businesses such as retailing, manufactur-
ing, financial, service, 4overnment, wholesaling, and distribution %% 1th respect to
data processing.

2. Develop an understanding of business opeiations terminology
3. Describe basic concepts of accounting
4 Identify interrelationships between maior phases of business actiN its' such as

marketing, purchasing, production, finance, information SN stems, personnel, and
government vs. business.
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UNIT VIII: Software Operations

Competencies: 1. Distinguish operating system software from application software.
2. Describe the working relationship between system and application software.
3. Utilize system's command language from interactive and batch modes to run systems

utilities (back-up, sort, restore).
4. Utilize system's command language from interactive and batch modes to run batch

job streams,
5. Use system's documentation and reference material.
6. Demonstrate ability to react to system's prompts and/or error conditions.
7. Identify security needs and procedures.
8. Define concepts of quality control.

UNIT IX: Microcomputer Operations

Competencies: 1. Identify parts of a microcomputer system including hardware and software.
2. Demonstrate the use of the microcomputer with application program.
3. Use microcomputer to develop systems in the following: spread sheet, database,

accounting applications, and inventory control.
4. Demonstrate proficiency in microcomputer peripheral handling procedures.
5. Perform backup procedures.
6. Identify microcomputer security needs and procedures.

UNIT X: Comprehensive Keyboarding Project

Competencies: I Perform keying ability in business applications such as payroll, inventory and
invoices.

2. Type at a minimum rate of 40 wpm from straight copy for 5 minutes with 3 or fewer
errors.

UNIT XI: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Prepare a personal resume.
2. out a job application.
3. Prepare a letter of application
4. Prepare a follow-up letter.
5. Participate in a mock job interview.
6 Prepare a letter of resignation.
7. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: newspaper

ads, job service, school placement, employment agencies, and personal contacts.
8. Evaluate and compare job opportunities to determine adequacy of the job to meet

personal and financial need.
9. Make an appointment for a job interview.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Business (Office Occupations) Course Title: Word Processor Operator

CIP Code: 07.0608 Course Length 1013 Clock I lours - 9 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical e\perience to prepare
students for employment as clerk-typists/word processor operators or to provide supplemental training for
persons previously or currently employed as clerk-typists/word processor operators.
This course prepares individuals to use a typewriter in a variety of activities, including correspondence and
compiling and typing reports, application forms, shipping tickets, and other data from clerical records. It
also prepares individuals to edit and produce written communications utilizing special-purpose machines
to correct, format, and print information. It includes instruction in filing records and reports, posting infor-
mation to records, sorting and distributing mail, answering telephones, and computing with calculating
machines.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.
The course is organized so that students may exit as a Receptionist after completing Units 1-V111, as a Records
Control Clerk after completing Units I-IX, and as a Clerk-Typist after completing Units 1 -XII. All students
must complete Unit XIV.

Units of Instruction: I. English
11. Math

III. Vocabulary
IV. Introduction to Computers
V. Personal Development and Human Relations

VI. Keyboarding
VII. Recordkeeping
VIII. Office Procedures

EXIT POINT: Receptionist (CIP Code: 07.0707)
IX. Filing

EXIT POINT: Records Control Clerk (CIP Code: 07.9999)
X. Business Correspondence

XI Typing
XII. Machine Transcription

EXIT POINT: Clerk-Typist (C1P Code: 07.0702)
XIII. Word Processing
XIV. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: English

Competencies: 1. Review fundamentals of English.
2. Identify parts of speech.
3. Demonstrate good sentence structure
4. Demonstrate proficiency in the use of punctuation and capitalization.
5. Demonstrate proficiency in using reference materials.
6. Compose brief memos and short letters.
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UNIT II: Math

Competencies: 1. Review fundamentals of math
2 Demonstrate proficiency in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division using

fractions, decimals, and percentages without the calculator.
3. Interpiet, analyse, and solve word problems related to business situations.
4 Perioim addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with decimals on the

calculator using the touch system.
Demonstrate a working knowledge of these four math functions in the following
applications: discounts and net amounts; markup and markdown; prorating; i' -
terest, notes, and discounts; and payroll.

UNIT III: Vocabulary

Competencies: 1 April\ the correct spelling, pronunciation and syllabication of frequently used and
business related words.

2 Use appropriate vocabulary in communication skills.
Select the best word trom synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms.

4 Leain and apply rules for plurals, possessives, prefixes, suffixes, and word endings.
; Demonstrate proficiency in the use of a dictionary
( Acquire a working knowledge of the definitions of frequently used and business

related words.

UNIT IV: Introduction to Computers

Competencies: I I earn basic microcomputer terminology.
2 Describe and identify the functions of microcomputers.
3 Understand the use of the function keys.
4. Demonstrate the proper power-up and power-down sequence as well as perform

simple tasks related to word processing, data base, spread sheet, and graphics
programs.
Sae and print documents.

UNIT V: Ikn-,anal De\elopment and Human Relations

Competencies: 1 I 'ortorni self-evaluation to determine strengths and weaknesses.
2 Develop good grooming and personal hygiene.
1. Demonstrate ability to follow written and verbal instructions.
1. R clop a healthy self-esteem.

Describe importance of the following professional qualities when given various ot-
fiLe situations: honesty, loyalty, courtesy, cooperation, alertness, ambition, punc-
tuality, interest, involvement, patience, tact, confidence, sense of humor, dependabili-
ty reliability, fle\ibility, and initiative.

6, Demonstrate the following proper telephone techniques:
Answers the telephone
Places local and long-distance calls
Screens telephone calls
Transfers or refers telephone calls
Record', messages
Mai ntams records of long-distance calls
Uses various directories
Operates intercom system
Operates paging system
Operates multiline system

7 Demonstrate the following proper telephone etiquette: courtesy, voice control, die
thin, e\pression, vocabulary, and discretion.
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8. Describe acceptable conduct in the following personal relationships. employec
employer, employee-coworker, and employee-public.

UNIT VI: Keyboarding

Competencies: 1. Develop the abilits to operate the electronic Is pe iter and,oi miclocunlputur
efficiently.

2. Demonstrate appropriate techniques for all key reaches.
3. Type simple letters, tables, and reports.
4. Develop adequate proofreading skills.
5. Type at a minimum rate of 25 wpm from straight cops for 3 minutes with o or tewei

errors.
6. Make corrections using typing eraser, correction tapes, and correction fluids.

UNIT VII: Recordkeeping

Competencies: 1. Identify and complete business related forms
2. Demonstrate ability to maintain efficient records, manually or electronically, for

cashiers, banking, petty cash, students and families, retail sales clerks, a purchasing
department, wholesale sales department, payroll department, and small ietail
business and other related records.

3. Demonstrate proficiency in penmanship.

UNIT VIII: Office Procedures

Competencies: 1. Understand and demonstrate the tollow mg procedures for handling incoming mail.
A. Opens and stamps mail for date/time
B. Sorts mail for distribution
C. Maintains current routing guide/distribution lists

2 Understand and demonstrate the following procedures for handling outgoing mail.
A. Stamps and seals envelopes
B. Uses postage scales and U.S. Postal manuals
C. Calculates postage rates and purchases postage
D. Operates postage meter

3. Describe the various procedures for shipping materials.
4. Describe on-the-job situations where safety-consciousness must be demonstrated
5. Practice safety in all jobs.
6. Demonstrate proper fire prevention techniques to be used at the job site
7. Demonstrate ability to use copy machine
8 Assemble, collate, and staple duplicated material.
9. Exhibit an awareness of office supplies, their uses and sources

10. Recognize the importance of confidentiality and privacy laws
11 Understand the value and importance of the followmg machines in business

calculator, types rites. copy machine, ti anscribing machine, postage machine,
microcomputer, telephone, and others

P. Learn and apply rules for alphabetic incle\ mg
13. Learn and apply rules for numeric indeong

EXIT POINT: Receptionist (CIP Code: 070707)

UNIT IX: Filing

Competencies: 1 Demonstrate proper filing proceduic including collecting material to be tiled, inspec-
ting for time stamp release mark, inde\ing, coding, cross-Ieterencing, sorting, plac-
ing cards in file and arranging records in file.

2. Learn and apply rules for subject and geographical tiling.
3 Understand the criteria by which records are created, stored, retrieved, retained, and

disposed of.
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EXIT POINT: Records

UNIT X: Business

Competencies:

UNIT XI: Typing
Co.npetencies:

4. Demonstrate proper procedures for the operation and control of manual and elec-
tronic storage systems.

5. Learn and apply rules for medical and legal records and management.
6. Identify procedures to establish file systems.
7. Describe the following filing equipment: vertical file, lateral/shelf file, folders, guides,

labels, sorters, and staplers.
8. Describe the following special filing systems: card files (visible index, rotary wheel

tickler, and vertical), microfilm, microfiche, and elevator file.

Control Clerk (Or Code: 07.9999)

Correspondence

1 Compose and type all types of business letters and other written communication.
2. Proofread and edit typewritten and handwritten material and evaluate its acceptability

as a finished piece.

I Prepare usable copy by making neat erasures and by crowding and spreading letters.
2. Make typed corrections on typewritten materials that have been removed from

typewriter.
3. Establish the standard of mailability for all production work.
4. Learn to arrange material attractively
5. Center material vertically and horizontally on paper of any size.
6. Type from rough draft and handwritten letters, reports, and statistical materials.
7. Prepare carbon copy.
8. Type letters, tables, and reports of varying levels of difficulty using electronic

typewriters or microcomputers.
9. Type different letter styles applying rules of mixed and open punctuation.

10. Demonstrate knowledge of special parts of letters.
11. Type envelopes using the latest address styles recommended by postal officials.
12. Type letters using various sizes of stationery and letterheads.
13. Apply rules for second page heading styles.
14. Type business forms and statistical communications.
15 Type interoffice memorandum with tables, headings, and correct margins using

printed and unprinted forms.
16. Type advanced legal, medical, technical and governmental documents.
17 Type at a minimum of 50 Iords per minute from straight copy for five :ninutes with

five or fewer errors.

UNIT XII: Machine Transcription

Competencies: 1. Become proficient in the operation of the transcription equipment.
2. Transcribe documents, including legal and medical materials, from the transcription

mach ine.

EXIT POINT: Clerk-Typist (CIP Code: 070702)

UNIT XIII: Word Processing

Competencies: 1. Understand basic word processing concepts and terminology.
2. Demonstrate proficiency in inputting letters and manuscripts.
3. Demonstrate proficiency in inputting documents containing columns, tables, and

charts.
4. Demonstrate proficiency in advanced editing including highlighting, search and

replace, cut and paste/block and move, rulers, headers and footers, formatting,
paginating, proofreading, etc.
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5. Demonstrate proficiency in advanced list processing /mailmerge.
6. Save and print documents using various print options.
7. Demonstrate proficiency in the use of various software and hardware manuals.
8. Perform practical applications and set up documents from rough-draft materials.
9. Identify and describe the procedures involved in the use of electronic mail.

10. Identify and describe some of the various word processing software packages on
the market.

11. Perform spreadsheet applications.
12. Perform data base applications.

UNIT XIV: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Perpare a personal resume.
2. Fill out a job application.
3. Prepare a letter of application.
4. Prepare a follow-up letter.
5. Participate in a mock job interview.
6. Prepare a letter of resignation.
7. Demonstrate familiarity with the following sources of job information: newspaper

ads, job service, school placement, employment agencies, and personal contacts.
8. Evaluate and compare job opportunities to determine adequacy of the job to meet

personal and financial need.
9. Make an appointment for a job interview.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Communications Course Title: Television Production

OP Code. 10.0104 Course Length 2025 Clock Hours - 18 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of Television Production or to provide sup-
plemental training for persons previously or currently employed in related television production/broadcasting
occupations.

The Television Production course generally prepares individuals to support broadcast managers in the pro-
duction of materials and the production and broadcasting of materials or programs. Includes instruction in
the equipment, processes, and procedures used in producing and making of television broadcasts; various
components, specialized equipment, and systems of devices employed in broadcast operations, electronic
communication, both field and television studio production; script and program preparation; photographic
and audiorecording of material to be broadcast, monitoring, modulating, and controlling the broadcast pro-
cesses; and recording and storing broadcast materials.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I Introduction to Television Production
II Production Crew
II Camera Structure and Lens Design

I Camera Operations
V Television Lighting Equipment and Techniques

VI Audio Equipment and Techniques
VII. Function and Operation of a Video Tape Recorder

VIII. Production and Editing Procedures
IX. On-Camera Talent
X. Duties of a Technical Director

Xl. Director/Producer
XII. Human Relations

XIII. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Television Production

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with television production.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job requirements.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the working conditions of a television production crew.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of dress code requirements.
6. Identify safety hazards associated with television production.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the salaries and benefits available to members of a televi-

sion production crew.
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UNIT II: Production Crew

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with production crews.
2. Identify the various members of a television production crew.
3. Identify the duties and responsibilities of the various members of a television pro-

duction crew.
4. Describe the lines of authority in a television production crew.

UNIT III: Camera Structure and Lens Design

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with camera structure and lens design.
2. Construct a block diagram and describe the signal flow.
3. Identify the basic components of a television camera.
4. Identify the characteristics of camera lenses.

UNIT IV: Camera Operations
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with camera operations.

2. Perform various designated camera movements.
3. Discuss picture composition.
4. Identify the "rule of thirds" in picture composition.
5. Describe camera limitations and operational requirements in the field/studio.
6. Describe the factors that affect video operations.
7. Determine exposure using an incident meter and a waveform monitor.
8. Differentiate between electronic news gathering (ENG) and electronic field produc-

tion (EFP).
9. Discuss balance, angles, and frame; within the frame.

10. Identify safety hazards associated with camera operations.
11. Apply safety practices.

UNIT V: Television Lighting Equipment and Techniques

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with television lighting and equipment.
2. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of field/studio lighting requirements.
3. Demonstrate three-point lighting techniques.
4. Demonstrate special lighting techniques.
5. Measure light using a light meter.
6. Design and execute lighting plots for field/studio productions.
7. Perform setup, strike, and maintenance of sets in field/studio.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with lighting in field/studio.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VI: Audio Equipment and Techniques

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with audio equipment and techniques.
2. Identify various microphone pickup patterns.
3. Identify audio problems in the field/studio.
4. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of fieldIstudio audio techniques.
5. Demonstrate the ability to operate audio equipment to industry standards.
6. Identify safety hazards associated with the operation of audio equipment.
7. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VII: Function and Operation of a Video Tape Recorder

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with video tape recorders.
2. Describe the basic electronic operation of a video tape recorder.
3. Describe the various video recording formats and functions.
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4. Describe the video recorder operations and controls.
5. Identify the basic principles of how audio and video is recorded on video tape.
6. Identify safety hazards associated with video tape recording.
7. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VIII: Production and Editing Procedures

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with production and editing operations.
2. Identify steps in pre-production, production, and post-production.
3. Discuss electronic news gathering (ENG) versus electronic field production (EFP)

requirements.
4. Describe pre-production/post-production editing principles and requirements.
5. Demonstrate the ability to tell a story using video only.
6. Describe "shooting with editing in mind."
7. Demonstrate the electronic transfer edit concept.
8. Demonstrate the ability to construct a shot sequency by story boarding, picture com-

position, and editing techniques.
9. Describe duplication (dub), on-line editing, and off-line editing.

10. Demonstrate the ability to communicate with the director in planning shot sequence
for proper editing techniques.

11. Demonstrate assemble editing and butt editing techniques.
12. Identify natural (NAT) sound characteristics and techniques.
13. Identify voice-over characteristics and techniques.
14. Identify cut-away shots.
15. Perform machine-to-machine editing techniques.
16. Perform an insert edit technique.

UNIT IX: On-Camera Talent

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with on-camera talent.
2. Identify the factors that affect on-camera talent.
3. Discuss clothing color requirements.
4. Disci as jewelry requirements.
5. Perform basic facial make-up for television field/studio applications.
6. Discuss crew relationships and responsibilities with on-camera talent.
7. Discuss working with talent techniques.

UNIT X: Duties of a Technical Director

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with technical director activities.
2. Identify the duties of the technical director.
3 Perform the duties of a technical director.

UNIT XI: Director/Producer

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with director/producer activities.
2. Identify the duties of a director/producer.
3. Perform the duties of a director/producer.
4. Review prepared script and develop visualization with camera angles and lighting

effects.
5. Produce and direct a music video.
6. Produce and direct a talk show.
7. Critique video productions.
8. Identify field directing ENG/EFP vs. studio directing.
9. Discuss talent release.

10. Discuss contracts.
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UNIT XII: Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with human relations.
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.

UNIT XIII: job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
S. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.

1
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Consumer, Personal, and Miscellaneous Services

CIP Code: 12.0402

Course Title: Barbering

Course Length 1575 Clock Hours - 14 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in the field of Barbering or to provide supplemental training for persons
previously or currently employed in Barbering.

The course prepares individuals to cut, shampoo, and style hair, and to shave. Special attention is given
to hygiene, skin and scalp disease, and equipment sterilization. Instruction is designed to qualify students
for the Louisiana Barber License Examination.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: 1. Introduction to Barbering
II. Laws and Regulations

III. Implements
IV. Sanitation and Safety
V. Shampooing

VI. Taper Haircut
VII. Men's Haircutting

VIII. Women's Haircutting
IX. Shaving
X. Massage and Facials

Xl. Skin and Scalp
XII. Hair

XIII. Chemicals
XIV. Chemistry
XV. Anatomy and Physiology

XVI. Shop Management and Salesmanship
XVII. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Barbering

Competencies: 1. Explain history of barbering.
2. Become oriented to the practice of barbering.
3 Discuss professional ethics.
4. Identify shop safety hazards.
5. Explain physical and mental stress.
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UNIT II.: Laws and Regulations

Competencies: 1. Explain or discuss statutory regulations.
2. Explain rules and regulations for students.
3. Explain rules and regulations for shop management.
4. Explain rules and regulations for licensed barbers.

UNIT III: Implements

Competencies: 1. Identify implements.
2. Establish proper handling of implements.
3. Demonstrate proper use of implements.
4. Demonstrate proper care and sanitation of implements.

UNIT IV: Sanitation and Safety

Competencies: 1. Identify and classify types of bacteria.
2. Identify types of sterilization.
3. Describe needs for sanitation and safety.
4. Identify methods of sterilization.
5, Identify State Board requirements for sanitation.

UNIT V: Shampooing

Competencies: 1. Analyze clients' hair and scalp needs.
2. Determine appropriate solutions.
3. Apply appropriate solutions.
4. Perform correct shampooing and rinsing procedures.

UNIT VI: Taper Haircut

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate proper handling of tools for tapering.
2. Describe and demonstrate side and back taper.
3. Analyze clients' hair and determine proper procedure.
4. Blend and balance haircut.

UNIT VII: Men's Haircutting

Competencies: 1. Define style haircutting.
2. Determine style.
3. Demonstrate basic layer cut, length and section tie-ends.
4. Demonstrate balance and proper finish-up work.
5. Define razor haircutting.
6. Demonstrate proper razor haircutting techniques.
7. Identify types of hairpieces.
8. Demonstrate proper fit and cut of hairpiece.
9. Demonstrate proper care of hairpiece.

UNIT VIII: Women's Haircutting

Competencies: 1. Define women's haircutting.
2. Describe different lengths and techniques.
3. Analyze women's features.
4. Determine style.
5. Demonstrate methods of cutting and styling techniques.
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UNIT IX: Shaving

Competencies: 1. Analyze clients' skin and beard.
2. Define proper facial conditioning for shaving.
3. Perform proper sanitation procedures.
4. Prepare face for shaving.
5. Demonstrate standing position and razor strokes.
6. Demonstrate proper finish procedures.
7. Demonstrate different beard styles and trimming techniques.

UNIT X: Massage and Facials

Competencies: 1. Identify types of massages and facials.
2. Discuss types of masks and creams.
3. Apply masks and creams.
4. Demonstrate proper hand manipulations.

UNIT XI: Skin and Scalp

Competencies: 1. Analyze structure and function of the skin.
2. Identify and describe types of disorders of the skin and scalp.
3 Identify the differences between contagious and noncontagious disorders of the skin

and scalp.

UNIT XII: Hair

Competencies: 1. Identify functions of hair.
2. Identify structure of hair.

UNIT XIII: Chemicals

Competencies: 1. Identify dangers of hair chemicals.
2. Identify the hair type and appropriate solution.
3. Identify types of permanent waves.
4. Demonstrate types of permanent waves.
5. Determine rod size and demonstrate procedure for wrapping hair.
6. Identify hair types and appropriate hair relaxer for desired effects.
7. Identify the hair type and appropriate hair color.
8. Demonstrate the difference between temporary hair color, semi-permanent, and per-

manent hair color.
9. Perform proper mixing of colors.
10. Demonstrate the typical uses of bleach.

11. Demonstrate proper application and removal of hair chemicals.
12. Demonstrate proper processing time for permanent waves, relaxers, color, and bleach.

UNIT XIV: Chemistry
Competencies: 1. Identify types and definitions of compounds.

2. identify the difference between physical mixture and chemical mixture.
3. Identify the difference between hard and soft water.
4. Identify types of cosmetics.
5. Apply cosmetics.

UNIT XV: Anatomy and Physiology

Competencies: 1. Identify the different cells and their functions.
2. Identify and give the functions of each body system.
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UNIT XVI: Shop Management and Salesmanship

Competencies: 1. Identify State Board requirements for shop management.
2 Identify factors involved in financing, leasing, and selecting locations.
3. Identify personal shop duties.
4. Set up and maintain records.
5. Discuss advertising and promotional ideas for products.

UNIT XVII: Employment Preparation

Competencies: 1. Explain the procedure for obtaining and renewing a license to practice.
2. Describe the role of the barber relating to legal responsibilities.
3. Prepare a personal resume'.
4. Complete a job application.
5. Describe procedure for resignation.
6. Write a letter of resignation.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
S. Discuss Equal Opportunity Employment provisions and Affirmative Action policies

in the work place.
9. Promote public relations within the work place.

10. Discuss State Board Exam review.
11. Discuss the transition from barbering school to the work place.
12. Establish benefits provided by the shop or available through the shop.
13. Discuss with shop owner methods used to pay income taxes and Social Security taxes.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Caurse Outline

Program Area: Consumer, Personal, and Miscellaneous Services

CIP Code: 12.0403

Course Title: Cosmetology

Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of the Cosmetology Louise is to prepare students for employment in positions as beauticians
and hair stylists. Classroom instruction includes anatomy and physiology, sanitation, shampooing, hair shap-
ing and styling, coloring, and salon operations. The training consists of practical work experience in a well-
equipped beauty salon located at the school.

Upon graduation students receive a diploma which entitles them to take the licensure examination given
by the Louisiana State Board of Cosmetology. A high school education or its equivalent is required for ad-
mission to this course which is approved by the Louisiana State Board of Cosmetology.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Cosmetology
II. Sanitation

III. Shampooing, Rinsing, Conditioning and Chemistry
IV. Manicuring and Pedicuring
V. Electricity and Light Therapy

VI. Dermatology
VII. Anatomy and Physiology
VIII. Facial Treatments and Massage

IX. Cosmetic Makeovers
X. Hair Shaping

XI. Hair Styling
XII. Permanent Waving

XIII Chemical Hair Relaxing
XIV. Thermal Services
XV. Hair Coloring and Chemistry

XVI. Wigs and Hair Accessories
XVII. Salon Management

XVIII. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Cosmetology

Competencies: 1 Explain history of cosmetology.
2. li2CoMC one'ted to the practice of cosmetology.
3. Discuss prof. .onal ethics and appearance.
4. Identify shop safety hazards.
5. Explain physical and mental stress.
6. Identify Louisiana State Board of Cosmetology regulations
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UNIT II: Sanitation

Competencies: 1. Classify types of bacteria.
2. Discuss needs and methods of sanitation.
3. Perform sanitation procedures.

UNIT III: Shampooing, Rinsing, Conditioning and Chemistry

Competencies: 1. Discuss hair structure.
2. Analyze client's hair.
3. Select proper shampoo, conditioner, and rinse.
4. Perform shampoo procedure.

UNIT IV: Manicuring and Pedicuring

Competencies: 1. Explain structure of the nail.
2. Identify disorders and diseases of the nail.
3. Identify implements, supplies, and materials.
4. Give a plain manicure.
5. Give an oil manicure.
6. Massage hand and arm.
7. Apply artificial nails.
8. Use nail design techniques.
9. Give a pedicure.

UNIT V: Electricity and Light Therapy

Competencies: 1. Identify types of electric currents and their use in the salon.
2. Discuss light therapy and their methods of application.
3. Discuss electrical equipment used in a salon.
4. Identify safety hazards.
5. Apply safety practices in electricity.

UNIT VI: Dermatology

Competencies: 1. Identify layers of the skin.
2. Identify functions of the skin, scalp, and hair.
3. Identify disorders and diseases of the skin, scalp, and hair.
4. Perform services for identified disorders.

UNIT VII: Anatomy and Physiology

Competencies: 1. Identify all the systems of the body and give the functions of each.
2. Identify the bones, nerves, and muscles as they relate to cosmetology.

UNIT VIII: Facial Treatments and Massage

Competencies: 1. Analyze skin.
2. Determine type of facial needed.
3. Discuss electrical equipment and hand manipulations.
4. Perform facial massage movements.
5. Perform other massage movements.
6. Perform facial using electrical equipment.

UNIT IX: Cosmetic Makeovers

Competencies: 1. Identify facial shapes.
2. Apply facial make-up.
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3. Perform corrective techniques.
4. Perform eyebrow arching.
5. Apply false eyelashes.
6. Perform temporary hair removal.
7. Perform permanent hair removal.

UNIT X: Hair Shaping
Competencies: 1. Identify implements used for hair shaping.

2. Use basic hair shaping implements.
3. Perform basic hair shaping techniques.
4. Perform fashion hair shaping.

UNIT XI: Hair Styling

Competencies: 1. Identify implements and supplies.
2. Analyze facial shapes, profiles, and body structures.
3. Perform finger waving.
4. Perform pin curls.
5. Perform roller placement.
6. Perform brush wave and skip wave.
7. Perform braid styling.
8. Perform fashion hair styles.
9. Perform artistry of comb-out.

UNIT XII: Permanent Waving

Competencies: 1. Identify implements and supplies.
2. Observe safety measures.
3. Analyze hair and scalp.
4. Select type of wave solution and rods for type of hair.
5. Wrap hair on wave rods.
6. Process and neutralize the permanent wave.
7. Perform after-care procedures.

UNIT XIII: Chemical Hair Relaxing

Competencies: 1. Identify implements, materials, and supplies.
2. Observe safety measures.
3. Analyze hair and scalp.
4. Select type of relaxer needed.
5. Perform a virgin chemical relaxer.
6. Perform a retouch chemical relaxer.

UNIT XIV: Thermal Services

Competencies: 1. Identify implements, materials, and supplies.
2. Observe safety measures.
3. Analyze hair and scalp.
4. Perform thermal service.

UNIT XV: Hair Coloring and Chemistry

Competencies: 1. Identify implements, materials, and supplies.
2. Observe safety measures.
3. Analyze hair and scalp.
4. Select proper hair color needed and make record card.
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5 Pertorm temporary hair coloring.
6 Perform semi-permanent hair coloring.
7 Pei form permanent hair coloring.
8. Pei fuim hair lightening.
9 Perform double application coloring.

10. Perform tint-back-to-natural coloring.
11. Perform fillers.
12. Perim m various high-fashion techniques.
13. Discuss problems related to coloring.

UNIT XVI: Wigs and Hair Accessories

Competencies: 1. Identify types of wigs and accessories.
2. Discuss care of each type.
3. Discuss use of accessories.

UNIT XVII: Salon Management

Competencies: 1. Identify Louisiana State Board requirements for shop management.
2. Discuss booth rental licensing in Louisiana.
3. Identify factors involved in financing, leasing, and selecting salon location.
4. Identify personal shop duties.
5. Set up and maintain records.
6. Discuss advertising and promotional ideas for products.

UNIT XVIII: Employment Preparation

Competencies: 1 Explain the procedure for obtaining and renewing a license to practice.
2. Describe the role of the cosmetologist relating to legal responsibilities.
3. Prepare a personal resume.
4. Complete a job application.
5. Describe procedure for resignation.
6 Write a letter of resignation
7. Participate in a mock interview
8 Discuss Equal Opportunity Employment provisions and Affirmative Action policies

in the work place.
9. Promote public relations within the work place.

10. Perform State Board examination review.
11 Discuss the transition from cosmetology school to the work place.
12 Establish benefits provided by the shop or available through the salon.
11 Discuss with salon owners the method used to pay income taxes and Social Securi-ty taxes.
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ENGINEERING

Biomedical Equipment Technology
Civil Engineering Technology

Drafting and Design Technology
Electromechanical Technology

Motor Vessel Engineer
Nondestructive Testing

Process Technician



CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Engineering Course Title: Biomedical Equipment Technology

CIP Code. 15.0401 Course Length 2700 Clock Hours 24 Months
Course Description:

The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of Biomedical Equipment Technology or
to provide supplemental training for persons previously or currently employed in related biomedical equip-
ment occupations.

The Biomedical Equipment Technology course generally prepares individuals to manufacture, install, calibrate,
operate, and maintain sophisticated life-support equipment found in hospitals, medical centers, and research
laboratories. Includes instruction in the use of testing and diagnostic instruments; calibrating techniques;
potential hazards and safety precautions; and methods of installation, repair, maintenance, and operation
of the equipment. Participation in supervised activities directed towards the use, care/maintenance, and ser-
vicing of biomedical equipment in a designated hospital and/or medical/research center environment is a
requirement of this course prior to the successful completion of all occupational competencies identified in
this course.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: FIRST YEAR
I. Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

II. Mathematics
III. Physics
IV. Fundamentals of Semiconductors
V. Basic Electronic Circuits

VI. Digital Electronics
VII. Basic Microprocessors

VIII. Computer Literacy

SECOND YEAR
IX. Introduction to Biomedical Equipment Technology
X. Anatomy and Physiology

XI. Medical Terminology
Xil. Communications

XIII. Electrical Distribution System
XIV. Monitoring Equipment
XV. Surgical and Anesthesiology Equipment

XVI. Central Supply Equipment
XVII. Physical Medical Equipment
XVIII. Respiratory Equipment

XIX. Laboratory Equipment
XX. Diagnostic Imaging
XXI. Light Amplification by Stimulated Emissions of Radiation (Laser)

Equipment
XXII. Fluid Systems

XXIII. Miscellaneous Hospital Equipment
XXIV. Codes and Standards
XXV. Business Practices

XXVI. Practicum
XXVII. Job Seeking Skills
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Curriculum Competency Outline

FIRST YEAR

UNIT I: Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of occupational job requirements, working conditions, safe-
ty hazards, pay scales, and career opportunities.

2. Identify safety hazards.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of common safety rules and regulations.
4. Identify hand tools.
5. Demonstrate proper techniques and use of hand tools.
6. Apply correct soldering techniques.
7. Identify electrical/electronic test instruments.
8. Perform measurements using electrical/electronic test instruments.
9. Identify terms associated with electricity/electronics.

10. Identify electrical/electronic symbols.
11. Identify electrical/electronic formulas.
12. Identify electrical/electronic components.
13. Display a knowledge of atomic theory.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of theory of ac and de current flow.
15. Solve problems using the basic laws governing electron flow.
16. Connect electrical/electronic components in specified circuit configuration.
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT H: Mathematics

Competencies: 1. Solve problems dealing with fractions, percentages, ratio and proportion, and powers
of ten.

2. Solve problems of plane and solid geometry.
3. Solve problems using algebraic formulas.
4. Solve problems using logarithms
5. Apply the principles in trigonometry in solving problems.
6. Solve problems using a scientific electronic calculator.

UNIT III: Physics

Competencies: 1. State the properties of matter.
2. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, momentum, resistance,

power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using mechanical
energy systems.

3. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, momentum, resistance,
power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using fluidal energy
systems.

4. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, rate, resistance, power, potential
and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters, transducers, vibration and
waves, time constants, and radiation using electrical energy systems.

5. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, resistance, power, poten-
tial and kinetic energy, energy converters, transducers, time constants, and radia-
tion using thermal energy systems.
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UNIT IV: Fundamentals of Semiconductors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with semiconductors.
2. Identify semiconductor symbols.
3. Identify semiconductor components.
4. Describe the characteristics of semiconductors.
5. 'Test various semiconductor devices.
6. Interpret semiconductor specification sheets.
7. Demonstrate the procedures for testing and servicing semiconductors.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with semiconductor devices.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT V: Basic Electronic Circuits

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillators.
2. Identify schematic representations of power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillator

circuits.
3. State the theory of operation of power supply circuits, amplifier circuits and oscillator

circuits.
4. Construct and analyze various power supply circuits, amplifier circuits, and oscillator

circuits.
5. Identify safety practices associated with basic electronic circuits.
6. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VI: Digital Electronics

Competencies: 1. Identify logic gate configuration.
2. Describe the truth tables associated with various logic circuits.
3. Simplify logic circuits using specified techniques.
4. Interpret integrated circuit specification sheets.
5. Identify registers, counters, multivibrators (bistable, monostable, etc.) and display

devices.
6. Describe digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital techniques.
7. Analyze digital arithmetic circuits.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with digital circuits.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VII: Basic Microprocessors

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with microprocessors.
2. Describe the basic architecture of a microprocessor.
3. Describe the basic operation of a microprocessor.
4. Demonstrate a fundamental knowledge of assembly language programming.
5. Describe system interfacing circuits and techniques.

UNIT VIII: Compute! Literacy

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computers.
2. Identify the impact of computers on today's society.
3. Demonstrate ability to select hardware and software components.
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SECOND YEAR
UNIT IX: Introduction to Biomedical Equipment Technology

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with biomedical equipment technology.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job requirements.
3. Identify safety hazards associated with the biomedical equipment technology occupations.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the working conditions of a biomedical technician.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities.
6. Demonstrate an awareness of biomedical ethics.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade/professional publications available

to the biomedical equipment technician.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade/professional organizations available

to the biomedical equipment technician.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of the salary schedules and benefits available to a

biomedical equipment technician.
10. Demonstrate a knowledge of codes and standards requirements for a biomedical

equipment technician.
11. Demonstrate a knowledge of certification requirements.

UNIT X: Anatomy and Physiology

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with anatomy and physiology.
2. Identify the various systems of the human body.
3. Describe the functions of the various systems of the human body.
4. Describe the abnormalities that affect the human body.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the measurable parameters of human body functions.

UNIT XI: Medical Terminology

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with surgical procedures.
2. Identify terms associated with medical instrumentation.
3. Demonstrate the ability to perform measurement unit conversions.
4. Identify terms associated with the various hospital departments.

UNIT XII: Communications

Competencies: 1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

17.

18.

Demonstrate
Demonstrate
Demonstrate
Demonstrate
Demonstrate
Demonstrate
Demonstrate
Demonstrate
Demonstrate

the ability to speak effectively.
a willingness to learn.
a professional attitude.
the ability to be a good listener.
the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
high reliability in the performance of duties.
problem-solving skills.
punctuality.

Exhibit pride and loyalty.
Comply with safety and health rules.
Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
Write legibly.
Implement hospital policies in dealing with others.
Practice good telephone etiquette.
Demonstrate the ability to write an effective technical report.
Demonstrate the ability to conduct a demonstration.

UNIT XIII: Electrical Distribution System

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems.
2. Identify the various types of UPS systems.
3. Describe the applications of the various types of UPS systems.
4. Calculate UPS capacity.
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5. Perform preventive maintenance.
6. Troubleshoot UPS system.
Z Identify safety hazards associated with UPS systems.
8. Identify terms associated with isolated power systems.
9. Describe the applications of isolated power supply.

10. Perform preventive maintenance.
11. Troubleshoot isolated power systems.
12. Identify safety hazards associated with isolated power systems.
13. Identify terms associated with ground fault interrupters.
14. Identify the various types of ground fault interrupters.
15. Identify the various applications of ground fault interrupters.
16. Perform preventive maintenance.
17. Identify problems associated with line voltage transients.
18. Identify problems associated with terrestrial interference.
19. Identify problems associated with poor grounding.
20. Identify the various components of an electrical distribution panel.
21. Identify types of three-phase distribution systems.
22. Identify distribution panellreceptable live connections, neutrals, and grounds.
23. Identify various types of electric motors.
24. Troubleshoot electric motor problems.
25. Identify various types of emergency generators.
26. Describe the typical emergency power system.
27. Describe the testing procedures to be used in checking emergency power systems.
28. Describe equi-potential grounding systems.
29. Identify the various types of test equipment used in checking and servicing elec-

trical distribution systems.
30. Perform electrical checks using test equipment.
31. Identify safety hazards associated with checking and servicing electric motors,

emergency generators, and related components of an electrical distribution system.
32. Apply safety practices in the use, servicing, and testing of electrical distribution

systems.

UNIT XIV: Monitoring Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with monitoring equipment.
2. Identify the various types of monitoring equipment.
3. Describe the operation and function of invasive/noninvasive physiological patient

monitors.
4. Draw block diagrams of the various types of patient monitors.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the networking techniques utilized with monitoring

equipment.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of interfacing monitoring equipment to the patient.
7. Describe the operation and function of a defibrillator/monitor.
8. Draw a block diagram of a defibrillator/monitor.
9. Demonstrate the ability to troubleshoot monitoring systems.

10. Identify and use test equipment for the repair and calibration of monitoring
equipment.

11. Read and interpret schematics.
12. Identify safety hazards associated with monitoring equipment.
13. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XV: Surgical and Anesthesiology Equipment
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with surgical equipment.

2. Identify the various types of equipment found in surgical suites.
3. Demonstrate the ability to observe surgical room protocol, attire, environmental re-

quirements, and sterile areas.
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4. Describe the operation and function of electrosurgical equipment.
5. Describe the operation and function of a surgical microscope.
6. Describe the operation and function of a fiber-optic light source.
7. Describe the operation and function of surgical vacuum systems and pumps.
8. Demonstrate the ability to set up surgical room video equipment.
9. Identify terms associated with anesthesiology equipment.

10. Identify the various types of anesthesiology equipment.
11. Describe the operation and functions of various anesthesiology equipment.
12. Identify test equipment used to check anesthesiology equipment.
13. Describe the operation and function of cryo-surgical instruments.
14. Use test equipment to check surgical and anesthesiology equipment.
15. Identify safety hazards associated with surgical and anesthesiology equipment.
16. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVI: Central Supply Equipment
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with central supply equipment.

2. Identify the various types of equipment found in central supply.
3. Describe the operation and function of hypo-hyperthermia units.
4. Describe the operation and function of infusion devices.
5. Describe the operation and function of suction devices and regulators.
6. Describe the operation and function of electronic thermometers.
7. Describe the operation and function of manual and electronic blood pressure cuffs.
8. Describe the operation and function of steam and gas sterilizing equipment.
9. Describe the operation and function of various types of patient scales.

10. Read and interpret schematics for central supply equipment.
11. Troubleshoot equipment problems.
12. Repair and adjust/replace defective components.
13. Identify safety hazards associated with central supply equipment.
14. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVII: Physical Medical Equipment
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with physical medical equipment.

2. Identify the various types of physical medical equipment.
3. Describe the operation and function of ultrasonic therapy equipment.
4. Describe the operation and function of diathermy equipment.
5. Describe the operation and function of elecro-galvanic stimulation equipment.
6. Describe the operation and function of lumbar/cervical traction equipment.
7. Describe the operation and function of hydro-therapy equipment.
8. Describe the operation and function of the various types of hot-pack and cold-pack

equipment.
9. Describe the operation and function of the electromyograph (EMG).

10. Identify the various types of test equipment associated with physical medical equip-
ment applications.

11. Read and interpret schematics of physical medical equipment.
12. Troubleshoot physical medical equipment problems.
13. Repair and adjust/replace defective components.
14. Identify safety hzzards associated with physical medical equipment.
15. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVIII: Respiratory Equipment
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with respiratory therapy.

2. Identify the various types of ventilators/respirators.
3. Describe the operation and functio:L of various types of ventilators/respirators.
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4. Identify various types of nebulizers and humidifiers.
5. Describe the operation and function of nebulizers and humidifiers.
6. Measure flow rate.
7. Measure volume.
8. Measure oxygen concentration.
9. Measure pressure.

10. Identify and use test equipment for respiratory equipment calibration.
11. Identify sources and types of hospital gas systems.
12. Identify cylinder gas color coding.
13. Identify specific compressed gas cylinder and hose indexing system.
14. Describe principles of operation of an oxygen analyzer.
15. Demonstrate the use of an oxygen analyzer.
16. Identify safety hazards associated with respiratory equipment.
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIX: Laboratory Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with laboratory equipment.
2. Identify various types of laboratory equipment.
3. Identify chemistry terms and analysis processes associated with laboratory

equipment.
4. Perform preventive maintenance on laboratory equipment.
5. Identify safety hazards associated with the servicing of laboratory equipment.
6. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XX: Diagnostic Imaging

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with diagnostic imaging.
2. Identify various types of diagnostic imaging equipment.
3. Describe the function of an X-ray unit.
4. Describe the function of an X-ray processor.
5. Identify the various components of radiology equipment.
6. Describe the operation and function of ultrasound imaging equipment.
7. Identify safety hazards associated with diagnostic imaging equipment.
8. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XXI: Light Amplification by Stimulated Emissions of Radiation (Laser) Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with laser equipment.
2. Identify the various types of laser equipment.
3. Describe the characteristics of various types of laser equipment.
4. Describe the applications of various types of laser equipment.
5. Draw a block diagram of a laser system.
6. Identify safety hazards associated with laser equipment.
7. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XXII: Fluid Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with fluid systems.
2. Identify the various types of fluid systems.
3. Identify the various applications of fluid systems found in the hospital environment.
4. Identify the components of the various types of fluid systems.
5. Troubleshoot fluid system problems.
6. Repair/replace defective components per manufacturer's specifications.
7. Identify safety hazards associated with fluid systems.
8. Apply safety practices.
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UNIT XXIII: Miscellaneous Hospital Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with labor and delivery equipment.
2. Identify terms associated with nursery equipment.
3. Identify terms associated with treatment room equipment.
4. Identify terms associated with dialysis equipment.
5. Identify terms associated with patient room equipment.
6. Identify terms associated with audio-visual equipment.
7. Identify terms associated with rehabilitation equipment.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with labor and delivery equipment.
9. Identify safety hazards associated with nursery equipment

10. Identify safety hazards associated with servicing dialysis equipment.
11. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XXIV: Codes and Standards

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with codes and standards.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the vaiious codes and standards as described for the

following organizations for the biomedical ,--quipment field:
a. Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI)
b. American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
c. Underwriters' Laboratories (UL)
d. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
e. Joint Commission of Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAFI)
f. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
g. American Society of I lospital Engineers (ASI -lE)
h. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
1. American Hospital Association (AHA)
j. National Electrical Code (NEC)

3. Interpret codes and standards
4 Demonstrate an awareness of the applications of codes and standards
5. Apply codes and standards specifications in the performance of maintenanceirepair

of biomedical equipment.

UNIT XXV: Business Practices

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated w ith business administrative practices
2. Maintain equipment inventory and parts control
3. Read and interpret partslservice manuals
4. Maintain parts/service manuals.
5. Execute maintenance contracts.
6. Construct a medical equipment preventive maintenance program.
7. Identify terms associated with computer functions.
8. Identify the various types of computer functions.
9. Identify the applications of computer functions

10. Load and boot a computer system.
11. Demonstrate the use of an operating system
12. Demonstrate the use of operating system utilities.
13. Perform record keeping on data base.
14. Demonstrate proficiency in documenting technical equipment evaluations.
15 Demonstrate an awareness of the importance of complete and accurate documenta-

tion of service procedures performed.
16. Demonstrate a knowledge of shipping and receiving practices.
17. Establish relations between suppliers vendors w ithin the limits of hospital policy.
18. Maintain electrical safety repot ts.
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UNIT XXVI: Practicum
Competency Participate in supervised activities in a hospital environment directed towards the use,

care/maintenance, and servicing of biomedical equipment.

UNIT XXVII: Job Seeking Skills
Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.

2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.

1
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Engineering Course Title: Civil Engineering Technology

CIP Code. 15.0201 Course Length 2250 Ciock Hours 20 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to prepare individuals to assist Civil Engineers in designing of highways, railroads,
airports, dams, buildings, and other public projects. This includes surveying, materials testing, layout and
drafting of plans and maps, and construction estimating.

Upon completion of this course, the student may take the Engineering Technicians Examination and become
a certified Associate Engineering Technician.

The Louisiana Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors has accepted satisfac-
tory completion of this course as the equivalent of two years of formal education in an approved curriculum
above the high school level. This is one of the requirements for registration as a Professional Land Sun vor
in the state of Louisiana.

The course is divided into subject areas with each subject area organized into competency-based units of
instruction. These units specify occupational competencies which the student must successfully complete.

Subject Areas:

Surveying
Mathematics
Drafting
English
Applied Physics
Statics
Strengths of Materials
Concrete
Asphaltic Concrete
Soli Mechanics
Sanitary Engineering
BASIC Programming
Legal Principles of Surveying
Louisiana Survey Law
United States Public Land Surveys
Map Study and Highway Plan Reading

Units of Instruction: SURVEYING

I. Occupational Introduction
II. Precision and Accuracy

III. Linear Measurements
IV. Leveling
V. Angles and Directions

VI. The Transit
VII. Traversing
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Units of Instruction: (continued)

VIII. Balancing and Adjusting the Traverse
IX. Computing Area
X. Basic Aspects of Land Surveying

XI. Basic Partition Computations
XII. Topographic Surveys

XIII. Construction Surveys
XIV. Determination of Meridian
XV. State Plane Coordin :te Systems

XVI. Hydrographic Surveys
XVII. Route Curves
XVIII. Title Search
XIX. Surveying Astronomy
XX. State Plane Coordinates

XXI. Public Land Surveys
XXII. Construction Surveying
XXIII. Control Surveys
XXIV. Global Positioning Systems

MATHEMATICS

I. Introduction to Algebra
II. Linear Equations With One Unknown

III. Introduction to Trigonometry
IV. Trigonometric Applications
V. Systems of Linear Equations

VI. Exponents and Radicals
VII. Logarithms

VIII. Quadratic Equations
IX. Vectors
X. Graphing the Trigonometric Functions

XI. Trigonometric Formulas and Identities
XII. Analytic Geometry
XIII. General Computational Methods
XIV. Intersections

DRAFTING

Basic Drafting:
I. Drafting Instruments, Equipment, and Materials

II. Lettering
III. Geometric Construction
IV. Multiview Drawing
V. Dimensioning

VI. Pictorial Drawing

Survey Map Drafting:
I. Control Traverses

II. Topographic Maps
III. Profiles and Cross Sections
IV. Property Survey Mar,
V. Route Surveys

VI. Residential Subdivision Design

Structural Drafting:
I. Industrial Building Terms

II. The Metric System
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Units of Instruction: (continued)

III. Weiding
IV. Structural Steel Drawings

ENGLISH

I. Reading Improvement
II. Reading Comprehension

III. Technical Reports
IV. Oral Reports
V. Job Seeking Skills

APPLIED PHYSICS

I. Properties of Matter
II. Mechanics

III. Heat
IV. Sound
V. Light and Optics

VI. Magnetism
VII. Basic Electricity

STATICS

I. Force Systems
II. Centroids and Center of Gravity

III. Moments of Inertia
IV. Flexible Cables

STRENGTHS OF MATERIALS

I. Stress and Strain
II. Beams
III. Beam Connections
IV. Columns

CONCRETE

I. introduction to Portland Cement Concrete
II. Sampling Materials

III. Testing
IV. Mix Design
V. Portland Cement Concrete Plants

VI. Contractor Quality Control Specifications
VII. Louisiana Quality Control Specifications

ASPHALTIC CONCRETE

I. Introduction to Asphaltic Concrete
II. Sampling Materials

III. Plant Inspection
IV. Advanced Plant Inspection
V. Quality Control Specifications
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SOIL MECHANICS

I. Soil Deposits
II. Soil Composition

III. Soil Classification
IV. Site Investigation
V. Earth Moving

VI. Foundations

SANITARY ENGINEERING

I. Communicable Diseases
II. General Characteristics, Treatments, and Protection of Water

III. Air Pollution and Its Control
IV. Treatment and Disposal of Human Waste

BASIC PROGRAMMING

I. Introduction
II. Input/Output

III. Arithmetic Operations
IV. Decision Making
V. Interactive Programming

VI. Arrays
VII. Subroutines

VIII. Files

LEGAL PRINCIPLES OF SURVEYING

I. Systems Used to Describe Land
II. Transfer of Real Property

III. Ownership and Land Location
IV. Locating Sequence Conveyances
V. Simultaneous Conveyances Created by State Law

VI. Sectionalized Lands
VII. Locating Reversion Rights

VIII. Riparian and Littoral Owners

LOUISIANA SURVEY LAW

1. Louisiana Civil Code
II. Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure

III. Louisiana Revised Statutes
IV. United States Code (USC) Title 43

UNITED STATES PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS

I. The General Plan
II. The System of Rectangular Surveys

III. Monumentation
IV. Resurveys
V. Special Surveys and Instructions

VI. Field Notes
VII. Plats

MAP STUDY AND HIGHWAY PLAN READING

I. Introduction to Maps
II. Introduction to Air Photos
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III. Principles of Map Making
IV. Relief Methods
V. Government Maps

VI. Topographic Maps
VII. Preliminary Map Measurement

VIII. Map Projections and Grid System
IX. Navigation Charts
X. The Earth and Globes

XI. Highway Plan Reading

Curriculum Competency Outline

SURVEYING

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the history of surveying.
2. Define surveying.
3. Explain classes of surveys.
4. Describe types of surveys.
5. Explain the importance of surveying.
6. Identify opportunities in surveying.

UNIT II: Precision and Accuracy

Competencies: 1. Describe the necessity for accurate surveys.
2. Describe accuracy and precision.
3. Describe errors and mistakes.
4. Describe significant figures.
5. Describe field notes.
6. Set up and index a typical set of field notes.

UNIT III: Linear Measurements

Competencies: 1. Describe methods of measuring distance.
2. Describe taping.
3. Set up notes for taping.
A.. ape distance bct;vecr, scveral sets of poillis vn-, level grourn.i.
5. Use method of "breaking tape" to measure distance between one or more sets of

points on sloping ground.
6. Use the tape to lay out a right angle.
7. Clean and oil the tape.
8. Explain corrections.
9. Solve problems concerning tape corrections.

10. Describe good taping practice.

UNIT IV: Leveling

Competencies: 1. Describe differential leveling.
2. Set up field notes for differential leveling.
3. Set up the engineer's I we].
4. Run lines of differential levels on a closed level circuit.
5. Run lines of differential levels between two or more benchmarks.
6. Describe other types of leveling.
7. Run reciprocal levels across an imaginary or real river.
8. Run profile levels on route traverse.
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9. Plot profiles.
10. Explain adjustment of the engineer's level.
11. Check and adjust the level.

UNIT V: Angles and Directions

Competencies: 1. Describe meridians.
2. Describe azimuths and bearings.
3. Convert azimuths to bearings and bearings to azimuths.
4. Describe operation of the compass.
5. Read bearings with a compass.
6. Describe variations in magnetic declination.
7. Set the declination on the transit compass.
8. Explain local attraction.
9. Describe traverse and traverse angle.

10. Describe traverse computations.
11. Solve problems in balancing angles in a traverse.
12. Solve problems involving bearing, azimuth, and deflection angle.
13. Describe magnetic declination problems.
14. Solve problems involving magnetic declination.

UNIT VI: The Transit
Competencies: 1. Describe setting up and leveling the transit.

2. Set up and level the transit.
3. Explain angle measurement.
4. Measure and read horizontal angles with the transit.
5. Close the horizon.
6. Measure horizontal angles by repetition.
7. Measure and read vertical angles with the transit.
8. Explain angle-distance relationship.
9. Solve problems involving angle-distance relationships.

10. Explain intersection of two lines.
11. Use the transit to set the point of intersection between two lines.
12. Explain prolonging a straight line.
13. Prolong a line by the method of double centering.
14. Prolong a line past an obstacle.
15. Explain establishing points on line.
16. Set points on line.
17. Explain balancing in.
1R Pprfnrm balancing in between two points.
19. Describe adjustment of the engineer's transit.
20. Check and adjust the transit.

UNIT VII: Traversing

Competencies: 1. Establish and reference a closed polygon traverse.
2. Measure deflection angles of traverse.
3. Measure angles-to-the-right of traverse.
4. Measure interior angles of traverse.
5. Run a traverse as an azimuth traverse using an assigned starting azimuth.

UNIT VIII: Balancing and Adjusting the Traverse

Competencies: 1. Explain balancing angles.
2. Solve problems in balancing traverse angles.
3. Explain importance of reference bearing or azimuth.
4. Describe computation of unadjusted traverse bearings.
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5. Solve problems in computation of unadjusted traverse bearings.
6. Describe latitudes and departures.
7. Solve problems in computation of latitudes and departures.
8. Describe error of closure.
9. Compute error of closure.

10. Describe traverse adjustment methods.
11. Adjust latitudes and departures using the compass rule method of adjustment.
12. Describe errors and mistakes.

UNIT IX: Computing Area

Competencies: 1. Explain area by division into triangles.
2. Solve problems in computation of area of a polygon by division into triangles.
3. Explain area by double-meridian-distance (DMD).
4. Solve problems in computation of area of a polygon using DMD.
5. Explain area by trapezoidal rule and Simpson's Rule.
6. Solve problems in computation of area using the trapezoidal rule and Simpson's Rule.
7. Explain use of the polar planimeter.
8. Solve problems in determination of area using the polar planimeter.
9. Explain area by coordinates.

10. Solve problems in computation of area by the coordinate method.
11. Explain area bounded by highway curves.
12. Solve problems in computation of area bounded by a curve.

UNIT X: Basic Aspects of Land Surveying

Competencies: 1. Describe title transfer.
2. Visit recorder's office and examine conveyance records for purpose of familiarization.
3. Describe Common Law.
4. Describe monuments.
5. Identify blaze and hack marks.
6. Explain reason for tree identification.
7. Identify tree regions of Louisiana.
8. Identify trees by their common names.
9. Describe surveying duties.

10. Describe resurveys.
11. Describe metes and bounds surveys.
12. Describe United States public land surveys.

UNIT XI: Basic Partition Computations

Competencies: 1. Explain reasons for parting land.
2. Describe area cut off by a line through two points.
3. Suit probknis in computation of arca cut off by 2 line hrniigh two points.
4. Describe required area cut off by a line passing through a fixed point.
5. Solve problems in computation of required area cut off by a line passing through

a fixed point.
6. Describe required area cut off by a line having a fixed direction.
7. Solve problems in computation of required area cut off by a line having a fixed

direction.
8. Describe land tracts and partition.
9. Lay out a tract of lard and partition into parcels.

UNIT XII: Topographic Surveys

Competencies: 1. Describe topographic surveys.
2. Run a topographic survey on a tract of land.
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1. Describe contours.
4. Implement field procedure for horizontal and inclined stadia sights.
5. Run contours by the trace contour and grid methods.
6. Describe methods of -)btaining topogr?phy.
7. Locate details of topography.
8. Explain stadia theory.
9. Solve problems involving stadia theory.

10. Explain precision.
11. Explain errors and mistakes.

UNIT XIII: Construction Surveys

Competencies: 1. Discuss building layout.
2. Set up batter boards.
3. Explain grade stakes-slopes and slope stakes.
4. Set grade and slope stakes for a road.
5. Describe borrow pits.
6. Solve problems involving borrow pits.
7. Discuss pipelines.
8. Lay out pipeline right-of-way for a tract of land.

UNIT XIV: Determination of Meridian

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2 Describe star positions.
3. Explain importance of time.
4. Obtain correct time from WWV radio station.
5. Determine watch correction.
6. Explain determination of azimuth by observation of Polaris.
7. Demonstrate field procedures for observing Polaris.
8. Determine meridian by observation of Polaris.
9. Describe methods of observing the sun.

10. Demonstrate field procedures for observing the sun.
11. Determine the meridian by observing the sun.
12 Explain notes and computations for a solar observation.
13. Determine the meridian from observed field data and solar observation.
14. Explain notes and computations for a Polaris observation.
15 Determine the meridian from observed field data and Polaris observation.
16. Describe sources of error in meridian observation and common mistakes.

UNIT XV: State Plane Coordinate System

Competencies: 1 Describe the Lambert Conformal Projection.
2. Solve problems using the Lambert Conformal Projection.

TYnvMrpYCB to.rcatnr Prniprtinn^cscr:1-,c thc
4. Solve problems using the Transverse Mercator Projection.
5. Describe use of State Plane Coordinates.
6. Draw a survey on the State Plane Coordinate grid.
7. Compute State Plane Coordinates of property corners from field data.

UNIT XVI: Hydrographic Surveys

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe methods of obtaining soundings.
3. Describe types of water gages.
4. Explain general theory of tides.
5 Describe stream gaging.
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UNIT XVII: Route Curves
Competencies: 1. Describe simple circular curves

2. Compile data and notes for staking out a simple circular curve.
3. Stake out a simple circular curve.
4. Describe compound curves.
5. Compile data and notes for staking out a compound curve
6. Stake out a compound curve.
7. Describe vertical curves.
8. Compile data and notes for staking out a vertical curve.
9. Stake out a vertical curve.

UNIT XVII: Title Search

Competencies: 1. Describe parish conveyance records.
2. Visit clerk of court office to examine conveyance and other land records.
3. Research title using conveyance records.

UNIT XIX: Surveying Astronomy

Competencies: 1. Determine correct time from universal time.
2. Describe observation of Polaris for azimuth determination.
3. Solve problems on azimuth.
4. Determine the azimuth of a line by observation of Polaris using the hour-angle

method.
5. Describe observations of the sun for azimuth determination.
6. Determine azimuth from solar observations.
7 Determine azimuth from solar observations using the hour-angle method and altitude

method.

UNIT XX: State Plane Coordinates

Competencies: 1. Explain mapping angle.
2. Explain geodetic and grid azimuth.
3. Solve problems using geodetic and azimuth.
4. Describe state plane coordinate control data.
5. Solve state plane coordinate problems.
6. Take a property survey and place it on the state plant coordinate grid by traversing

from geodetic monuments with reference azimuth.

UNIT XXI: Methods and Computations in Land Surveying

Competencies: 1. Describe closed traverses.
2. Run a transit-tape control traverse.
3. Check and adjust angular closure.
4 Check and adjust the traverse for closure using the compass rule.
5. Calculate coordinates of all traverse stations.
b Oescbe field Mei ilOtis of locaZing points from travcrsc iii es.
7. Take ties to all property corners and other assigned details.
8. Calculate coordinates of all tie points.
9. Explain azimuth/bearings and area from coordinates.

10. Calculate the area of the tract by the coordinate method.
11. Calculate the length and azimuth/bearing of all property lines.
P. Calculate area of circular segments.
13. Describe land parting.
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14 Part a tract into two of more parcels.
15. Set property and partition corners.
16. Draw plat of survey.

UNIT XXII: Construction Surveying

Competencies: I. Describe reference points for construction.
2 Locate construction referencing points.
3. Solve problems on cut and fill slope stakes.
4. Stake out a construction project.
5. Explain transit and laser methods.

UNIT XXIII: Control Surveys

Competencies: 1. Describe horizontal control.
2. Explain accuracy standards and specifications for control surveys.
3. Describe triangulation stations and systems.
4. Explain adjustment of triangles.
5. Solve triangulation problems.
6. Explain adjustment of quadrilateral.
7. Solve quadrilateral problems.
8 Explain trilateration.
9. Solve :rilateration problems.

UNIT XXIV: Global Positionin6 Systems

Competencies: 1. Explain basic geodetic definitions and concepts.
2. Describe equipment and techniques of Doppler positioning.
3. Explain applications for satellite surveying.

MATHEMATICS

UNIT I: Introduction to Algebra

Competencies: 1. Solve signed number problems.
2 Solve algebraic expressions problems.
3 Solve problems involving binomials and polynomials.
4 Solve problems involving fractions.

UNIT II: Linear Equations With One Unknown

Competencies: i Solve linear equations.
2. Graph linear equations
3. Solve formulas.

Solve problems using slope distance and midpoint formula.
R. Solve ratio and proportion problems.

UNIT III: Introduction to Trigonometry

Competencies: I. Determine angles of the right triangle.
2 Solve problems using the Pythagorean Theorem.
3 Detei mine trigonometric functions.
4. Interpret trigonometric tables.
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5. Solve triangle problems using trigonometric functions.
6. Determine solutions of forces.
7. Determine areas of oblique triangles.

UNIT IV: Trigonometric Applications

Competencies: 1. Solve oblique triangle problems using laws of sine and cosine.
2. Determine areas of triangles.
3. Determine areas of polygons.
4. Solve radian measurement problems.
5. Solve radial velocity problems.
6. Calculate areas using double-meridian-distance (DMD) method.
7. Calculate areas using triangulation.
8. Calculate areas using coordinate method.
9. Measure magnitudes.

10. Measure angles as a variation in function.
11. Compute "X" and "Y" projections of a vector.

UNIT V: Systems of Linear Equations

Competencies: 1. Solve problems with 2 or 3 unknowns.
2. Solve problems with 3 or more unknowns.

UNIT VI: Exponents and Radicals

Competencies: 1. Explain laws of positive integral exponents.
2. Solve problems involving roots and radicals.
3. Solve radical problems.
4. Solve problems involving binomial expansion.

UNIT VII: Logarithms

Competencies: 1 Define logarithms.
2. Solve problems using logarithms.

UNIT VIII: Quadratic Equations

Competencies: 1. Solve quadratic equations with one unknown.
2. Explain literal quadratics.
3 Solve equations involving radicals.

UNIT IX: Vectors

Competencies: I. Solve problems involving vector quantities.
2. Use graphical method to solve vector addition.
3. Solve problems in addition of vectors using trigonometric methods.
4. Solve problems using vector components.

UNIT X: Graphing the Trigonometric Functions

Competencies: I Construct graphs using the sine and cosine functions.
2. Solve problems using phase shift.
3. Construct composite curve graphs.
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UNIT XI: Trigonometric Formulas and Identities

Competencies: 1. Solve problems
2. Solve problems
3. Solve problems
4. Solve problems
5. Solve problems
6. Solve problems

UNIT XII: Analytic Geometry

Competencies: 1. Solve problems
2. Solve problems
3. Solve problems
4. Solve problems
5. Solve problems
6. Solve problems
7. Solve problems

using basic trigonometric identities.
using sum and difference formulas.
using double and half angle formulas.
using trigonometric equations.
using inverse trigonometric relations.
using inverse trigonometric functions,

involving the circle.
involving the parabola.
involving the ellipse.
involving the hyperbola.
involving translation of axis.
involving the general second degree equation.
involving systems with quadratic equations.

UNIT XIII: General Computational Methods

Competencies: 1. Determine coordinates of points located by right-angle offsets.
2. Determine coordinates of points on line.
3. Determine coordinates of points on a parallel line with a given offset distance.
4. Determine the distance of a point from a given line.

UNIT XIV: Intersections

Competencies: L Determine the point of intersection of two lines given two known points on each line.
2. Determine the point of intersection of two lines if each line passes through a known

point and has a known direction.
3. Determine the point of intersection of two lines if each line passes through a known

point and has a known length.
4. Calculate the point of intersection of two lines if one line passes through a known

point and has a known direction and the other line passes through a known point
and has a known length.

DRAFTING
Basic Drafting
UNIT I: Drafting Instruments, Equipment, and Materials

Competencies: 1. Identify and use drafting instruments.
2. Identify drawing leads.
3. Demonstrate ability to point leads.
4. Identify types and sizes of drawing media.
5. Identify and use equipment.
6. Identify and draw alphabet of linp
7. Identify drawing formats.
8. Identify methods of reproduction.

UNIT II: Lettering

Competencies: 1. Draw guidelines.
2. Draw vertical and inclined single-stroke straight line Gothic letters, numerals, and

fractions in both upper and lower case.
3. Letter notes and titles.
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UNIT III: Geometric Construction

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and shapes.
2. Draw lines, angles, circles, and arcs.
3. Draw polygons, ellipses, and parabolas.

UNIT IV: Multiview Drawing

Competencies: 1. Identify fundamentals of orthographic projection.
2. Sketch orthographic views.
3. Select and project orthographic views.

UNIT V: Dimensioning

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with dimensioning.
2. Describe elements of dimensioning.
3. Discuss rules of dimensioning.
4. Apply dimensions to drawings.

UNIT VI: Pictorial Drawing

Competencies: 1. Construct isometric drawings.
2. Identify other types of pictorial drawings.

Survey Map Drafting
UNIT I: Control Traverses

Competencies: 1. Calculate bearings of lines of open traverses from field notes.
2 Plot open traverses from calculations.
3 Calculate and adjust lengths and bearings of the lines and the area of a dosed traverse

from field notes.
4. Plot closed traverse from calculations.
5. Plot traverse by coordinates.

UNIT II: Topographic Map;

Competencies: 1. Complete topographic map symbols plate.
2. Calculate bearings of a closed control traverse from field notes.
3. Plot dosed control traverse.
4. Plot topographic details from field notes.
5 Complete planimetric map from field notes.

UNIT III: Profiles and Cross Sections

Competencies: 1. Complete plan-profile of proposed road plate from field notes.
2. Complete earthwork calculations from field notes.
3. Complete cross-section plate.

UNIT IV: Property Survey Maps

Competencies: 1. Describe plat construction.
2. Calculate lengths and bearings of property lines and enclosed area from field notes.
3. Complete plat of survey (property survey map).
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UN IT V: Route Surveys

Competencies: 1. Explain procedure for horizontal curve design.
2. Calculate bearings of lines of open traverses from field notes.
3. Plot traverses.
4. Design and apply horizontal curves at all points of intersection (P.I.$) of traverses.

UN IT VI: Residential Subdivision Design

Competencies: 1. Calculate exterior boundaries (perimeter) of a tract of land from field notes.
2. Plot perimeter of a tract of land.
3. Design and plot all blocks, lots, streets, etc., to be included in subdivision which

conform to all state, parish, and municipal codes.

Structural Drafting
UNIT I: Industrial Building Terms

Competencies: 1. Identify types of vessels.
2. Identify types of pumps and compressors.
3. Identify process plant terms.
4. Identify structural terms.
5. Identify concrete terms.

UNIT H: The Metric System

Competencies: 1. Explain the international metric system (SI).
2. Solve conversion problems.

UNIT III: Welding

Competencies: 1. Describe welding processes.
2. Identify welding types and symbols.
3. Describe purpose and types of weld testing.

UNIT IV: Structural Steel Drawings

Competencies: 1. Identify types of drawings.
2. Complete exercises on plant coordinate systems.
3. Draw civil drafting plates.
4. Identify structural steel shapes.
5. Draw structural steel shapes.
6. Describe structural steel designations, sizes, and dimensions.
7. Use structural steel tables.
8. Describe ladder and walkway drawings.
9. Make a structural steel arrangement drawing.

10. Describe bill of materials.
11. Make a bill of materials from structural drawing.
12. Make a bill of materials from a 4-pile structural steel jacket and deck section.

ENGLISH
UNIT' I: Reading Improvement

Competencies: 1. Plan reading purpose.
2. Practice skim reading.
3. Practice scan reading.
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4. Practice critical reading.
5. Practice intensive reading.
6 Perform tachistoscopic melding.
7. Perform controlled reading practice.

UNIT II: Reading Comprehension

Competencies: 1. Identify comprehension skills.
2. Interpret paragraph understanding.
3. Interpret sentence meaning.
4 Interpret word meaning through context.
5. Interpret word meaning through structure.
6. Organize paragraphs.
7. Perform outlining.

UNIT III: Technical Reports

Competencies: 1. Explain report writing.
2. Explain purpose statement.
3. Write short paragraphs containing purpose statements.
4. Read short articles and analyze content.
5. Plan a report.
6 Use reference sources
7. Prepare bibliography cards.
8. Construct a written report.

UNIT IV: Oral Reports

Competencies: 1. Prepare oral reports.
2. Present oral oports.

UNIT V: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Select means of locating job openings.
2. Prepare a resume'.
3. Prepare a personal portfolio.
4. Write a letter of application.
5. Complete an employment application.
6. Participate in a mock interview
7. Write a follow-up later.
8. Make a follow-up phone call.
9. Evaluate a job offer.

10 Compare job opportunities

APPLIED PHYSICS
UNIT I: Properties of Matter

Competencies: 1 Explain structure of matter
2 Explain states of matter
3 Solve problems involving the states of matter.

UNIT II: Mechanics

Competencies: 1. Define force and motion.
2. Solve problems involving force and motion.
3. Define work, energy, and power.
4. Solve problems involving work, energy, and power
5. Define vectors.
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6. Solve vector problems using graphic solutions.
7. Describe analysis of basic machines.
8 Solve problems involving basic machines.
9 Describe rotation, torque, and power transmissions.

10. Solve problems involving rotation, torque, and power transmissions.

UNIT III: Heat

Competencies: 1. Describe temperature and the effects of heat.
2. Solve problems involving heat.
3 Describe heat and change of state of matter,
4. Solc problems involving heat and changes in state of matter.

UNIT IV: Sound
Competencies: i Describe wave motion and sound.

2. So'..'e wave motion and sound problems.
3 Describe technical applications of sound waves.
4 Solve problems involving technical applications of sound waves.

UNIT V: Light and Optics

Competencies: 1. Desciibe the nature of light and illumination
2 Describe principles of optical instruments.

UNIT VI: Magnetism

Competencies: !. 11\1)1,1111 theory of magnetism.
2. Define lines of force.
3. Explain magnetic attraction.
4. Solve magnetism problems.

UNIT VII: I3asic Electricity

Competencies: 1. Describe current flow.
2. Describe alternating current and direct current
3. Explain how electricity is generated.
4 Explain how batteries work.
5 Explain sources and effects of electric current
6 Sole problems Involving basic electricity.

STATICS
1r11l 1.1- I: Force Sstem.,

Competencies: 1 Define forces.
2 Deane coplanar parallel force systems.
3 sok e problems using coplanar parallel force systems.
4 Define coplanar concmient force systems.

Solve problems using coplanar concurrent force systems.
o Sok e problems using graphing.
7 Denny coplanar noncurrent force systems and solve reaction problems.
S Define noncoplanar parallel force systems and solve reaction problems.
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UNIT II: Centroids and Center of Gravity

Competencies: 1 Define centroids.
2. Find centroid of simple geometric areas and find centroid of composite areas.
3. Define center of gravity.
4. Find center of gravity of simple geometric shapes.

UNIT III: Moments of Inertia

Competencies: 1 Define moment of inertia of areas.
2. Determine moment of inertia of simple figures.
3. Determine moment of inertia of composite figures.
4. Define radius of gyration.

UNIT IV: Flexible Cables

Competencies: 1 Identify formulas.
2 Solve flexible cable problems.

STRENGTHS OF MATERIALS
UNIT I: Stress and Strain

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2 Define stress and strain.
3. Solve problems involving stress and strain.

UNIT II: Beams

Competencies: 1. Describe shear and moment diagrams.
2. Draw shear and moment diagrams.
3. Describe types of stresses in beams.
4. Solve beam stress problems.
5. Describe types of beam deflections.
6. Solve beam deflection problems.

UNIT III: Beam Connections

Competencies: I. Describe types of beam connections.
2 Solve beam connection problems.

UNIT IV: Columns
Competencies: 1. Describe types of columns.

2. Solve column problems.

CONCRETE
UNIT I: Introduction to Portland Cement Concrete

Competencies: 1. Describe history of Portland cement
2. Explain composition and manufacture of Portland cement.
3. Describe admixtures.
4. Identify terms and definitions.
5. Describe proper handling and storage of materials.
6 Determine unit weight, specific gravity, and absorption of coarse aggregates.

i -,.... ,
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UNIT II: Sampling Materials

Competencies: 1. Identify types of aggregates.
2. Collect aggregate samples.
3. Describe cement.
4. Collect cement samples.
5. Describe water and admixtures for concrete.
6. Collect water and admixture samples.
7. Describe types of concrete.
8. Collect fresh concrete sample.
9. Identify sampling forms.

10. Prepare aggregate test reports.
11. Complete sample identification forms.

UNIT III: Testing

Competencies: 1. Explain how to calibrate laboratory scales.
2 Calibrate gram and pound scales.
3. Explain how to reduce the size of a sample.
4. Reduce the size of sample using sample splitter.
5. Reduce the size of sample using hand quartering methods.
6. Explain how to test for moisture.
7. Determine total and free moisture in sand and gravel sample.
8. Explain gradation testing.
9. Perform sieve analysis on fine aggregate.

10. Perform sieve analysis on coarse aggregate.
11 Perform random sample test.
12 Perform aggregate sample test and record on aggregate control chart.
13. Explain purpose of slump test.
14. Perform slump test on concrete.
15. Explain purpose of air test.
16. Perform air test on concrete using volumetric method.
17. Explain purpose of concrete compression test.
18. Run 7-day and 28-day compression test on concrete cylinders.

UNIT IV: Mix Dc'.ign

Competencies: 1. Describe job mix release.
2 Complete a job mix release form.
3 Design a concrete mix using absolute volume method.
4. Explain how to adjust the mix.
5. Determine moisture adjustment for concrete mix.
6. Design a concrete mix and perform control tests.
7. Explain how to adjust the slump.
8. Explain importance of temperature control.
9. Describe theoretical yield and weight-volume relationsh ;ps.

10. Solve problems on yield and weight-volume relationships.
11. Explain actual yield check.
12. Solve actual yield problems.
13 Solve problems for air content using master proportion table.

UNIT V: Portland Cement Concrete Plants

Competencies: 1. Explain dry batch plant inspection.
2. Explain transit mix plant inspection.
3. Explain central mix plant inspection.
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UNIFT VI: Contractor Quality Control Specifications

Competencies: 1. Explain plant certification.
2. Describe a plant laboratory.
3. Identify types and use of trucks.
4. Describe job mix materials and designing.
5. Describe job mix release submittal.
6. Describe batch weights.
7. Explain importance of quality control.

UNIT VII: Louisiana Quality Control Specifications

Competencies: 1. Explain function of quality control personnel.
2. Describe plant facilities.
3. Identify types and use of trucks.
4. Explain mix release approval.
5. Explain batch weights approval.
6. Explain concrete mix inspection.
7. Describe concrete pavement and approach slabs.
8 Describe structural concrete.
9. Describe concrete for minor structures.

ASPHALTIC CONCRETE
UNIT I: Introduction to Asphaltic Concrete

Competencies: 1. Describe hot mix.
2. Describe methods of testing.
3. Determine the viscosity and penetration of an asphaltic cement sample.
4. Solve problems of job mix formulas.
5. Perform gradation test.
6. Describe hot mix plants.

UNIT II: Sampling Materials

Competencies: 1. Describe sample techniques.
2. Obtain aggregate samples for blending.
3. Solve problems on aggregate blending.
4. Blend three aggregates for a Type I wearing coarse mix.
5. Describe sampling of mineral filler.
6 Describe sampling of asphalt cement.
7. Describe sampling of fuel oil.

UNIT III: Plant Inspection

Competencies: 1. Identify types of crushers.
2. Describe cold feed.
3. Describe dryer and dust collector
4. Describe batch tower.
5. Describe batching operation.
6. Explain use of weights and scales.
7. Explain use of teleprinter.
8. Describe contractor and Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development

responsibilities.
9. Describe finished hot mix.

10. Describe functions of a laboratory.
11. Solve problem on Marshall test properties.
12. Make and test a briquette.
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13 l'erform a centrifuge extraction test.
'4 Pei tot m a gradation on aggregate and determine the percentage of crushed particles.
F). Perform a reflux extraction test.
16 Perform roadway density tests on briquette cores
17 Complete daily asphalt work sheet.
18. Perform comprehensive tests on hot mix samples.

UNIT IV: Advanced Plant Inspection

Competencies: 1. Describe materials.
2. Describe mixes.
3. Describe quality control and acceptance.
4. Describe design of mixtures.
5. Solve problems on Marshall method of mix design.
6. Describe type of plants.
7. Describe documentation.

UNIT V: Quality Control Specifications

Competencies: 1. Describe contractor's duties and responsibilities.
2. Describe Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development duties and

responsibilities.
3. Identify tables and schedules.

SOIL MECHANICS
UNIT I: Soil Deposits

Competencies: 1. Identify types of rocks.
2. Identify types of soil.
3 Describe effect of soil on design and construction.

UNIT H: Soil Composition

Competencies: 1. Describe soil systems and mass.
2 Describe mayor soil types.
3 Desclibe soil structure.

UNIT' Soil Clasqficaf;-,,1

Competencies: Describe soil classification tests.
2 Determine Atterberg limits.

Perform soil moisture and density tests.
4 Perform soil moisture and density test using family of curves

[)rtes mine the in-place density using the sand cone method.
o De,k nbe soil classification systems.

C las4y soil by mechanical analysis using the triangular and the American Associa-
tion ot State Highway and Transpo-tation Officials (AASHTO) classification systems.

8. Classitv soils using the unified and AASHTO classification systems.

UNIT FV: Site Investigation

Competencies: t Describe' maps and aerial photographs used for site investigation.
Des.nbe boring and test pits.

3 Plot a soil profile from a boring log,
4. Perform a complete laboratory analysis on a soil sample.
5. Desclibe geophysical methods of site investigation.
6 Describe in-place testing
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7. Use sand cone method of testing.
8. Observe nuclear density test.

UNIT V: Earth Moving

Competencies: 1.
2.
3.

4.

UNIT VI: Foundations

Identify types of earth moving equipment.
Identify compaction equipment.
Describe test method used to establish soil density and field density.
Describe soil stabilization.

Competencies: 1. Describe general types of foundations.
2. Describe pile foundation types and installation.

SANITARY ENGINEERING
UNIT I: Communicable Diseases

Competencies: 1. Describe communicable diseases.
2. Explain general control of communicable diseases.

UNIT II: General Characteristics, Treatments, and Protection of Water

Competencies: 1. Identify water-borne impurities and diseases.
2. Describe examination and treatment of water.
3. Describe water storage reservoirs.
4. Identify individual wells.

UNIT III.: Air Pollution and Its Control

Competencies: 1. Define air pollution.
2. Classify pollutants.
3. Describe interaction products.
4. Explain atmospheric pollution and effects on health.
5. Describe prevention and control of pollution.

UNIT IV: Treatment and Disposal of Human Waste

Competencies: 1. Discuss environmental health problems.
2. Describe characteristics of excreta and sewage.
3. Explain bacteriology of sewage and stabilization.
4. Explain effects of soil characteristics on waste disposal.
5. Describe types of individual sewage disposal systems.
6. Describe municipal sewage treatment and disposal.
7. Identify industrial wastes.
8. Explain disposal without water carriage.

UNIT I: Introduction

Competencies:

BASIC PROGRAMMING

1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Identify types of computers.
3. Identify keyboard functions.
4. Identify data input and output processing units.
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5. Describe computer programs.
6. Identify components of a microcomputer system.
7. Perform start-up procedures.
8. Load the BASIC interpreter.
9. Load a sample BASIC program.

10. Save a BASIC program.
11. Run a sample BASIC program.
12. Execute sign-off procedure.

UNIT II: Input/Output

Competencies: 1. Describe input programming.
2. Perform input programming.
3. Describe output programming.
4. Perform output programming.

UNIT III: Arithmetic Operations

Competencies: 1. Code BASIC statements using addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
2. Code BASIC statements involving exponentiation, hierarchy of operations, multiple

operations, and use of parentheses.

UNIT IV: Decision Making

Competencies: 1. Describe the decision-making logic structures.
2. Identify forms of the IF-THEN-ELSE structure.
3. Describe relational operators.
4 Compare numeric values.
5. Compare string values.
6. Write various forms of the IF-THEN-ELSE statements.
7. Construct meaningful statements implementing the LOGICAL operations.
8. Construct nested IF-THEN-ELSE structures.

UNIT V: Interactive Programming

Competencies: 1. Construct input/output statements with prompts.
2. Construct interactive loops.
3. Construct interactive program segments.

UNIT VI: Arrays

Competencies: 1. Create and load a simple array.
2 Code a multi-dimension array.
3 Code various array search methods.

UNIT VII: Subroutines

Competencies: 1. Describe subroutine structures.
2 Write code for subroutine program.

UNIT VIII: Files

Competencies: I. Describe file specifications.
2 Describe the open statement.
3. Create a sequential file.
4. Create a random file.
5 Write data to disk.
6 Read data from a disk file.
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LEGAL PRINCIPLES OF SURVEYING
UNIT I: Systems Used to Describe Land

Competencies: 1. Explain systems used to describe land.
2. Describe subdivisions.
3. Describe sectionalized land surveys.

UNIT II: Transfer of Real Property

Competencies: 1. Define real property.
2. Describe written transfers of real property,
3. Describe transfers not in writing.

UNIT III: Ownership and Land Location

Competencies: 1. Describe ownership and possession.
2. Describe senior rights and simultaneous rights.
3. Describe original surveys and resurveys.
4. Describe measurement errors on resurvevs.
5 Describe positions without error.
6. Describe land movement.

UNIT IV: Locating Sequence Conveyances

Competencies: 1. Explain order of importance of conflicting title elements.
2. Explain basis of bearings.

UNIT V: Simultaneous Conveyances Created by State Law

Competencies: 1. Describe establishment of subdivision boundaries and corners.
2 Describe control of conflicting elements within a subdivision.
3. Describe establishment of street or block corners.
4. Describe establishment of lots within subdivisions.
5. Describe establishing lots adjoining subdivision boundaries.

UNIT VI: Combinations of Sequence and Simultaneous Conveyances

Competencies: 1. Explain "of record" descriptions.
2. Explain overlaps and gaps,
3. Describe roads as boundaries and road descriptions.
4. Explain proceedn.ls in partition.

UNIT VII: Locating Reversion Rights

Competency: Explain apportionment of reversion rights.

UNIT VIII: Riparian and Littoral Owners

Competencies: 1. Describe riparian rights.
2. Define terms.
3. Describe conditions of navigability.
4 Describe tides and sea level.
5. Describe tidelands.
6. Describe reach of tidal waters.
7 Describe submerged lands.
8. Explain ownership of the beds of nonnavigable, nontidal waters.
9 Explain ownership of tidelands.

10. Describe swamp and overflowed land.
11. Describe a salt marsh
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12. Explain ownership of interior submerged lands.
13. Explain ownership of offshore submerged lands.
14. Describe boundary line shifts with naturally changing water line.
15. Explain ownership of land built up by accretion.
16. Explain ownership of land lost by natural erosion or inundation.
17. Explain ownership of river bank removed by avulsion.
18. Describe effect upon boundary by man-caused shoreline changes.
19. Explain ownership of islands.
20. Describe land lost by erosion and regained by accretion.
21. Describe methods of apportioning ownership of alluvium between adjoining owners.
22. Explain tide and submerged land ownership with nonchanging boundaries.
23. Describe distribution of land between meander line and water line.
24. Explain ownership between states.
25. Describe control of navigation.
26. Describe fraudulent surveys and erroneously omitted areas.
27. Interpret deeds with respect to ownership of the bed of waters.
28. Explain double descriptions.
29. Describe changing conditions.
30. Explain effect of change in jurisdiction on accretion rule.
31. Explain loss of riparian rights and compensation.
32. Explain Submerged Lands Act.

LOUISIANA SURVEY LAW
UNIT I: Louisiana Civil Code

Competencies: 1. Explain the right of accession.
2. Explain the right of passage and of way.
3. Explain servitudes.
4. Explain surveying and fixing land boundaries.
5. Explain possession.
6. Explain prescription.
7. Explain rules as to form.

UNIT II: Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure

Competencies: 1. Describe court appointed experts.
2. Explain petitory action.
3. Explain possessory action.
4. Explain sequestration.
5. Explain boundary action and partition.

UNIT III: Louisiana Revised Statutes

Competencies: 1. Discuss annexation and statutory dedication.
2. Describe regulatory statutes concerning the practice of surveying by engineers and

surveyors.
3. Describe public lands.
4. Explain how boundaries are determined where the state of Louisiana is a party.
5. Identify parish and local roads and right-of-way.
6. Identify state water boundaries.
7. Describe Louisiana coordinate system.
8. Discuss entry on and injury to land.
9. Describe state and parish surveys and parish boundaries.



uNrr Iv: United States Code (USC) Title 43

Competencies: 1. Discuss Bureau of Land Management.
2. Describe rights-of-way and other easements in public lands.
3. Discuss grants of swamp and overflowed lands.
4. Identify submerged lands.
5. Discuss lands beneath navigable waters within state boundaries.
6. Discuss outer continental shelf lands.

UNIT I:
UNITED STATES PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS

The General Plan

Competencies: 1. Describe public lands.
2. Explain laws relating to surveys.
3. Describe the general rules for surveys.
4. Describe the organization of surveys.
5. Identify the public land states.

UNIT II: The System of Rectangular Surveys

Competencies: 1. Explain the general scheme of rectangular surveys.
2. Describe initial points.
3. Describe the principal meridian.
4. Describe the base line.
5. Describe standard parallels.
6. Describe guide meridians.
7. Describe township exteriors.
8. Describe subdivision of townships.
9. Describe subdivision of sections.

10. Describe survey of parts of section,.
11. Describe fractional townships.
12. Describe extension and completion surveys.
13. Describe meandering.
14. Describe limits of closure.
15 Describe marking lines between corners.
16. Describe summary of objects noted and sketches.

UNIT III: Nlonumentation

Competencies: 1. Describe legal significance of the monument.
2 Describe general requirements of a monument.
3. Describe corner material.
4 Describe construction of monuments.
5. Describe special-purpose monuments.
6. Describe system of marking.
7. Identify marks on corner monuments.
8. Identify marks on special-purpose monuments.
9. Describe corner accessories.

10. Describe arrangement and marking of corner accessories.
11. Describe restoration of lost or obliterated corners.

UNIT IV: Resurvevs

Competencies: 1. Explain the nature of resurveys.
2. Explain jurisdiction.
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3. Explain limit of authority of surveyor.
4. Explain bona fide rights of claimants.
5. Describe general field methods.
6. Describe the dependent resurvey.
7. Describe the independent resurvey.

UNIT V: Special Surveys and Instructions

Competencies: 1. Describe special instructions.
2. Describe special surveys.
3. Describe special surveys with water boundaries.
4. Describe swamp and overflowed lands surveys.
5. Explain soil classification.

UNIT VI: Field Notes

Competencies: 1. Explain purpose and style of field notes.
2. Describe titles.
3. Describe index.
4. Describe headings.
5. Identify abbreviations.
6. Describe the detailed field-note record.
7. Describe specimen field notes.

UNIT VII: Plats

Competencies: 1. Explain the importance of the plat.
2. Explain plat requirements.
3. Explain specimen township plat.
4. Describe drafting the base drawing.
5. Explain computation of areas.
6. Describe how to ink the drawing.
7. Describe type of lettering used on plats.
8. Describe topography.
9. Describe field sketches.

10. Describe titles and subtitles.
11. Explain certificates.
12. Describe reproduction and distribution of plats.
13. Describe supplemental plats.
14. Describe plats of mineral segregation surveys.
15. Describe plats of fragmentary surveys.
16. Describe resurvey plats.

MAP STUDY AND HIGHWAY PLAN READING
UNIT I: Introduction to Maps

Competencies: 1. Identify map sources.
2. Describe map construction.
3. Identify types of cartographers.
4. Discuss history of maps.
5. Explain antiquity.
6. Identify classes of maps.
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UNIT II: Inti,q;u,t10. !,, .0,

Competencies: 1. Identify types of air photos.
2. Identify clues for air photo reading.
3. Examine air photos with steeoscope.
4. Explain parallax.

UNIT III: Principles of Map Making

Competencies: 1. Compare maps and photographs.
2. Make map and photo comparisons.
3. Describe map characteristics.
4. Identify map scales.

UNIT IV: Relief Methods

Competencies: 1. Describe contours.
2. Describe colors and shades.

UNIT V: Government Maps

Competencies: 1. Identify government department maps.
2. Complete examination projects using various types of government maps.

UNIT VI: Topographic Maps

Competencies: 1. Identify topographic map symbols.
2. Explain location of topographic features.
3. Locate parcels of land and features on United States geological survey quadrangle

maps.

UNIT VII: Preliminary Map Measurement

Competencies: 1. Discuss factors of map scale.
2. Describe compensating polar planimeter.
3. Complete area determination projects by use of polar planimeter.
4. Describe plan measure (cartometer).
5. Complete map feature measurement projects by use of cal tometer.

UNIT VIII: Map Projections and Grid Systems

Competencies: 1. Make globe and map comparison.
2. Identify projection terms.
3. Di,,cuss construction and classification of projections.
4. Explain Louisiana's grid system

UNIT IX: Navigation Charts

Competencies: 1. Complete land chart projects
2. Complete water chart projects.
3. Complete air chart projects

UNIT X: The Earth and Globes

Competencies: 1. Discuss size and shape of the Earth.
2. Describe other characteristics of the Earth.
3. Describe parallels and meridians
4. Describe hemispheres.
5. Discuss early globes.
6. Describe globe types and uses
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UNIT XI: Highway Plan Reading

Competencies: 1. Describe a construction contract.
2. Read and interpret title sheets.
3. Read and interpret right-of-way sheets.
4. Read and interpret plan and profile sheets.
5. Read and interpret cross-section sheets.
6. Read and interpret typical sections and detail sheets.
7. Read and interpret special detail sheets.
8. Read and interpret drainage layout map sheets.
9. Read and interpret subgrade soil survey sheets.

10. Read and interpret standard plan sheets.
11. Read and interpret bridge plan sheets.
12. Read and interpret summary sheets.
13. Read and interpret a complete set of plans.
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CURRICULUM. STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline
Program Area: Engineering Course Title: 1)11W1-16:61,1 lc:11110106::

CIP Code: 15.0202 Course Length _ _

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to prepare individuals to assist engineers and architects in the design and draf-
ting of electrical circuits, maps, machines, structures, and fluid systems. This includes prepaiotion of engineer-
ing and architectural plans, layouts, detailed drawings, charts, graphs, diagrainsind the use of handbook:,
and reference materials.

The Drafting course is divided into three distinct phases. The first phase, Basic Drafting, pro-, ides students
with fundamental drafting skills both on 'hi' drawing board and on the computer The second phase, In-
termediate Drafting, introduces students to several specialized drafting disciplines anu advanced computer
drafting applications. In the third phase, Specialized Drafting, a student selects one of the IlIctitin.; disciplines
for an area of specialization. The remainder of the course is devoted to intense e training in this area of
specialization

The course content is organized into competency-bas ed units of instruction that specify occupational com-
petencies which the student must successfully complete

Units of Instruction: Basic Drafting
I. Orientation

II. Instruments, Equipment and Materials
Ill Lettering
IV. Geometric Construction
V Orthographic Projection and Sketching

VI Pictorial Drawing
VII. Dimensioning

VIII. Sectional Views
IX Auxiliary Views and Descriptive Ceometi
X Intersections and Developments

XI. Fasteners
XII. Introduction to k\brking Drawings

XIII Applied Drafting Mathematics
XIV Technical Writing
XV. Introduction to Computer Aided Dialting (CAD)

Intermediate Drafting
I. Manufacturing Drafting

II. Cwil;Map Drafting
III. Architectural Drafting
1V. Structural Drafting
V Electrical Systems Drafting

VI. Piping Drafting
VII Marine Drafting

VIII. Advanced Compute! Aided DLIting ApplIcation,,

Specialized Drafting
Manufactui mg Drafting
CivillNlap Drafting
Aichitectural Drafting
Structural Drafting
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Curriculum Competency Outline

BASIC DRAFTING

UNIT I: Orientation

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with di-ailing.
2. Identify areas of specialization
3. Identify school and classroom safer.- rule,;
4. Identify places of employment.
3. Discuss dress and attitudes.
6. Discuss history and puri.:oie of drazan'...
7. Practice visualizing objecrs.
8. Describe computer aided .2.rafting

UNIT II: Instruments, Equipment and Materials

Competencies: 1. Identify and use dratt,ng irstrumenic.
2. Identify diawing leads.
3. Demonstrate ability to point leads
4. Identify types and sizes of draA ir.g tneci,a
5. Identify and use eqt.ipmenr.
6. Identify and draw alphabet of lines
7. Identify drawing formats
8. Identify methods of reproduction.
9. Identify CAD eQuipment.

UNIT III: Lettering

Competencies: 1. Draw guidelines.
2. Draw vertical and inclined single-stroke straight line gothic letters, numerals, and

tractions in both upper and lower case.
3. Letter notes and titles
4. Identify and use lettering devices
5. Identify miscellaneous lettering styles

UNIT IV: Geometric Construction

Competencies: 1. Id'-itify geometric terms and shapes
2. Draw lines, angles, circles and arcs.
3 Draw polygons, ellipses, and parabolas.
4. Apply geometric construction to a single -view drawing.

UNIT V: Orthographic Projection and Sketching

Competencies: 1. Identify fundamentals of orthographic prnjection.
2. Sketch orthographic views.
3. Select and project orthographic views.
4. Prepare a formal orthographic drawing

UNIT VI: Pictorial Drawing

Competencies: 1, Make isometric
2. Make oblique drawings
3. Identify other types of pictorial &ay. in
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UNIT VII: Dimensioning

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with dimensioning.
2. Describe elements of dimensioning.
3. Discuss rules of dimensioning.
4. Apply dimensions to object drawings.
5. Identify terms associated with precision dimensions and tolerances.

UNIT VIII: Sectional Views

Competencies: 1. Identify section conventions.
2. Draw full sections.
3. Draw half sections.
4. Draw offset sections.
5. Draw broken-out sections.
6. Draw revolved sections.
7. Draw removed sections.
8. Draw sections of objects with webs, ribs, and spokes.

UNIT IX: Auxiliary Views and Descriptive Geometry

Competencies: 1. Identify terms.
2. Identify views.
3. Draw primary auxiliary views.
4. Draw secondary auxiliary views.
5. Construct and identify points, lines, and planes in space.
6. Determine true lengths of lines.
7. Determine true distance between lines.
8. Determine true size of angles and surfaces.

UNIT X: Intersections and Developments

Competencies: 1. Construct flat pattern developments of cylinders.
2. Construct flat pattern developments of cones.
3. Construct flat pattern developments of prisms.
4. Construct flat pattern developments of pyramids.
5 Construct flat pattern developments of a sphere.
6. Determine bend allowance for sheet metal parts.
7. Determine lines of intersection for various shaped objects.
8. Construct flat pattern developments of intersecting objects.

UN IT XI: Fasteners

Competencies: 1. Identify types of fastening devices and their designations.
2. Draw various types of detail threads.
3. Draw simplified threads.
4. Draw schematic threads.
5. Identify types of springs.
6. Draw detail of extension springs.
7. Draw detail of compression springs.
8. Draw detail of torsion springs.

UNIT XII: Introduction to Working Drawings

Cornpetencies: 1. Identify types of working drawings.
2. Describe a layout drawing.
3. Describe a detail drawing.
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pccr11.. subass mblv drawing.
Describ, an assembly drawing.
;-)escribe a process drawing.
Describe a schematic drawing
Describe a patent drawing.
Develop a working drawing format.
Draw graphs and charts.
Prepare schedules.
Apply inking techniques.
Prepare a complete working drawing.
Check working drawings.

1' XII 1: Applied Drafting Mathematics

Loin petez:cies: t Add, subtract, multiply and divide common fractions.
2 Add, subtract, multiply and divide decimal fractions.
3. Convert common fractions to decimal fractions.
4. Convert decimal fractions to common fractions.
5 Convert customary measures to metric measures and imperial measures.
6. Calculate areas and volumes.
7 Calculate offsets and true length lines.
S Determine angles in degrees and radians.' Calculate lengths of arcs.

it.) Calculate lengths of chords.
1 I. Calculate circular segments.
I") Solve right triangle problems using trigonometric functions.
13. Solve triangle problems using law of sines.
14 colve triangle problems using law of cosines.

XIV- Writing

,s; ,petenc)es: 1. -repare
2 Prepare
3. Prepare
I Prepare
5. Prepare
6. Prepare
7 Prepare

a business letter.
a re\ ision (change order).
a schedule.
a progress report.
a bid document
an acceptance report.
various types of manuals.

UNIT X V: Introduction to basic Computer Aided Drafting (CAD)

pete nc ies: I Identify tools
2. Identify types of hardware.
3 Identify types of software
4 Identify terms associated with CAD.
5. identify types of computer languages.
6. Identify methods of saving and recovering files.
7 Identify methods used to select commands on a CAD system for drawing setup and

control.
S. Use devices to make a menu selection.
9 Construct a full-scale elementary primitive.

10 Generate a part.
11 Identify applications of special functions.
12 Identify layering, conventions, and concepts.
13 Perform view manipulations.
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14. Perform modifications.
13. Perform entity manipulations.
1o. Apply text commands for general text and attribute or property text.
17. Perform editing by delete, undelete, change and add fillets, rounds and chamfers.
18. Apply dimensions.
19. Edit dimensions.
20. Apply drawing annotations.
21. Identify plotting equipment.
22. Set up plotting equipment.
23. Pot a drawing.

INTERMEDIATE DRAFTING

UNIT I: Manufacturing Drafting

Competencies: 1. Describe purpose of machine drafting.
2. Identify terms and symbols.
3. Identify various types of drawings.
4. Describe precision dimensions and identify symbols.
5. Draw a simple machined part.
6. Make a simple forging drawing.
7. Make a simple casting drawing.
8 Make a simple weldment drawing.
9. Make an assembly drawing of a piece of mechanical equipment.

UNIT II: Civil/Map Drafting

Competencies: 1. Describe purpose of civil/map drafting.
2. Identify terms and symbols.
3. Identify types of lettering.
4. Identify dimensioning techniques.
5. Identify types of lines.
6. Identify types of surface and subsurface maps.
7 Explain and interpret field notes.
8. Draw various types of simple maps.

UNIT III: Architectural Drafting

Competencies: I Describe the history and purpose of architectural drafting
2 Identity terms, symbols, and codes
3 Identify types of letters. ig.
4 Identify dimensioning techniques

Identify common construction materials
6 identif% drawing scales.
7 Use achited's scale.' I t 1%% details and sections.
9 Dro,. eleNation views

UNIT V: Lfiructural Drafting

Competencies: ! 1)(,s, ;UT purpose of structural drafting
:' Identity terms, symbols. and codes.

Identity structural shapes and materials.
4 Identity types of drawings.

Dim d simple erection plan.
structural details of a small building.

7 I),,m foundation plan and details of a small building.



UNIT V: Electrical Systems Drafting

Competencies: 1 Describe purpose of electrical /electronic drafting.
2. Identify terms, symbols, and codes.
3. Identify types of electrical circuits.
4. Identify types of drawings.
5. Draw electrical plan for a small building.
6. Draw a simple electronic schematic.

UNIT VI: Piping Drafting

Competencies: 1. Describe purpose of piping/instrumentation drafting.
2. Identify terms, symbols, specifications, and codes.
3. Identify types of drawings.
4. Draw a simple flow diagram.
5. Draw a piping plan and elevation views.
6. Draw piping isometric views.
7. Draw piping spools.

UNIT VII: Marine Drafting

Competencies: 1. Identify purpose of marine drafting.
2. Identify types of marine vessels and structures.
3. Identify terms, symbols, and codes
4. Identify types of drawings.
5. Describe vessel nomenclature
6. Draw lines and offsets.
7. Prepare profile and general arrangement drawings.

UNIT VIII: Advanced Computer Aided Drafting Applications

Competencies: I Identify software available for drafting specialties.
2. Perform system interfacing.
3. Create symbols and develop a library
4. Apply efficient drawing techniques.
5. Describe operation of system text editor.
6 Perform macro programming using graphic command chaining
7. Explain and apply programming concepts.
8. Describe and apply three-dimensional applications.
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SPECIALIZED DRAFTING

MANUFACTURING DRAFTING

UNIT I: Orientation

Competencies: 1. Identity terms and definitions.
2. Describe areas of specialization.
3. Identify industries that employ mechanical drafters
4. Describe job titles and descriptions.
5 Describe steps in mechanical design and drafting work.
6. Describe duties of a manufacturing drafter.
7. Describe job classifications.
8. De tine related occupations.
9. Explain advantages and disadvantages of a mechanical drafting occupation.

10. Describe minimum qualifications.
11. Describe personality traits of a drafter.
12. Describe related skills for a drafter
13. Identify abbreviations.
14 Describe professional organizations.

UNIT II: Materials and Specifications

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe specifications found on manufacturing drawings.
3 Explain heat treatments for metals.
4. Explain surface hardening treatments r me .s.
5 Describe forms of carbon steel.
6. Identify categories of pipe.
7. Select specifications for tubing callouts.
8. Select specifications for structural steel shapes.
9 Identify standard mill forms of materials.

10. Describe metal properties.
11. Describe factors to consider in selecting materials.
12. Identify types and kinds of ferrous manufacturing metals.
13. Identify parts of the steel numbering system.
14. Identift types and kirds of nonferrous metals
15 Identify types of plastic materials
16 Identify refractory materials.
17. Determine wire and sheet metal size from gage number.
IS, Select materials from a materials stock book

UNIT III: Manufacturing Processes

Competencies: 1. Identify teams and definitions.
2. Describe welding processes.
3 Describe machining processes
4 Describe casting processes
5. Describe forging processes
6. Dest.ribe extruding processes.
7. Describe forming processes.
8 Describe molding processes.
9. Describe powder metallurgy processes

10 E\plain quality control methods.
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11. Describe types of drawings.
12. Describe heat treatment of metals.
13. Describe computer automated manufacturing (CAM).

UNIT IV: Tools and Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Identify mechanical templates.
3. Identify precision measuring instruments.
4. Identify types of scales.
5. Read micrometer settings.
6. Read vernier calipers.
7. Measure with scales.
8. Use a micrometer.
9. Use a vernier caliper.

UNIT V: Reference Materials

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Use product information literature.
3. Use mechanical standards references.
4. Use handbooks.
5. Interpret ANSI standards.
6. Determine manufacturer of mechanical components from Thomas Register.

UNIT VI: Dimensioning and Tolerancing

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe size and location dimensions for a geometric shape.
3. Describe mating dimensions in an assembly drawing.
4. Describe numerical control dimensioning.
5. Identify fits for inch and metric units.
6. Describe limits in inch units using basic hole system.
7. Describe limits in metric units using basic hole system.
8. Describe tolerance ranges for shop processes.
9. Describe hole size limits for standard dowels.

10. Describe limit dimensions for interchangeability of parts.
11. Describe limit dimensions for intermediate parts.
12. Identify symbols for tolerance and form.
13. Identify symbols for position and form.
14. Describe positional tolerancing.
15. Describe angular tolerances.
16. Interpret surface quality specifications.
17. Identify surface quality symbols.
18. Describe surface quality notes.
19. Identify lay symbols.
20. Dimension an object completely.
21. Calculate and dimension clearance fit tolerances using standard fit tables.
22. Calculate and dimension interference fit tolerances using standard fit tables.
23. Calculate and assign tolerances to mating parts using standard fit tables.
24. Calculate and dimension hole size limits for standard dowels.
25. Dimension an object using position and form tolerances.
26. Determine ranges of motion of limbs and spaces required for a person.
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UNIT VII: Fasteners and Hardware

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Identify types of fasteners.
3. Describe applications of screw threads.
4. Describe screw threads nomenclature.
5. Identify screw thread profiles
6 Describe lead of thread.
7. Identify screw thread symbols.
8. Identify classes of fit for unified threads
9. Identify classes of fit for metric threads.

10. Identify parts of thread notes.
11. Identify conventional representations of pipe threads.
12. Describe types of threaded removable fasteners.
13. Identify shapes of bolts and nuts.
14. Identify types of locknuts and locking devices.
15 Identify types of standard cap screws.
16. Identify types of machine screws.
17. Identify set screw heads and points.
18. Identify miscellaneous bolts and screws.
19. Identify standard large and small rivets
20. Identify rivet symbols.
21. Describe advantages of plastic fasteners over metal fasteners.
22. Identify devices to lock components on a shaft.
23. Identify types of springs.
24. Identify types of spring clips.
25. Identify types of keys
26 Identify types of machine pins
27 Identify washers.
28. Describe applications of inserts.
29 Identify types of lock washers.
30. Describe uses for spring washer designs.
31 Identify quick opening and locking devices.
32. Identify miscellaneous machine elements
33. Describe advantages of different fasteners
34. Identify types of welded joints.
35 Identify parts of a welding symbol.
36. Identify basic arc and gas weld symbols.
37. Identify supplementary welding symbols
38 Describe welding dimensions for a fillet weld.
39. Identify resistance welding symbols.
40. Describe using adhesives for bonding material.
41. Describe Joint design considerations for adhesive bonding
42 Construct thread symbols.
43 Construct bolts, :crec.-- and nuts.
44. Construct an assembly containing various fasteners
45 Apply symbols to a welded assembly drawing
46. Construct spring (Inn, ings to include specifications
47 Construct keys in assembled positions

UNIT VIII: Layouts and Working Drawings

Competencies: 1 Identity terms and definitions.
2 Describe information on title blocks.
3. Des( vibe inforrna ti( in on revision blocks.
4 Describe i»tormation on a bill of materials parts list.
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5. Describe design layouts.
6. Describe parts of detail drawing.
7 Describe parts of assembly drawing.
8. Describe information found on outline or installation assemblies.
9. Describe information found on welding assembly drawings.

10. Describe characteristics of forging drawings.
11. Describe information found on a pattern or casting drawing.
12. Make a design layout.
":3. Make a machining drawing.
14. Make a casting drawing.
15. Make a forging drawing.
16. Make a welding drawing.
17. Make a tabular drawing.
18. Make an assembly drawing.
19. Complete a title block and revision block.
20. Complete a parts list.

UNIT IX: Presentation Drawings

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Identify types of presentation sketches.
3. Describe steps of sketching.
4. Identify shading techniques.
5. Identify types of axonometric drawings.
6. Describe oblique drawings.
7. Describe an exploded assembly drawing.
8. Describe special requirements for patent drawings.
9. Make an isometric drawing.

10. Make an oblique drawing.
11. Make an isometric assembly drawing.
12. Shade pictorial drawings.
13. Make an exploded assembly drawing.
14. Make a patent drawing.

UNIT X: Power Transmission

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe advantages of chain drives, gear drives, and belt drives.
3. Describe steps for selecting a V-belt drive.
4. Identify types of power transmission chains.
5. Identify types of gears.
6. Identify parts of gear teeth.
7. Calculate cutting data needed for spur gear drawings.
8. Identify parts of a bevel gear.
9. Calculate cutting data needed for bevel gears.

10. Calculate cutting data needed for worm and worm wheel.
11. Identify types of couplings.
12. Identify types of bearings.
13. Describe cam nomenclature.
14. Identify types of cam followers.
15. Describe types of cam motions.
16. Identify hydraulic components.
17. Identify pneumatic components.
18. Construct a hydraulic schematic.
19. Construct a spur gear drawing.
20. Construct a bevel gear drawing.
21. Construct a worm and worm gear drawing.
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22. Calculate gear ratios.
23. Determine gear rotation.
24. Calculate gear speeds.
25. Construct a cam drawing.
26. Select a chain drive.
27. Select a V-belt drive
28. Select types of bearings from handbooks

UNIT XI: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. 'select means of locating job openings.
2. Prepare a resume.
3. Prepare a personal portfolio.
4. Write a letter of application.
5. Complete an employment application.
6. Participate in a mock interview.
7. Write a follow-up letter.
8. Make a follow-up phone call.
9. Evaluate a job offer.

10 Compare job opportunities.

CIVIL/MAP DRAFTING
UNIT I: Orientation

Competencies: 1 Describe civil/map drafting
2. Identify terms and definitions.
3. Identify symbols.
4. Identify types of lettering.
5. Describe methods of dimensioning.
6. Describe types of lines.
7. Describe field notes.
8 Use planinieter
9 Use map scales.

10. Use line tape.
11 Use plan and piotile media.
12 Use roadway curves.
13 Use map measures.
14. Use beam compass.
15 Use stereoscope.

UNIT II: lopes of Drawings

Competencies: 1 Describe and draN to;)ographic maps.
2. Describe and draw survey plats
3. Describe and draw subdivision plats
4 Describe and draw geological maps.
5 Describe and draw plans and profiles.
6 Describe and draw permit drawings.
7 Describe and draw drainage maps
8 Describe and draw oil and gas exploration maps.

Descobe and draw hydrological maps
I() Describe and draw steel structures
11. Describe and draw concrete structures
12 Describe and draw wood structures.
13 Interpret photogrammetic surveys.
14 Describe state plane coordinate system.
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UNIT III: Surveying

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Identify types of surveying equipment.
3. Set up surveying equipment.
4. Run a traverse.
3. Determine elevations.
6. Record field notes.
7. Determine contours from field notes.

UNIT IV: Legal Land Descriptions

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
1. Describe methods of legal land descriptions.
3. Describe U.S. public land survey system.
4 Describe subdivisions of a section.
5. Explain lot and block descriptions.
6. Explain metes and bounds descriptions.
7. Identify components used to develop a plat.
8. Write descriptions for the subdivision of a section.
9. Write a lot and block description.

UNIT V: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Select means of locating job openings.
2. Prepare a resume.
3. Prepare a personal portfolio.
4. Write a letter of application.
5. Complete an employment application.
6. Participate in a mock interview.
7. Write a follow-up letter.
8. Make a follow-up phone call.
9 Evaluate a job offer.

10. Compare job opportunities.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING
UNIT I: Introduction

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe fundamental structural systems.
3 Identify architectural styles.
4. Identify reference materials.
5. List office phases.
6. List job titles and qualifications.
7. Use reference materials.

UNIT II: Lettering and Tools

Competencies: 1. Identify lettering styles.
2. Describe importance of good lettering.
3. Explain use of lettering heights.
4. Identify types of lettering guides.
5. Identify lettering instruments.
ti. Identify tools and materials.
7. Sharpen lead correctly.
8. Letter using the Condensed style.
9. Letter using the Extended styles.
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10. Letter using the Variation style,
11. Letter using the Kabel Modern style.
12. Letter using the Chisel style.
13. Letter using the Triangle style.
14. Letter using the Shadow style.

UNIT III: Site Conditions

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions
2. Describe site conditions.
3. Interpret building codes.
4. Identify types of zoning regulations.
5. Explain residential protective convenant.
6. Identify components and symbols of a plot plan.
7. Describe procedure for drawing a plot plan.
8. Describe grade marks.
9. Compile a list of site considerations.

10. Calculate altitude angle and azimuth using interpolation.
11. Calculate altitude angle and azimuth using a sun angle calculator.
12. Determine the cast of a shadow using altitude azimuth.
13. Revise plans to correct prevailing wind and orientation problems.
14. Draw a site plan.
15. Draw a plot plan.
16 Determine cut and fill needed on a given lot.
17 Set up a leveling instrument.
18. Shoot grades

UNIT IV: Residential Design

Competencies: 1 Identify steps m planning a residence.
2. Identify characteristics which affect building design
3. Identify rooms in basic areas of a house.
4. Describe characteristics of rooms.
5. Describe traffic flow.
6. Describe storage facilities.
7. Identify steps for making a preliminary residential sketch.
8. Determine client needs.
9. Plan a kitchen

10 Plan a sleeping area.
I I. Plan a bathroom.
12. Plan traffic patterns
13. Plan storage facilities.
14 Develop a preliminary residential sketch

UNIT V: Stluctural Systems and Building Materials

Competencies: 1 Identify terms and definitions.
2 Describe types of training systems
3. Describe types of wood floor sill construction
4. Describe types of wood floor joist framing
5 Explain purpose of bridging.
6 Identify will framing members
7. Describe methods of frame bracing
8. Identify types of sheathing
9. Identify types of roofs.

10 Identify roof framing members.
11 Describe types of cornices.
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12. Describe types of post and beam framing.
13. Identify building materials.
14. Identify material symbols.
15. Describe materials in concrete mix.
16. Identify masonry construction products.
17. Identify glass products.
18. Explain uses of plastics.
19. Identify types of insulation products.
20. Identify and explain uses of metal products.
21. Identify roofing materials.
22. Identify wood products.
23. Identify abbreviations.
24. Determine sizes of wood floor joists and roof rafters.
25. Determine sizes of wood girders.
26. Determine sizes of steel beams.
27. Determine sizes of exterior or interior wall headers.

UNIT VI: Introduction to Working Drawings

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe title blocks.
3. Identify scales used on working drawings.
4. Identify order of set of residential working drawings.
5. Describe sheet composition.
6. Identify abbreviations.
7. Identify plan symbols.
8. Explain factors to consider whcii drawing elevations.
9. Describe steps in projecting elevations.

10. Describe types of schedules.
11. Sketch a floor plan of your house.
12. Draw a floor plan from a preliminary sketch.
13. Sketch different roofs on an elevation.
14. Resketch an elevation to eliminate the inconsistent use of materials.
15. Sketch two different elevations of the same floor plan.
16. Draw a front and side elevation.
17. Draw a front elevation on an uneven terrain.
18. Use local material suppliers' catalogs.
19. Complete a door and window schedule.

UNIT VII: Dimensioning

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe line technique at corners.
3. Explain uses of dimensions.
4. Describe drawing of wall thicknesses.
5. Explain general dimensioning rules.
6. Describe site and plot plan dimensioning.
7. Describe elevation dimensioning.
8. Describe detail and wall section dimensioning.
9. Describe heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) plan dimensioning.

10. Describe plumbing plan dimensioning.
11. Explain advantages of modular system.
12. Describe modular dimensioning.
13. Describe metric dimensioning.
14. Identify dimensioning abbreviations.
15. Identify dimensioning errors.
16. Dimension a floor plan.
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17. Dimension an elevation.
Prepaie and dimension a floor plan according to a modular system.

19. Dimension a detail using metric system (optional).

IJ Nil' VI I : Foundation:,

Competencies: 1. Identity terms and definitions.
2 Identify abbreviations and symbols.
3 identify types of floor systems.
4 Describe wood foundations.
5. Describe types of footing systems.
6. Describe footing detail drawings.
7. Describe methods of waterproofing.
8 Describe methods of termite protection.
9. DescriL lethods of preventing foundation breakage.

it) Explain looting design and construction.
I!. Explain piling and grade beam design.
12 Explain slab foundation design.
13 Describe live and dead load.
14. Explain steps in drawing a foundation plan.
13 Calculate the footing requirements for a typical one-story frame house.
lb. Calculate pier or column footing requirements.
17 Draw a foundation plan.
1,1 Detail a foundation section.

UNIT IX: IYotads

Competencies: I Identity terms and definitions.
2 Deso be features and types of stairways.

l'se stairway formulas
4 Calculate stair slope.

Identity fireplace components
Identify types of fireplaces

7 Identify parts of windows and window section drawings.
8. Identify pants of a door section drawing.
9 Desclibe steps for drawing a wall section detail.

111 Construct a stairway layout.
II Pim% hieplace construction ' 'tails
12 Dial% typical cabinet details
iz Dia% door and winder. section details.
11 Dial\ a all section detail.

UN 11 X: l'Ium6ing

Competencies: I Identity terms and definitions.
2 Describe t\pes of heating used in plumb':-.g systems.
3 Describe parts of a plumbing system
4 Describe parts and materials of a waste disposal system.
;. ("whim classification 1 vents
6 Describe parts of water syste ns.
7 Identify piping symbols and abbreviations.
8 Identity types of drawings.
9. Calculate the size of a building sewer line.
10. Construct plumbing drawings of a building drain system.
11. Construct plumbing drawings for a residential building.
12. Draw a septic system.
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UNIT XI: Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems (HVAC)

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe types of HVAC systems.
3. Describe types of supply duct systems.
4. Describe climat:c zones.
5. Identify locations of registers and grilles.
6. Identify symbols.
7. Explain rules for drawing HVAC plans.
8. Calculate size of pipe and ducts.
9. Identify types of return air systems.

10. Describe procedure for calculating heat loss and heat gain.
11. Describe procedure for drawing an HVAC. plan.
13. Calculate heat loss for a small residence.
13. Calculate shaded and unshaded glass areas for use in heat gain calculations.
14. Calculate heat gain for a small residence.
15. Evaluate the addition of insulation in relation to heat loss and heat gain.
16 Calculate heat loss and heat gain for your design project.
17. Draw an HVAC plan for your design project.
18. Prepare equipment schedules.

UNIT XII: Electrical

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Identify types of lighting dispersement.
3. Describe electrical service entrance.
4. Describe types of residential branch circuits.
5. Identify wiring devices.
6. Identify types of cables.
7. Describe conductor letter designations.
8. Describe procedure for designing an electrical system.
9. Identify floor plan electrical symbols.

10. Identify circuit safety devices.
11. Answer questions related to residential wiring practicPc using the NEC.
12. Interpret conduit fill tables using the NEC.
13. Locate allowable ampacities for various conductors using the NEC.
14. Calculate service size and minimum, number of circuits.

Locate receptacle, switch, and lighting outlets.

UNIT XIII: Specifications

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Explain purpose of specifications.
3. Describe information included in specifications.
4. Describe characteristics of specifications.
5. Identify errors to be aware of in specifications.
6. Describe divisions 0-16 in the Construction Specification Institute (CSI) format.
7. Answer questions related to materials used in residential construction using Sweet's

Catalog File.
8. Fill in an FHA "Description of Materials" form.

UNIT XIV: Presentation Drawings

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe types of perspecti...es and perspective views.
3. Describe characteristics of perspectives and presentation drawings.
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4 Describe methods for drawing pet spectw es
3. Explain characteristics of shade, shadow, and .ex. LIre
6 Describe rendering techniques
7. Locate vanishing points.
S. Draw a one-point perspective.
9 Draw two-point perspectives.

10. Shade and shadow various objectives
11 Render an elevation.
12. Render perspectw es.

UNIT XV: Light Commennal Diaftmg

Competencies: 1 Match terms related to light commercial drafting w ith the coned definitions.
2. Distinguish between residential and light commercial design
3 Match the drawings in a set of norking drawings with the correct contents.
. Match construction terms with the correct definitions.
5 Distinguish bet een correct and incorrect placement of reinforcing steel in light com-

mercial construction.
6 List common types of columns.
7 List common types of wall systems.
8 Match common shapes of steel null the correct applications in construction
9. Match typical precast concrete members n ith the correct applications

10. Identity parts of a built-up roof system
I 1. Distinguish between parts ot specifications.
12. Identity types of architectural models,
13 Describe methods of vertical movement
14 Identity materials used in model making.
15 Describe use ot ANSI standards for handicapped persons.
1 Construct a rough scale floor plan drawing
17 Construct a site plan drawing.
IS Construct a floor plan drawing.
19 Construct interior elevations and details
20. Construct building elevations
21 Construct n all sections
22 Construct door and window details and schedules
23 Construct a foundation plan and details
24 s.eel pipe column sue
25 Select bar joist sues
26 Construct plumbing plans

UNIT XVI: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: I. Select means of locating job openings
2 Prepare a resume.
3. Prepare a peisonal portfolio
4. Write a letter of application
5 Complete an employment application
6. Participate in a mock interview
7 Write a follow-up letter.
8. Make a follow-up phone call.
9. Evaluate a job offer.

10. Compare job opportunities.
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STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
UNIT I: Introduction

Competencies: 1. Define structural drafting.
2. Define duties and responsibilities of structural drafters.
3. Describe the organization of a structural drafting department
4. Discuss the drawing, checking, correcting, and revising of '.tru,turai cita-,,ings.

UNIT H: Types of Structural Drawings

Competencies: 1. Describe design drawings for steel, concrete, and wood
2. Describe detail drawings for steel, concrete, and wood.
3. Describe erection drawings for steel, concrete, and wood

UNIT III: Structural Materials, Specifications, and Codes
Competencies: 1. Identify structural steel shapes.

2. Identify steel references and codes.
3. Identify steel specifications.
4 Describe steel materials.
5. Describe dimensional tolerances for structural steel.
6. Describe structural concrete materials.
7. Identify concrete codes.
3. Describe precast concrete.
9 Describe cast-in-place concrete.

10. Describe structural wood materials.
11 Identify structural wood codes.
12, Identify sizes and grades of wood.
13 Describe aluminum structural materials.
14 Describe composite structural materials.
15 Describe stainless steel stiuctural materials
I() Describe fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) mdt.mals.

UNIT IV: Steel 'Thuctuie,

Competencies: 1 Identify terms and definitions
2 Identity symbols.
3. Describe fabrication processes

Evian) erection procedures.
5. Use American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) manual
6 Use other manuals and detailing aids.
7 Prepare design drawings from engineers' sketches.
8. Draw column details.
9. Draw beam details

10. Draw girder details.
11 Draw truss details.
12. Draw brace and base plate details.
13. Prepare bill of materials.
14. Draw bolted connection details.
15. Draw welded connection details
16 Prepare erection drawings and apply marking system

UNIT V: Concrete Structures

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Identify symbols.
3. Describe construction processes (precast vs. cast-in-place).
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UNIT VI: Wood Stiti.turt.,.

Competencies: 1 Identify terms and definitions.
2. Identify symbols.
3 Identify standard framing methods for floors, walls, and roofs.

r. se met ic institute of -limber Construction (AITC.) manual and other reference
mate rats

5. Identity Spe Of ionits and fasteners

UNIT VII: Final Proiect

Competencies: 1 Prepare a Lomploc set of drag ings including flaming and foundation plans and
details for one ut the follow log. commercial building, industrial facility, petrochemical
facilit\, or public facility.

2 Identify and use structural CAD sc stems software.
3 Identif and e\plam engineering teams
4 Pertoi m basic static calculations

UNIT VIII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1 Select mean, at locating job openings
2 Prepare a resume'
3 Prepare a personal portfolio

1\ rite a letter of application
Complete an emplacment application

6. Participate in a mock interiew
7 1\ rite a follow-up letter
S Make a follow-up phone call
(.) I %aluate a lob otter

111 (n npao. lot oppiatunitic-

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS DRAFTING

Competencies: I Describe history and purpose of electrical chatting.
Identify teems and symbols

3 Describe power generation
Describe power transmission

7). Descnbe power distribution
6 Describe motor control
7. Describe control instrumentation
S. Describe control data acquisition.
9 Describe control devices.

10 Describe lighting illumination tasks.
11. Describe lighting levels.
12. Describe lighting fixture selection.
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13 Desaibe lighting fixture installation.
1.1. Describe electronic supervisory control and data acquisition (SC-ADA).
13. Describe electronic telecommunications.
16 Describe electronic computes.
17. Describe electronic safety and security systems.
18. Describe electronic energy management
19. Describe electronic distributed process control.
20. Describe electronic programmable logic controllers
21 Identify the purpose and application clf the following codes and -`

A. Electronic Industry Association (EIA)
B Radio Electronic and Television Manufacturers Association ti-,t
C Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
D. National Electrical Code (NEC)
E. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
F National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
CT, American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
H Underwriters Laboratory (UL)
L Canadian Standards Association (CSA)

American Petroleum Institute (API)
K Instrument Society of America (ISA)
L Illumination Engineers Society (IFS)

22. Dest,nbe one-line block diagrams
23 Describe electrical schematics
24 Describe equipment layout plans

Describe wiring drawings
2(-) Describe electrical detail drawings
27 Draw one-line block diagrams
28 Dravv electrical schematics.
29. Draw quipment layout plans
30 Prepare wiring draw ings.

Prepare electrical detail draw ings.
Select means of locating lob opening,
Prepare a resume'.
Prepare a personal portfolio.

17), lAnte a lettei of applicatittn
ih Complete an employment application
37 Paiticipate in a mock inter\ iew

1,Vrite a follow-up letter
39 \lake a follow-up phone call
40 I-valuate a lob offer
41 Compare job opportunities

PIPING DRAFTING
UNIT I: Pipe, fittings, and 5\ mbol,

Competencies: 1 Identity terms, definitions and abbreviations
2 Identify pipe ,iies
3 Use pipe wall thickness ,chedule,

Identify pipe materials
3 Identify types of pipes
6 Identify types of pipe fittings
7. Identify pipe fitting ratings,
8 Identify pipe materials

Identify single-line, double-line, and schematic piping symbols.
ID. identify flanges and gaskets.
11. Describe methods of dimensioning pipe.
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12 Look up fittings from written descriptions and draw symbols.
13. Construct single-line drawings of screwed and socket weld pipe fittings.
14 Construct single-line drawings of welded pipe fittings.
15. Construct double-line drawings of welded pipe fittings.
16 Fill in dimensions for single-line drawings of fittings.
17 Dimension and draw single-line pipe assembly.

UNIT II: Methods of Connecting Pipe

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe screwed connections.
3. Describe flanged connections.
4. Describe buttweld connections
5 Describe socketweld connections.
6 Describe other type connections.

UNIT III: Introduction to Piping Specifications

Competencies: 1 Identify terms and definitions.
2. Describe purpose of specifications.
3. Describe piping specifications
4. Describe equipment specifications.
3. Describe design specifications.
6 Describe safety specifications.
7 Describe instrument specir ations

UNIT IV: Introduchon to Piping Systems

Competencies: 1 Identify terms and definitions.
2 Describe maim process piping systems.
3 Describe minor process piping systems.
4. Describe utility piping systems

UNIT V: Vah es and Valve Functions

Competencies: 1 Identify terms, definitions and abbreviations.
2 Identify types of valves.
3 Identify valve symbols.
4. Identif.! valve functions
3 Identify parts of a valve
6. Identity types of valve control
7 Determine dimensions for valves using reference materials
8 Draw orthographic views of valves

UNIT VI: Flow Diagrams

Competencies: 1 Identify rms, definitions, and abbreviations
2. Identify types of flow diagrams.
3 Identify purpose of flow diagrams.
4 Identify svmhols used on flow diagrams.
5. Describe control systems
6 Describ,? standard used for flow diagrams.
7 Describe how to lay out and draw flow diagrams
8. Identify parts of tine numbers.
9. Draw piping Symbols.

10. Draw instrumentation and electrical symbols.
11. Draw mechanical flow diagram equipment symbols.
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12. Draw an instrument hook-up.
13. Read a process flow diagram.
14. Draw a mechanical flow diagiam from A sketch.
15. Draw a utility flow diagram from a skett.h.

UNIT VII: Instrumentation

Competencies: I. Identify terms and definitions
2. Describe function of instrumentation.
3. Describe instrumentation drawings.
4 Identify instrumentation symbols

UNIT VIII: Drnensioning

Competencies: I Identify term , definitions, and abbreviations.
2. Describe methods of dimensioning piping plans
3 Describe methods of dimension sections and eleations.
4 Describe plant coordinate dimensioning systems

DescribL isometric dimensions.

UNIT IX: Basic Piping Calculations

Competencies: I Cakulate piping orfsuts.
2 Calculate pipe bends
3 Perform conversion calculations

UNIT X: Plot Plans

Competencies: 1 Identity tenns and definitions.
2. Describe purpose ot plot plan
3 Identify types ot plot plans.
4 Describe a contour drawing.
5 Describe an area key nide\ plan
6 Draw a plot plan
7 Draw an area key nide\ plan

UNIT XI: Vessel and Equipment 'sketches

Competencies: I Make sketches of pressure vessels
2 \lake sketches of tanks
3. Make sketches of e\changers.
4. Make sketches of skids

UNIT XII: Piping Isometrics

Competencies: 1 Identity terms and definitions
2 Identify isometric symbols
3 Describe erection isometrics.
. Describe fabrication isometrics
5 Describe spool isometrics.
6. Describe vessel trim drawings
7. Describe procedures for drawing isometrics.
S Describe information on drawing side of isometrics
9 Describe information in bill of materials

10. Letter correctly in various planes.
11. Draw and correctly place a north arrow using the piererred method
12 Draw and letter an instrumentation balloon
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13. Calculate simple lolled offsets.
14. Draw erection isometrics.
15, Draw fabrication isometrics.
16 Draw spool isometrics.
17 Draw a vessel trim drawing.
IS Revise an isometric drawing.

UNIT XIII: Ailangement Drawings

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2 Describe single-line and double-line arrangement plans.
3 Describe single-line and double-line arrangement sections.
4 Describe single -lire and double-line arrangement details.

UNIT XIV: Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Identify equipment codes.
3 Describe pressure vessels.
4 Describe atmospheric vessels.
5. Describe mechanical equipment.
6 Describe manifolds.
7. Describe skids
L. Describe on-site equipment.
9. Describe off-site equipment.

10 Describe system restraint.
11 Interpret information on manufacturer's drawings.
12. Interpret schedule of openings.
11 Relay information from flow diagram to manufacturer's drawings.
14 Locate correct nozzle mark numbers on mechanical flow diagram.
IS Calculate nozzle elevation dimensions on manufacturer's drawings from given mark

numbers.
16 Calculate nozzle orientation in degrees on manufacturer's drawing from given mark

numbers
17 Calculate centerline to face dimensions on manufacturer's drawing from given mark

numbers
18 I.ocate information on manufacturer's drawing.
19 Fill out schedule of openings chart using mechanical flow diagram.
10 Find correct nozzle sizes on mechanical flow diagram.

Calculate base to nozzle and to face of flange dimensions on an exchanger.
12 Draw an orientation view from flow diagram and pipe designer's single-line sketch.

Make pressure vessel drawings.
24 Make atmospheric vessel drawings
25 Make mechanical equipment drawings
26 Make manifold drawings.
27 Make skid drawings

UNrr XV: c,tructurai 1>asics

Competencies: I Identify terms and definitions.
2. Identify types of steel support structures.
3 Identify types of concrete support structures
4. Prepare a piping background drawing.
5. Prepare a platform and ladder drawing.

UNIT XVI: Piping Design Fundamentals

Competencies: 1 Identify terms and definitions.
2 Describe control station components.
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3. Describe arrangement of fittings.
3. Describe exchanger or reboiler
.7). Describe fired heater piping.
6. Describe compressor piping.
7. Describe turbine inlet and exhaust piping.
8 Describe column, vessel and storage tank piping
9. Describe piping flexibility.

10. Identify types of pumps.
11 Identify types of ladders and platforms
12. Construct ladder and circular platform outline draw ings.
13. I ay out and pipe up a fractionation tower and pumps.
14. Perform fundamental stress analysis.
15. Identify types of pipe supports.
16 Identify pipe fabrication processes.
17. Identify types of pipe bends and loops
18. Describe trimmed elbow and mitered tits.
19. Draw a base elI support.
10 Draw a trimmed elbow.

21 Draw a base elI spring support.
22. Draw an anchor.
23 Determine bend distances.

UNIT XVII: Working Drawings for a Unit

Competencies: 1. Draw flow diagrams
2. Draw equipment drawings.

Dia plans sections and details.
4 Draw isometrics
3. Draw spools

UNIT XVIII: lob Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1 Select means of locating Job openings
2 Prcpaie a resume'.

Prepare a personal portfolio
4 Write a letter of application.
-71 Complete an emploment application
h Participate in a mock interview.
7 \ rite a follow-up letter
8 Make a follow-up phone call

1 valuate a job offer
IIJ Comp is lob opportunities

Competencies:

MARINE: DRAFTING

1 here vibe \e,,01 nomenclature.
2 ((lentil% regulatory body requirements.

Identif shapes of hulls and explain reasons for shape-.
4 Identify structural detail practices.
-S. identify manufacturing shop practices.
6 Identify trades and crafts of the marine industry
7 Prepare a material takeoff.
8. Interpret specifications.
9. Identify dimension references.
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10. Identify types of materials.
11. Define engineering terms
12. Calculate center of areas.
13. Draw contour lines.
14. Draw outboard profiles.
15. Prepare general arrangement drawings.
16. Draw inboard profile and scantlings.
17. Draw typical frame anti bulkhead sections.
18. Prepare drawings for decks, tank tops, and flats.
19. Draw transverse sections.
20. Draw longitudinal sections.
21. Draw a shell plate expansion.
22. Prepare drawings for super structure and deck houses.
23. Prepare a propulsion arrangement drawing.
24 Prepare engine foundation detail drawings.
25 Prepare hull outfitting drawings.
26. Prepare machinery arrangement drawings.
27. Prepare schematic, double-line, and isometric- piping system drawings for: bilge,

ballast and fire systems; fuel oil system; potable and sanitary water systems; cooling
and salt water service systems; sewer and drain systems; and air system

28. Prepare machinery drawings for: propeller shaft, stern tube, bearing housings, steer-
ing arrangement and rudders, and deck machinery and auxiliaries.

29 Identify and define terms associated with heating, ventilating and air conditioning
(I-I.V.A.C.) systems.

30. Draw a one-line electrical schematic.
31. Draw an electrical power plan
32. Draw an electrical lighting plan.
33. Select means of locIting job openings.
34. Prepare a resume.
35. Prepare a personal portfolio.
36. Write a letter of application.
37. Complete an employment application.
38. Participate in a mock interview.
39. Write a follow-up letter
40. Make a tollow-up phone call.
41 Evaluate a job offer.
42 Compare job opportunities.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Erwineering _ Course Title: Ftectiomechanical Technolog\_

CIP Code: 15 0403 Course Length 2475 Clock Flours 22 \lonths

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and piactical shop e,perience to
prepare students for employment a \ anew or jobs in the field of Electromechanical Technology or to pio-
vide supplemental training for persons previously or currently emplo\ ed un related electromecnanical
occupations.

The course generally prepares individuals to assist mechanical and electrical engineers and other managers
in the design, development, and testing of electromechanical devices and s\ stems such as plant automation,
automated control systems,, servomechanisms, vending machines, elevator controls, missile controls, tape-
control machines, and auxiliary computer equipment. Includes instruction in assisting with feasibility testing
of engineering concepts, systems analysis (including design, selection, testing, and application of engineer-
ing data);, and the preparation of written reports and test results.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction hich specth occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: FIRS r ILA R

I. Fundamentals of Electricity Electionics
II Mathematics

III. Physics
IV Fundamentals of Semicondiictois
V. Basic Electronic Circuits

VI Digital Electronics
VII Basic Microprocessors

Computer Literacy

IX Introduction to Llectiomechanic al 'technology
X. National Electrical Code (NEC)
\l Mechanical Dri e Systems

XII. franstoi mei s
XIII Generators and Motors
XIV Programmable Controllers
XV. Control Systems and De\ ices

XVI. Introduction to Instrumentation
XVI I Pneumatics

XVIII. Hydraulics
XIX Pumps, Blowers, and Compressors
XX. Human Relations

XXI Business Practices
XXII. Job Seeking Skills
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Curriculum Competency Outline

FIRST YEAR

UNIT I: Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of occupational job requirements, working conditions, safe-
ty hazards, pay scales, and career opportunities.

2. Identify safety hazards.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of common safety rules and regulations.
4. Identify hand tools.
5. Demonstrate proper techniques and use of hand tools.
6. Apply correct soldering techniques.
7. Identify electrical/electronic test instruments.
S. Perform measurements using electrical/electronic test instruments.
9. Identify terms associated with electricity/electronics.

10. Identify electrical/electronic symbols.
11. Identify electrical/electronic formulas.
12. Identify electrical/electronic components.
13. Display a knowledge of atomic theory.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of theory of ac and dc current flow.
15. Solve problems using the basic laws governing election flow.
16. Connect electrical/electronic components in specified circuit configuration.
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT II: Mathematics

Competencies: 1. Solve problems dealing with fractions, percentages, ratio and proportion, and powers
of ten.

2. Solve problems of plane and solid geometry.
3. Solve probiems using algebraic formulas.
4. Solve problems using logarithms.
5. Apply the principles in trigonometry in solving problems.
6. Solve problems using a scientific electronic calculator.

UNIT III: Physics

Competencies: 1. State the properties of matter.
2. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, momentum, resistance,

power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using mechanical
energy systems.

3. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, momentum, resistance,
power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using fluidal energy
systems.

4. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, rate, resistance, power, potential
and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters, transducers, vibration and
waves, time constants, and radiation using electrical energy systems.

5. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, resistance, power, poten-
tial and kinetic energy, energy converters, transducers, time constants, and radia-
tion using thermal energy systems.
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UNIT IV: Fundamentals of Semiconductors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with semiconductor,
2. Identify semiconductor symbols
3. Identify semiconductor components.
4. Describe the characteristics of semiconductor'
5 Test various semiconductor devices
6 Interpret semiconductor specification sheets.
7. Demonstrate the procedures for testing and selicing seini,onduk.ims.
S Identify safety lwards associated with seniftonductor de% ices
9. Apply safety practices

UNIT V: Basic Electronic Circuits

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillators
2 Identify schematic representations of power suppliesunplifiers, and osullatoi

circuits
3. State the theory of operation of power supph, ClICUlts, amplifier circuits and oscillator

circuits.
4. Construct and analyze \ arious power supply circuits, amplifier circuits, and oscillator

circuits.
5. Identity safety practices associated with basic electionic circuits
6 Apply safety practices

UNIT VI: Digital Electronics

Competencies: I Identify logic gate configuration.
2. Describe the truth tables associated with various logic circuits
3 Simplify logic circuits using specified techniques
4 Interpret integrated circuit specification sheets
5 Identity registers, counters, multi ibratois (bistable, monostabk, et, ) and displ,n

der ices.
h Describe digital-to-analog and analog-1c digital techniques
7. Analyze digital arithmetic circuits
8 Identity safety hazards associated with digital circuits
9 Appl, safety practices.

UNIT VII: Basic Mk roprok.essors

Competencies: 1 Identity terms associated cc ith microprocessors
2 Desinbe the baste alchitectuic of a micloptocessoi

Describe the basic operation of a imcioplocessor
4 Demonstrate a fundamental knowledge of assembh language plogiamming
5 Descilbe system interfacing circuits and techniques.

UNIT VIII: Computer Literacy

Competencies: I. Identity terms associated w ith computers
2 Identity the impact of computers on today's society
3. Demonstrate ability to select hardware and software components.
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SECOND YEAR

UNIT IX: Introduction to Electromechanical Technology

Competencies: 1. Ident:fv terms associated with the electromechanical technology occupation.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job requirements.
3 Identify safety hazards associated with the electromechanical technology occupations.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the working conditions of an electromechanical

technician.
6. r,`escribe the history of the electromechanical trades.

Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade publications available to the technician.
8 Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade/professional organizations available

to the technician.
'S). Demonstrate a knowledge of the various code/licensing requirements in the elec-

trical industry.

UNIT X: National Eiectri,:al Code (NEC)

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with the National Electrical Code.
_:. Demonstrate a knowledge of the National Electrical Code.
3. identify National Electrical Code applications.
4. Interface National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) code requirements with Na-

tional Electrical Code requirements.
'menace National Electrical Code, National Fire Protection Association, and local code
requirements.

UNIT XI: Nlechanical Drive Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with mechanical drive systems.
2. Identify various types and applications of levers.
3. Describe the operation and function of levers.
4. Identify various types and applications of wheel and axle assemblies.
3. Describe the operation and function of wheel and axle assemblies.
6. Identify various types and applications of Geneva mechanisms.
7 Describe the operation and function of Geneva mechanisms.
8. Identify various types and applications of Scotch yokes.
9. Describe the operation and function of Scotch yokes.

10. Identify various types and applications of bearings.
11. Identify various types and applications of seals.
12. Identify various types and applications of packings.
13. Identify various types and applications of clutches and brakes.
14. Identify the various types and applications of U-joints.
15. Identify the various types and applications of chain drives.
16. Identify the various types and applications of variable speed drives and belts.
17. Identify the various types and applications of gear drives.
13. Identify the various types and applications of couplings.
19. Identify various types and applications of cams and cam drives.
20. Describe the function of bearings.
21. Describe the function of seals.
22. Describe the function of packings.
23. Describe the operation of clutches and brakes.
24. Describe the operation of U-joints.
25. Describe the operation of chain drives.
26. Describe the operation of variable speed drives.
27. Describe the operation of gear drives.
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28. Describe the function and operation of couplings.
29. Describe the function and operation of cams and cam drives
30. Identify the components of seals.
31. Identify the components of clutches and brakes.
32. identify the components of U-joints.
33. Identity the components of chain drives.
34. identify the components of variable speed and belt drives.
35. Identify the components of gear drives.
36. identify the components of couplings.
37. Troubleshoot bearing problems.
38. Troubleshoot seal problems.
39. Troubleshoot packing problems.
40. Troubleshoot clutch and brake problems.
41. Troubleshoot U-joint problems.
42. Troubleshoot chain drive problems.
43. Troubleshoot variable speed and belt drive problems.
44. Troubleshoot gear drive problems.
45. Troubleshoot coupling problems.
46. Troubleshoot cams and cam drive assemblies.
47. Identify the types of equipment alignments required.
48. Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble bearing assemblies.
49. Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble seal assemblies.
50. Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble packing assemblies.
51. Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble clutch and brake assemblies.
52. Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble U-joint assemblies.
53. Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble chain drive assemblies.
54. Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble variable speed drive assemblies.
55. Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble gear drive assemblies.
56. Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble coupling assemblies.
57. Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble cam and cam drive assemblies.
58. Troubleshoot lever and linkage problems.
59. Disassemble, inspect, and repair/replace levers and linkages.
60. Troubleshoot wheel and axle assemblies.
61. Disassemble, inspect, and repair/replace wheel and axle assemblies.
62. Troubleshoot Geneva mechanism problems.
63. Disassemble, inspect, and repair/replace Geneva mechanisms.
64 Troubleshoot Scotch yoke problems.
65. Disassemble, inspect, and repair/replace Scotch yokes.
66. Perform equipment installation techniques
67. Perform equipment alignment techniques.
68. Identify preventive maintenance requirements and procedures for equipment.
69. identify safety hazards associated with mechanical drive systems.
70. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XII: Transformers

Competencies: 1. identity terms associated with power transformers.
2 Demonstrate a knowledge of transformer principles.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of transformer characteristics.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of transformer circuit configurations.
5. Test various types of transformers.
6. Troubleshoot various types of transformers.
7. identify safety hazards associated with transformers.
8. Apply safety practices.
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UNIT XIII: Generators and Motors

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with motors and generators.
2 Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of electrical generators.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the characteristics of yaiious types of generatos.
4. Demonstrate a know ledge of the characteristics and applications of (hed current

motors
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the characteristics and applications of various types

of alternating current motors.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the wye and delta power connections.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of testing motors and generators.
8 Demonstrate a knowledge of troubleshooting motors and generators.

UNIT XIV: Programmable Controllers

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with programmable controllers.
2. Identify symbols associated with programmable controllers
3 Demonstrate a knowledge of the theory of operation of programmable controllers
4. Write, edit, and implement a program for a specified task.
5. Troubleshoot programmable controllers.
6 Identify safety hazards associated with programmable controllers.
7 Apply safety practices.

UNIT XV: Control Systems and Devices

Competencies: I Identify terms associated with control systems and devices.
2 Identify symbols of control systems and devices.
3. Identify components of control systems and devices.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the characteristics of control systems and de\ices.
5. Install control systems and devices
6. Test control systems and devices.
7. Troubleshoot control systems and devices.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with control systems and devices
9 Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVI: Introduction to Instrumentation

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with instrumentation.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the functions of instrumentation
3. Identify the various components used in instrumentation.
4 Demonstrate a knowledge of the characteristics of instrumentation and control

systems.
3. Test instrumentation and control systems.
6 Troubleshoot instrumentation and control systems
7. Identify safety hazards associated w ith instrumentation.
8 Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVII: Pneumatic,.

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with pneumatics.
"). Identify various types and applications of pneumatics.
3 Identify the components of a pneumatics system
4. Identify and describe uses of pneumatics systems.
5. Describe "conditioned air" for pneumatics systems.
6 Identify air source,.
7. Identify pneumatics symbols found on prints and diagrams of the industry.
8 Sketch a pneumatics system.
9. Connect components and construct a pneumatics system.
la fake flow and pressure measurements of a pneumatics system.
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11. Calibrate, analyze, troubleshoot, and repair pneumatics systems.
12 Identify uses and applications of vacuum systems.
13. Identity safety hazards associated with pneumatics systems.
14. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVIII: Hydraulics

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with hydraulics.
2. Identify the principles of hydraulics.
3. Identify the components of a hydraulics system.
4. Describe the operation and function of hydraulics system components.
5. Identify hydraulics symbols.
6. Determine hydraulics horsepower.
7. Describe various types and applications of hydraulics circuits.
8. Connect components and construct a hydraulics circuit.
9. Sketch a hydraulics circuit.

10. Take flow and pressure readings of a hydraulics circuit.
11. Calibrate, analyze,, troubleshoot, and repair fluidic sequencing systems.
12. Calibrate, analyze, troubleshoot, and repair hydraulic systems.
13. Identify various types of hydraulic fluids.
14. Identify safety hazards associated with hydraulic systems.
15. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIX: Pumps, Blowers, and Compressors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with pumps, blowers, and compressors.
2. Identify various types and applications of pumps.
3. Describe the operation and function of various types of pumps.
4. Identify the components of various types of pumps.
5. Analyze, troubleshoot, repair/replace, and align pumps.
6. Identify various types and applications of blowers.
7. Describe the operation and function of various types of blowers.
8. Identify the components of various types of blowers.
9. Analyze, troubleshoot, repair/replace, and align blowers.

10. Identify various types and applications of compressors.
11. Describe the operation and function of various types of compressors.
12. Identify the components of various types of compressors.
13. Analyze, troubleshoot, repair/replace, and align compressors
14. Identify safety hazards associated with pumps, blowers, and compressors.
15. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XX: 1-luman Relations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with human relations.
2 Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
P. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.
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UNIT XXI: Business Practices

Competencies: 1. Identity terms associated w itn piaaicc,
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of imuntoiv and iniia-.,c,coni
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of !acto oi\ H c-
4 Demonstrate a knowledge of [hp etteck of pi, Pi ;\

operations.
1,1,"

5. Maintain tools and test equipment
6 Demonstrate a knowledge of the codi,, ;:ovcrnpi,
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of t'( ck!i,

Maintain service equipment
9. Read and interpret electrical mech.: .;

10. Read and interpret pal ts ,,er% ite manna; -

1 1. Maintain parts/service manual re% e,ioie.
P. Complete job scope foim,z

UNIT XXII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan
2. Locate resources for finding cnipiev:nc'it
3. Prepare a resume',
4. Write a letter of introduction
5. Write a letter of application
6. Complete a job application
7. Participate in a mock interview
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search

10 Write a letter of resignation
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Engineering Course Title: Motor Vessel Engineer

CIP Code. 15.0804 Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to pros isle specialized classroom instruction and practical hands-on experience
to prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of motor vessel engineering.

The course emphasizes sate and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competence -based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

The course gentnaih prepares individuals to support propulsion engineers, ship officers, managers of marine
units and fleets, or to \york as manufacturers' representatives of marine propulsion units. Includes instruc-
tion in various marine propulsion units and systems and their related controls; various fuels and fuel systems
and problems and hazards invoh ed in their use; power capacity of various units, the basic design, installa-
tion, operation, maintenancc and sell icing of various marine propulsion units and systems, the use and
design of cooling systems, operational controls, cost efficiency of various alternative propulsion systems and
maintaining operation and service logs.

This program is cooperative, meaning the trainee alternates bet een formal (classroom) training and on
the-job training (OJT) while employed aboard vessels, rigs, or platforms. The curriculum competency outline
contained herein covers only the formal training units. The training program also includes OJT tasks con-
tained in the appropriate OJT manuals.

The curriculum competency outline herein has obtained U.S. Coast Guard approval allowing examination
for various marine licenses upon successful completion.

The Coast Guard ha. proposed total re\ ision of their marine licensing regulations. When these regulations
become effective, a restructuring of this curriculum may he required.
This curriculum will become ctfecthe ith the revision of Part 10 of Title 46 of the Code of Fedeial Regula-
tions and approval of the United States Coast Guard (USCG).

Units of Instruction: 1. introduction to Marine Operations
II. Basic Seamanship

III. Basic Engineering
IV. Life Saving
V First Aid

VI. Fire Fighting and lankerman
Exit Point I. Oiler (Diesel)

VII. Engineering Auxiliary Systems
VIII. Heat Transfer

IX. Pumps and Piping
X. Basic Marine Power Plants

Xl. Basic Electricity
Exit Point II: Electrician

XII Refrigeration
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XIII. Stability and Damage Control
XIV. Marine Engineeiing Laws and Regulations
XV. Engineering Management

XVI. Human Relations
XVII. Job Seeking Skills

Exit Point III: Designated Duty Engineei

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Marine Operations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with maiin, operations
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job require:nents.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the unique working conditions of marine operations

personnel.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of career pportunities
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of dres:, code hquilemuits
6. Identify unique safety hazards associated with marine operations
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the sa'aries and benefits available to members of a

marine operations crew.
8. Identify the duties of the various members of the marine operations crew.
9. Identify various types and classes of vessels used in the marine industry.

10. Describe the operational 3ifferences between the various segments of the marine
industry.

11. Identify licensing/code requirements for marine operations personnel.
12. Identify agencies that regulate marine operations.
13. Demonstrate a knowledge of the history of the offshore petroleum industry.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of the processes and procedures necessary to produce

oil and gas offshore.

UNIT II: Basic Seamanship

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with basic seamanship.
2. Identify the various classifications of seamanship.
3. Differentiate between marlinspike, deck, and boat seamanship.
4. Demonstrate the ability to tie or make various types of knots, bends, and hitches.
5. Identify deck fittings, gear, and machinery.
6. Perform deck maintenance
7. Perform mooring procedures.
8. Perform anchoring procedures
9. Demonstrate the ability to make up various types of tows.

10. Identify "watch-standing" duties.
11. Perform "watch-standing" duties.
12. Demonstrate the ability to execute proper radio-telephone procedures.
13. Identify various navigational aids and applications.
14. Demonstrate the ability to utilize watch, quarter, and station bill.
15. Identify basic navigational lights, shapes, and signals.
16 Demonstrate a knowledge of pollution control factors that must be considered by

a basic seaman.
17. Identify safety hazards associated with basic seamanship.
18 Apply safety practices.
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UNIT III: Basic Engineering

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with basic engineering.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the measurement units used in the marine Industry.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of various types of storage batteries.
4. Identify various types of hand tools.
5. Demonstrate the proper use, safety, and care of hand tools.
6. Identify various types of portable and stationary power tools.
7. Dernonstiate the proper use, safety, and care of portable and stationary power tools.
8. Identify various types of measuring devices.
9. Demonstrate the proper use, safety, and care of measuring devices.

10. Identify various types of tubes/pipes and fittings.
11 Cut and thread pipe.
12. Cut, flare, and assemble tubing and fittings.
13. Insucct and report unsafe/defective tools.
14. Identify personal safety equipment.
15. .,se personal safety equipment in the performance of duties.
16. Inspect and maintain personal safety equipment.
17. Perform preventive maintenance.
18. Perform start-up and shut-down procedures.
19. Identify safety hazards associated with basic engineering.
20. Apply safety practices.

UNIT IV: Life Saving

Competencies: 1 !Audi, terms associated with life saving and life saving techniques.
2. Identify various types of life saving gear and equipment.
3. Demonstrate the ability to use life saving gear and equipment.
4. lnspcu life saving gear and equipment.
5. Maintain lifesaving gear and equipment.
6 Demonstrate a know ledge of abandon ship and survival techniques. procedures.
7 D.!nonstrate a knowledge of search and rescue (SAR) operations.
8 l'ortorin sealers and rescue operations.
9. Identify safety ha/al.& associated with life saving.

10. Appi. ,aiet: practices.

UNIT V: First Aid

Competencies: 1 Identity teims associated with first aid.
2. I;en,onstrate the ability to perform multi-media first aid.
3. Demonstrate the ability to perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) techniques.
4. 01:4,m) and maintain Red CrossiAmerican Heart Association certification in multi-

media,eardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) techniques.
5 Demonstrate a knowledge of the International Medical Code (I.M.C.) and its

appli, .uions

UNIT VI: Fire Fighting and Iankerman

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with fire lighting and tankerman
2. Identify fire types and classes.
3. Identity the parts of a fire.
4 Identify various types of file extinguishers and their applications
5. Demonstrate the ability to prevent and extinguish fires.
6. Demonstrate the ability to safely handle combustible and inflammable cargo.
7. Identify various types of general, mari99;, 4id industrial safety equipment.

\1... .,
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8. Demonstrate the ability to use general, marine, and industrial safety equipment.
9. Maintain general, marine, and industrial safety equipment.

10. Identify breathing apparatus equipment and component parts
11. Demonstrate the ability to use breathing apparatus.
12. Inspect and maintain breathing apparatus.
13. Demonstrate the ability to mad and interpret chemical product data sheets and app-

ly recommended handling and storage procedures cargo being shipped.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of the lius and regulations governing marine safety.
15. Identify safety hazards associated with fire fighting and tankerman duties.
16. Apply safety practices.

First Exit Point: Oiler (Diesel)

UNIT VII: Engineering Auxiliary Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with ongineci systuns.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the duties and icsponsibilities of a .,,essel engineer.
3. Identify various types of engineering auxiliary systems.
4. Identify the basic components of auxiliary engineering equipment.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation and function of engineering auxiliary

systems.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of hydraulic principles.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of pneumatic principles
8. Demonstrate proper operational use and care of engineering auxiliary systems.
9. Identify safety hazards associated with engineering auxiliary systems.

10. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VIII: Fleat Transfer

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with heat transfer.
2. Identify various types of heat transfer systems.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of heat transfer.
4. Identify the various classes of heat transfer systems.
5 Describe the operation and function of various classes of heat transfer systems.
6. Identify various types of insulating materials used with heat transfer systems.
7. Identify the factors that determine water treatment requirements.
8. Identify chemicals used to treat water for heat exchanger systems.
9. Demonstrate the ability to operate and maintain heat exchanger systems.

10. Analyze heat exchanger coolant and recommend treatment.
11. Apply water treatment to meet specifications of manufacturer of heat exchanger

system.
12 Identify safety hazards associated with heat transfer systems.
13. Apply safety practices.

UNIT IX: Pumps and Piping

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with pumps and piping.
2. Identify various types of pumps used in the marine industry.
3. Identify various types of pipes and fittings used in the marine industry.
4. Identify components of various types of pumps.
5. Demonstrate the ability to operate and maintain various types of pumps.
6. Demonstrate the ability to operate and maintain piping system components.
7. Demonstrate the ability to troubleshoot, disassemble, inspect, repair/replace com-

ponents, and reassemble pumps.
8. Obtain information from data plates.
9. Read and interpret piping diagrams/schematics.

10. Identify safety hazards associated with pumps and piping.
11. Apply safety practices.
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UNIT X: t3, Nlarine Po\vyr

Competencies: 1 idemit% term. a,e LiaLed n,th basic marine power plants.
2. icientv Xamus types of marine power plant systems.
3 Idevtit:, the components of maim(' power plants.
Y. Demonstrate a know ledge of the theory of operation of marine power plants.
5. Identify pre-start-up procedures and techniques.
6. Perform pre-start-up procedures.
7. Identify start-up and shut-down procedures and techniques.
8. Perform start-up and shut -down procedures.
9. Identify various types of alarm systems utilized with marine power plants.

10 Describe the operation and function of marine power plant alarm systems.
11. Identify \ arious types of automatic shut-down systems utilized with marine power

plants.
12. Describe the operation and function of various types of automatic shut-down systems

utilized with marine power plants.
13. Identify various types of engine monitoring instruments/equipment used with basic

marine power plants.
14 Perform preventive maintenance on basic marine power plants
15. Demonstrate the ability to troubleshoot, disassemble, inspect, repair /replace,, end

reassemble basic marine power plants.
16 Demonstrate the ability to perform an inspection and evaluate a basic marine power

plant for compliance with regulations.
17. Collect engine oil samples for analysis.
18 Identify safety hazards associated with basic marine power plants.
19. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XI: Basic Electricity

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with electricity electronics.
2. Identify sources of electricity.
3. Identify types of electricity.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the laws go\ erning the flow of electric current.
5, Determine voltage, voltage drops, Lurrent, resistance, and power in series, parallel,

and combination circuits using Ohm's Law.
6. Demonsti ate a know ledge of magnetism and electromagnetism as applied to elec-

trical devices.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of direct current (dc) theory.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of alternating current (ac) theory.
9. Identify electrical symbols.

10. Identify various types of electricallelectronic devices.
11. Demonstrate the ability to reset electrical devices.
12. Identify various types of emergency power sources.
13. Identify various types of electrical motors and describe their operational

characteristics.
14. Obtain information from data plates.
15. Identify terminals on electric motors.
16. Identify various types of electrical generators and their operational characteristics.
17. Identify various types of electrical/electronic test instruments.
18. Perform voltage, curlew, resistance, and continuity measurements using elec-

trical/electronic test instruments.
19. Demonstrate a knowledge of the requirements and procedures for paralleling

generators.
20. Identify distribution panel components.
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21. Demonstrate a knowledge of the applications, function, and operation of electrical
distribution panels.

21. Perform an evaluation of an electrical distribution system
23. Troubleshoot electrical problems.
24 Inspect electrical system and evaluate for code applications.
25. Repair/replace defective electrical components.
26. Read and interpret electrical diagrams/schematics.
27. identify automatic/remote electrical start-up systems.
28. Identify alarms and interlocks.
29. Identify the applications of alarms and interlocks in marine engineering operations.
30. Identify the requirements for permissive starts
31. Identify safety hazards associated with electrical /electronic systems.
32. Apply safety practices.

Second Exit Point: Electrician

UNIT XII: Refrigeration

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with refrigeration.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of refrigeration.
3. Identify the components of a refrigeration system.
4. Identify various types of refrigerants, lubricants, and desiccants.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the techniques and procedures used to evacuate, clean,

purge, dehydrate, and charge a refrigeration system.
6. Demonstrate the ability to operate and maintain refrigeration equipment.
7. Troubleshoot refrigeration/air conditioning equipment.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with refrigeration equipment.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIII: Stability and Damage Control

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with stability and damage control.
2. Identify the factors that affect vessel stability.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the purpose and function of a vessel stability

letter/booket.
4. Demonstrate the ability to apply information contained in a vessel stability

letteribooklet
5 Demonstrate a knowledge of the interrelationship between stability and damage

control.
6. Identify various damage control techniques.
7. Demonstrate the ability to apply various damage control techniques.
8, Evaluate damage and determine appropriate damage control techniques.
9. Identify safety hazards associated with stability and damage control.

10. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIV: Marine Engineering Laws and Regulations

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with marine engineering laws and regulations.
2. Identify the agencies that are involved with the creation, application, and enforce-

ment of marine engineering laws and regulations.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of marine engineering laws and regulations.
4. Comply with marine engineering laws and regulations.
5. Complete documents/forms and file as required by regulatory agencies.
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Corn peta.-WiCS: 1 1dt link ,.! i a-$soclate 1 with engineering managemen:
Deqlo,i,irate i.!..)w ledge of company and \ essel oiganization.

3 1),..1..),-,-.;;.az l.nok\ ledge of the importance of cost control
1. Hemonstiate effective management and leadership techniques.
3. 1 ..ctice effective utilization of resources.
6. Promote good customer relations.
7 Complete required documentsiforms and submit thorn to proper agentsagencies.
6 Maintain equipment inventory and parts control.

UNIT XVI: Human Relations
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with human relations.

2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
!4. Write legiblv.

UNIT XVII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job searc5.

10. Write a letter of resignation.

Third Exit Point: Designated Duty Engineer
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Engineering Course Title: Nondestructive Testily-

CIP Code. 15.0702 Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical experience concern-
ed with preparing individuals for employment as nondestr...:tive testers. The course includes, but is not
limited to, communication skills, human relations and employability skills, safe and efficient work practices,
radiation safety, radiography, liquid penetrant, magnetic particle, ultrasonics and eddy current testing. In-
cludes instruction in math, applied physics, and metallurgy as pertaining to the field of nondestructive testing.
The content is organized into competent; based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Safety

III. Human Relations
IV. Metallurgy
V Liquid Penetrant Testing (LPT)

VI. Magnetic Particle Testing (MPT)
VII. Ultrasonic Testing (UT)

VIII. Radiographic Testing (RT)
IX. Eddy Current Testing (ECT)
X. Technical Publications and Specifications

Xl. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the field of nondestructive testing (NDT).
2. Identify the common areas used for testing purposes in the state of Louisiana.
3. Identify the working hours and conditions involved with the field of NDT.
4. Describe job hazards associated with nondestructive testing.
5. Ust salary and benefits associated with employment in NDT.
6. List job opportunities available for NDT personnel.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the American Society for Nondestructive Testing

(ASNT).
8. Demonstrate the ability to write clear, concise communications and instructions.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of math,, physics, and metallurgy as related to the field

of nondestructive testing.
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UNIT n: Safety

Competencies: 1. !dentin: terms associated with safety.
2 Demonstrate the ability to select correct tools and equipment
3. Utilize equipment correctly.
4. Maintain clean and orderly work area

Identify and describe the function of personal safety equipment and attire.
h. Follow fire codes and regulations.
7 list possible electrical hazards associated with using Nur equipment.
8. Demonstrate proper lifting techniques.

Demonstrate the ability to perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
I() Demonstrate basic emergency fast aid techniques.
I I Apply OSHA regulations.
t? Demonstrate a working knowledge of the provisions of the Louisiana Radiation

Regulations and the operating procedures as applied to the field of nondestructive testing.
13. Demonstrate a knowledge of the effects of radiation on body tissue.
14 Demonstrate the ability to fill out various safety records, reports, and logs.

t..) ;NIT III: I finnan Relations

Com pettmcies: I. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
2 Support and promote employer's company image and purpose.
3 Show empathy,, respect and support for others.
4 Follow rules and regulations.
5. Listen attentively.
n Write legibly.
7. Locate information in order to accomplish task.
8 Follow written and oral directions.
0 Maintain appearance to comply with industry and company standards.

10 Work productively with others.
11 Complete assignments in an accurate and timely manner.

hibit pride and loyalty.
13. Read and comprehend written communications and information.
14 Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
1-3 Demonstrate abiFty to set priorities.
l Assume responsibility for own decision and actions.
I?. Demonstrate punctuality.
iS Nhnimize occurrence of problems.
It) Channel emotional reaction constructively.
20 Rhibit dependability.

U N IT I V: Meta Hui gy

Corn petc ncies: 1 Identity terms associated with the composition and characteristics of metals.
2 Determine density of metals by weight.
3 Identify metals using spark and file test.
4 Differentiate between ferrous and nonferrous type metals.

Demonstrate a knowledge of the effects welding has on various type metals.
f Demonstrate a knowledge of the effects various cutting methods have on metals.
7 Demonstrate a knowledge of various welding processes common to Louisiana.
S. Identify and describe weld defects associated with different welding processes.
O. identify terms associated with welding.

10 Demonstrate a knowledge and the ability to identify sound welds on various type
metals and with various type welding processes.

I I Demonstrate a knowledge of the methods of weld joint preparation.
12 Demonstrate a knowledge and the ability to perform visual inspections of various

type welds.
13 Identify and describe defects common in welds of various materials.
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UNIT V: Liquid Penetrant Testing (LPT)

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of the purposes of liquid penetrant testing
2. Identify and describe the basic principlec of I.PT,
3. Identify the types of liquid penetrants commercially available.
4. Describe the advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of various methods of li-

quid penetrant testing.
5. Demonstrate the ability to select the best LPT method for a particular job.
6. Conduct liquid penetrant test using a nonfluorescent inspection medium.
7. Conduct liquid penetrant test using a fluorescent inspection medium.
8. Interpret final results of liquid penetrant testing.
9. Demonstrate a pre-cleaning and post-cleaning.

10. Research a specification in American Welding Society (AWS) code.
11. Evaluate discontinuities in accordance with a specification.
12. Research a specification in military standards (codes).
13. Evaluate discontinuities in accordance with military standards.
14. Research a specification in American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) for

discontinuities.
15. Evaluate discontinuities in accordance with specifications of ASME code.
16. Research American Petroleum Institute (API) specifications for discontinuities.
17. Evaluate discontinuities in accordance with specifications of API code.
18. Make fixed indication records of penetrant tests.
19. Demonstrate the ability to write a report on LP tests conducted using various formats.

UNIT VI: Magnetic Particle Testing (MPT)

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of various types of magnetic particle tests.
2. Demonstrate the ability to select the proper type of MI' test for a particular job.
3. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of various methods of MPT.
4. Explain the principles and/or reasons for demagnetization.
5. Demonstrate the knowledge of test indications and the interpretation of test

indications.
6. Determine a leakage field using a bar magnet.
7. Calculate flux density.
8. Determine direction of magnetic flux lines.
9. Conduct an alternating current (AC) test with a yoke using a nonfluorescent and

fluorescent medium and wet and dry application methods.
10. Conduct an AC test with a prod using nonfluorescent and fluorescent medium and

wet and dry application methods.
11. Conduct an AC test with a coil using a nonfluorescent and fluorescent medium and

wet and dry application methods.
12. Conduct an AC test with a central conductor using a nonfluorescent rend fluorescent

medium and wet and dry application methods.
13. Conduct a half-wave current test with a yoke using a nonfluorescent and fluores-

cent medium and wet and dry application methods.
14. Conduct a half-wave current test with prods using a nonfluorescent and fluorescent

medium and wet and dry application methods.
15. Conduct a half-wave current test with coils using a nonfluorescent and fluorescent

medium and wet and dry application methods.
16. Conduct a half-wave current test with a central conductor using a nonfluorescent

and fluorescent medium and wet and dry application methods.
17. Demagnetize a part and measure field strength.
18. Interpret and evaluate discontinuities found with magnetic particle tests in accor-

dance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), American
Petroleum Institute (API), and the American Welding Society (AWS) codes.
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19. Detect a surface discontinuity using the residual method.
20. Evaluate a discontinuity in accordance with the American Welding Society, ASME

and API codes.
21. Research specification data for magnetic particle testing of discontinuities using

ASME, API, and AWS codes.
22. Conduct a magnetic particle test in accordance with aircraft specifications.
23. Interpret and evaluate discontinuities found with magnetic particle tests in accor-

dance with aircraft specifications.
24. Demonstrate various applications of magnetic particle test of API tubulars.

UNIT VII: Ultrasonic Testing (UT)

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of specific testing procedures for UT.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the selection of test parameters.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of test standardization.
4. Demonstrate the ability to interpret test results.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of equipment performance variations.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the variables that will affect test results.
7. Differentiate between longitudinal and shear wave techniques.
8. Calculate critical angles and angles of incidence with respect to angle beam testing.
9. Plot angle beam scanning paths.

10. Calibrate test equipment in accordance with ASME, American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM), International Institute of Welding (IIW), and AWS standards
and codes.

11. Perform linearity calibrations.
12. Perform sweep range calibrations.
13. Perforto discance amplitude calibration (DAC).
14. Perform an ultrasonic test using the pulse-echo contact method to determine the size

and depth of a flow in a specified part in accordance with ASME, ASTM, IIW, AWS,
and American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) standards and codes.

15. Perform an ultrasonic test using the pulse-echo immersion method to determine a
discontinuity in a specified part in accordance with ASME, A.ST.M. IIW AWS, and
ABS standards and codes.

16. Perform an ultrasonic test using the through-transmission contact method to deter-
mine a near surface discontinuity in accordance with ASME, ASTM, IIW, AWS, and
ABS standards and codes.

17. Perform an ultrasonic test using the through-transmission immersion method to deter-
mine a near surface discontinuity in accordance with ASME, ASTM, IM, AWS, and
ABS standards and codes.

18. Perform a UT using compression and shear waves on API tubulars.
19. Demonstrate the ability to sketch and/or draw a discontinuity as discovered in an

ultrasonic test method.
20. Demonstrate the ability to write a report on ultrasonic tests using various formats

of technical reports.

UNIT VIII: Radiographic Testing (RT)

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with radiographic testing.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the physical principles of radiation.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of regulations and laws governing the use of radioactive

materials.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the characteristics of penetrating radiation.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of radiation's interaction with matter.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of radiography.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various classes of film used in radiography.
8. Identify and describe the functions of fluorescent materials used in radiography.
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9. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation and function of electronic devices used
in radiography.

10. Demonstrate a knowledge of the basic imaging considerations for radiography.
11. Demonstrate a knowledge of the sensitivity, contrast-definition and geometry as

associated with the radiographic process.
12. Demonstrate the ability to use intensifying screens for radiographic testing.
13. Demonstrate the ability to select the appropriate source for a particular job.
14. Demonstrate the ability to choose the appropriate film for a particular job.
15. Determine causes and corrections of unsatisfactory radiographs.
16. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation and usage of radiation detection and

measurement equipment.
17. Describe the principles of radiation safety as related to time, distance, and shielding.
18. Calculate radiation emission of isotopes or X-rays at a given distance.
19. Calculate radiation emission of isotopes or X-ray dose rates at different distances.
20. Calculate exposure time.
21. Develop radiographs.
22. Demonstrate a knowledge of radiograph film interpretation and evaluation techni-

ques according to codes and standards.
23. Make a radiograph examination with X-ray as the source using the superimposed

method in accordance with ASME, ASTM, ABS, AWS, and API codes and standards.
24. Make a radiograph examination with X-ray as the source using the contact method

in accordance with ASME, ASTM, ABS, AWS, and API codes and standards.
25. Make a radiograph examination with X-ray as the source using the circumferential

method in accordance with ASME, ASTM, ABS, AWS, and API codes and standards.
26. Make a radiograph examination with X-ray as the source using the corrosion/ero-

sion method in accordance with ASME, ASTM, ABS, AWS, and API codes and
standards.

27. Determine wall thickness on tubing with gamma readings according to API codes
and standards.

28. Identify safety hazards associated with radiography.
29. Identify and describe the function of personal protective devices used while work-

ing with radioactive material.
30. Apply safety practices regarding the presence of radioactive material.

UNIT IX: Eddy Current Testing (ECT)

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of the basic principles of ECT.
2. Identify terms associated with ECT.
3. Explain the theory of eddy current testing.
4. Identify and describe the types of sensing elements used for eddy current testing.
5. Explain the factors that affect coil impedance.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of signal/noise ratio as applied to eddy current testing.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the test frequency for ECT.
8. Identify and describe the coupling used in ECT.
9. Calibrate an eddy current testing system.

10. Interpret CRT (cathode ray tube) phase relationships of typical responses to actual
defects.

11. Perform an eddy current test using surface coils in accordance with ASME, ASTM,
ABS, AWS, and API codes and standards.

12. Perform an eddy current test using encircling coils in accordance with ASME, ASTM,
ABS, AWS, and API codes and standards.

13. Perform an eddy current test using inside coils in accordance with ASME, ASTM,
ABS, AWS, and API codes and standards.

14. Perform an eddy current test using absolute coils in accordance with ASME, ASTM,
ABS, AWS, and API codes and standards.

15. Perform an eddy current test using differential coils in accordance with ASME, ASTM,
ABS, AWS, and API codes and standards.
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UNIT X: Technical Publications and Specifications

Competencies: 1. Research ASME Code Section V for ultrasonic pioc.edure and 111Cat.,,,
2. Detail a welding procedure specification.
3. Research ASME Code Section V for penetrameters in uhrasorn; radiugiapiuL mar no /.

particle testing.
4. Identify penetraineter specifications.
5. Research API specifications for lack of fusion.
6. Research AWS D1.1 for acceptance standard of ultrasonic procedure spectiicahon
7. Identify AWS D1.1 for penetrant testing.
8. Research ASME Code Section VIII for ultrasonic testing in sen ice boiler casings.
9. Identify discontinuities from code specifications.

10. Detail a procedure qualification record.
11. Research unknown code for specifications.
12. Create a code specification.
13. Research a code specification to match a manufactured part
14. Detail a specification to test a manufactured part.
15. Determine proper NDT to perform on a manufactured part.
16. Determine proper NDT to perform on American Petroleum Institute (AP1, tuhulars.

UNIT XI: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Complete a job application.
6. Participate in a mock interview.
7. Write a follow-up letter.
8. Conduct a job search
9. Determine goals for professional development.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Engineering Course Title: Process Technician

CIP Code: 15.0699

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of Process Technician or to provide sup-
plemental training for persons previously or currently employed in related process operations.

The course generally prepares individuals to monitor, operate, and maintain equipment used in the process-
ing of raw materials into marketable chemical/petrochemical products. Includes instruction in materials handl-
ing, crushing, grinding and sizing, extraction, distillation, evaporation, drying, absorption, heat transfer,
cracking, and reaction processes. It also includes codes and standards, chemical and fire safety, and general
plant operations.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to the Process Technician Occupation
II. Safety

III. Human Relations
1V. Mathematics for Technicians
V. Piping and Instrument Drawings

VI. Chemistry
VII. Electricity/Electronics

VIII. Flow of Fluids
IX. Tools
X. Fire Fighting

XI. Valves
XII. Instruments

XIII. Pumps
XIV. Process Compressors
XV. Air Compressors

XVI. Furnace Operations
XVII. Steam

XVIII. Heat Exchangers
XIX. Distillation/Fractionation
XX. Emergency Relief Systems

XXI. Refrigeration
XXII. Cooling Tower Operations

XXIII. Filtration
XXIV. Fork Lift and Front Loader
XXV. Materials Handling

XXVI. General Processes
XXVII. Plant Operation

XXVIII Job Seeking Skills
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Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to the Process Technician Occupation

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with the process technician's occupation.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job requirements.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the working conditions of a process technician.
4. Describe the factors that determine the necessity for process technicians in plant

operations.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities.
'I. Demonstrate a knowledge of codes, standards, and regulations.
7. identify the salaries and job benefits available to the process technician.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade/professional publications available

to the process technician.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade/professional organizations available

to the process technician.
10 Idennfy the safety hazards associated with the process technician's job scope.
11. Identify unioninon-union factors that affect the work environment for a process

technician.

UNIT H: Safety
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with safety.

2. Develop a good safety attitude.
3. Identify and list personal safety regulations.
4. Describe good housekeeping tactics.
5. Identify personal safety equipment.
6. Use personal safety equipment in the performance of duties.
7. Identify plant safety equipment.
8. Use plant safety equipment in the performance of duties.
9. Demonstrate proper lifting techniques.

10. State the purpose of line and vessel entry permits.
11. Describe the purpose of lockout, tag, and try guidelines.
12 Describe the legal implications of a work permit.
13. Describe the "right-to-know" law governing product identification and hazards.
14. Identify hazards associated with collecting samples.
15. Idery various types of vapor testers.
16 Use vapor testers in the performance of duties.
17. Describe the importance of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration

(OSHA) regulations and the Mine Safety Act (MSA).
18. Describe the safe handling of high pressure gas cylinders.
19. Maintain personal safety equipment.
20. Identify factors that affect personal and plant emergency procedures.
21. Demonstrate the ability to perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation procedures.
22. Demonstrate the ability to perform multi-media first aid techniques.
23. Apply safety practices.

UNIT HI: Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with human relations.
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
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6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurate;), and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13 Show empathy,, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.
15. Demonstrate the ability to overcome objections without offending others.

UNIT IV: Mathematics for Technicians

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with mathematics.
2. Perform basic mathematical computations.
3. Determine areas.
4. Determine volumes.
5. Solve problems using formulas.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of United States Standard Units of Measurement.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the Metric System Units of Measurement.
8. Demonstrate the ability to perform conversions.
9. Solve problems involving pressure.

10. Read and interpret graphs.
11. Determine ratios.
12. Demonstrate the ability to use various linear measuring instruments.

UNIT V: Piping and Instrument Drawings

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with piping and instrument drawing.
2. Identify the various types of piping and instrument drawings.
3. Identify various types of symbols, such as American National Standards Institute

(ANSI), National Electrical Code (NEC), American Petroleum Institute (API), Instru-
ment Society of America (ISA), and piping symbols.

4. Read and interpret piping and instrument drawings.
5. Read and interpret flow diagrams.
6. Demonstrate the ability to sketch a processing unit.

UNIT VI: Chemistry
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with chemistry.

2. Describe the states of matter and describe the characteristics of each.
3. Differentiate between and describe the characteristics of elements, mixtures, and

compounds.
4 Differentiate between and describe the characteristics of acids, minerals, bases, and

salts.
5. Differentiate between and describe the characteristics of organic and inorganic material

classifications.
6 Identify various chemical processes'procedures controlled monitored by process

technicians.
7. Identify the classification of elements listed on a Periodic Chart.
8. Identify hydrocarbons, paraffins, and olefins.
9. Identify safety hazards associated with chemistry and chemical processes.

10. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VII: Electricity/Electronics

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with electricity /electronics
2. Identify sources of electricity.
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3 Identify types of electricity.
4 Demonstrate a knowledge of the laws governing the flow of electric current.
3 Determine voltage, voltage drops, current, resistance, and power in series, parallel,

and combination circuits using Ohm's Law.
6. Identify various types of electrical/electronic devices.
7 Demonstrate the ability to reset electrical devices.
8. Identify various types of emergency power sources.
9. Identify automatic/remote electrical start-up systems.

10. Identify alarms and interlocks.
11. Identify the applications of alarms and interlocks in process operations.
I?. identify the requirements for permissive starts.
13. Identify safety hazards associated with electrical/electronic systems.
14. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VIII: Flow of Fluids

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with fluid flow.
2. Identify the major components of a fluid system.
3 Identify flow measuring devices.
4. Identify phase change of fluids.
5. Identify the factors that affect fluid flow.
6. Solve fluid flow problems using formulas.

UNIT IX: fools

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with tools.
2 Identify various types of hand tools used by process technicians.
3. Use hand tools in the performance of duties.
4 Identify various types of power tools used by process technicians.
5. Use power tools in the performance of duties.
6. Identify various types of non-sparking tools.
7. Identify various types of measuring tools used by the process technician.
8. Inspect tools for defects.
9. Report defective tools.

10. Maintain tools.
11. Identify safety hazards associated with tools
12. Apply safety practices.

UNIT X: hie Fighting

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with fire and fire fighting.
2. Identify the parts of a fire.
3. Identify fire hazards.
4. Describe different classes of fires.
5 Identify various types of fire extinguishers.
6 Demonstrate the ability to use fire extinguishers.
7. Identify other sources of fire extinguishing materials.
8. Identify personal protection equipment.
9 Inspect safety equipment.

10. Maintain safety equipment.
11. Apply "first-aid" fire fighting techniques.
12. Identify fire fighting as a team effort.
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UNIT XI: Valves

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with valves.
2. Identify various types of valves.
3. Identify valve components.
4. Describe valve applications.
5. Describe the safety applications of valves.
6. Identify factors affecting valve opening or valve closing operations.
7. Demonstrate the ability to operate valves.
8. Demonstrate the ability to select the correct tools for operating valves.
9. Identify valve malfunctions.

10. Issue work orders for valve maintenance.
11. Demonstrate the ability to remove a valve in accordance with industry standards.
12. Demonstrate the ability to install a valve to meet industry standards.
13. Maintain and service valves.
14. Perform documentation of valve servicing.
15. Identify safety hazards associated with valves.
16. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XII: instruments

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with instruments.
2. Identify various types of instruments.
3. Identify the function of various types of instruments.
4. Identify various types of computers and input/output (I /O) control devices and

describe their applications and functions in the instrumentation process.
5. Read field mounted instruments.
6. Read control room instruments.
7. Identify control mode.
8. Identify alarm and shut-down points.
9. Sketch a control loop.

10. Differentiate between a float and a displacer column.
11. Check sight glass levels.
12. Identify malfunctions of instruments.
13. Issue work orders for maintenance.
14. Remove and replace field mounted instruments.
15. Adjust/calibrate instruments.
16. Perform documentation of instrument servicing.
17. Install weather protection.
18. Identify safety hazards associated with instrument maintenance and servicing.
19. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIII: Pumps
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with pumps.

2. Identify various types of pumps.
3. Identify various types of pump drivers.
4. Identify the components of various types of pumps.
5. Perform pump maintenance.
6. Identify the factors/conditions for permissive starts.
7. Identify pump malfunctions.
8. Issue work orders for maintenancelrepair.
9. Perform lock-out and tag operations.

10. Troubleshoot pump problems.
11. Perform start-up and shut-down procedures.
12. Identify safety hazards associated with pumps.
13. Perform documentation on pump servicing.
14. Apply safety practices.
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UNIT XIV: Process Compressors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with process compressors.
2. Identify various types of process compressors
3. Identify major components of process compressors
4. Identify various types of process compressor drives.
5. Perform routine maintenance on process compressors.
6. Identify various types of compressor drivers and de -,tribe their operation and

function.
7. Identify malfunctions of process compressors
8. Troubleshoot process compressors
9. Issue work orders for maintenance.

10. Perform lock-out and tag operations.
11. Identify the factors/conditions for permissive starts.
12. Perform start-up and shut-down devices.
13. Identify emergency shut-down devices.
14. Activate an emergency shut-down operation.
15. Document process compressor servicing.
16. Identify safety hazards associated with process compressors
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XV: Air Compressors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with air compressors.
2. Identify various types of air compressors.
3. Identify the components of various types of air compressors.
4 Perform routine inspection.
5. Perform preventive maintenance.
6. Perform start-up and shut-down procedures.
7. Perform lock-out and tag operations.

Identify the factors,conditions for permissive starts.
Determine proper dryer operation.

P Determine proper instrument air drvei operation
11 Identity emergency shut-down devices.
12 Initiate activate emergency shut-down operations
13 Identity the different applications for compressed air in a pioeess plant.
14. Identify safety hazards associated with air compressors
15. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVI: Furnace Operations

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with furnace operations.
2. Identify various types of furnaces used in process operations
3. Identify the parts of a furnace.
4. Identify various types of safety devices used on furnaces.
5 Identify various start-up and shut-down devices
6. Identify various types of fuel.
7. Describe proper furnace operation.
8. Interpret an analysis of flue gases.
9. Describe normal operation of a furnace.

10. Perform routine inspections
11. Describe economizing equipment used in furnace operation.
P. Perform shut-down maintenance.
13 Operate soot blowers.
14. Identify various types of furnace draft systems.
15. Adjust registers/dampers.
16. Use personal safety equipment.
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17. Maintain a pilot burner system.
18. Identify furnace operation factors that affect Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

regulations.
19. Interpret draft gauge readings.
20. Identify emergency shut-down devices.
21. Activate emergency shut-down devices.
22. Identify safety hazards associated with furnace operations.
23. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVII: Steam
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with steam systems.

2. Identify the various types of equipment used to produce steam.
3. Identify the applications of steam systems in process operations.
4. Identify steam pressures normally used in process operations.
5. Identify various types of boilers.
6. Identify the components of a boiler.
7. Identify the components of steam systems.
8. Identify safety devices associated with steam systems.
9. Identify the types of fuel used for steam generation.

10. Prepare water for boiler usage.
11. Test water and water treating system.
12. Operate equipment used to condition boiler feed water.
13. Make adjustments on water treatment systems.
14. Perform start-up and shut-down procedures on boilers.
15. Identify the factors/conditions for permissive starts.
16. Perform start-up of a steam header system.
17. Identify shut-down interlocks.
18. Monitor gauges.
19. Identify steam recovery systems.
20. Perform "blow-down" operations on boilers.
21. Check let-down stations for variations in pounds-per-square-inch-gauge (PSIG)

pressure indications.
22. Identify the safety hazards associated with steam generation, use, and handling.
23. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVIII: Heat Exchangers
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with heat exchangers.

2. Identify various types of heat exchangers.
3. Describe the operation and function of a heat exchanger.
4. Perform routine maintenance.
5. Identify types of heat transfer.
6. Troubleshoot heat exchanger problems.
7. Issue work orders for maintenance.
8. Perform back-flush procedures.
9. Commission a heat exchanger.

10. Identify safety hazards associated with heat exchangers.
11. Apply safety practices.

UNIT 'XIX: Distillation/Fractionation

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with distillation/fractionation operations.
2. Identify the purpose of the distillation/fractionation process.
3. Identify the various types of distillation/fractionation processes.
4. Identify the internal components of distillation/fractionating equipment.
5. Identify auxiliary equipment associated with distillation/fractionating process

equipment.
6. Identify control schemeslmethods.
7. Identify start-up and shut-down procedures.
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8. Identify basic interlocks/fail-safe devices.
9. Identify operational problems.

10. Troubleshoot distillation/fractionation equipment problems.
H. Identify safety hazards associated with distillation /fractionation operations.
12. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XX: Emergency Relief Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with emergency relief systems.
2. Identify emergency relief system equipment.
3. Describe the purpose of emergency relief systems.
4. Identify emergency relief system factors that are affected by Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (EPA) regulations.
5. Identify the applications and describe the operation and function of flares in emergen-

cy relief systems.
6. Identify safety hazards associated with emergency relief systems.
7. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XXI: Refrigeration

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with refrigeration.
2. Describe the theory of refrigeration.
3. Identify the components of a refrigeration system.
4. Identify the types of refrigerants used in a refrigeration system.
5. Identify the uses/applications of refrigeration in processing ooerations
6. Operate a refrigeration system.
7. Identify interlocks associated with refrigeration systems.
8. Troubleshoot refrigeration systems.
9. Identify safety hazards associated with refrigeration systems.

10. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XXII: Cooling Tower Operations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with cooling towers.
2. Identify the purpose of cooling towers.
3. Identify various types of cooling towers.
4. Describe the theory of cooling tower operations.
5. Identify the components of cooling towers.
6. Identify normal/abnormal operating conditions.
7. Maintain water quality.
8. Take samples.
9. Analyze samples.

10. Make adjustments to assure water quality.
11. Perform routine maintenance.
12. Perform start-up and shut-down procedures.
13. Identify safety hazards associated with cooling towers.
14. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XXIII: Filtration

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with filtration.
2. Identify various types of filtration systems.
3. Identify filtration equipment.
4. Identify the purpose of filtration.
5. Describe various filtering materials.
6. Describe various cleaning materials.
7. Identify normallabnormal operating conditions.
8. Perform routine maintenance.
9. Perform start-up and shut-down procedures.

10. Perform back-flush/cleaning operations.
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UNIT XXIV: Fork Lift and Front Loader

Competencies: 1. Identify terms a' ,lociated with fork lifts and front loaders.
2 Participate in Occupational Safety and Health Agency (OSHA) regulated training

governing the operation of materials handling equipment.
3. Perform routine inspection of equipment.
4. Demonstrate the ability to operate fork lifts and front loaders properly.
5. Maintain operator certification.

UNIT XXV: Materials Handling

Competencies: 1.
9.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
11.

identify terms associated with materials handling.
identify local, state, and federal regulations governing materials handling.
identify equipment used for handling/transferring materials.
identify various types of storage vesselsicontainers.
identify various types of hoses and couplings used in materials handling.
identify methods used for solids material handling.
Perform gauging tasks.
Perform sampling techniques.
Perform pre/post loading inspections.
identify safety hazards associated with materials handling.
Use chemical data sheets to identif required handling precautions.
Apply safety practices.

UNIT XXVI: General Processes

Competencies: 1. identify associated general processes.
2. identify terms associated with stripping processes.
3. identify terms associated with absorption processes.
4. identify terms associated with cracking processes.
5. identify terms associated with evaporation processes.
6. identify terms associated with reaction
7. identify safety hazards associated with
8. Identify safety hazards associated with
9. identify safety hazards associated with

10. identify safety hazards associated with
11. identify safety hazards ass. ciated with
12. Apply safety practices.

processes.
stripping processes.
absorption processes.
cracking processes.
evaporation processes.
reaction processes.

UNIT XXVII: Plant Operation

Competencies: 1. identify terms associated with plan* operation.
2. Demonstrate the safe, economical operation of a process plant as an "outside' pro-

cess technician.
3. Demonstrate the safe, economical operation of a process plant as an "inside" pio-

cess technician.

UNIT XXVIII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume'
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Part -ipate in a mock interview
8. Writ follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.
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HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) - Paramedic
Medical Laboratory Technician - Certificate

Nurse Assistant
Practical Nursing

Respiratory Therapy Technician
Surgical Technolegy

Ward Clerk



CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Health 0:.k ut. ,tion, Course Title: Emergency Medical Technician - Paramedic

CIP Code: __17 020 6 _ Course Length 1350 Clock Flours - 12 Months

Course Description:
This course prepares students for employment in health care areas as attendants in emergency departments,
ambulance services, fire departments, and mobile advanced life support units. The EMT-P provides pre-hospital
emergency care to acutely ill or injured patients under control or supervision of a physician.
Classroom instruction, clinical instruction, practice instruction, and supervised field internship in an ad-
vanced life support unit that functions under a medical command authority are the tour components of this
course. Students are taught to work with and under the direction of physicians in pro,,icng emergency medical
care in the field, at the scene, and during transit to an emergency care center. A high school diploma or
equivalent is required for entry into this competency-based course.

Units of instruction: I Basic
11. Intermediate

Ill Paramedic
IV. Employment Preparation

UNIT I: Basic

Curriculum Competency Outline

Competencies: I Des, r 'be the roles and iesponsibilities of the EMT during each phase of an ambulance
:111

2 Conduct a patent assessment for illnesses injuries.
1. Identify any emergency medical condition.
4 identify and describe appropriate signs and symptoms.

Describe the design, purpose and function of the body parts invoked.
o Indicate priority for triage purposes.
7 Provide appropriate emergency care to stabilize the patient's condition.

I lit and moe the patient and position him appropriately depending on his condi-
tion un ordei to minimise discomfort and further injury

9 Identify precautions in dealing with emergency conditions.
lu Ti.msport patients to medical facilities
I 1 f )eal ith patient's relatives, friends, bystanders, police and other officials at the scene.
12 `-,e( we the safety of the emergency scene, if necessary.
1' .)')sere and preserve evidence at the scene as appropriate.
14 Plan and carry out piocedures to care for patients in wrecked vehicles and other

macct. ssible locations.
17, Assist with anchor pei form extrication of patients from inaccessible locations

1I,1,11t,i1r, communications with dispatcher and other emergency personnel.
17 Re . id a variety of intoi
18 l'aiticipate disastei planning and exercises.
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19. Maintain emergency vehicle in a ready state.
20. Drive emergency vehicle safely and expertly tinder all conditions of weather,, traffic

and terrain.
21. Identify any legal requirements for dealing with emergency conditions.

UNIT II: Intermediate

Competencies: 1. Recognize a medical emergency.
2. Assess the emergency situation.
3 Perform emergency care.
4. Perform extrication.
5. Coordinate efforts with other agencies.
6. Establish rapport with patient and significant others to decrease their state of crisis.
7. Assign priorities of emergency treatment.
8. Record and communicate data to the designated medical command authority.

*9 Initiate and continue appropriate inva,ive and noninvasive emergency therapy under
medical control.

10. Exercise personal judgment in case of interruption in medical direction caused by
communication failure.

11. Exercise personal judgment in cases of immediate life-threatening conditions.
P. Recognize limitations in patient care imposed by local medical authority.

"Intermediate level has limited invasive skills.

UNIT III: Paramedic

Competencies: 1. Recognize a medical emergency.
2. Assess the emergency situation.
3. Perform emergency care.
4. Perform extrication.
5 Coordinate efforts with other agencies
6. Establish rapport with patient and significant others to decrease their state of crisis.
7. Assign priorities of emergency treatment.
8. Record and communicate data to the designated medical command authority.

*9. Initiate and continue appropriate invasive and noninvasive emergency therapy under
medical control.

10. Assess the response of the patient to emergency therapy.
11. Exercise personal judgment in cases of immediate life-threatening conditions.
12. Recognize limitations in patient care imposed by local medical authority.

*Paramedic level has more comprehensive invasive skills.

UNIT IV: Employment PreparationParamedic

Competencies: 1 Explain procedures for obtaining and renew mg certification and,or license to practice.
2. Describe role of EMT relating to Louisiana state laws.
3. Prepare personal resume'.
4. Complete a job application.
5. Describe procedure for resignation.
6 Write a letter of resignation.
7 Participate in a mock interview.
8. Promote public relations within the work place.
9 Discuss Equal Opportunity Employment provisions and Affirmative Action policies

in the work place.
10. Review job opportunities available to EMI's
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Program Area:

CIP Code: 17.0305

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Health Occupations Course Title: NIedik.al Laboratory -technician Cerntkate

Course Length 1575 Clock Hours - 14 Months

Course Description:
Through classroom instruction and clinical experiences this course prepares indi> 'duals to perform diagnostiL
tests and procedures in a clinical laboratory under the supervision of medical technologists and pathologists

Included are the areas of blood chemistry, bacteriology, cell preparation and examination,, urine analysis,
basic anatomy and physiology, medical terminology, and the stud> of parasites in a competency-based format.

A high school education or equivalent is required for admission to this course.

Units of Instruction: I. Orientation to the Medical Laboratory
II. Basic Medical Terminology

III. Basic Anatomy and Physiology
IV. Hematology and Coagulation
V. Urinalysis and Other Body Fluids Analysis

VI. Immunology and Immunohematology
VII. Clinical Chemistry and Instrumentation

VIII. Microbiology
IX. Parasitology
X. Introduction to Histology

XI. Clinical Practicum in Hematology and Coagulation
XII. Clinical Practicum in Urinalysis and Other Body Fluids Analysis

XIII. Clinical Practicum in Immunology and Immunohematology
XIV Clinical Practicum in Clinical Chemistry and Instrumentation
XV. Clinical Practicum in Microbiology

XVI. Clinical Practicum in Parasitology
XVII. Clinical Practicum in Histology

XVIII. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation to the Medical Laboratory

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate safety protocols.
2. Identify hospital and laboratory organization
3. Identify registry and certification requnements
4. Demonstrate ethical and legal responsibilities.
5. Follow rules and regulations.
6. Demonstrate communication skills.
7. Operate laboratory equipment.
8. Perform basic laboratory calculations.
9. Perform bask computer operations.
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UNIT II: fiaic Medical Terminology

Competencies: I. identify and define medical terms.
2 Use accepted medical abbreviations.

UNIT III: Basic Anatomy and Physiology

Competencies: 1. Describe body structures.
2. Describe functions of body systems
3. Identify related diseases.

UNIT IV: lietuatology and Coagulation

Competencies: 1 Identify criteria for specimen collection, handling and rejection.
2. Obtain venous and capillary blood.
3 Classify formation, function and destruction of blood cells.
4. Identify reagents and instruments.

Perform Complete Blood Counts (CBC)
6 Perform differentials.
7. Perform platelet counts.

8 Identify special staining procedures.
9. Perform eosinophil counts.
10. Perform sickle cell tests.

I I Perform reticulocyte counts.
12. Perform Lupus Erythematosus (L. E.) cell examination
13. Perform erythrocyte sedimentation rates
14. Identify bone marrow examinations.
15 Perform osmotic fragility tests.
16 Perform coagulation tests.
17 Recognize leucocyte and erythrocyte disorders.
18 Identify the coagulation mechanism and fibrinolytic system.
19. Perform Prothrombin Time (P.T.) and Partial Thromboplastin Time (PTT) tests.
20 Perform bleeding time tests.
21 Perform capillary fragility tests.
12 Identify fibrinogen levels.
23. Discuss Fibrin Degradation Products (FOP) tests.
24. Discuss clotting time tests.
25 Discuss factor assays.
26. Discuss thrombin time tests.
27. Discuss other miscellaneous coagulation tests.
18 Recognize platelet disorders and other coagulation disorders.lo Discuss quality assurance, safety precautions and infection control

UNIT V: Li inalx,,v, and Otlii Body Fluids Analysis

Competencies: I Identify renal anatomy, physiology and disorders.
2. Identify criteria for specimen collection, handling, and rejection.
3. Identify reagents and instruments.

Perform a complete routine urinalysis.
5. Perform routine Urine Pregnancy Tests (UPT).
6 Perform chemical analysis and confirmatory tests.
7. Discuss osmolality and other concentration procedures.
8. Describe tests performed on cerebrospinal fluid.
9 Describe tests performed on synovial fluid.

10 Describe tests performed on amniotic fluid.
11 Describe tests performed on seminal fluid.
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Discuss quallik assurance, safety precautions and infection control.

UNIT Vi: Immunology and Immunoliematology

Competencies: 1. Identify criteria for specimen collection, handling and rejection.
2. Describe the immune process.
3 Define the basic theory of genetics.
4. Identify types of serological reactions.
5. Identify reagents and instruments.

Pet form basic dilutions.
7. Perform tests for syphilis
8. Perform febrile agglutination tests.

Perform serological tests for Rheumatoid Aithritis.
10. Perform antistreptolvsm 0 titers.
11 Perform C-Reactive protein tests.
P. Perform Infectious Mononucleosis tests.
13. Describe serum pregnancy tests.
14 Discuss other miscellaneous seiological tests and Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn-

drome (AIDS) related tests.
15 Recognize blood group, and systems
16. Perform blood typing and grouping.
17. Perform antibody screenings and identification.
18. Perform routine compatibility tests.
19. identify criteria for release of donor blood products
20. Investigate transfusion-related reactions
21. Define criteria for blood donors.
22. Identify blood collection procedures and donor calk,.
23 Identify techniques for donor blood processing, component preparation, labeling,

and storage.
24. Sole technical laboratory problems.
25, Identify 1 iemalvtic Disease of Newboin 0 MN) and criteria for Rh immune globulin

candidates.
16 Discus,- qualih assurance, safety precautions and infection control.

UNIT VII: Clinical Chemistry and Instrumentation

Competencies: 1. Identify kriteria for specimen collection, handling and rejection.
2. Identify reagents, reactions, and instruments.
3. Describe protein studies and abnormal conditions of proteins.
4 Describe carbohydrate' studies and abnormal conditions of carbohydrates.
5. Describe nonprotein nitrogen compound procedures and their abnormal conditions.
6 Describe liver function studies and their abnormal conditions.
7. Describe enzyme studies and their abnormal conditions.
8. Describe endocrine studies and their abnormal conditions.

Describe water, electrolytes, acid-base and oxygen studies and their abnormal
conditions.

10. Describe lipid studies and their abnormal conditions.
II Describe toxicology studies and their abnormal conditions.
12. Discuss quality assurance, safety precautions and infection control.
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UNIT VIII: Microbiology

Competencies: 1. Identify criteria for specimen collection, handling and rejection.
2. Identify reagents, reactions, and instruments.
3. Identify types of microorganisms and morphological characterics
4. Identify types of media and storage methods.
5. Identify sterilization techniques.
6. Prepare and read a gram stain.
7. Prepare and read an acid-fast bacilli stain.
8. Identify basic culture and subculture techniques.
9. Identify biochemical tests.

10. Identify sensitivity tests and reactions.
11. Recognize growth requirements.
12. Describe rapid identification techniques.
13. Discuss quality assurance, safety precautions, and infection :.ontroi.

UNIT IX: Parasitology

Competencies: 1. Identify criteria for specimen collection, handling and rejection.
2. Identify reagents, reactions, and instruments.
3. Describe normal and abnormal characteristics of fecal and nontecal.nmeaols
4. Perform or describe fecal fat, pH, occult blood and reducing sut,,c ;Ace Lest
5. Perform direct examination and concentration techniques
6. Identify gross and microscopic human parasites.
7. Identify special stain and preservation procedures.
8. Describe preparation and examination of blood smears for rnalari.11 ornsitei
9. Discuss quality assurance, safety precautions and infection cont.:01

UNIT X: Introduction to Histology

Competencies: 1. Identify criteria for specimen collection, handling, and rejection.
2. Identify reagents and instruments.
3. Fix tissues.
4. Embed tissues in paraffin.
5. Cut thin sections and mount on slides.
6. Stain tissue slides.
7. Prepare frozen sections.
8. Assist pathologist in dissecting gross specimens.
9. Discuss quality assurance, safety precautions and infection conzri..

UNIT XI: Clinical Practicum in Hematology and Coagulation

Competencies: 1. Verify requisition and prepare collection equipment.
2. Collect, label, and handle venous and capillary blood.
3. Perform a manual and an automated CBC.
4. Perform a differential.
5. Perform a platelet count.
6. Perform special staining procedures.
Z Perform eosinophil counts.
8. Perform sickle cell tests.
9. Perform reticulocyte counts.

10. Perform LE cell examinations.
11. Perform erythrocyte sedimentation rates.
12. Perform bone marrow examinations.
13. Perform osmotic fragility tests.
14. Perform coagulation tests.
15. Perform PT and Fn. tests.
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16. Perform bleeding time tests.
17. Perform capillary fragility tests.
18. Perform fibrinogen levels.
19. Perform FDP tests.
20. Perform clotting time tests.
21. Discuss factor assays.
22. Discuss thrombin time tests.
23. Discuss other miscellaneous coagulation tests.
24. Perform quality assurance, safety precautions, and infection control procedures.

UNIT XII: Clinical Practicum in Urinalysis and Other Body Fluids Analysis

Competencies: 1. Verify requisition, labeling, and collection.
2. Prepare specimen for examination.
3. Perform a complete routine urinalysis.
4. Perform a routine urine pregnancy test.
5. Perform other chemical analysis and confirmatory tests.
6. Discuss osmolality and other concentration procedures.
7. Process cerebrospinal fluid and perform appropriate tests as requested.
8 Process synovial fluid and perform appropriate tests as requested.
9. Process amniotic fluid and perform appropriate tests as requested.

10. Process seminal fluid and perform appropriate tests as requested.
11. Process pleural fluid and perform appropriate tests as requested.
12. Process pericardial fluid and perform appropriate tests as requested.
13. ProcP.,s peritoneal fluid and perform appropriate tests as requested.
14. Process gastric fluid and perform appropriate tests as requested.
15. Perform quality assurance, safety precautions, and infection control procedures.

UNIT XIII: Clinical Practicum in Immunology and lmmunohematology

Competencies: 1. Verify requisition and prepare collection equipment.
2. Collect, label and handle specimen.
3. Perform tests for syphilis.
4. Perform febrile agglutination tests.
5. Perform serological tests for Rheumatoid Arthritis.
6. Perform antistreptolysin 0 titers.
7. Perform C-reactive protein tests.
8. Perform Infectious Mononucleosis tests.
9. Perform serum pregnancy tests

10. Discuss other miscellaneous serological tests and AIDS related tests.
11. Perform blood typing and grouping.
12. Perform antibody screenings and identification.
13. Perform routine compatibility tests.
14. Verify and release donor blood products.
15. Investigate transfusion-related reactions
16. Define criteria for blood donors.
17. Perform blood collection procedures and donor care.
18. Perform techniques for donor blood processing, component preparation, labeling,

and storage.
19. Solve technical laboratory problems.
20 Identify liemalytic Disease of Newborn (I1DN) and criteria for Rh immune globulin

candidates.
21. Perform quality assurance, safety precautions and infection control procedures.
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UNIT XIV: Clinical Practicum in Clinical Chemistry and Instrumentation
Competencies: 1. Verify requisition and prepare collection equipment.

2. Collect, label, and handle specimens.
3. Perform protein studies
4. Perform carbohydrate studies.
5. Perform nonprotein nitrogen compound procedures.
6. Perform liver function studies.
7. Perform enzyme studies.
8. Perform endocrine studies.
9. Perform water, electrolyte, acid-base, and oxygen studies

10. Perform lipid studies.
11. Perform toxicology studies.
12 Perform quality assurance, safety precautions, and infection control pot,eduies

UNIT XV: Clinical Practicum in Microbiology

Competencies: 1. Verify requisition, collection, labeling, and handling.
2. Prepare and read a gram stain.
3. Prepare and read an acid-fast bacilli stain.
4 Perform basic culture and subculture techniques.
5. Perform biochemical tests.
6. Perform sensitivity tests.
7. Recognize growth requirements.
8 Describe rapid identification techniques.
9. Perform quality assurance, safety precautions, and infection contiol procedures

UNIT XVI: Clinical Practicum in Parasitology

Competencies: 1. Verify requisition,, labeling, collection, and handling of specimen
2 Perform fecal fat, pH, occult blood, and reducing substance tests
3. Perform direct examination and concentration techniques
4 Identify gross and microscopic human parasites.
5. Perform special stain and preservation procedures.
6. Describe preparation and examination of blood smears for malarial parasites.7. Perform quality assurance, safety piecautions, and infection control procedures

UNIT XVII: Clinical Practicum in Histology

Competencies: 1 Verify requisition labeling. and handling of specimen
Fix tissues

3. Embed tissues in paraffin.
4. Cut thin sections and mount on slides
3. Stain tissue slides,
6. Prepare frozen sections.
7 Assist pathologist in dissecting gloss specimens
8. Perfoim quality assurance. safety precautions, and injection contiol procedures

UNIT XVIII: Employment Preparation

Competencies: 1. Prepare a personal resume'.
2 Fill out a job application.
3. Prepare a letter of application.
4. Prepare a follow-up letter.
5 Participate in a mock job interview.
6. Explain procedure for obtaining and renewing certification to practice.
7. Describe procedure for resignation.
8. Write a letter of resignation.

Review potential job and educational Opportunities.
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Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Health Occupations Course Title: Nurse Assistant

CIP Code. 17.0602 Course Length 281 Clock Hours 21/2 Months

Course Description:
The Nurse Assistant Course prepares students for employment in hospitals, long-term care facilities, and
home health agencies where primary care is needed. Classroom instruction includes basic nursing skills,
basic anatomy and physiology, infection control, and employment preparation. Students also participate in
clinical activities in a long-term care facility under the supervision of their instructor.

Units of Instruction: 1. Orientation
11. Body Structure and Function

III. Infection Control
IV. Basic Nursing Skills
V. Advanced Nursing Skills

VI. Skills in Special Areas
VII. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation

Compete:acies: 1. Identify the purpose of health care institutions.
2. Identify the organizational structure within the health care institution and the health

care team.
3. Identify the roles and responsibilities of each member of the health care team.
4. Identify the duties and responsibilities of the nurse assistant.
5. Identify standards of ethical and professional behavior.
6. Exhibit good personal grooming and hygiene practices.
7. Identify and use appropriate communication and observation skills.
8. Identify potential hazards in home and health care environments and procedures.
9. Demonstrate fire safety procedures.

10. Identify and use techniques of good body mechanics.
It Perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).
12. Identify the major types of patients.
13. Exhibit understanding, tact, and competence when working with patients and

families.
14. Explain the legal responsibilities of the nurse assistant.
15. Explain the religious practices that may be encountered.
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UNIT II: Body Structure and Function

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and match them with definitions.
2. Identify body cavities and the major organs.
3. Identify structure and functions of a cell, tissues, and organs.
4. Identify locations and functions of the major body systems.

UNIT III: Infection Control

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and defir:tions.
2. Identify prevention, spread, and growth factors of microorganisms.
3. Perform appropriate handwashing procedures.
4. Identify and perform appropriate isolation techniques.

UNIT IV: Basic Nursing Skills

Competencies: 1. Identify and care for commonly used patient-care equipment.
2. Demonstrate techniques of taking temperature, pulse, respirations, and blood

pressure.
3. Perform a.m. and p.m. care.
4. Identify and perform types of baths.
5. Identify and perform types of bed making.
6. Assist with meals.
7. Admit and discharge patients.
8. Assist with elimination needs.
9. Identify and perform types of enemas.

10. Assist with ambulation and transfer.
11. Demonstrate appropriate skin and decubitus care.
12. Care for the dying patient and hisiher family.

UNIT V: Advanced Nursing Skills

Competencies: 1. Identify terms and definitions.
2. Measure and record intake and output
3. Perform appropriate specimen collection and transfer techniques.
4. Perform prosthesis care.
5. Perform warm and cold applications.
6. Perform catheter care.
7. Provide appropriate care for patients 1+.ith infusions, subclavian lines, naso-gastric

tubes and urinary catheters.
8. Demonstrate application of binders, elastic stockings, bandages, and slings.
9. Perform clinitests and acetone tests.

10. Perform presurgical skin preps.
11. Perform appropriate pediatric urine collection techniques.
12. Demonstrate appropriate postpartal and nursery techniques.
13. Care for patients with seizure activity.
14. Care for patients in traction, casts, and turning frames.
15. Care for ostomy patients.

UNIT VI: Skills in Special Areas

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate appropriate use and care of telemetry equipment.
2. Discuss hazards in giving personal care to critical care patients, psychiatric patients,

home health patients, and long-term care patients.
3. Discuss the importance of maintaining emotional support of patients in highly

technical areas.
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4 t ac I vik oviw \\ lien st.Intlaid equipment is not mailable in home health

5. Discuss tilt' importance of the patients' needs, rights, and dignitv.
6 N -.u,. the importance of using good judgment in interacting with special needs

patients.
7. Recognize and discuss the changes in each body system associated with the aging

process.
8. Recognize and discuss the requirements for home-bound status in Home Health.

UNIT VII: Employment Preparation

Competencies: 1. Explain the procedure for obtaining training and appropriate certification.
2. Describe career advancement opportunities.
3. Complete a job application.
4. Describe procedure for resignation.
5. Write a letter of resignation.
6. Participate in a mock interview.
7. Discuss Equal Opportunity Employment provisions and Affirmative Action policies

in the work place.
8. Promote loyalty and confidentiality within the work place.
9. Promote good public relations in the work place.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Health Occupations Course Title: Practical Nursing

CIP Code: 17.0605 Course Length 1500-1600 Clock Hours 14 Months

Course Description:
The Practical Nursing course includes both classroom instruction and supervised clinical activities in accredited
hospitals and nursing homes. A high school education or its equivalent is required for admission. Upon
graduation, the student is eligible to take the licensure examination given by the Louisiana State Board of
Practical Nurse Examiners and to become a Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN).

Classroom instruction includes anatomy and physiology, basic and advanced nursing skills, pharmacology,
diet therapy, maternal and child health, pediatrics, nursing care of the adult, and intravenous therapy in
a competency-based course. This course is approved by the Louisiana State Board of Practical Nurse Examiners.

Units of Instruction: I. Basic Nursing Skills
II. Advanced Nursing Skills

III. Microbiology
IV. Nutrition and Diet Theiapy
V. Pharmacology

VI. Intravenous Therapy
VII. Maternal and Infant Care

VIII. Pediatrics
IX. Psychiatrics
X. Medical-Surgical Skills

XI. Career Readiness

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Basic Nursing Skills

Competencies: 1 Discuss principles of anatomy and physioloby as they relate to nursing case.
2. Perform routine handwashing techniques.
3. Use correct body mechanics.
4. Operate hospital beds and position side rails.
5. Explain and position call signal.
6. Maintain therapeutic environment including adequate light, cleanliness, appropriate

temperature, privacy, safety, and diversional activities.
7 Turn/position client in bed.
8. Maintain body alignment.
9 Assist client with coughing and deep breathing exercises.

10. Perform passive and assist with active range of motion exercises.
11. Assist client to ambulate, to stand, to bedside chair, to vheelchair, and to sti etcher.
12. Assist in ambulation with walkers, crutches, canes, valking casts, braces, and splints.
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13. Use special lift devices.
14. Assist the falling client.
15. Administer baths including bed, tub, shower, medicated, and sitz.
16. Perform measures which reduce body temperature.
17. Perform skin care.
18. Perform nail care including cleaning, trimming, and cuticle care.
19. Perform hair care including combing, shampooing, and shaving.
20. Perform oral and denture care.
21. Dress/groom the client.
22. Assist with meals.
23. Perform bed making including unoccupied (open, closed, and surgical) and occupied

(side-to-side and head-to-toe).
24. Assist with elimination using bedpan, fracture pan, urinal, bedside commode, and

bathroom.
25. Assist with stimulation of urination.
26. Strain urine.
27. Measure and record intake and output.
28. Obtain and care for specimens of urine including voided, clean catch, catheterized,

24-hour, and from indwelling catheter.
29. Collect and care for specimens of vomitus, sputum, and feces.
30. Test urine for glucose using Clinitest, Dextrostix, and Testape.
31. Test urine for acetone using Ketostix and Acetest.
32. Perform glucose testing on blood.
33. Measure height.
34. Measure weight using floor, bed, -ind chair scales.
35. Apply restraints and monitor client.
36. Measure temperature using glass and electronic thermometers.
37. Measure apical, carotid, radial, femoral, pedal, and apical-radial pulses.
38. Measure blood pressure using mercury gauge, aneroid gauge, auscultation, and

palpation.
39. Observe and record respiration.
40 Perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) on infant, child, and adult according

to American Heart Association Standards.
41. Provide basic first aid.
42. Arrange for clergy's visit at client's request.
43 Use appropriate communication skills with client and health care team members.
44. Provide post-mortem care.

UNIT II: Advanced Nursing Skills

Competencies: 1. Admit client to agency.
2. Orient to room, unit, and agency.
3. Explain and enforce hospital regulations.
4. Observe client Bill of Rights.
5. Inventory personal property.
6. Obtain nursing history.
7. Perform nursing assessment including: (a) auscultation of heart, breath, and bowel

sounds; (b) observation of skin color, tone, and temperature; and (c) assessment of
peripheral circulation, joint range of motion, motor skills, and neurological vital signs.

8. Discharge client to home, morgue, and against medical advice.
9. Transfer client within and to another agency.

10. Document observations and nursing care on appropriate records
11. Transcribe physician's orders.
12. Assist the Registered Nurse (R.N.) in planning nursing care.
13. Assist the R.N. in discharge planning.
14. Apply male external urinary devices.
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15. Inseit and remove male and female Litman catheters including straight and
indwelling

16. Administer catheter care.
17 Perform intermittent bladder irrigations.
18. Monitor continuous bladder irrigations.
19. Assess for and remove fecal impactions.
V. Administer enemas including medicated, nonmedicated, and thy-hes.
21. Insert and remove rectal tubes
22. Perform ostomy care including application of devices, skin care, in igationind client

teaching.
23. Insert, maintain, and ,move nasogastric tube prior to gavage.
24. ye.:fy placement of nasogastric tube prior to gavage.
25. Perform gastric gavage via nasogastric tube and via gastrostomy tube.
26. Maintain patency of gastrostomy tube.
27. Assist with gastric lavage.
28. Assist with maintaining gastro - intestinal decompression
29. Perform oral, nasal, nasopharyngeal, and endotracheal suctioning
30. Perform postural drainage.
31. Instruct and assist client to use incentive spirometer
32. Perform tracheostomy care including inflation and deflation of uffed tube, remov-

ing, cleaning, and reinserting inner cannula; and changing ties.
33. Assist R.N. in instruction of tracheostomy care to client/family.
34. Perform nonmedicated irrigations to throat mouth, eve, ear, nose, and vagina.
35. Apply hot and cold compresses.
36. Apply ice packs, heating pads, and hypo'hyperthermia blankets.
37. Administer soaks.
38. Apply heat lamp.
39. Administer oxygen therapy including. (a) attaching flow meter to all outlet and

portable tank;, (b) regulating liter flow; (c) determining percentage of oxygen deli ered;,
(d) filling and attaching oxygen humidifier (el using a catheter, cannula, Venturi mask,
face mask, tent/hood, and rebreathing mask, and (1) maintaining tire safety precau-
tions during administration.

40. Assist physician with physical examinations, diagnostic tests, and special procedures
including paracentesis, thoracentesis, lumbar puncture, bone- marrow aspiration,
biopsies and pelvis examination.

41 Position in Fowler's, semi-Folder's, Sims, prone, supine, Trendclenburg, lateral and
knee-chest

42. Give and receive end-ot-shift report.
43 Utilize the nursing process in the delivery of nursing care

UNIT III: Microbiology

Competencies: 1. Discuss principles of nucobiologv as they relate to musing care.
2. Pi epare and maintain an isolation unit.
3. Use appropriate isolation techniques including masking unmasking, gowning remov-

ing gown, glovingiremoving sterile and unsterile gloves
4. Maintain isolation techniques precautions in accordance with defined policies and

procedures as recommended by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC).
5 Provide nursing care to client in isolation including. (a)personal hygiene, elimina-

tion, and nutrition; (b) measuring vital signs; (c) collecting routine specimens, and
(d) obtaining specimens for culture from nose, throat, sputum, skin, wounds, urine
feces, ear, eve and veijina.

6. Dispose of linens, garbage, waste products and other contaminated articles
7 Assist in disinfection and sterilization procedures.
h. Perform diagnostic skin testing.
9. Administer immunizing agents.
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U ; > > N:;ti ihnn and Diet Therapy

con.q ttr. E \plain principles of nutrition and diet therapy as the i.clate to nursing calk,.
2. .:ssess for food allergies.

Assist client in selecting foods
1. Interpret nutritional values of foods.

Evaluate suitability of meals served
Identify clients at nutritional risk.
Prepare client for meals, assist with feeding meals, and pro\ ide between-meal
nourishment.
Sere and collect dietary trays.

9 Evaluate and record dietary intake.
'(i Reinforce good nutritional health instructions

11 Identify the components of the major therapeutic diets
Plan a nutritionally adequate diet for a 2.1 -hour period.

1. \
,):t

olog

ie ti. 1. Discuss principles of pharmacology as they relate to nursing c aie
2 Obtain client's medication history.
5. Observe and record drug allergies.

4 F.\ aluate medication orders for accuracy, appropriateness toi diagnosis, dosage, and
route.
Calculate drug dosages.

o Prepare medications from stock and unit dose.
Administer and document the administration of oral, buccal, sublingual, topical, and
subcutaneous medications.

ti Administer and document the adminishation of intramuscular meditations including
xertical insertion in the deltoid, gluteal, ventrogluteal, and vastus lateralis muscles
and Z-track insertion.

' Administer and document adminishation of medicated enemas and rectal, vaginal,
and urethral suppositories.

10 Administer and document administiation of inhalation, eve, and ear medications.
11 Document nonadministrahon of medications.
1' Obsel ye and record client's response to drug therapy.
11 Report and document variances in medication administration.

1 lmentory and requisition stock drugs, client's medications, and controlled substances
1; Document disposal of unused controlled substances.
lo More drugs under correct conditions.
17 Assist In instiuction of self- administration of medications including dosage, ioute

and schedule, intended actions, contraindications, and adverse reactions
18 Identity classes, uses, actions, and side effects of commonly used medications

k.nons 1 herapv

ete,,: I Discuss principles of intravenous therapy as they 'elate to nursing care
2 Nlonitor and maintain infusions by regulating flow manuall\ and mechanically, check-

ing for patency, and obtaining intravenous claim.
I Discontinue intravenous needles and catheters.
4 Observe and provide site care.

long unmedicated, medicated, and electrolyte solutions
o Change infusion tubing.
7 Perform I leparin-lock maintenance.
ti Monitor blood transfusions including rate and 'cachous.

Assist with phlebotomy.
10 Monitor central venous Imes.
11 Document administration of fluids and nursing care perfoi med.
12 Calculate IV flow rates in milliliters (ml) per hour, ml per minute, and drops per minute
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UNIT VII: Maternal and Infant Care

Competencies: 1. Discuss pi inciples of maternal and infant care as they relate to nursing cane in the
perinatal period.

2. Identify and provide for educational needs of the expectant mother
3 Assist with obstetrical examinations including height, weight, blood pressure, fetal

heart tones, fundal height, and examinations of blood and urine.
4. Monitor uterine contractions manually and mechanically.
5. Measure and record fetal heart beat with fetoscope and ultrasonic device.
6. Attach and observe maternal-fetal monitor.
7. Assist with perineal preparation.
8. Observe and document progress of labor.
9. Assist with vaginal delivery.

10. Assist with care of newborn after delivery including initiating and maintaining air-
way care, performing routine identification, and maintaining body temperature.

11. Observe delivery by Cesarian Section.
12. Provide postpartal assessment of fundal height, lochia, perineum, episiotomy, blad-

der, and breasts.
13. Administer perineal care including cleansing, light, sit-r_ bath, anesthetic sprays, and

medicated pads.
14. Instruct client in self-administration of perineal care.
15. Assist client and instruct in breast feeding including feeding techniques, care of nip-

ples, diet, and use of breast pump.
16 Maintain therapeutic environment in the nursery including cleanliness, appropriate

temperature, adequate light and humidity, and safety precautions.
17. Perform handwashing techniques according to prescribed perinatal policy.
18. Admit newborns to nursery including giving eye care and cord care and administer-

ing vitamin K injections.
19. Perform newborn baths.
20. Perform newborn initial assessment including weight, length, head circumference,

chest circumference, vital signs, skin condition, and review of systems.
21. Perform newborn care including cord care, clothing, and diapering.
22. Lift, hold,, and position newborns.
23. Administer feedings.
24. Observe voidings and stools.
25. Assist with testing for glucose and phenylketonuria.
26. Provide care for newborn receiving phototherapy, radiant heat, and following

circumcision.
27. Assist with birth registration.
28 Discharge infant from nursery.
29. Document nursing care performed.

UNIT VIII: Pediatrics

Competencies: 1. Discuss principles of pediatric care.
2. Assist with admission procedures.
3. Feed pediatric client.
4. Measure and record intake and output.
5. Apply and monitor restraints.
6. Collect specimens of urine via pediatric collector and stool via diaper.
7 Assist with oxygen therapy including coupette)croup tent, hood, and humidifier
8. Apply, observe and document use of cardio-respiratory monitor.
9. Assist with care of non-toilet trained infant in a body cast.

10. Calculate, administer, and monitor pediatric oral, intramuscular, rectal, and topical
medications.

11 Administer eye, ear, and nose medications.
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12. Monitor intravenous therapy.
13. Identify and report situations with potential for child abuse or neglect.
14. Document nursing care provided.

UNIT IX: Psvchiatrics

Competencies: 1. Discuss concepts of mental health and mental illness as they relate to nursing care.
2 Maintain a safe environment by monitoring use of potentially abusive objects and

substances.
3 Identify and minimize environmental stressors.
4. Assess physical and emotional status of clients.
5 Develop and maintain a therapeutic relationship utilizing effective communication

skills.
6 Assist with referral of clients experiencing mental and emotional problems to available

community resources.

UNIT X: Medical-Surgical Skills

Competencies: 1 Discuss principles of nursing care for adults experiencing disturbances in one or more
body systems..

2 Provide preoperative care including: (a) psychological preparation forclient and fami-
ly;, (b) assistance in preoperative instruction; and (c) providing physical preparation
including assessment, skin prep, bowel prep, personal hygiene, and preoperative
medications.

3 Assess for appropriate documentation on preoperative chart/record.
4. Inventory and protect clients' possessions.
5. Provide postoperative care including: (a) airway maintenance;, (b) positioning; (c)

care of tubes, drains, incisions, and dressings, and (d) assessment for complications.
6. Initiate and maintain cardiac monitoring.
7 Provide and monitor care for clients in skin and skeletal traction.
8 Provide cast care including neurovascular assessment, ,:,,re of wet and dry casts, and

handling.
9 Provide physical and psychological care for the dying client.

10 Provide emotional support for the family of the dying client.
11. Assist in the care of clients with chest tubes.
12 Assist client experiencing respiratory and/or cardiac arrest using code protocol.
13 Discuss the principles of aging as they relate to nursing care delivery in the com-

munity and long-term care setting.
14. Reinforce bowel and bladder training.
15. Utilize techniques of reality orientation.
16 Utilize communication skills appropriate to dealing w ith the sensory impaired elderly.
17 Identify the most common accidents and illnesses occurring in the aging population.
18. Discuss theories of aging.
I q Identify potential dietary problems of the aging related to disease as well as the nor-

mal process of aging.
20 Identify body system changes that occur with normal aging.
2l. Identify psycho-social changes and problems that occur with normal aging.
12. Describe how societal attitudes, including the care givers' attitudes, impact on the

aging.
23, Describe ways the aging may be subjected to physical and emotional abuse.
24 Identify common prejudices and stereotypes that the young hold for the aging.
25 Identify myths related to sexuality in the aging.

UNIT XI: Career Readiness

Competencies: I Explain procedures for obtaining and renewing license t(, practice.
2 Describe the role of the Practical Nurse as a member of the health case team and demonstrate

the ability to differentiate the roles and responsibilities of all team members.
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3. Assign and supervise ancillary staff in a stable situation.
4. Promote public relations within the work place.
5. Prepare a personal resume'.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock job interview.
8 Describe the procedure for resignation and Ivrite a letter of resignation.
9. Discuss Equal Opportunity Employment Provisions and Affirmative Action policies

within the work place.
10. Demonstrate moral, legal, and ethical standards to which nurses must adhere.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational.Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Health Occupations Course Title: Respiratory Therapy To:him:km

CIP Code: 17.0819 Course Length 1575 Clock Hours 14 Months

Course Description:
This course prepares students for employment in health care facilities where the will administer general
respiratory care under the supervision of a respiratory therapist andlor a physician.
The needed knowledge and skills are acquired through classroom instruction, laboratory experiences, and
clinical applications. Included are the areas of anatomy and ph),siolog) of respiration, fundamentals of
respiratory care, use of equipment, microbiology, drugs, chest diseases, basic and advanced clinical procedures,
and employment preparation A high school diploma or equivalent is required to enter this competency-
based course.

Units of Instruction: I. Anatomy and Physiology
II. Fundamentals

III. Microbiology
IV Pharmacology
V. Chest Diagnosis and Diseases

VI. Basic Clinical Procedures
VII, Physiology of Respiration

VIII. Advanced Respiratory Therapy
IX. Advanced Clinical Procedures
X. Cardiopulmonary Evaluation

XI. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Anatomy and Physiology

Competencies: 1. Identify the major system,' of the body.
2. Identify the major parts of a cell.
3 Identify the major types of tissue.
4. Identify the layers of the epidermis.
5. Identify the functions of the skin.
6. Identify the bones and functions of the skeletal system.
7 Identify the major thoracic skeletal deformities that can affect respiration
8. Identify the types of muscular tissue.
9. Identify muscular disorders.

10. Identify the basic structure of the heart
11. Identify the major blood vessel!, which supply blood to the heart muscle
12. Identify mechanisms that regulate blood pressure.
13 Diagram the flow of electrical current through the heart.
14. Identify abnormalities and treatment of heart diseases.
13 Identify the components of the pulmonary system and give their functions.
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16 Identify the histologic structure of the mucosa.
17 Identify lung volumes and capacities
18. Identify the mechanisms of oxygen and carbon dioxide diffusion

19. Identify the divisions of the nervous system.
20 Identify the components and mechanisms of nerve conduction
21. Identify the parts of the digestive system and give their functions.
22 Identify the glands of the endocrine system and give their functions.
23. Identify the major parts of the renal system and give their functions.
24 Identify the mechanisms controlling distribution of water between the blood and

the interstitial compartments.
23 Identify the types of edema and their characteristics.
26. Compare the roles of the lungs and kidneys in acid-base regulation.

UNIT II: Fundamentals

Competencies: 1. Identify the major functions of the resphatory therapy department.
2 Identify prefixes used in the metric system.
3. Calculate metric and customary units
4. Write the mathematical formulas pertinent to gas laws.
5. Identify the markings and color codings on a compressed gas cylinder.
6. Describe and use wall outlets and piping System connections.
7. Identify and use flow-regulating devices
8. Identify and use high pressure cylinder gas regulators.
9. Identify oxygen therapy equipment

10 Give the indications for oxygen therapy, helium therapy, and carbon dioxide therapy.
11 Describe the types of oxygen analyzers.
12. Measure oxygen concentration.
13. Set up an oxygen blender to deliver desired oxygen concentrations.
14. Identify Bernoulli's principle.
13 Identify the goal of aerosol therapy.
16. List the clinical uses of aerosol and humidity therapy,.
17 Identify the types of humidifier, and nebulizers in common clinical use
18. Set up the types of humidifiers and nebulizers.
19. Identify the goals of incentive spirometry
20 Identify the steps in administration of incentive spirometry.
21 Identify the clinical goals of intermittent positive pressure breathing
"", Describe the mechanical operations of the Bennett and the Bird respirators.
23 Perform chest percussion, vibration, postural drainage and expansion exercises

Describe methods used to overcome upper an-way obstruction.
25. Identify oropharvngeal and nasopharvngeal airways.
2b. Identity the steps involved in suctioning the airway.
27 List the steps involved in changing a tracheostomv tube.
28. Identify the steps involved in tracheostomy care.
29. List the indications for intubation.

UNIT III: Nhcrobtology

Competencies: 1. Identify major structui es of bacterial cells
2. Identify the essential elements for bacterial growth
3. Identify the disease defense systems of the body.
4. Classify microorganisms.

Identify pyogenic cocci and the diseases they cause.
6 Identify aerobic and anerobic microorganisms and the diseases they cause
7 Identity Enterobacteriaceae and NIvcobacteria and the diseases they cause
8 Identify Mycoplasma, Viruses, Rickettsia, and Chlamedia and the diseases they cause
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9. Identify pulmonary fungi and parasites and the diseases they cause.
10. Identify terms and definitions related to disinfection and sterilization.
11. Identify the major methods of disinfection and sterilization and give advantages and

disadvantages of each.
12. Identify procedural errors which may lead to cross contamination and patient

infection.
13. Identify aseptic techniques.
14. Demonstrate handwashing skills and gowning techniques.
15. Identify solutions used to induce sputum production for laboratory analysis.
16. Identify methods available for histologic diagnosis of pulmonary disease.
17. Perform Infectious Disease Case Study.

UNIT IV: Pharmacology

Competencies: 1 Identify and use the Respiratory Drug Formulary.
2. Calculate dilutions when given desired dosages and concentrations
3. Relate the nervous system to medications.
4 Identify cardiovascular agents and their actions.
5. Identify bronchodilator agents and their actions.
6. Identify decongestant agents and their actions.
7. Identify mucolytic and proteolytic agents and their actions.
8. Identify anesthetic agents and their actions.
9. Identify skeletal muscle relaxants and their uses.

10. Identify diuretics and their uses.
11 Identify antimicrobial agents and their uses.
12. Identify steroids and their uses.

UNIT V: Chest Diagnosis and Diseases

Competencies: I Identify and describe the function of the major respiratory control centers.
2. Describe the effects of hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide on the regulation of

respiration.
3. List the components of physical assessment.
4 List the steps necessary for a systematic approach to auscultation of the neck and

chest.
5 Identify normal and adventious breath sounds.
6 Correlate adventious breath sounds with their abnormal states of the lungs.
7. Identity basic components of a normal chest X-ray.
8. Identify special X-ray techniques for respiratory assessment.
9 Identify major respiratory actions compromised by respiratory problems.

10. Identify etiology,, pathophysiology and treatment of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD).

11. Identify etiology, pathophysiology and treatment of types of Reversible Obstructive
Airway Disease (ROAD).

12. Identify causative agents and mode of transmission of pneumomas.
13 Identify the etiology, pathophysiology, and treatment of Pulmonary Edema and Con-

gestive Heart Failure (CHF).
14. Identify the causes of Infant Respiratory Distress Syndrome (IRDS).
13 Identify the causes of Adult Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS).
16. Identify problems associated with Hyaline Membrane Disease.
i7 Identify problems associated with I3ronchopulmonary Displasia and Respiratory Sy n-

cytial Virus (RSV).
18. Identify etiology, pathophysiology,, and treatment of Cystic Fibrosis
19. Identify etiology, pathophysiology, treatment, and mode of transmission of

tuberculosis.
20 Identify etiology, pathophysiology, and treatment of chest trauma and pneuniothrax.
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21. Identity etiology, pathophysiology, and treatment of iespiratory failure.
22. Identify etiology, pathophyszology, and treatment of Coronary Artery Disease
23, Identify respiratory problems associated with burn trauma.

UNIT VI: Basic Clinical Procedures

Competencies: 1. Discuss medical ethics.
2. Identify and use fire extinguishers.
3. List and define symptomatic prefixes and suffixes.
4. Use appropriate body mechanics.
5. Discuss the five stages of dying.
6. Use therapeutic communication skills.
7. Perform basic nursing skills.
8. Perform one- and two-man Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) on an adult.
9. Perform CPR on an infant.

10 Set up, transport and discontinue cylinders of compressed gas
11. Attach regulators and flow meters to the gas sources.
12 Select and assemble the materials needed to provide oxygen via various delivery

devices.
13. Identify drugs commonly used in respiratory therapy.
14. Fill and operate an aerosol generator for continuous and intermittent use.
15. Set up equipment and instruct patient in Incentive Spirometry techniques.
16 Assemble equipment and administer IPPB therapy using Bennett and Bird respirators
17. Position patient to drain all bronchopulmonary segments
18. Perform manual percussion and vibration
19. Perform bag and mask ventilation.
20. Perform suction procedures.
21 Change inner tracheostomy cannula and give stoma care
22 Perform endotracheal intubation and extubation.

UNIT VII:, Physiology of Respiration

Competencies: I Trace the complete airflow pattern into and out of the lungs.
2 List and define the concepts of lung capacity and volume measurements
3. Describe the process of pulmonary mechanics.
4 Describe the normal distribution of gases and uneven distribution of gases
5. Describe the gas transfer in the lungs.
6 Describe the relationship of compliance and dynamic recoil of the lungs.
7. Define and measure airway resistance
8 Discuss acid-base homeostasis.
9 Discuss oxygen transport in the blood

10 Discuss carbon dioxide transport in the blood.
1 1. Discuss respiratory tract defenses
12. Discuss fetal to neonatal circulation and initiation of breathing

UNIT VIII: Advanced Respiratory Therapy

Competencies: I. Identify normal blood gas values.
2 Identify hypoxia and its causes
3. Discuss the role and responsibilities of Respiratory Therapy -technicians during CPR.
4. Identify emergency airway maintenance equipment.
5 Identify cardia dysrhythmias from Electrocaidiograph (EKG) Tracings
6. Identify and operate positive and negative pressure ventilator..
7. Identify and operate pressure and volume ventilators.
S. Identify sym:lonis of common malfunctions of ventilators and their causes.
9. Identity the indications, contraindications, and the hazards of mechanical ventilation.
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10. Identify the effects and complications of mechanical ventilation.
11. Identify measureable parameters needed to wean a patient from a ventilator.
12. Identify minimum criteria for each parameter
13. Identify weaning techniques and devices.
14. Identify anatomical differences between infants and adults.
15. Identify flow characteristics of pediatric ventilators.
16 Locate arterial puncture sites.
17. Identify procedures for handling blood gas samples.
18. Identify normal values for pressure in the heart and blood vessels.
19. Identify techniques for home care patients.

UNIT IX: Advanced Clinical Procedures

Competencies: 1. Prepare blood samples for blood gas analysis.
2. Perform quality control procedures on clinical instrumentation.
3. Measure, record, and evaluate vital signs and respiratory parameters.
4. Connect a circuit to a volume ventilator.
5. Set up and operate pressure ventilators.
6 Monitor a mechanical ventilator in continuous use.
7. Make changes in ventilatory settings to cyean patient from mechanical ventilator.
8. Set up and operate infant ventilators
9. Perform procedures for handling arterial blo,d samples.

10. Instruct patient in techniques of home care.

UNIT X: Cardiopulmonary Evaluation

Competencies: 1. Identify pulmonary function test procedures and give normal values.
2. Identify pulmonary mechanics test procedures and give normal values.
3. Identify gas distribution test procedures and give normal values.
4. Identify diffusion test procedures and give normal values.
5. Identify ventilation blood flow test procedures and give normal values.
6. Identify components of hemodynamics.
7. Identify uses of Swann-Gans catheter.

S. Perform arterial line and Swann-Gans catheter calibrations.
9. Identify methods of determining noninvasive cardiac functions.

UNIT XI: Employment Preparation

Competencies: I. Explain the procedure for obtaining and renewing a license to practice.
2. Describe the tole of the Respiratory Therapy Technician relating to legal

responsibilities.
3 Prepare a personal resume'.
4. Complete a job application
5. Describe procedure for resignation.
6. Write a letter of resignation
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Discuss Equal Opportunity Employment provisions and Affirmative Action policies

in the work place.
9. Promote public relations within the work place.
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CURRICULUM STA N i)ARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Health Occupations Course Title: Surgical Technology

CIP Code: 17.0211 Course Length 1575 Clock Flours - 14 Months

Course Description:
This course prepares students to set up operating room equipment and supplies for surgery as well as assist
the physician during surgical procedures. Students receive classroom instruction and clinical experiences
in accredited hospitals under the supervision of registered nurses and instructors.

A high school education or equivalent is required for admission to this competency-based course. Classroom
instruction includes nUcrobiology, anatomy and physiology, safety, pharmacology, instriunentation and so,61..01
procedures.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Surgical Technology
II. Anatomy and Physiology

III. Microbiology
IV. Aseptic Techniques
V. Pharmacology

VI. Patient Care and Safety
VII. Supplies and Equipment

VIII. Surgical Procedures
IX. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: introduction to Surgical Technology

Competencies: 1. Define surgical technology.
2. Demonstrate communication skills.
3. Discuss legal, ethical, and historical aspects of surgery.
4. Interpret medical terns and abbreviations.
5. Discuss the operating room environment.

UNIT II: Anatomy and Physiology

Competencies: 1. Describe the organization of the body.
2. Discuss cells, tissues, and membranes.
3. Identify and discuss structure, location, function and blood supply of: integumen-

tary system, skeletal system, muscular system, nervous system, special sense organs,
digestive system, circulatory system, respiratory system, reproductive system, urinary
system, and endocrine system.
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UNIT III: Microbiology

Competencies: 1. Define and classify microorganisms.
2. Describe the infectious process.
3. Describe the immune response.
4. Describe the process of wound healing.

UNIT IV: Aseptic Techniques

Competencies: 1. Define principles and concepts of aseptic techniques.
2. Perform scrubbing, gowning, and gloving techniques.
3. Discuss and perform sterilization and disinfection methods and procedures.

UNIT V: Pharmacology

Competencies: 1. Solve problems relating to weights amd measures.
2. Calculate dosage of medications.
3 Classify drugs according to their use in surgery.
4. Define and discuss types of anesthesia.

UNIT VI: Patient Care and Safety

Competencies: 1. Perform related health care skills.
2. Demonstrate ability to facilitate preoperative routines.
3. Perform positioning, prepping, and draping for intraoperative procedures.
4. Perform surgical counts.
5. Differentiate between pediatric and geriatric special precautions.
6. Perform CPP on adults and infants.
7. Discuss death and dying.
8. Discuss emergency practices and procedures.
9. Obtain and identify specimens.

UNIT VII: Supplies and Equipment

Competencies: 1. Discuss and demonstrate the use of operating room furniture and accessory
equipment.

2. Identify, assemble equipment, and perform skills related to the following: instrumen-
tation; suture; and needles; sponges, dressings, and packings; catheters, drains,
tubes, and collecting mechanisms;, and syringes and hypodermic needles.

UNIT VIII: Surgical Procedures

Competencies: 1. Identify goals and reasons for surgical intervention.
2. Identify types of intraoperative complications.
3. Establish and maintain a sterile field.
4. Discuss and perform procedures related to general surgery to include the following:

herniorrphy, thyroidectomy/parathyroidectomy, and breast surgery.
5. Discuss and perform procedures related to the following: gastrointestinal surgery;,

obstetrics and gynecology surgery; genitourinary surgery; head and neck surgery;
plastic/reconstructive surgery; ophthalmic surgery;, orthopedic surgery; neurosurgery;
thoracic surgery; and cardiovascular /peripheral vascular surgery.

UNIT IX: Employment Preparation

Competencies: 1. Explain procedure for obtaining and renewing certification to practice.
2. Describe the role of the surgical technician relating to legal responsibilitici.
3. Prepare a personal resume'.
4. Complete a job application.
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5. Participate in a mock job interview.
6. Describe procedure for resignation.
7. Write a letter of resignation.
8. Promote public relations within the workplace.

rU
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Health Occupations Course \yard Clerk

CIP Code: 17.0313 Course Length 338 Clock Hums - 3 Months

Course Description:
This course prepares students for assistant management positions of responsibilit\ in hospital nursing units.
The ward clerk performs non-nursing managerial functions on the out sing unit under the direct supervisionof the head nurse.

Included in the classroom instruction are management of a safe environment, equipment and supplies, Lief-Ical
assistance with records and reports, coordination of acti\ ales of the nursing unit \\ ith other departments,
medical terminology, transcription procedures, and performance of receptionist duties. This is a competency-
based course

iJnits of Instruction: I Orie l!ation and Introduction
II. Medical Terminology

III. Communications
IV Transcription Procedures
V. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation and Introduction

Competencies: 1. Identify the purposes of I lealth Care Institutions.
2. Identify the orgarniational structure within the I lealth Care Institution and the i lealth

Care Team.
3. Identify the roles and responsibilities ot each member ot the I lealth Care Team.
1. Identify the duties and responsibilities of the ward deik
5. Identify standards of ethical and professional behavlia
6 Exhibit good personal grooming and hygiene practices
7. Identify and use appropriate communication and observation skills
8. Identify potential haiirds in home and health call. em, °laments and piocL dures
9. Demonstrate fire safety procedures.

10 Prevent (loss contamination by using appropriate handwashing tediniotit's
11. Identify and use techniques of good body mechanks
12 Perform cardiopulmonaiv resuscitation (CPR)
13 Identify the major types of patients
14. Exhibit understanding, tact, and competence \\ hen w oking ith patients and

families
15. Explain the legal responsibilities of the ward clerk
16 Explain the religious practices that may be encounteied
17 Demonstrate appropriate use of station equipment.
18. Maintain patient ch,..ts and records.
19. Record legibly and spell correctly on all records
20. Assist with training new ward clerk employees.
21. Monitor dietary trays for content and accurate chstribution



22. Route lost and found articles to appropriate department.
23. Maintain and record daily census.
24. Order, maintain, and credit patient and unit supplies.
25. Assist with completion of necessary consent forms.
26 Assist with completion of accident; incident report forms.

UNIT II: Medical Terminology

Competencies: I. Identify the purposes of using medical terminology.
2. Identify the word elements used to compose medical terms
3 Demonstrate appropriate use of medical terms and the medical dictionary.
4. Use accepted abbreviations and symbols.
5 Pronounce and spell medical terms correctly.

UNIT III: Communications

Competencies: 1 Identify the purposes of the major departments within the Health Care Institution.
2 Describe how the ward clerk interfaces with other departments in the institution.
3 Discuss the importance of patients' needs, rights, and dignity.
4 Discuss the importance of good judgement in dealing with patients, families, per-

sonnel, and physicians.
5 Answer and use the telephone and the intercom courteously.
6. Receive and relay messages promptly and accurately.
7. Requisition supplies and equipment as needed.
8. Assist with admission, transfer, and discharge procedures.

UNIT IV: Transcription Procedures

Competencies: I Identify the purposes of physicians' orders and transcription procedures.
2. Discuss legal aspects of physicians' orders.
3 Complete requisitions and route to appropriate departments.
4. Identify the effects of errors in transcribing physicians' orders.
5 Enter patient data into computer.
6 Identity and perform appropriate tiansmption procedures for all items included in

the physicians' orders
7 Make clinic appointments for patients %% hen necessary

UNIT V: Ismployment Preparation

Competencies: 1 Describe career advancement oppoitunities
2. Complete a job application.
3. Describe' procedure for resignation
4 Write a letter of resignation.

Participate in a mock interview.
6 Disk uss Equal Opportunity Employment piovisions and Affirmative Action policies

in the work place.
7 Promote loyalty and contidentialitt within the work place.
S. Piomote good public relations in the w uik place.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Home Economics

CIP Code: 20.0201

Course Title: Child Care

Course Length 1350 Clock Hours 12 Months

Course Description:
This program prepares indivirltials for entry-level, assistant,, and management levels of employment in day
care centers, nursery Fchoo!s, recreation Lenters or other areas v here caring for young children is the prin-
cipal function. This colr.:,± of study focuses on normal physical, emotional, and social growth and dek elop-
ment. Appropriate play activities, melliion, guidance and discipline, safety, and approaches fur teaching
children are also included.

Supervised laboratory or --oik experience is included as an important part of the curriculum. The content
is organized into competency-based units of instruction and specifies occupational competencies that the
student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Child Care
II. Prenatal and Infant Growth and Development

III. Toddler and Preschool Growth and Development
IV. School Age and Adolescent Growth and Development
V. Guidance and Discipline

VI. Early Childhood Curriculum and Laboratory
VII. Nutrition and Health

VIII. Teaching Young Children and Laboratory
IX. Administration and Supervision of Early Childhood Programs
X. Family Relationships and Issues

Xl. Children With Exceptionalities
XII. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Child Care

Competencies: 1. Define the child care profession.
2. Identify personal qualities needed by a child care giver
3. Identify career opportunities.
4. Identify types of child care programs.
5. List characteristics of a good quality child care program.
6. Discuss licensing requirements
7 Identify safety hazards.

UNIT II: Prenatal and Infant Growth and Development

Competencies: I. Identify and explain the functions of the reproductike system.
2. Explain the process of conception and methods of family planning.
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3. Discuss the importance of prenatal care.
4. Identify the stages of prenatal development.
5. Explain the birth process.
6. Explain the social, physical, emotional, and intellectual needs of an infant from birth

to 12 months.
7. Demonstrate appropriate techniques for holdirg the infant, diapering, feeding, dress-

ing and sleeping.
8. Prepare a growth and development activity file for infants.
9. Identify, select, and make appropriate play materials.

10. Chart the social, physical, emotional, and intellectual development of an infant from
birth to 12 months.

11. Evaluate total development of the infant from birth to 12 months.
12. Identify appropriate guidance techniques.
13. Describe infant intellectual and language developments by noted authorities in the

field.
14. Identify special needs of infants in a group setting.

UNIT III: Toddler and Preschool Growth and Development

Competencies: 1 Identify and explain social, physical, emotional, and intellectual needs of a toddler
(age 12-36 months) and a preschooler (age 3 to 5 years).

2. Describe and demonstrate how toddlers and preschoolers learn routines and self-
help skills such as toileting, preparing for nap time, dressing and eating.

3. Identify special needs of toddlers and preschoolers in the group setting.
4. Identify appropriate toddler and preschooler guidance techniques.
5. Prepare a growth and development activity file for toddlers and preschoolers.
6. Identify, select, and make appropriate play materials for toddlers and preschoolers.
7. Identify hazards to the safety of toddlers and preschoolers.
8. Describe toddler and preschool intellectual language developments by noted

authorities in the field.
9. Identify common language problems.

10. Evaluate total development of toddlers and preschoolers.
11. Chart the social, physical, emotional, and intellectual development of toddlers and

preschoolers.

UNIT IV: School Age and Adolescent Growth and Development

Competencies: 1 Identify and explain social, physical, emotional,, and intellectual needs of a school
age child (age 6-12 yrs.) and an adolescent (age 13-adult).

2. Describe and demonstrate how school-age children and adolescents learn routines
and self-help skills for personal needs.

3. Identify special needs of school-age children and adolescents in group settings.
4. Identify appropriate guidance techniques.
5. Prepare a growth and development activity file.
6. Identify, select, and make appropriate play materials.
7. Establish and maintain a safe and healthy environment.
8. Describe intellectual and language development by noted authorities in the field.
9 Identify common language problems.

10. Evaluate total development of school-age children and adolescents.
11. Identify programs for school-age children and adolescents.
12 Identify and discuss special problems in social and emotional development of school-

age children and adolescents.

UNIT V: Guidance and Discipline

Competencies: I. Define guidance and discipline
2. Explain the self-control approach to discipline'
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3. List ways to effectively communicate with children.
4. Recognize and use positive statements in dealing with children.
3. Explain the use of imitation and reinforcement in dealing with behavior.
6. Show how removing the causes of misbehavior and providing a suitable environ-

ment are helpful.
7. Identify the reasons for specific behaviors.
8. Choose correct ways to handle situations involving: freedom of expression, giving

choices, setting and enforcing limits, and handling special problems.

UNIT VI: Early Childhood Curriculum and Laboratory

Competencies: 1. Identify curriculum areas.
2. Identify, select, and make appropriate curriculum materials in the areas of science,

mathematics, language, literature, creative art,, music, dramatic play, cooking, out-
door play, creative movement, manipulatives, health and safety, social studies, wood-
working, and carpentry.

3. Identify the value of the curriculum areas.
4. Identify the importance and value of play and creativity.
5. Plan and demonstrate learning activities in the identified curriculum areas.
6 Make a curriculum resource file.
7. Describe the role of the teacher or care giver in facilitating children's play.

UNIT VII: Nutrition and Health

Competencies: 1. Explain the importance of good nutrition.
2. List the four food groups and identify foods found in each group.
3. Identify nutritional needs during pregnancy, breast feeding, infancy, toddler,

preschooler, school-age child, and adolescent.
4. Plan and write menus for all children.
5. Demonstrate appropriate sanitation practices and food storage, preparation,, serv-

ing, and clean-up.
6. Prepare nutritious snacks for children.
7. Teach a nutrition class to the children.
8. Make a nutrition file.
9. Discuss appropriate meal-time routines.

10. measures to prevent disease in a group setting
1' Name the immunizations commonly required for entrance into a child care center.
1'2. Discuss communicable diseases in children.
13. Identify the signs of illness in children.
14. Outline the steps to be taken when a child becomes ill.
15. Perform basic first aid procedures including cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).
16. Identify and remove health hazards.

UNIT VIII: Teaching Young Children and Laboratory

Competencies: 1. Discuss theories of learning
2. Define goals and objectives.
3. Write program goals and objectives.
4 Write lesson plans to include goals, objectives, materials, procedures, and evaluation.
5. Develop a complete teaching resource unit
6. Prepare and conduct a learning experience from the resource unit.
7. Develop yearly, monthly, weekly, and daily curriculum plans for an early childhood

education program.
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UNIT IX: Administration and Supervision of Early Childhood Programs

Competencies: 1. Formulate goals and objectives of a child care program.
2. Identify desirable characteristics of the physical plant.
3. Identify staffing requirements.
4. Plan operating budget.
5. Identify types of procedures of record keeping.
6. Select equipment.
7. Formulate program policies for staff, children, and parents.
8. Describe ways that parents can become involved in the program.
9. Describe methods for effective communications with parents and staff.

10. Identify laws and regulations which apply to opening a child care center.
11. Make a list of agencies, professional organizations, and publications relating to child

care.

UNIT X: Family Relationships and Issues

Competencies: 1. Define family structures.
2. Discuss behaviors as they relate to the changing 'wilily structures.
3. Identify available community resources.
4. Discuss physical and behavioral indicators of child abuselneglect, legal requirements,

and reporting procedures.
5. Discuss changes and transitions in the family environment such as moving,

hospitalization, unemployment, death, divorce, and new siblings.
6. Identify parent education programs.

UNIT XI: Children With Exceptionalities

Competencies: 1, Define causes and characteristics of exceptionalities and children who have these
exceptionalities.

2. Identify cur.,nt laws pertaining to children with exceptionalities.
3 Discuss screening and testing.
4. Identify appropriate curriculum for children with exceptionalities.
5. Identify changes in physical environment.
6 List organizations that provide assistance and services for children with

exceptionalities.
7. Identify appropriate guidance techniques.

UNIT XII: Employment Preparation

Competencies: 1. Describe the role of the child care giver relating to legal responsibilities.
2. Prepare a personal resume' and a letter of application.
3 Complete a job application.
4. Describe procedure for resignation.
5. Write a letter of resignation.
6. Participate in a mock interview.
7. Discuss medical requirements.
8 Discuss Equal Opportunity Employment provisions and Affirmative Action policies

in the work place.
9. Promote public relations within the work place.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Home Economics

CIP Code: 20.0303

Course Title: Commercial Sewing

Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Course Description:
The Commercial Sewing course prepares students for entry-level positions in areas such as men's and women's
alterations, basic clothing construction in a factory or design boutique, and drapery making Classroom in-
struction includes personality of fabrics, layout and alteration of patterns, cutting out and assembling garments
and draperies, hand and machine stitching, and pressing.

The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction and specifies occupational competen-
cies that the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Basic Garment Construction
II. Drapery Making

Ill. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Basic Garment Construction

Competencies: 1. Discuss the job markets, working conditions, and salaries.
2 Identify types of machines used such as sewing machine, serger machine, and blind

stitcher machine.
3. Read and understand operation manual of each machine
4. Perform tasks listed in operation manual
3 Adhere to safety regulations for each machine.
6 Identify and use measuring tools and equipment.
7 Identify and use cutting tools and equipment.
8. Identify and use marking tools and equipment.
9 Identify and use pressing tools and equipment.

1(1. Care for tools and equipment properly
11. Adhere to safety piecautions when using all tools and equipment
P. Learn natural and man-made fabric contents.
13 Identify woven and knitted fabrics
14 Identify fabric compatibility.
15. Identify fabrics that require serging
16. Identify label and tag requnements.
17. Greet the customers.
18. Measure the customer.
19. Obtain and interpret customer requests.
20. Prepare the fabric by preshrinking IA hen nece,,sarv, straightening the pain, and iden-

tifying the cutting direction.
21. Read pattern guidesheet
22. Make pattern adjustments.
23. Identify right side of fabric
24. Las' out pattern on fabric according to correct gram and nap.
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25. Cut fabric according to layout.
26 Mark construction details on fabric.
27. Identify types of stitches.
28. Identify and perform balanced tension of machine stitching.
29. Determine appropriate type and length of stitch.
30. Identify and perform basic seam types.
31. Stitch seams accurately and consistently.
32 Construct darts, tucks, pleats and gathers.
33. Perform stay stitching, reinforcing, understitching and top stitching.
34 Construct and/or apply facings, interfacings, collars, sleeves, and pockets.
35 Apply closings as listed: fasteners (snaps, hooks and eyes, velcro), zippers, buttons,

and make buttonholes.
36. Make casings for drawstrings and elastic.
37. Identify types of hems.
38. Perform hemming techniques.
39. Differentiate pressing qualities of fabrics.
40 Perform progressive and final pressing techniques
41. Use appropriate pressing tools.
42. Identify alteration tags and markings
43. Fit garment and mark alterations.
44. Define factors which influence fit of garments.
45. Identify standards of well-fitted garments.
46 Lengthen and shorten, increase and decrease, raise and lower, and relocate construc-

tion details.
47 Identify types of interfacing.
48 Construct and apply interfacings, underlinings, and linings.
49. Identify and apply types of trim.
50. Identify types of padding, construct and apply padding.
51. Determine need and apply fray-stopping solution.
52 Pad-stitch a collar and lapel
53. Grade seam allowances.
54 Shape by using advanced pressing techniques.
55. Stitch and evaluate a tour-point closure.

UNIT Drapers' Making

Competencies: 1 Define basic drapery terminology.
2. Identify Andow types and styles.
'3. Identify parts of a ssindosv.
4 Identify drapery hardware and methods of drapers' installation.
5. Assess and maintain a sate environment,
6 Identity equipment used for drapery making, such as the work table
7. Identify and use hand tools as listed:

Cutting shears Dressmaker pins
Seam ripper Iron
Steel tape measuie Ironing board
Needles Drapery hangers
F-pms Staple gun
Yardstick and rulers ffot glue gun
Push pins lick and claw hammer
Square Wood saw
Screwdriver I facksal

8 Interpret parts of the work order
9 Verity fabric specifications as to name, color and amount.

10 Verify measurements and pattern repeat of fabric.
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I1 Identify and inspect for flaws in fabric
12. Identify right side of fabric
13. Identify grain line of fabric.
14. Adjust fabric to square of table if necessary.
15. Cut fabric and lining
16. Clip and/or remove selvages on panels.
17. Match patterns in fabric and pin panels together.
18. Stitch fabric panels together.
19. Stitch lining panels together.
20. Press side and bottom hems and sew by hand.
21. Insert weights in corners and seams
1',... Press lining hem and stitch.
23. Anchor drapery hem to work table at correct length.
24. Press top hem and insert crinoline.
25. Pin lining to drapery at bottom hem.
26. Fold in side edges of hem and sew.
27. Fold in top edge of lining, secure with T-pins and sew
28. Measure and mark drapery for pleats.
29 Stitch the pleats at markings.
30. Determine type of pleat to be used.
31. Finish pleats by pinch, cartridge, and box methods.
32 Insert pleat pins (hooks) according to rod type and specifications in work order.
33. Fan-fold and band finished drapery.
34. Determine type and size of rod for rod pocket draperies.
35. Inspect the fabric and stitch the panels for rod pocket draperies.
36. Fold and press rod pocket to allow for size of rod and specified header.
37. Stitch rod pocket and header.
38. Determine length and style of tieback from we' der
39 Identify styles of tiebacks as listed: shaped, corded ruffled, shirred, bands, and

bow ties.
40. Construct each style of tieback.
41 Identify and apply trims to drapery as listed ruffles, bands, and fringes.
42 Identify styles and types of top treatments as listed. valances, swags and cascades,

and cornices.
43. Construct a valance.
44. Construct swags and cascades.
45. Construct a cornice.
46. Identify types of window .-. pecialties
47. Construct a Roman shade.
48 Construct an Austrian shade.
49 Construct a balloon shade.
7)0 Identify types and styles of bedding.
51 Construct a fitted bedspread, lined and unlined.
52. Construct a throw-style bedspread, lined and unlined.
53 Construct a bed skirt.
=)-I. Construct a fitted coverlet.
55, Construct a thro -style covei let.
56 Construct pillow shams.
57 Construct decorative pillows

UNIT III: Lmplovinent Preparation

Competencies: I. Prepare a personal resume'.
2. Fill out a job application.
3. Prepare a letter of application
4. Prepare a follow-up letter.
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5. Participate in a mock job interview.
6. Describe procedure for resignation.
7. Write a letter of resignation.
8. Review potential job and educational opportunities.
9. Discuss Equal Opportunity Employment provisions and Affirmative Action Policies

10 Promote public relations within the work place.

1
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Educati,,n

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Home Economics Course Title: Culinary Occupations

CIP Code: 20 0403 Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Course Description:
Culinary Occupations is an organized and specialized group of learning experiences which includes theory
and supervised laboratory activities as they relate to planning, selecting, puchasing, presen mg, preparing
and serving quality food and food products. Students are prepared for employment in a variety of food ser-
vice occupations. Emphasized are the study of foods, their nutritionalcontent, standard measurements, wst
control, menu planning, food preparation, quantity cooking, using and storing equipment, sanitation,, sen-
ing techniques, and management.

Culinary Occupations is a competency-based course.

Units of Instruction: I. Orientation to the Industry
II. Sanitation

Safety
IV. Teamwork
V. Nutrition

VI. Time and Stress Management
VII. Service

VIII. Theory of Production
IX. Tools and Utensils
X. Equipment

XI Food Quality: Receiving, Storing, and Issuing
XII. Standard Recipe Use

XIII. Cold Production
XIV Hot Production
XV Baking and Pastries

XVI. Beverages
XVII. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation to the Industry

Competencies: 1. Identify and evaluate the demands of the Indust!v
2. Identify job availability
3. Identify advancement possibilities and requirements.
4. Identify desirable worker traits.
5. Discuss economic impacts in the industry

UNIT II: Sanitation

Competencies: 1. Identify hazards to safe food.
2. Demonstrate appropriate personal hygiene and sanitary Ivork habits
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UNIT III: SafetA

Competencies:

UNIT IV: Tearmvo:k

i. Identify Department of Health and Human Resources (DHHR) requirements and

4. Use appropriate cleaning and sanitizing agents.

1. ident:f kitchen and personal hazards.
2 Pricticc sate work habits and use preventive measures.
3. Demonstrate fire safety procedures and preventive measures.
4. Discuss emergency and disaster procedures.

Competencies: i Discuss organizational structure.
Identify the chain of command.

3. identify and use appropriate communications techniques.
4 Dexonstrate individual responsibility to the team.

UNIT V: Nutrition

Competencies: 1 identify tile Your b.,sic food groups.
2 Id:nitify :ivp nutrients and their functions.
3. ::.aluate menus for nutritional value.
4. Ditter.2..n'aate I.-etv,een_ regular and modified individual nutritional needs.
5. Discuzys zonsequenLes of poor nutrition.

UNIT VI: Time and Riess Management

Competencies: 1. Identify the importance of self-control.
2. E\ercise self-control.
3. Discuss advantages and benefits of good time management.
4. Plan your work and work your plan.
3. Identify v.ays to deal with stress.

UNIT VII: Service

Competencies:

UNIT VIII: Theory
Competencies:

I. Identity types of services and table settings for each.
2. Discuss dining room personnel and procedures.
3. Discuss guestlemploy:.:T relationships and sales techniques.

of Production

I. Identify production schedules.
2. Discuss importance of inventory procedures.
3. Use iel,overs creatively.
4. Discuss organized work tlocv and potential problem areas.

UNIT IX: Tools and Utensils

Competencies: 1. Differentiate between tools and utensils.
2. identify and use the correct tool and utensil for the specific job.
3. Demonstrate appropriate care and storage.

UNIT X: Equipment
Competencies: !. Differentiate between kinds of equipment.

2. Identify and use the correct equipment for the specific job.
3. Demonstrate appropriate care and storage.
4 cgemble and disassemble major pieces of equipment.
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5. Perform preventive maintenance.
6. Discuss safety procedures unique to each piece of equipment.

UNIT XI: Food Quality: Receiving, Storing, and Issuing

Competencies: 1 Identify criteria for receiving good quality food products.
2. Demonstrate use of scales.
3. Identify food service terminology.
4 Reconcile order to shipment invoice.
5. Identify and practice category storage
6. Identify and practice First In, First Out (FIFO) storage method.
7. Monitor storage temperatures.
8. Discuss safety and security in storage.
9. Pertorm perpetual and physical inventory of food supplies.

10. Describe appropriate requisition procedures.

UNIT XII: Standard Recipe Use

CompetencieF.: 1. Define terms related to standard recipes.
2. Demonstrate appropriate weighing and measuring procedures.
3. Perform basic culinary techniques precisely.
4. E\plain components of a standard recipe.
5. Use standard recipes for food preparation.
6. Perform recipe conversion.

UNIT XIII: C, Id Production

Competencies: I. Identify food items generally served cold.
2 Describe and perform procedures for handling, preparing, and holding of vegetables

and fruits.
3 Describe and perform procedures for handling, preparing, and holding of meat,

poultry, and seafood.
4 Describe and perform procedures for handling, preparing, and holding dairy pro-

ducts and eggs.
Describe and perform procedures for handling, preparing, and holding of dressings.

6. Describe and perform sandwich preparation.
7 Describe and perform procedures for handling, preparing, and holding of garnishes
8 Describe and perform procedures for handling, preparing, and holding of hors

d'oeuvres
9. Demonstrate creative salad assembly.

UNIT XI V: I lot Production

Competencies: I Identify food items generally served hot.
2 Describe and perform procedures for handling, preparing and holding of vegetables

and fr uits.
Describe and perform procedures for handling, preparing, and holding of meat,
poultry, and seafood.

4 Identify basic cuts of beef, veal, pork. and lamb.
3. Cut up a chicken.
6. Identify basic culinary techniques for cooking meats, poultry, and seafood.
7. Prepare basic stock.
$ Prepare five basic sauces
9. Prepare basic soups.

10. Describe and perform hot sandwich preparation.
I I Use creative garnishes for enchancing hot foods.
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12. Describe and perform procedures for handling, preparing, and holding hors
d'ouevres.

13. Prepare starches.
14. Prepare breakfast menu items.

UNIT XV: Baking and Pastries

Competencies: 1. Identify basic baking ingredients.
2. Identify bakery tools, utensils, and equipment.
3. Demonstrate the use of baking formula.
4. Prepare various cookies.
5. Prepare yeast breads and rolls.
6. Prepare sweet yeast dough products.
7. Prepare quick breads.
8. Prepare cakes and icings.
9. Perform basic cake decorating techniques.

10. Prepare pastries and pies.

UNIT XVI: Beverages
Competencies: 1. Prepare coffee.

2. Prepare tea.
3. Prepare a foundation punch.

UNIT XVII: Employment Preparation

Competencies: 1. Prepare a personal resume'.
2. Complete a job application.
3. Describe procedure for resignation.
4. Write a letter of resignation.
5. Participate in a mock interview
6. Discuss Equal Opportunity Employment provisions and Affirmative Action policies

in the work place.
7. Promote public relations within the work place.



CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Home Economics Course Title: Dietary Manager

CIP Code: _20.0404 Course Length 1330 Clock HOW S 12 Months

Course Description:
This course prepares students for employment as supportive dietetic personnel ho pro% ide nutritional care
services and food service management in health facilities under the supervision of a dietitian, or an ad-
ministrator and a counsulting dietitian

Competency-based classroom instruction includes sanitation and safety, use of equipment, nutrition, organiza-
tion and management, food production, cost control, staff de% elopment, and diet therapy Clinical experience
is obtained in a health care facility under the supervision of the instructor and dietitian.

Units of Instruction: i. Orientation to the Industry
II Sanitation and Safety

III. Equipment
IV. Nutrition
V. Organization and Management

VI. Meal l lanagement
VII. Purchasing, Receiving, and Stotage

VIII. Food Production
IX. Cost Control
X. Diet Therapy

XI Staff Development
XII. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation to the industr%

Competencies: I Identity the qualitications aid responsibilities of dietar% ni.ina,,,eis and other tood
service personnel
Compare the types of food service ()relations and gie the ad% antages and disad-
vantages of each

3 1dentrty professional food sets ke organizations crtulr, 'oenetits ut membeiship

UNIT II: Sanitation and Satet%

Competencies: I.

3,

4.

Identify hazards to safe food.
Identity sanitary procedures for sate food pupal ation and service
Ideotif v personnel safety hazards possible in a commercial rn institutional kitchen
Identity and practice sate 6 ork habits.
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:1': and .small equipment
r rri,t ate appropriate use and care of large and small equipment

equrpment needs for specific institutions.
,r equipment specifications.

nutrients and give functions and sources of each.
n:itv the importance of proper nutrition to good health
,;t, and e\plain the basic four food groups.

and compare nutritional requirements for different age groups
' ,..tritionallv adequate diets for various age groups

a the route of digestion and absorption of nutrients in the gastrointestinal tract

\ lanagement

rod define functions and tools of management
theories of management.

-to \ records to be kept when opeiating a rood service facility
us.- decision-making and problem-solving techniques.

ss Libor policies and legislation.

fi.fois to be considered LL hen planning good menus.
e,-,luate cycle menus

st les of service and correct table service

ing and storage

Hrt: to be consideied LL hen puichasing foods
n.arr/c the pi umples of ordering and receRing food and supplies

pro,edures for ieceiing and storing food and supplies
r n perpetual and physical inventory

Alatra basic food pi epai ation methods and pith elinrek,
isrrat. basic weighing and measuring procedtnes
,omnionly used baking and Looking teims

iecipes
i it induction schedules.
not\ and discuss methods of LLoik simplification and motion eLononn.

n,za !ado!, that could lead to Inc-Teases and dcLicascs in food, laboi and
(,`,11

I ritc: WIIIMOUIV used ieLords
.o.l t,t 1, e

aod mq,lement ,1 budget

ot in. irks of diet therapy. In the ticatment of disease
wall\ assess the needs of an indi (dual based on personal data

dietary analysis
oitilate a dietarL plan

\..tlinc pertinent data to be included in lhailing
, .;J
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UNIT
Co

XI: Staff Development

mpetencies: 1. Formulate a plan to recruit, hire, train, and evaluate employees.
2. Explain principles of good communications and human relations.
3. Identify motivational techniques.
4. Demonstrate counseling and disciplinary strategies.
5. Conduct appropriate inservice activities

UNIT XII: Employment Preparation

Competencies: 1. Explain the procedure for obtaining and maintaining certification.
2. Describe the role of the dietary manager relating to legal responsibilities.
3. Prepare a personal resume'.
4. Complete a job appiication.
5. Describe procedure for resignation.
6. Write a letter of resignation.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8 Discuss Equal Opportunity Employment provisions and Affirmative Action policies

in the work place.
9. Promote public relations within the work place.
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Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Home Economics

CIP Code: 20.0606

Course Title: Homemaker's Aide

Course Length 675 Clock Hours - 6 Months

Course Description:
This course prepares students for employment in homes of the eldeilv and or disabled who require the
assistance of skilled workers who have been trained in home management and limited personal care pro-
cedures. Some of the services that may be provided are housecleaning, preparing meals, Itashing and dry-
ing clothes, and assistance with grooming.

Topics included in the classroom instruction and laboratory experiences are interpersonal and communica-
tion skills, basic cleaning and laundeimg proceduies, food preparation and sere mg, basic mending and pat-
ching, and personal hygiene and special needs

Units of Instruction: I. Orientation to the Industry
II. Interpersonal Skills

III Communication Skills
IV. Providing Assistance With Personal Hygiene and Special Needs
V. Basic Cleaning and Laundering Procedures

VI. Food Preparation and Serving
VII. Basic Mending and Patching

VII!. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation to the Industry

Competencies: 1. Discuss the job markets, salaries and ttorking conditions
2. Discuss job responsibilities
3 Discuss ethical considerations
4. Discuss legal considerations.
5 Assess and maintain safe environment.
6 Perform Caidiopulmmiary Resuscitation (CPR) and First Aid I'ioeedures

UNIT II: Interpersonal Skills

Competencies: I Identify and practice appropriate personal hgiene measuies true
good grooming

2 Identify and practice appropriate personal attributes such as
honesty.

3 Fstablish, maintain, and terminate professional relationships in ,
4 Be a good listener.

Refrain from judgmental attitudes
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UNIT III: Communicatiun Skills

Competencies: 1. Pn,cti,:e osic coiirtesies such as meeting and greeting.
el-rec.:we telephone communication skills.

3 9,.ir.-oim h c emketgency communications such as notifying Emergency Medical Ser-
%ices ;E.itE.i. ambulance services, police and fire departments.

s. ;?ra:tice )bierwaion and documentation skills.
5. .\s,;;s: uient vith written communication skills as needed.

UNIT IV: P;:widing, i.ssist.anc 1\1th Personal Hygiene and Special Needs

Competencies: resources in order to meet client's special needs.
2. .A,sist cher.: -.vith grooming.
3. the !radix ;dual to be as independent as possible within his/her limitations.
4 IZespart parent's wishes in regard to child care.
5. 30..sJect c:icrn's .vishes,,dignity in regard to care.

UNIT V: Basic CI3ili,r1g 1...--noenrg Procedures

Coro.peter:ck:s: practizes for cleaning and laundering.
acnvilies and sequency plan for housekeeping.

tar as possible to client needs and requests.
4 <aa .are for tools and equipment.
5. from available equipment.
h. :c'eptii- c.e ming agents, their appropriate use, and storage.

Ider.I ,he different types of floors and wails and cleaning procedures for each.
cleaning procedures for living areas, bedrooms, kitchens, and bathrooms.

9. Determine activities and sequency plan for laundering.
10. identify laundering agents, their appropriate use, and storage.
11. Demonstrate wpropriate home laundering methods by machine and hand.
.">. !le-nify and perform appropriate drying techniques.
:3. Perform appropriate ironing, folding, and storing procedures.

UNIT VI: Food Preparation .ind Servi

Competencies: "I :.dentifv fh.? Basic Four Food Groups and choose foods accordingly.
2. .l'efortn 2!ementary procedures of food preparation for meat, fish, poultry, eggs,

vegetables, salads, rruits, desserts, quick breads, and beverages.
3 Plan and prepare nutritious meals within a time and budget framework.
4. Encourage client to follow physician's diet instructions.
3. Discuss appropriate sanitation and storage of foods.
6 Deal cnstrare appropriate basic table setting and food serving.
7 Perform appropriate dishwashing and clean-up procedures.

UNIT VII: Basic Mending and Patching

Competencies: 1. Perform baic hand sewing.
2. Replace :ai,:eners ,uch as buttons, snaps, hooks and eyes.
3. Rebair :,-;arments using basic hand sewing techniques.

UNIT VIII: Employment Preparation

Competencies: 1. Prepare' a personal resume.
2. nil out a J.)o application.
3. Prep are t etter of application.
4. Prepare letter.
3. 1),e5s appf:)priateiv !or a Job interview
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6. Participate in a mock job interview.
7 Describe procedure for resignation.
8. Write a letter of resignation.
9. Review potential job and continuing education opportunities.

10. Research potential employers.
11 Discuss obligations expected from you as an employee as well as horn your poten-

tial employer.
12. Discuss Equal Opportunities Policies.
13. Discuss Affirmative Action Practices.
14. Discuss positive responses to interviewer's questions.
15. Discuss public relations in the work place.
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4.

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL

Air Conditioning/Refrigeration
Appliance Repair
Auto Body Repair

Automotive Technician
Aviation Maintenance Technology

Band and Circular Saw Filing
Carpentry

Commercial Art
Communications Electronics

Computer Electronics
Consumer Electronics Technician

Diesel Mechanics
Electrician

Graphic Arts
Heavy Equipment Mechanic
Heavy Equipment Operator

Industrial Electronics
Industrial Machine Shop

Industrial Maintenance Technician
Instrumentation

Jewelry Technology
Marine Operations

Masonry
Meat Processing

Office Equipment Repair
Outdoor Power Equipment Technician

Pipefitting
Plumbing

Power Line Technician
Truck Driving
Upholstering

Welding

)6.5



CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code: 47.0201

Course Title: Air Conditioning, Refrigeration

Course Length 2700 Clock Hours - 24 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of air conditioning and refrigeration or to
provide supplemental training for persons previously or currently employed in air conditioning and
refrigeration.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

The Air Conditioning/Refrigeration course generally prepares individuals to install, diagnose,, repair, and
maintain the operating condition of domestic and commercial heating, air conditioning, and refrigerationsystems.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Air Conditioning/Refrigeration
II. Related Math and Science

iil Human Relations
IV. Tools and Materials
V. Theory of Refrigeration and Component Parts

VI Electricity
VII Domestic Refrigeration

VIII. Room Air Conditioning
IX. Central Air Conditioning Systems
X. Forced Air Heating in Central Units

XI. Heat Pumps
XII Commercial Air Conditioning and Heating

XIII. Commercial Refrigeration
XIV. Business Practices
XV. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Air Conchtioningy Refrigeration

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with the air conditioning and refrigeration occupations
2 Demonstrate a knowledge of job requirements.
3 Demonstrate a knowledge of the working conditions of an ,ar conditioning and

refrigeration technician.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities

Demonstrate a knowledge of codes, standards, and regulations
6 Identify the safety haiards associated with the air conditioning and refrigeration

occupations.
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UNIT II: Related Math and Science

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with basic mathematics.
2. Perform basic mathematical computations in addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division of whole numbers.
3. Perform basic mathematical computations in addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division of fractions, decimals, and mixed numbers.
4. Determine areas.
5. Determine volumes.
6. Determine pressures.
7. Determine lengths.
8. Determine weights.
9. Determine velocities.

10. Identify United States Standard Units of Measurement.
11. Identify International/Metric Standard Units of Measurement.
12. Identify states of matter.
13. identify physical laws affecting gases.
14. Identify physical laws affecting conduction/heat transfer.
15. Interpret temperature-pressure relationship.
16. Differentiate between specific heat, latent heat, and sensible heat.
17. Differentiate between atmospheric pressure and absolute pressure.
18. Differentiate between Boyle's Law and Charles' Law.
19. Solve problems using Boyle's Law and Charles' Law.
20. Identify changes in state of a substance.
21. Identify the units of measurement used in air conditioning and refrigeration.
22. Identify the units of measurement used in heating.

UNIT III: Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with human relations
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6 Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of service procedures.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules
12 Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.

UNIT IV: Ino ls and Materials

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with tools and materials.
2 Identify various types of hand tools
3. Demonstrate proper use, safety, and care of hand tools
4. Identify various types of power tools-portable and stationary.
5. Demonstrate proper use,, safety, and care of power tools--portable and stationary
6. Identify various types of test equipment-electrical and mechanical.
7. Demonstrate proper use, safety,, and care of test equipment electrical and

mechanical.
8. Identify the components of oxyluel cutting and welding equipment.
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9. Demonstrate the proper setup, use, safety, and care m working i, ith oxyfuel cutting
and welding equipment.

10. Identify types of soldering equipment.
11. Identify various types of measuring instruments devices
P. Identify tubing by name, size, and application.
13. Demonstrate the ability to select, cut, bend, flare, and swage tubing (copper,

aluminum and steel).
14. Identify brass and copper pipe fittings by name, type, and size.
15. Identify Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), Polyethylene (PE), Polyvinyl Chloride

(PVC), Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC), Stainless Steel, Steel, Wrought Iron,
Black Iron, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Tubing (ACR) piping by name, type,
and size.

16. Identify pipe fittings by name, type, and size
17. Demonstrate the ability to weld and cut steel using oxyfuel.
18. Demonstrate the ability to soft-solder, braze, and silver-braze Joints and connections.
19. Demonstrate the ability to cut and thread pipe using hand and power tools.
20. Identify various types of metal fasteners.
21. Select and install metal fasteners.
22. Demonstrate the proper selection, use, safety, and care of measuring

instruments/devices.
23. Identify various types of refrigerants
24. Identify color codes used on refrigerant cylinders.
25 Identify type of refrigerant being used m a designated refrigeration/cooling unit.
26. Identify various types of lubricants.
27. Select and use correct lubricants
28. Identify various types of sealants
29. Apply various types of sealants.
30. Identify various types of insulation materials.
31. Apply insulation materials.
32. Identify various types of desiccants
33 Demonstrate the proper selection, use, and installation of desiccant charges in .s stern.
34. Identify various types of leak detectors.
35 DemonstymP the ability to select and use a leak detector to service a system.
36. Identify various types of electric wiring and connectors
37 Demonstrate the ability to select and install electric wiring and connectors
38. Identify variou' types of tire extinguishers
39 Demonstrate tile ability to select and use various types of file extinguishers
40 Identify various types of personal safety equipment.
41 Use personal safety equipment in the performance of Job scope operations.

UNIT V: Theory of Refrigeration and Component Parts

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated w ith refrigeration cooling systems.
2 Demonstrate a knowledge of the basic laws of heat and cooling.
3 Explain the basic principles of refrigeration.
4 Identify refrigeration system components.
5 Demonstrate knowledge of refrigerants and piCSSUle temperature ielationship,
6. Demonsti ate knowledge of compressors: construction, operation
7 Demonstrate knowledge of evaporators. construction/operation
8 Demonstrate knowledge' of condensers- construction/operation.
9 Demonstrate knowledge of metering devices: construction/operation.

10 Apply factor, concerning latent and sensible heat to the operation of a iefrigeration
system.

11. Demonstrate knowledge of accessorL component`, of a refrigeration system:
construction,operation
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12. Identify and locate ports to mount gauges for test/service purposes.
13 Locate and interpret component data plates.
14. Describe the basic techniques used to evacuate a refrigeration/cooling system
15. Describe the basic techniques used to clean a refrigeration/cooling system.
16. Describe the basic techniques used to dehydrate a refrigeration/cooling system.
17 Describe the basic techniques used to charge a refrigeration/cooling system with

refrigerant.
18 Demonstrate the ability to evacuate, clean, and dehydrate/charge refrigeration and

cooling systems.
19 Identify and describe the characteristics of psychrometric charts.
10 Utilize psychrometric charts to determine the properties of air to be conditioned.
21. Measure and record wet and dry bulb temperatures.
22. Determine relative humidity of entering/leaving air.
23 Evaluate refrigerant pipe sizing.
24. Identify safety hazards.
25 Apply safety practices.

1.1Ni Vi: Lit.ctrtcttt

compvtencics; 1 Identify terms associated with basic electricity
2. Define Ohm's Law.
3 Use Ohm's Law to solve problems in series, parallel, and combination circuits.
4. Define Kirchhoff's Law

Use Kirchhoff's Law to solve problems in series, parallel, and combination circuits.
6 Define magnetism.
7. Describe the relationship of magnetism to electrical circuitry
8. Identify sources and types of electricity
0. Identify electrical measuring instruments.

10 Perform voltage, current, and resistance measurements
11. Demonstrate a knowledge of direct current (dc) theory
12 Demonstrate a knowledge of alternating current (ac) theory.
13. Demonstrate a knowledge of transformer principles.
14 Describe the progression of electrical development and application.
17) Demonstrate a knowledge of semiconductor devices and their application
lo Identify electrical symbols.
17 Identify various types of electrical 'electionic components found in the air conditioning

and refrigeration industry.
Is Describe the operation of various h pes of electrical'electromc components used in

the an conditioning and refrigeration industry
19 Demonstrate proper use of electrical,electronic test meters in diagnosis of circuits

or components.
10 Perform electrical continuity test, voltage check, and cui rent test with appropriate

meter.
21 Apply basic electrical them v and calculations
22 Identify various types of solid-state protective devices
21. Identify various types of capacitors.
1,1 lu 4 entity various types of starters
2') Identify alternating current (ac) and direct current (dc) elect' k. motors by type, size,

rating, and application.
2t Demolish ate knowledge of electric motor parts and ()penning principles
27 Demonstrate knowledge of operational use', servicing, and iepair of electric motors.

Determine electric motor speed and direction of iotation
29 Identify terminals and inspect electric motots for opens, shorts, and other possible

detects
hange voltage on dual voltage eleco-4.7 motors.

31 Reverse rotation of various types of electric motors



32. Service or make minor repairs on starters-manual and automatic.
33. Read and interpret information on electric motor data plate.
34. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation and function of capacitors, solenoids.

relays, switches, the;mostats, and contactor devices
35. Test capacitors-start and run.
36. Test solenoids.
37. Test fuses.
38. Test solid-state protective devices.
39. Test semiconductor devices.
40. Identify terms associated with the National Electrical Code (NEC).
41. Demonstrate a knowledge of the National Electrical Code.
42. Identify National Electrical Code applications
43. Test single- and three-phase electric motors.
44. Read and interpret electrical diagrams/schematics.
45. Read and interpret architectural, electrical, and mechanical blueprints.
46. Identify 115-120 volt single-phase, 200-240 volt single-phase, 227 volt single-phase,

220-240 volt three-phase 440-480 volt three-phase sources and types of electric
current.

47 Demonstrate the ability to identify, select, and measure wire sizes.
48. Identify safety hazards associated with electricity.
49. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VII: Domestic Refrigeration

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with domestic refrigeration.
2. Identify various types of domestic refrigerators/freezers.
3. Identify the component parts of domestic refrigerators /freezers
4. Identify accessory components of domestic refrigerators'freezers (ice makers, beverage

dispensers, etc.).
5. Identify control devices found on domestic refrigerators/freezers
6. Read and interpret data plates.
7. Construct ladder diagrams.
8. Identify and locate contiol devices.
9. Describe the operation and function of control devices.

10. Demonstrate a knowledge of thermostat to temperature controls at a given
temperature reference.

11. Install and check operation domestic unit.
12 Evaluate the installation of a domestic unit.
13 Apply troubleshooting techniques for refrigeration systems.
14. Read and interpret refrigeration equipment electrical diagrams.
15 Identify, select, and properly use instruments gauges (electrical, electronic,

temperature, vacuum etc.).
16. Perform electrical continuity test, voltage check, and current Lheck with appropi late

meter
17 Evacuate a domestic unit.
18. Charge a sealed-type domestic system with proper rehigeiant.
19. Perform tests, locate, and repair rehigerant leaks
20 Perform tests and replace hermetic compressor
21. Perform tests and repair4eplace capillary-tube retrigei ant contwls.
22 Repanireplace bimetal temperature controls.
23 Perform minor motor repairs
24. Perform tests, remove, and install drier
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25. Perform tests and make diagnosis of electrical system.
26. Perform tests and adjust replace unit control devices.
27. Perform tests and replace hot-wire relay.
28. Perform tests and replace starting current relay.
29. Perform tests and repair/replace defrost-hot-gas/electric.
30. Check , test, and repair/replace automatic ,ce maker.
31. Inspect remove, and replace/install door seals.
32. Inspect, remove, and replace/install breaker trim.
33. Check and adjust cabinet door.
34. Check and replace/install door hardware.
35. Perform tests and remove/replace electric motors.
36. Perform tests and remove/replace thermostats.
37. Perform tests and remove/replace defrost terminators.
38. Troubleshoot/repair condenser problems.
39. Troubleshoot/repair evaporator problems.
40. Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
41 identify safety hazards associated with domestic refrigeration.
42. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VIII: Room Air Conditioning

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with room air conditioning.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the factors essential to air conditioning-temperature

control, humidity control, air movement, air infiltration, and air filtering.
3. Identify and describe the operation and function of room air conditioning

components.
4 Locate and identify unit controls.
5. Measure and record wet and dry bulb temperatures.
6. Determine relative humidity of entering/leaving air.
7. Calculate heat loads of room(s).
8. Demonstrate the ability to size a unit for loom air conditioning.
9. Demonstrate operating principles of air conditioning system unit.

10. Troubleshoot, remove, repair, and replaceimstall condensers.
11. Troubleshoot, remove, repair, and replace/install evaporator
12. Troubleshoot, remove, repair,, and replace/install compressor unit.
13 Troubleshoot, remove, repair, and replace/install metering devices
14. Troubleshoot, remove, and install thermostatic controls
15. Perform service techniques for teplacing 'burned -out" compressors.
16 Troubleshoot and repair/replace electrical system components.
17. Install/replace piping
18 Troubleshoot, remove, repair, and replace install fan motors.
19 Troubleshoot condensate drain problems
20 Identify, select, and install air filtering &vices
21. Evacuate a room air conditioning system.
22. Dehydrate a room air conditioning system.
23. Identify and select proper refrigerant.
24. Identify, select, and install proper tilter-dries for a unit
25. Clean a room air conditioning unit.
26. Charge a room air conditioning unit with proper refrigerant.
27 Perform preventive seasonal maintenance on room air conditioning unit.
28 Demonstrate a knowledge of local, state, and National Electrical Code (NEC) re-

quirements for room air conditioning installations.
29. Determine w ireconductor si/e(s) required for the installation of a room air condi-

tioning unit.
30 Demonstrate the ability to install a w endow air conditioning unit to meet manufac-

turer's specifications
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31. Interpret electrical diagrams schematics
32. Locate and repair refrigerant system leaks.
33. Identity safety hazards associated with room air conditioning.
34. Apply safety practices

UNIT IX: Central Air Conditioning Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with central air conditioning systems.
2. Identify the factors that affect central an conditioning efficiency
3. Identify the various types and characteristics of central air conditioning systems.
4. Identify and describe the function and operation of central air conditioning system

components.
5 Identify factors that determine ductwork sizing.

Identify various types of air filtering devices.
7. Describe the operation of various air filtering devices.
8. Identify various types of humidifiers dehumidifiers and describe their operation and

function.
9. Determine heat loss/heat gain (k-factor).

10. Obtain data required for sizing a central air conditioning unit for a given/designated
sti ucture.

11. Determine wirelconductor size needed for a given installation.
12. Demonstrate the ability to install a designated central air conditioning system.
13. Identify various types of electrical components found on central air conditioning

systems.
14 Identify various types of control devices found on central air conditioning systems.
15 Identify factors associated with circulation ventilation and air balance in central air

conditioning systems.
16. Identify various types of compressors and describe their characteristics.
17. Identify various types of evaporators and describe their characteristics.
18 Identify various types of condensers and describe their characteristics.
19. Identify various types of metering devices and describe their characteristics.
20 Identify various types of temperature regulating devices used with central air condi-

tioning systems
21 Identify various types of solid-state contiol devices and protective devices used with

central air conditioning systems
22. Identify the' types of refrigerants used in central air conditioning systems.
23. Identity the yam)i types of lubricants used in central air conditioning syL;tems
24. Identify the various types of tubing'pipmg used with central air conditioning systems
25. Calculate' and cooling requirements.
26. Calculate air distribution systems
27. Determine air properties by use of psychrometrics
28 Calculate heating and cooling equipment sizes
19. Troubleshoot and perform repair installation of blower motors to industry

specifications.
30 TrouLleshoot and perform repairnistalla:Ion of central air conditioning compressors

to manufac Races specifications.
31 Troubleshoot and perform repair installation of central air conditioning evapoiatocs

to manufacturer's specifications.
32 Troubleshoot and perform repair /installation of central air corWitionmg condensers

to manufacturer's specification.
33. Troubleshoot and perform repainInstallation of central air conditioning metering

devices to manufactures specifications
34. Troubleshoot and perform repair/installatiotc of central air conditioning temperature

control devices.
35. Troubleshoot and perform repair/installation of air filtering devices.
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itorm repair installation tit elicli1edl elecnork devices,
i hLi,,Le Lei-in-al an conditioning system
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fti Reil: nitei driers
1),0.,;e air conditioning system.

42 -,elect retlige.-ant and charge a central an conditioning s\ stem.
fl ics,, lo,to and repair refrigerant leaks.
4! Pert,itm pies mite seasonal maintenance.

lioubleshoot condensate removal poblems
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\ acids types of elect! ik.al «imponents associated \\ ith forced air central

111 ,lilll,; units
ldehtik ac, sot,. ,.omponents assotiated iiith toit_ed air central heating

Poi,oirri lest and repan replace electrical heating elements
12 I CI fir ill test and trepan replace electrical control devices,

l'ctor in test and repan replace fan blo% yr motors
11,1toi ill test and repair replace sequencers
Pcitorni 'est and repair replace temperature control devices

m fest and reran replace bearing assemblies
17 \dlust replace fan belts

( lean iepla(e filters
19 Perform test and replace defective solid-state devices

.70 l'eitorm test and repairreplace fuse links.
21 Remove, clean, and reinstall the burner on a gas heater.
22 kilo] m test and repaieplace fan limit switch on gas heater.
2 Perform test and repairreplace thermocouple on gas heater.
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24 Perform test and repairleplate gas valve on gas heater
25. Perform test and repair replace automatic ignition pilot devices
26. Perform test and repair-replace temperature control devices.
27. Adjust the gas-air mixture on btu tier.
28 Install an electronic ignition on gas heater.
29. Identify the characteristics of a cracked heat exchanger
30 Perform test and repo» replace gas heater safety devices
31 Light pilot lights.
32. install piping/tubing to heating units
33. Determine heat loss (U-Factor)
34. Identify the factor, to be considered m designing a forced air central heating system
33. Clean heating units
36 Differentiate between pulse heaters and condensing furnaces.
37 Identify the characteristics of fuel-oil heaters
38 Identify local, state, and national codes
39. Design a forced an central heating sstem for a designated building
40 Select forced an central heating unit site to meet design requirements
.11 Design a duct system (supply/ return air).
42. Identify factors to be considered in the selection of auxiliary strip heaters and dud

heaters
43. Identify the factors to be considered in the selection of humidifiers.
.14 Identify the factors to be considered in the selection of electrostatic filters
45 Install an electric heat forced air central heating system
46 Install a gas heat forced air central heating system.
47 Install humidifiers
48. Install electrostatic air filtering systems.
49. Apply local, state, and national codes.
50. Perform preventive maintenance.
51 Read and interpret electrical diagrams schematics

Read and interpret manufacturer's specifications.
33 lest and analy-ze heating air movement systems.
7,4. Perform preventive seasonal maintenance

Identity safety hazards associated Iith forced air central heating systems
56 Apply safety pachees

UNIT XI: I leat Pumps

Competencies: 1 Identity terms associated ith heat pumps.
2 [(lentil% and describe the basic types of heat pumps and explain their operation
3 Identity the advantages of heat pump and electric heater systems.
4. Identify the components of various types of heat pump systems

Identify the control metering devices found on various types of heat pump ,stems
6 Identify the temperature control deices used with heat pump systems
7 Differentiate between a reverse cycle air conditioning unit and a standard au condi.

honing unit.
8 Describe the principles and operation of a waterearth source heat pump system

Identify the operating mode of a heat pump.
10 P,Iform test and repair replace four-way valves.
11 Perform test and repair replace check valves.
12 test and repairreplace
13. test and repairireplace
14 test and repair replace
13. test and repair/replace
16. Perform test and repair/replace compressors.
17 Repair/replace tubing/piping and fittings.
18. Perform test and repair/replace electrical components.
19. Perform test and replace defective solid-state devices.

Perform
Perform
Perform
Perform

temperature control devices
evaporators
condensers.
faniblower motors.
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20. Perform test and repair/replace defrost control devices used on licat
21. Evacuate a heat pump system per manufacturer's specifications
22. Clean a heat pump system after compressor burn-out indications
23. Purge and dehydrate a heat pump system.
24, Select refrigerant and charge a heat pump system per manufacturer's
25. Obtain information from data plates.
26 Test and locate leaks using halide torch

applications.
27 Replace filter-driers.
28. Perform test and repair/replace metering devices.
29. Remove restrictions in refrigerant lineshnetering devices
30. Install control wiring on the heat pump.
31. Identify and locate hot water take-offs.
32. Perform test and repair/replace indoor/outdoor thermostats
33 Perform test and repair/replace indoor/outdoor electric motors
34. Perform test and replace solid-state control devices.
35. Check indoor and outdoor coils for air restrictions.
36 Clean: replace air filters.
37. Determine heat gain and heat loss
38 Calculate load, design,, and lay out heat pump heating
39. Test and analyze air movement systems
40 Design duct systems (air supplyireturn) and identify related components
41. Determine supplemental heat requirements.
42. Determine wire sizes required for the installation of a heat pump syst',..in
43 Demonstrate the ability to install heat pump as a new or "add-on" appli, pet

manufacturer's specifications.
44 Apply local, state and national codes
45. Read and interpret electrical chagrams,schematics.
46. Read and interpret flow chai ts.
47 Identify safety hazards associated with heat pumps
48 Apply safety practi es

electronic test devices and

and cooling ,N,:cT

UNIT XII: Commercial Ail Conditioning and 1 [eating

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated w ith commercial air conditioning and heating
2 Identtfy the xarious types of commercial air c, nditionmg and heating .0
3 Describe the basic operation and applications of the vaiious types of commvi,

conditioning and heating systems.
4 Identify the basic component of carious types of commercial al, conditior,r

heating systems.
Describe the operation and function of chilled-water air handling un,ts

6 Describe the applications, operation,, and function of flow-setters
7 Describe the applications, operatioa, and function of pre heaters
8 Describe the applications, operation, and function of econom:/er,.
9 Describe the applications, operation, and function of humiditieis

It) Describe the applications, operation, and function of duct beaten,.
11 Describe the applications, operation, and function of high and low c.-nessuic le Will

systems.
P. Describe the applications, operation, and fun of variable air volume

.egisters.
13 Describe the applications
14. Describe the applications
15. Describe the applications
16 Describe the applications
17. Describe the applications

, operation, and function
operation,, and function
operation, and function
operation, and funct 'n
operation, and function
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18.

19.

20
21
11

23.

24.

26.

27

?s.

29.
30

31

32.

34.
35

36.

37.

38

Identify the factors that determine sheave sizing
Identify the factors that determine belt types and sizing
Identify safety factors associated with power plant operations
Identify the taslors that determine filter types and applications
Describe the applications, operation, and function of chilled -water system pumps
and piping
Determine the factors that affect air balance
Determine the factors that affect water balance.
Identity vaiimas types of boilers (hot watersteam).
Identify the components of hot watersteam boilers
Identify the controis,satetv devices of hot water/steam
Identify safety requirements for hot watersteam boiler applications.
Identify factors that affect and determine water treatment.
Describe the application, opeiation, an..-1 function of modulating water control valves.
Identify various types of chemicals used in commercial air conditioning and heating
applications for water treatment
Read and interpret electrical diagrams/schematics
Read and interpret building mechanical blueprints,drawings and specify:anon sheets.
Read and interpret paitsiseryke manuals
Troubleshoot commercial air conditioning and heating systems.
Perform preventive maintenance.
Identify safety hazaids associated w ith commercial air conditioning and heating
Apply satet practices.

boilers.

UNIT XIII: Commercial Refrig,eiation

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with commeicial refrigeration
Identity vanous types of commercial refrigeration units

3 Identify the applications of various types of commercial refrigeration units.
4 Identify the bask components of commercial refrigeration systems.

Identity and describe the operation of aeons t\ pes of metering devices found on
commercial refrigeiation units.
Identil\ the factors aftectmg commercial refrigeration piping and compressor
instailations.

7. Perform
8 Perfoi m

l'erform
Pe; form
1k (form
Perform
Pei tot m
Perform

9

10

I 1

12.

14.

1;
16

17

18

19.

20

21

test and
test and
test and
test and
test and
test and
test and
test and

iepai replace metering devices
repair tepiak_e
repair
repair replace
repair replace
repair replace
tepaii,replace
repair replace

refrigerant lines and fittings
condensers
evaporators
compressors
electrical components
solid -state control devices
temperature control devices

Perform te'.t and repair replace fan blowei mttois.
l'erfot m test and replace defective lights
Replace defective accessories
Pei form test and repair replace water tower components
Check and repoirreplace iefrigeratoi trim
Evacuate a commercial refrigeration system
Clean a commercial refrigeration system after compressor "burn-out- indications

22 Purge and dehydrate a commercial iefrigeration system.
23. Select refrigerant and charge a commercial refrigeration system.
24. Adjust metering devices.
2; Determine tubing/piping sizes required for installations.
26. Demonstrate the ability to install a commercial refrigeration unit.
27. Evaluate a commercial refrigeration installation.
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28. Identify safety hazards associated with commercial refrigeration.
29. Apply local, state, and national codes.
30. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIV: Business Practices

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with business practices.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of inventory control and management.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the cost factors involved in doing business.
4. Maintain service vehicle inventory.
5. Maintain service vehicles.
6. Maintain tools and test equipment
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the effects of productivity in .,ervice operations.
8 Demonstrate a knowledge of codes and regulations governing employer and employee

relations.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of local, state, and federal tax requirements for doing

business
10. Demonstrate a knowledge of technician license requirements.
11. Obtain required technician's license from local, state, or federal agencies.
12 Complete job scope forms and documents.

UNIT XV: lob Seeking Skills

Competencies: L Develop a career plan.
2. Loc?te resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9 Conduct a job search.

10 Write a letter of resignation.
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Program Area:

CII Code: 47.0106

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Trade and Industrial Course Title: Appliance Repair

Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a xariety of Jobs in the field of Appliance Repair or to provide sup-
plemental training for persons previously or currently employed in Appliance Repair.

This course generally prepares individuals to repair, install, and service major gas, electric and micro, axe
consumer appliances such as stoves, refrigerators, window unit air conditioners, dryers, water heaters, washers,
dishwashers, garbage disposers and trash compactors. It also includes instruction in electrical circuitry, sim-
ple gearing, linkages and lubrication of machines and appliances, and the use of testing equipment.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction w hich specify occupational competes
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Appliance Repair
II. Tools, Equipment, and Materials

III. Basic Electricity/Electronics
IV Non-Refrigerated Appliances
V. Refrigerated Appliances

VI. Business Practices
VII. Customer Service and Human Relations

VIII Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Appliance Repair

Competencies: I identity terms associated with appliance repair
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job requirements
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the working conditions of an appliance iepan technician
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities

Demonstrate a know ledge of codes, standards, and regulations.
6 !dentin\ the safety haiards associated with appliance repair.

UNIT II: Tools, Equips rent, and Materials

Competencies: 1. Identity terms associated with tools and materials.
2. Identify various types of hand tools.
3. Demonstrate proper use, safety and care of hand tools.
4. Identify various types of power toolsportable and stationary
5. Demonstrate proper use, safety, and care of power toolsportable and stationary.
6. Identify various types of test equipmentelectrical and mechanical
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7. Demonstrate proper use, safety, and care of test equipment electrical and
mechanical.

8. Identify types of soldering equipment.
9. Identify various types of measuring instruments/devices.

10. Identify tubing by name, size, and application (copper, aluminum and steel).
11 Demonstrate the ability to select, cut, bend, flare, and swage tubing.
12. Identify brass and copper pipe fittings by name, type, and size.
13 Identify Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), Polyethylene (PE), Polyvinyl Chloride

(PVC), Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC),, air conditioning and refrigeration tub-
ing (ACR), stainless steel, steel, wrought iron and black iron piping by name, type,
and size.

14. Demonstrate ":e ability to perform soldering techniques.
15. Demonstrate the ability to cut and thread pipe.
16 Demonstrate the ability to perform chemical bonding techniques on nonmetallic

pipe /tubin'
17. Identify various types of metal fasteners.
18. Select and install metal fasteners.
19. Demonstrate the proper selection, use, safety, and care of measuring

instruments/devices.
20. Identify various types of refrigE.raats.
21. Identify color codes used on refrigerant cylinders.
22 Identify type of refrigerant being used in a designated refrigeration/cooling unit.
23. identify various types of lubricants.
24. Select and use correct lubricants.
25. Identify various types of sealants.
26. pply various types of sealants.
27. Identify various typt of insulation materials.
28. Apply insulation materials
29. Identify various types of desiccants
30 Demonstrate the proper selection, use, and installation of desiccant charges in system.
31. Identify various types of leak detectors.
32 Demonstrate the ability to select and use a leak detector to service a system
33. Identify various types of electric wiring connectors.
34. Demonstrate the ability to select and install electric wiring and connectors
35. Identify various types of fire extinguisher .

36 Demonstrate the ability to select and use various types of fire extinguishers
37 Identify various types of personal safety equipment.
38 Use personal safety equipment in the performance of lob-scope operations
39. Identify safety hazards associated with tools, equipment, and materials.
40 Apply safety practices.

UNIT III: Basic Electricity' Electronics

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with basic electricity,electrorucs.
2. Identify electricityelectromcs symbols.
3 Identify electricity' electronics components
4 Describe the operation and functions of various types of electricity,electronics

components.
5. Demonstrate the ability to read and interpret electrical diagrams and schematics.
6 Demonstrate the ability to apply Ohm's Law in solving problems involving series,

parallel, and combination circuits.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of direct current (dc) theory.
8 Demonstrate a knowledge of alternating current (ac) theory.
9. Identify various types of electric motors.

10. Identify various types of solid-state devices.
11. Demorstrate a knowledge of magnetism/electromagnetism.
12. Identify various types of electrical/electronics measuring devices.
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13. Perform voltage, current, and resistance measurements using %mous types of elec-
trical/electronic measurement instruments

14. Construct series, parallel, and combination circuits.
15 Identify safety hazards associated with basic electricitv'electromcs.
I6. Apply safety practices

UNIT IV: ?ion - Refrigerated Appliances

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with non-refrigerated appliances.
2. Identify various types of non-refrigerated appliances.
3 Describe the operation and function of arious types of non-refrigerated appliances
4. Describe the use and care of various types of non-refrigerated appliances.
5. Identify th. major components and controls of various types of non- refrigerated

appliances
6. Identify the electrical components of various types of non-refrigerated appliances.
7 Identify the mechanical components of various types of non-refrigerated appliances.
8. Read and interpret electrical diagrams and/or schematics.
9. Read and interpret service and/or parts manuals.

10. Draw electrical ladder diagrams.
11 Demonstrate the ability to perform installation techniques of various types of non-

refrigerated appliances according to manufacturer's specifications.
P. Evaluate a non-refrigerated appliance installation.
13. Demonstrate the ability to perforn. diagnostic procedures on various types of non-

refrigerated appliances.
14 Demonstrate the ability to analyze,, troubleshoot, and repairireplace defective com-

ponents on Nrarious types of non-refrigerated appliances.
1; Identify the safety hazards associated with the installation and service repair of

various types of non-refrigerated appliances
16 Apply safety practices

UNIT V: Refrigerated Appliances

Competencies: 1 klentik terms ass,,c-iated with refrigeratioftcooling systems.
2 Demonstrate a k.owledge of the basic laws of heating and cooling.
3 Explain the basic principles of tefrigeration.
4. Identify refrigeration system components.

Demonstrate knowledge of refrigerants and pressure temperature relationship
6. Demonstrate knowledge of compressors: construction operation
7 Demonstrate knowledge of evaporators. construction/operation.
8 Demonstrate knowledge of condensers constructionioporation.

Demonstrate knowledge of metering devices construction/operation.
10 Apply factors concerning latent and sensible heat to the operation of a tefrigeration

system.
11 Demonstrate knowledge of accessor) components of a refrigeration system

construction/operation.
12 Identify and locate ports to mount gauges (or test/service purposes.
13. Locate and interpret component data plate,.
14. Describe the basic techniques used to evacuate a refrigeration,cooling system
15. Describe the basic techniques used to clean a refrigeration/cooling system.
16 Describe the' basic techniques used to dehydrate a refrigeration/cooling system
17 Describe the basic techniques used to charge a refrigeration/cooling system with

refrigerant.
18 Demonstrate the ability to evacuate, dcan, and dehydrate/charge refrigeration and

cooling systems.
19. Identify and describe the characteristics of psychrometric charts.
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20. Utilize psychrometric charts to determine the properties of air to be conditioned.
21. Measure and record wet and dry bulb temperatures.
22. Determine relative humidity of entering/leaving air.
23. Evaluate refrigerant pipe sizing.
24. Identify terms associated with domestic refrigeration.
25. Identify various types of domestic refrigerators/freezers.
26. Identify the component parts of domestic refrigerators/freezers.
27. Identify' accessory components of domestic refrigerators/freezers (ice makers, beverage

dispensers, etc.).
28. Identify control devices found on domestic refrigerators/freezers
29. Read and interpret ciata plates
30. Construct ladder diagrams.
31. Identify and locate control devices.
32. Describe tl-e operation and function of contro! devices.
33 Demonstrate a knowledge of thermostat to temperature controls at a given

temperature reference.
34. Install and check operation of a domestic unit.
35. Evaluate the installation of a domestic unit.
36 Apply troubleshooting techniques for refrigeration systems.
37. Read and interpret refrigeration equipment electrical diagrams.
38. Identify, select, and properly use instruments/gauges (electrical electronic,

temperature vacuum etc.).
39 Perform electrical continuity test, voltage check,, and current check with appropriate

meter.
40. Evacuate a domestic unit.
41. Charge a sealed-type domestic system with proper refrigerant.
42. Perform tests, locate,, and repaii refrigerant leaks.
43. Perform tests and replace hermetic compressor.
44. Perform tests and repair/replace automatic expansion valves.
45. Perform tests and repair/replace capillary -tube refrigerant controls.
46. Perform tests and repair/replace thermostatic expansion valves.
47 Repair; replace bimetal temperature controls
48. Perform minor motor repairs.
49. Perform tests, remove and install drier.
50 Perform tests and make diagnosis of electrical system.
51 Perform tests and adjust/replace unit control devices
52. Perform tests and replace hot-wire relay.
53. Perform tests and replace starting current relay
54. Perform tests and repair/replace defrost-hot-gas;electric
53. Check, test, and repair/replace automatic ice maker.
56 Inspect, remove,, and replaceiinstall door seals.
57 Inspect, remove, and replace/install breaker trim.
38. Check and adjust cabinet door.
59 Check and replace:install door hardware
()O. Perform tests and remove, replace electric motors
61. Perform tests and remove/replace thermostats
62. Perform tests and renoveireplace defrost terminators
63 TrouiJeshootirepair condenser problems.
64. Troubleshoot/repair evaporator problems.
65. Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
66. Identify safety hazards associated with domestic refrigeration.
67. Apply safety practices
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UNIT VI: Business Practices

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with business practices.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of inventory control and management.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the cost factors involved in doing business.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the effects of productivity in performing service

operations.
5. Maintain tools and test equipment.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the codes governing appliance service operations.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of technician license requirements.
8. Maintain service equipment.
9. Read and interpret electrical/mechanical schematics/diagrams.

10. Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
11. Maintain parts/service manual revisions.
12 Complete job scope forms and documents.

UNIT VII: Customer Service and Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate the ability to speak effectively.
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3 Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6 Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
12 Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.
15 Practice good telephone etiquette
16 Demonstrate equipment operation.
17 Determine the problem and formulate a plan.
18. Perform the service
19 Complete the transaction.

UNIT VIII: lob Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1 Develop a career plan.
2 Locate resources foi finding employment.
3 Prepare a resume'
4. Write a letter of introduction.

Write a letter of application.
6 Complete a job application
7 Participate' in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a lob search

10. Write a letter of resignation.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code: 47.0603

Course Title: Auto Body Repair

Course Length 2025 Clock Flours - 18 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to prepare individuals to repair automobile and truck bodies. This includes
inspecting vehicle for damage, cutting and welding, straightening sheet metal, replacing body panels, trim
and glass, straightening fran es, and painting.

The course content is orgalized into competency-based units of instruction that specify occupational com-
petencies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Orientation and Safety
II. Tools, Equipment and Materials

W. Automotive Electrical
IV Welding and Cutting
V. Basic Metal Roughout

VI Metal Finishing
VII. Panel Replacement

VIII. Frame Straightening
IX Plastic Repair
X. Automotive Trim and Glass

XI. Refinishing
XII. Estimating

XIII Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation and Safety

Competencies: 1. Describe school rules and regulations.
2 inteipret course overview
3 Discuss working conditions.
4 Identify proper clothing.
5 Explain conduct and attitude.
6 Demonstrate personal safety equipment
7 Define genetal shop safety.
8. Identify terms associated .ith auto body iepair

Classify areas of employment
10. Describe shop layout.

UNIT II: Wools, Equipment and Materials

Competencies: I. Identify hand tools.
2. Identify power tools.
3. Identify frame equipment.
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4. Identify body materials.
5. Identify fastening devices.

UNIT III: Automotive Electrical

Competencies: I. Read and interpret a wiring diagram
2. Make wire splices and connections.
3 Remove and replace electrical components as applied to auto body repair.

UNIT IV: Welding and Cutting

Competencies: 1. Apply safety procedures.
2. Set up oxyacetylene equipment.
3. Perform butt welds using oxyacetylene equipment.
4. Perform lap welds using oxyacetylene equipment.
5. Perform brazing techniques.
6. Perform cutting techniques.
7. Set up MIG welding equipment.
8. Perform butt welds using MG equipment.
9. Perform lap welds using MIG equipment.

10. Perform spot welds.
11 Set up electrical resistance spot weld equipment.
12. Perform lap joint welding.

UNIT V: Basic Metal Roughout

Competencies: 1. Determine panel dimensions
2 Use portable power equipment.
3. Use hammer and dolly.
4. Use vacuum cup and slide hammer.
5 Use pull rod.
6 Use body pick.
7 I feat-shrink raised metal
8 heat- shrink stretched metal.
9 Use pry bar.

UNIT VI: Metal Finishing

Competencies: 1. Grind, pick, and tile a flat panel.
2 Grind, pick, and file a high crown panel.
3. Grind, pick, and file a low crown panel
4. Grind, pick, and file a groove
.1. Perform final grind operations.
6. Mr., apply, and finish plastic body filler and fiberglass resin
7 Make panel repairs using fiberglass

UNIT VII: Panel Replacement

Competencies: I

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

7.

8.

9

10.

Remove
Remove
Remove
Remove
Repanel
Replace
Remove
Remove
Remove
Remove

and replace front fender and grille
and replace the front-end assembly.
and replace a hood or deck lid,
and replace a door
a door.
rocker panel.
and replace
and replace
and replace
and replace

a
a
a

a

new quartet panel and lower deck panel.
used quarter panel.
new top panel.
used top panel.
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11 Remove and install a rear body clip
12. Align a damaged tender.
13. Align a damaged cool.
14. Align a damaged door pine! ith %mum equipment
15. Align side damage
16. Align top damage
17. Align rear section damage

UNIT VIII: Frame Straightening

Competencies: 1 "houbleshoot franic damage on conventional frame using self-centering gauges and
tram gauges.

2 Straighten and align mash conventional frame damage.
3 Straighten and align sag conventional frame damage.
4 Straighten and align twist conventional frame damage.
5 Straighten and align sway conventional frame damage.
6 Straighten and align diamond frame damage.
7 "Froubleshoot frame damage on unitized frame using self-centering gauges and tram

gauge
8. Straighten and align mash unitized frame damage.
9 Straighten and align sag unitized frame damage.

10. Straighten and align twist unitized frame damage
11. Straighten and align sway unitized frame damage.

uNrr Ex: Plastic Repair

Competencies: 1 Identity types of plastic matenals
2 Pertain plastic wt 'ding techniques

\ppl% structural adhesives.
4 Repair hard plastics using bonding materials

rotorm urethane patching and repair techniques.

UNIT X: AutomotRk lime and (Ads.,

Competencies: I 1:cmoc.c, repair and ieplar e interim trim
2 Reino\e and replace exterior
i Remove and ieplace a sent glass

3 Remove and replace a door glass has mg a s ent glass.
Remo\ e and replacd a dorm glass o allow a vent glass.
Remove and replace n rear tailgate glass
Remme and replace a gasket-t pe windshield or back glass

L4 Remo e and replace ga4setless-type oindshield or back glass
Remove and replace a manual o indow regulator.

1(1 Remove and replace an electric windoo regulator
11 Remo\ e and r eplace a vent o indoo assembly
12 Rem and replace an inside remote control.
11 Remove and ieplace a door lock cylinder
1-1 Remove and replace a door latch.
15 Remise and replace an outside door handle.
lo Remove and replace a center division channel.
17 Remove and replace a run channel
18 Remove and replace a door weather strip.

UNIT XI: Ref inishing

Competencies: I L se and maintain paint gun, suction feed.
2. Use and maintain pressure feed
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3. Use and maintain gravity feed.
4. Use dual action sander.
5. Use blower gun.
6. Use viscosity cup.
7. Operate air transformer/regulator.
8. Clean surface.
9. Featheredge a painted surface.

10. Wet-sand for a complete paint job.
11. Dry-sand a complete car.
P. Sand a spot repair.
13. Sand a panel repair.
14. Sand painted surfaces.
15. Remove paint with a sander.
16. Remove paint with paint remover.
17. Mask for a primer.
18. Mask for a spot repair.
19. Mask for a panel repair.
20. Mask for a complete paint job.
21. Use the paint gun with proper technique.
22. Mix paint.
23. Apply undercoats and primer surfacer and sealer.
24. Apply top coats.
25. Perform a spot repair.
26. Perform a panel repair.
27. Match colors.
28. Spray acrylic lacquer color coat.
29. Spray enamel color coat.
30. Spray urethane color coat.
31. Spray base coat, clear coat.
32. Compound, polish,, and detail a spot or panel repair.
33. Compound, polish, and detail a complete acrylic lacquer job.
34. Detail a complete enamel paint job.
35. Apply pin striping.

UNIT XII: Estimating

Competencies: 1. Read and interpret an estimate.
2. Order parts.
3 Use collision estimating guide.

UNIT XIII: lob Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Select means of locating job openings.
2. Prepare a resume'.
3. Write a letter of application.
4. Complete an employment application.
5. Participate in a mock interview.
6. Write a follow-up letter.
7. Make a follow-up phone call.
8. Evaluate a job offer.
9. Compare job opportunities.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial Course Title: Automotive Technician

CIP Code: 47.0604 Course Length 2700 Clock Hours - 24 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare individuals to engage in the serb icing and maintenance of all types of automobiles. The course prepares
the individual to select, safely use and maintain hand and power tools, jacks, and hoisting equipment. In-
cludes instruction in the diagnosis of malfunctions in and repair of engines, fuel, electrical, cooling, and
brake systems; drive train; and suspension systems. Knowledge and skills are also developed in the adjust-
ment and repair of individual components and systems such as radiators, transmissions, and carburetors.
Safe and efficient work practices are emphasized and basic occupational and employability skills are an in-
tegral part of instruction. The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify
occupational competencies the individual must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Safety

III. Tools and Equipment
IV. Basic Engines
V. Drive Train

VI. Brakes
VII. Steering and Suspension Systems

VIII. Heating and Air Conditioning
IX. Cooling Systems
X. Electricity/Electronics

XI. Ignition Systems
XII. Fuel Systems

XIII. Emission Control Systems
XIV, Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the field of automotive mechanics.
2. Identify working conditions involved with automotive mechanics.
3. List salary and benefits associated with employment in the automotive technician

field.
4. Describe job opportunities available for the automotive technician.
5. Identify initial investment requirements for professional mechanics.
6. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
7. Prepare written communication.
8. Exhibit dependability.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Follow rules and regulations.
11, Read and comprehend written communication and information found in technical

manuals.
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P. Use technical manuals effectively.
13. Maintain clean and orderly work area.
14. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
15. Comply with safety and health rules.
16. Select correct tools and equipment
17. Utilize equipment correctly.
18. Work productively with others.
19. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
20. Demonstrate problem-solving skills

UNIT II: Safety

Competencies: 1 Identify shop hazards.
2. Identify and wear personal attire for the work environment.
3. Identify safe and proper use of equipment.
4. Demonstrate proper lifting techniques.
5. Identify chemical hazards.
6. Identify toxic waste disposal procedures
7. Locate fire extinguishers.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of cooling system hazards.
9. Demonstrate proper use of jackstands and floor hoists.

10. Identify hazards associated with battery servicing
I I. Wear safety goggles.
12. Identify safety hazards associated with servicing air conditioning equipment on

automobiles.
13. Demonstrate a knowledge of compressed air safety.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of the fire triangle.
15 Apply shop and equipment safety rules.
16. Identify asbestos hazards associated with the automotive industry

UNIT III: Tools and Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify various types of handtools used by the automotive technician.
2. Demonstrate the ability to use handtools correctly
3. Identify various types of test instruments used by the auiomotive technician.
4. Demonstrate the ability to use test instruments correctly.
5. Identify various types of lifting and hoisting devices.
6. Demonstrate the ability to use various lifting and hoisting devices.
7. Identify various power tools used by the automotive technician.
8. Demonstrate the ability to use power tools correctly.
9. Identify precision measuring instruments used in the automotive trade.

10. Demonstrate the ability to use precision measuring instruments correctly.

UNIT IV: Basic Engines

Competencies: I. Identify various engine types
2. Explain the principles of operation of a tout-stroke cycle engine.
3. Disassemble and reassemble an automotive engine outside of chassis without emis-

sion and electronic con net.tions.
4. Identify the components of an automotive engine.
5. Perform preventive maintenance on engine lubrication system according to manufac-

turer's specifications.



UNIT V: Drive Train

Competencies: 1. Identify the components of a drive train.
2. Remove and replace standard transmission clutch according to manufacturer's

specifications.
3. Check fluid level in an automatic transmission according to manufacturer's

specifications.
4 Remove and replace an automatic transmission according to manufacturer's

specifications.
5. Disassemble, identify components, and reassemble an automatic transmission ac-

cording to manufacturer's specifications.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of hydraulics in an automatic transmission.
7. Remove and replace drive shafts according to manufacturer's specifications.
8. Remove and replace universal joints according to manufacturer's specifications.
9. Remove and replace a rear axle assembly according to manufacturer's specifications.

10. Disassemble and reassemble a rear axle assembly according to manufacturer's
specifications.

UNIT VI: Brakes
Competencies: 1. Identify the components of a typical brake system.

2. Demonstrate a knowledge of hydraulics as applied to a brake system.
3. Overhaul brake calipers according to manufacturer's specifications.
4. Overhaul wheel cylinders according to manufacturer's specifications
5. Overhaul master cylinders according to manufacturer's specifications.
6. Describe the operation of a vacuum booster.
7. Describe the operation of a hydraulic booster.
8. Measure and turn rotors according to manufacturer's specifications.
9. Measure and turn brake drums according to manufacturer's specifications.

10. Pressure bleed brake system according to manufacturer's specifications.
11. Remove, clean, inspect and replace front wheel bearings.
12. Check and service parking brakes according to the manufacturer's specifications.
13. Diagnose brake noises.

UNIT VII: Steering and Suspension Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify the components of steering and suspension systems.
2. Inspect steering and suspension systems for wear according to manufacturer's

specifications.
3. Identify tire wear patterns.
4. Perform two-wheel alignments.
5. Perform wheel balancing on vehicle and off vehicle with computerized equipment

and without
6. Remove and
7. Remove and
8. Remove and
9. Remove and

10. Remove and
11. Remove and
P. Remove and
13. Remove and
14. Remove and

computerized equipment.
replace shocks according to manufacturer's specifications.
replace ball joints according to manufacturer's specifications.
replace bushings according to manufacturer's specifications.
replace McPherson strut according to manufacturer's specifications.
replace tie rod ends according to manufacturer's specifications.
replace center link according to manufacturer's specifications.
replace idler arm according to manufacturer's specifications.
replace steering gear box according to manufacturer's specifications.
replace power steering according to manufacturer's specifications.

UNIT VIII: Heating and Air Conditioning

Competencies: 1. Identify heating and air conditioning system components.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of operation of a typical heating and air

conditioning system.
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3. Evacuate and recharge an air conditioning system according to manufacturer's
specifications.

4. Leak test an air conditioning system aaording to manutacturei's specifications.
5. Flush an air conditioning system according to manufacturer's specifications.
6. Describe the theory and operation of a bask five-part refrigerant system.
7 Describe the theory and operation of a suctioning throttling \ alve (5TV) system.
8. Describe the theory and operation of orifice tube air conditioning system.

UNIT IX: Cooling Systems

Competencies: 1 Identify cooling system components according to manufacturer's specifications.
2 Pressure test cooling systems accoiding to manufacturei's specifications.
3. Remove and replace radiators accoiding to manufacturer's specifications.
4. Remove and replace belts and hoses according to manufacturer's specifications.
5. Remove and replace thermostats according to manufacturer's specifications.
6. Remove and replace water pumps accoiding to manufacturer's specifications.
7. Test coolant for freeze protection accoiding to manufacturer's specifications.
8. Flush cooling systems according to manufacturer's specifications.
9. Remove and replace idler pulley according to manufacturer's specifications.

10 Pressure test radiator cap for correct operation according to manufacturer's
specifications.

II. Check, remo\ e and replace fan clutch according to manufacturer's specifications.
12. Test water pump flow according to manufacturer's specifications.
13 Determine correct amount of antifreeze required pei cooling system capacity and

manufacturer's specifications.

UNIT X: Electriatv/Electronics

Competencies: 1 Demonstrate a knowledge of basic electrical principles as applied to the automobile.
2 Demonstrate the ability to lead and interpret automotive wiring diagrams
3. Trace a basic electrical circuit on an automobile according to manufacturer's

specifications.
4 Test a starter for current draw according to manufacturer's specifications.
5. lest an alternatoi for amperage and \ cilfage output according to manutacturer's

specifications.
6 Splice wire, solder and soiderless according to manufacturer's specifications.
7 Disconnect and reconnect conductors according to manutact specifications.
8. Replace connectors according to manufacturer's specifications
9 lest an alternator for correct operation of the stator, fields and diodes according to

manufacturer's specifications.
10 Remove and replace an alternator according to manufacturer's specifications.
11 Perform voltage drop test on batteries according to manutacturer's specifications.
12 Perform battery load tests according to manufacturer s specifications
13 Remove and replace starter according; to manufacturer's specifications
14. Disassemble starter and test components for correct operation according to manutac-

turer's specifications.
13. Demonstrate a knowledge of series and parallel circuits,
16 Test a relay for correct operation using a digital \ olt-ohm meter according to manufac-

turer's specifications.
17. Test a solenoid for correct operation according to manufacturer's specifications.
18. Recognize and test variable resistance sensors according to manufacturer's

specifications.
19 Recognize and test a \ claim control si itch accoiding to manufacturer's specifications.
20. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of feedback control circuits

Pull codes from engine microprocessoi using the sel. 'iia nostic system on the car.
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22. Test the engine microprocessor to determine if the engine is in open loop or closed
loop according to the manufacturer's specifications.

23. Demonstrate a knowledge of electrical inputs and outputs as they apply to the engine
microprocessor.

24. Demonstrate logical electrical troubleshooting skills according to manutacturer's
specifications.

UNIT XI: Ignition Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify the components of an electronic ignition system according to manufacturer's
specifications.

2. Test a Hall-effect and inductive ignition system according to manufacturer's
specifications.

3. Remove, disassemble, reassemble, install and time an ignition distributor according
to manufacturer's specifications.

4. Test a primary ignition circuit according to manufacturer's specifications
5. Test a secondary ignition circuit according to manufacturer's specifications.
6. Test an electronic spark control (E.S.C.) system for correct operation according to

manufacturer's specifications.
7. Remove, adjust, replace spark plugs according to manufacturer's specifications.
8. Read, understand and interpret an engine analyzer (oscilloscope) according to

manufacturer's specifications.
9. Test and replace secondary ignition wires according to manufacturer's specifications.

10. Interpret spark plug insulator color according to manufacturer's specifications.

UNIT XI/: Fuel Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify and describe the function of the components in a basic carbureted fuel system
with no computer.

2. Identify and describe the function of the components in a carbureted fuel system
operating with a computer.

3. Identify and describe the function of the components in a throttle body fuel injec-
tion system.

4. Identify and describe the function of the components in a multi-port fuel injected
system.

5. Overhaul a two-barrel carburetor according to manufacturer's specifications.
6. Install and adjust a two-barrel carburetor for correct operation on an engine accor-

ding to manufacturer's specifications.
7. Adjust a computerized carburetor according to manufacturer's specifications
8. Perform pulse test and flow test on a throttle body injector according to manufac-

turer's specifications.
9. Perform pressure clean and balance test on multi-port injectors according to manufac-

turer's specifications.
10. Remove and replace a mechanical fuel pump according to manufacturer's

specifications.
11. Perform fuel pressure test for high and lov pressure systems according to manufac-

turer's specifications.
P. Remove and replace fuel tanks according to manufacturer's specifications
13. Remove and replace fuel lines according to manufacturer's specifications.

UNIT XIII: Emission Control Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify and explain the functions of the components of an emission contiol system
according to manufacturer's specifications.

2. Test a positive crankcase ventilation (P.C.V.) system according to manufacturer's
specifications.
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3. Remove and replace a P.0 V. valve.
4. Test evaporation emission control systems according to martutacturer's specifications.5. Remove and replace a charcoal canister filter according to manufacturer's

specifications.
6. Remove and replace a catalytic converter according to manufacturer's specifications.7. Test the backpressure of exhaust systems according to manufacturer's specifications.8 Test air injection system for correct operation according to manufacturer's

specifications.
9. lest an exhaust gas recirculation (E.G.R.) valve for correct operation according to

manufacturer's specifications.
10. Remove and replace air injection pump according to manufacturer's specifications.11. Remove,, clean and replace an E.G R. valve.

12. lest emission control system using propane enrichment.
13. Test and service heated air induction system according to manufacturer'sspecifications.

UNIT XIV: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Locate resources for finding employment
2. Locate job openings.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Participate in a mock interview.
5. Complete a job application form.
6. Write an application letter.
7. lVrite a follow -up letter
8. Evaluate job rejection.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code: 47.0602

Course Title: Aviation Maintenance Technology

Course Length 1913 Clock Hours - 17 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to prepare individuals to inspect, repair, service and overhaul aircraft com-
ponents such as engines, propellers, instruments, airframes, fuel and oil tanks, control cables, and hydraulic
units. The course prepares the individual to select, safely use and maintain hand and power tools, jacks,
and hoisting equipme,rtt. The content includes, but is not limited to, communication skills, leadership skills,
human relations and employability skills, and safe and efficient work practices. Included are Federal Avia-
tion Regulations (FAR) Part 65 pertaining to eligibility for a mechanic certificate and ratings. The course is
designed to meet Federal Aviation Administration requirements for licensing as an airframelpowerplant
mechanic The course content is organized into competency-based units of instruction that specify occupa-
tional competencies which the individual must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. General Aviation

III. Airframe Structures
IV. Airframe Systems and Components
V. Powerplant Theory and Maintenance

VI. Powerplant Systems and Components
VII. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the field of aviation mechanics.
2. Identify working conditions involved with aviation mechanics.
3. Identify job hazards associated with the field of aviation mechanics.
4. List salary and benefits associated with employment in the aviation mechanics field.
5. Describe the job opportunities available for aviation mechanics.
6. Identify initial investment requirements for professional mechanics.
7. Demonstrate willingness to learn.
8. Write legibly.
9. Listen attentively.

10. Prepare written communications.
11. Exhibit dependability
12. Demonstrate punctuality.
13. Follow rules and regulations.
14 Read and comprehend written communication and information found in technical

manuals.
15. Use technical manuals effectively.
16. Maintain clean and orderly work area.
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17. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness
18. Comply with safety and health rules.
19. Select correct tools and equipment.
20. Utilize equipment correctly.
21. Work productively with others
22. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
23. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
24. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.

UNIT II: General Aviation

Competencies: 1. Measure capacitance and inductance
2 Calculate and measure electrical power.
3. Measure voltage, current,, resistance, continuity, and leakage.
4 Determine the relationship of voltage, current, and resistance in electrical
5. Read and interpret electrical circuit diagrams.
6. Inspect and service batteries.
7. Use drawings, symbols, and schematic diagrams
8. Draw sketches of repairs and alterations.
9. Use blueprint information.
10. Use graphs and charts.

11. Weigh aircraft.
12. Perform complete weight-and-balance check and record data.
13. Fabricate and install rigid and flexible fluid lines and fittings.
14. Identify and select appropriate nondestructive testing methods.
15. Perform penetrant, chemical etching, and magnetic particle inspections.
16. Perform basic heat-treating processes.
17. Identity and select aircraft hardware and

18. Inspect and check welds.
19 Perform precision measurements.
20 Start, ground operate, move, service,
21. Identify and select fuels.
22. Identify and select cleaning materials.

Perform aircraft cleaning and corrosion
Extract roots and raise numbers to a given potvei.
Determine areas and volumes of various geometrical shapes.

26. Solve ratio, proportion, and percentage problems
27 Perform algebraic operations involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and divi-

sion of positive and negative numbers
28. Write descriptions of aircraft condition and work performed.
29. Complete required maintenance forms, records, and inspection reports.
30. Use the principles of simple machines sound, fluid, and heat dynamics.
31 Select and use FAA and manufacturer's aircraft maintenance specifications, data

sheets, manuals, publications, and related Federal Aviation Regulations
32. Read technical data.
33 Exercise mechanic privileges within the limitations piescribed by Part 65 of this

chapter.

materials.

and secure aircraft.

-D1- .

control.

circuits.

UNIT III: Airframe Structuies

Competencies: 1

2.

3.

4

5.

Service and repair wood structures
Identify wood defects.
Inspect wood structures.
Select and apply fabric and fiberglass covering materials.
Inspect, test, and repair fabric and fiberglass.
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6. Apply trim, letters, and touch-up paint.
7. Identify and select aircraft finishing materials.
8. Apply paint and dope.
9. Inspect finishes and identify defects.

10. Install special rivets and fasteners.
11. Inspect bonded structures.
P. Inspect and repair plastics, honeycomb, and laminated structures.
13. Inspect, check, service, and repair windows, doors, and interior furnishings.
14. Inspect and repair sheet-metal structures.
15. Install conventional rivets.
16. Hand form, lay out, and bend sheet metal.
17. Weld magnesium and titanium.
18. Solder stainless steel.
19. Fabricate tubular structures.
20. Solder, braze, gas-weld, and arc-weld steel.
21. Weld aluminum and stainless steel.
22. Rig rotary-wing aircraft.
23. Rig fixed-wing aircraft.
24. Check alignment of structures.
25. Assemble aircraft.
26. Balance and rig movable surfaces.
27. Jack aircraft.
28. Perform airframe conformity and airworthiness inspections.

UNIT IV: Airframe Systems and Components

Competencies: 1. Inspect, check, service,, and repair landing gear, retraction systems, shock struts,,
brakes, wheels, tires, and steering systems.

2. Repair hydraulic and pneumatic power systems components.
3. Identify and select hydraulic fluids.
4. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair hydraulic and pneumatic power

systems.
5 Repair heating, cooling, air-conditioning, pressurization, and oxygen system

components.
6. Inspect, check troubleshoot, service, and repair heating, cooling, air-conditioning,

and pressurization systems.
7. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service and repair oxygen systems.
8. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair heading, speed, altitude, time, at-

titude, temperature, pressure and position indicating systems.
9. Install instruments.

10. Inspect, check, and service auto-pilot and approach control systems.
11 Inspect, check,, and service aircraft electronic communication and navigation systems.
12. Inspect and repair antenna and electronic equipment installations.
13. Check and service fuel dump systems.
14 Perform fuel management, transfer, and defueling.
15. Inspect, check, and repair pressure fueling systems.
16. Repair aircraft fuel system components.
17. Inspect and repair fluid quantity indicating systems.
18. Troubleshoot, service, and repair fluid pressure and temperature warning systems.
19. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair aircraft fuel systems.
20. Repair aircraft electrical system components.
21. Install, check, and service airframe electrical wiring, controls, switches, indicators,

and protective devices.
22. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service, and repair alternating current and direct cur-

rent electrical systems.
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23. Inspect, check, and service speed- and take ift-le lng systems, electrical brake con-
trols, and antiskid systems.

24. Inspect, cheek, troublesio set-% ice, and repair landing gear position indicating and
waining systems.

25 Inspect, check troubleshoot, sere ice and repair au flame ice and lain connol systems.
26 Inspect, check, and service smoke and cai bon monoxide detection systems.
27. Inspect, cheek, service, troubleshoot, and repair aircraft fire detection and ex-

tinguishing systems.

UNIT 'V: Powerplant Them, and `Maintenance

Competencies: I. Inspect and repeal 14-cNlinder or larger radial engine.
2. Overhaul reciprocating engine.
3 Inspect, check, service, and repair opposed and radial engines and reciprocating

engine installations
4. Install, troubleshoot, and return e reciprocating engines
5. Overhaul turbine engine.
6. Inspect, check, service, and repair turbine engine3 and turbine engine installations.
7 Install, troubleshoot, and remove turbine engines
8. f.'er.orm pole erplant contormity and air orthiness inspections

UNIT VI: Powerplant Systems and Components

Competencies: 1 Troubleshoot, set\ ice, and repo tluid rate-of-flme indicating systems
2. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair engine temperature, pressure, and

r. p.m indicating systems
3 Inspect, check, ser\ ice, troubleshoot, and iepair engine tire detection and ex-

tinguishing systems
4. Repair engine electrical se stem components
5 Install, check, and st:te ice engine electrical y fling, contiols, se itches, indicators, and

protectRe devices
0 Identify and select lubricants
7 Repair engine lubrication system components
S Inspect, shed., service, troubleshoot, and repair engine lobueatiiin systems.
9 Overhaul magneto and ignition harness.

It) Repair engine ignition system components
I I Inspect. check, set vice, troubleshootind repon leoproeating and turbine engine

ignition systems
P. Inspect, check, and semi:e eater injection systems
13 Overhaul carburetor
14. Repair engine fuel metering system components
15. Inspect, check, sei% ice troubleshootind repair reciprocating and turbine engine

fuel metering system.
16 Repair engine fuel system components.
17 Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and rej air engine tuel systems.

18. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, sere ice, and repair engine ice and rain control systems.
IQ. Inspect, check, service, and reran heat exchange,.s and superchangens.

21) Inspect, check, service, and repair carburetor air intake and induction manifolds.
21. Repair engine cooling system components
22. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service, and repair engine cooling systems.
21. Repair engine exhaust system components.
24 Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service, and repan engine exhaust systems.
25. Inspect, check, service, and wpm propellei synchronizing and ice control systems
26. Identity and select piopeller lubricants
27. Balance propellers
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28. Repair propeller control system components.
29. Inspect, check, service, and repair fixed-pitch, constant-speed, and feathering pro-

pellers, and propeller governing systems.
30. Install, troubleshoot, and remove propellers.

UNIT VII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.
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Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline
Trade and Industrial Course Title. Band and Circular Saw Hill°

CIP Code. 48.0599 Course Length 2025 Clock Hours - 18 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to prepare individuals for employment in commercial sawmills as saw filers.
The saw filer repairs bandsaw and circular saw blades according to customer or manufacturer's specifiLa-
tions using hand tools, machine tools, and welding equipment. The filer examines saws for defects and repairs
them by removing and replacing broken teeth, welding cracks in blades, straightening kinks and removing
dents in blades, and sharpening teeth.

The course content is organized into competent} -based units of instruction that specify oLcupatiunal Lom-
petencies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Safety

III. Tools and Equipment
IV. Knife Grinding
V. Circular Saws

VI. Band Saws
VII. General Mill Maintenance and Alignment

VIII. Welding
IX. Job Seek;ng Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1 Describe the occupations of band and circular saw filing.
2 Describe the working conditions of a band and circular saw filer.
3. List and identify proper clothing used by saw filers.
4. List job opportunities and possible salaries available to saw filers
5. Demonstrate proper job attitude and behavior.
6. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
7. Complete work assignments in an accurate and timely manner.
8. Follow rules and regulations.

UNIT II: Safety

Competencies: I. Apply shop and equipment safety rules.
2. Apply basic first aid techniques.
3. Demonstrate cardiopulmonary resuscitation techniques (CPR).
4. Inspect work area and equipment for safe working environment.
5. Report safety problems.
6. Apply OSHA regulations related o saw filing.
7. Participate in safety meetings.
8. Demonstrate use of fire extinguishers.
9. Store flammable materials.
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UNIT III: Tools and Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify personal hand tools.
2. Identify personal power tools.
3. Perform maintenance on tools.
4 Identify equipment.

UNIT IV: Knife Grinding

Competencies: 1. Identify types of equipment utilizing knives.
2. Identify types of knife grinders.
3. Identify types and grits of wheels for knife grinders
4. Install and set up knife grinder.
5. Find the bevel on a chipper knife using a protractor.
6. Find the bevel on a planer knife using a protractor.
7 Grind a chipper knife on a 30 degree bevel.
8. Grind a chipper knife on a 40 degree bevel.
9. Grind a planer knife on a 30 degree bevel.

10. Grind a planer knife on a 40 degree bevel.
11. Grind a complete sidehead knife.
12. Perform general machine maintenance.
13. Troubleshoot knife problems.

UNIT V: Circular Saws

Competencies: 1. Identify types of equipment utilizing circular saw blades.
2. Identify types and designs of circular saw blades.
3. Identify types of circular saw grinders and wheels.
4. Clean a saw blade with a caustic solution.
5. Clean a saw blade with a wire brush.
6. Set up grinder and sharpen a ripsaw.
7. Set up grinder and sharpen a crosscut saw.
8. Set teeth in a crosscut saw blade.
9. Maintain and operate an automatic circular saw grinder.

10. Line faceplate with grinding w.heel.
11 Line up teed cam with tooth style cam.
12. Joint a solid tooth crosscut or ripsaw.
13. Gum a solid tooth ripsaw.
14. Gum a solid tooth crosscut saw
15. Grind bevels on a solid tooth crosscut saw.
16. Grind face on top of solid tooth ripsaw.
17. Review history and types of carbide tipped saws.
18. Set up grinding machine and grind face of a carbide ripsaw.
19. Set up grinding machine and grind top of a carbide ripsaw.
20. Set up grinding machine and grind sides of a carbide ripsaw.
21. Set up grinding machine and grind face of a carbide crosscut saw.
22. Set up grinding machine and grind top of a carbide crosscut saw.
23. Set up grinding machine and grind sides of a carbide crosscut saw.
24. Identify types of grinding problems for carbide tipped blades.
25. Retip a carbide ripsaw.
26. Retip a carbide crosscut saw

Restrobe a carbide saw.
28. Check small circular saw with straightedge for lumps.
29. Check circular saw for runout.
30. Level circular saw.
31. Check circular saw with tension gauge for tension.
32. Tension circular saw for the correct revolutions per minute (RPM).
33. Check saw arbor for level.
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34. Check saw collar for proper bevel.
35. Check saw lead.
36. Set up guide dresser and grind guide.
37. Calculate the tooth bite on a saw.
38. Convert RPM to rim speed on a saw.
39. Determine required gullet capacity on a saw.
40. Make a rubbing of the gullets.
41. Perform general machine maintenance.
42. Troubleshoot circular saw problems.

UNIT VI: Band Saws
Competencies: 1. Identify types of equipment utilizing band saws.

2. Sketch a filing room layout.
3. Level all band saw grinders and post brackets.
4. Line up bottom roll on stretcher roll with anvil.
5. Disassemble the band saw swage.
6. Clean all band saw parts.
7. List all band saw parts.
8. Oil the movable parts of a band saw.
9. Reassemble the swage of a band saw.

10. Set swage to a band saw in working order.
11. Disassemble the band saw shaper.
12. Clean all shaper parts.
13. List all shaper parts.
14. Oil the movable parts of a shaper.
15. Reassemble the shaper.
16. Set shaper to a band saw in working order.
17 Perform maintenance and review operational procedures of an automatic band saw

grinder.
18. Line up faceplate and square it with the grinder and slide plate.
19. Line up grinding wheel arbor with faceplate of grinder.
20. Line up feed cam with tooth style cam.
21. Set single cut band saw and grinder for grinding.
22. Swage a single cut band saw.
23 Shape a single cut band saw.
24. Line a single cut band saw.
25. Grind a single cut band saw for proper sharpness.
26. File out gullets.
27. Place on leveling bench and level outside of saw.
28. Turn saw and level inside of saw.
29. Roll tension in center of saw.
30. Shorten back of a saw.
31. Lengthen back of a saw.
32. Make tension uniform in entire saw.
33. Pull the back of a saw out to 1/64".
34. Remove twists in a saw.
35. Adjust machine guides.
36 Perform general machine maintenance.
37. Troubleshoot band saw problems.

UNIT VII: General Mill Maintenance and Alignment

Competencies: 1. Align bottom wheel of bandmill to track and set crossline.
2. Align circle saw mandrel.
3. Set circle saw mandrel.
4. Set circle head rig guide to mandrel.
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5. Set guide system up for bandmill with no pressure guides.
6. Set guide system up for bandmill with one pressure guide.
7. Set guide system up for bandmill with two pressure guides.
8. Solve strain device problems using formulas.
9 Tape the bottom and top wheels on a bandmill.

10. Set up grinder and grind bottom wheel.
11 Set up grinder and grind top wheel.
12. Retape the bottom and top wheels on a bandmill.

UNIT VIII: Welding
Competencies: 1 Identify and review operation of shielded metal an_ welding (SMAW), oxyacetylene,

gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), and gas metal arc welding (GNIAW) equipment.
2. Weld a butt joint on a band saw using oxyacetylene welding equipment.
3. Weld a butt joint on a band saw using GMAW equipment.
4. Weld a butt joint on a band saw using GTAW equipment.
5. Weld a crack in a band saw using oxyacetylene welding equipment.
6. Weld a crack in a band saw using GMAW equipment.
7. Weld a crack in a band saw using GTAW equipment.
8. Weld a crack in a circular saw using SMAW equipment.
9 Replace entire tooth in a band saw using oxyacetylene welding equipment.

10. Replace entire tooth in a band saw using GMAW equipment.
11. Replace entire tooth in a band saw using GTAW equipment.
12. Replace entire tooth in a circular saw using SMAW equipment.
13. Repair portion of a tooth with proper welding equipment.
14. Temper welds.

UNIT IX: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Prepare a personal resume'
2. Fill out a job application.
3. Prepare a letter of application.
4 Prepare a follow-up letter.
5. Participate in a mock job interview
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial Course Title: Carpentry

co Code:

Course
The
non
an
an

46.0201

Description:
purpose of this course is to prepare individuals to construct wood structures for residential and

residential use. This includes using builder's level to lay out construction site, blueprint reading, layout
d cutting of structural members, erecting structural members, materials estimating, and finishing interior
d exterior.

Course Length 2025 Clock Hours - 18 Months

Th
pe

Unit

e course content is organized into competency-based units of instruction that specify occupational corn-
tencies which the student must successfully complete.

s of Instruction: I. Introduction
II. Lumber, Plywood, and Common Fasteners

III. Hand Tools and Measuring Devices
IV. Power Tools
V. Carpenter's Math

VI. Blueprint Reading and Sketching
VII. Foundations and Formwork

VIII. Floor and Wall Framing
IX. Ceiling and Roof Framing
X. Exterior Finish

XI. Interior Finish
XII. Cabinetmaking

XIII. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction

Competencies: 1. Identify advantages and disadvantages of carpentry work.
2. Identify general shop safety rules.
3. Identify physical demands of the carpentry trade.
4. Identify related construction opportunities.
5. Apply basic first aid techniques.

UNIT II: Lumber, Plywood, and Common Fasteners

Competencies: 1. Identify types of wood.
2. Identify the two major methods of sawing lumber.
3. Identify lumber sizes, grading, and mill shapes.
4. Identify lumber drying and treatment methods.
5, Identify common lumber defects.
6. Identify sizes and grades of plywood.
7. Identify types and sizes of nails.
8. Identify types and sizes of screws and bolts.
9. Identify common types of adhesives.
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UNIT III: Hand Tools and Measuring Devices

Competencies: 1. Identify basic measuring devices
2. Demonstrate correct use of measuring devices
3. Identify basic layout and checking tools.
4 Apply hand tool safety.
5. Demonstrate correct use of layout and checking tools.
6. Identify and demonstrate ability to use striking tools.
7. Identify and demonstrate ability to use sawing tools.
8. Identify and demonstrate ability to use edge-cutting tools.
9. Demonstrate ability to sharpen cutting tools.

10. Identify and demonstrate ability to use drilling and boring tools.

UNIT IV: Power Tools

Competencies: 1. Apply power tool safety
2. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
3. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
4. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
5. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
6 Identify and demonstrate ability to use
7. identify and demonstrate ability to use
8. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
9. Identify and demonstrate ability to use

10. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
11. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
12. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
13. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
14. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
15. Identify and demonstrate ability to use
16. Identify and demonstrate ability to use

UNIT V: Carpenter's Mathematics

circular handsaw.
sabre saw.
reciprocating saw.
hand drill.
power plane.
routers.
sanders.
motorized miter saw.
air driven nailers and staplers.
powder actuated driver.
table saw.
radial arm saw.
jointer.
band saw.
bench grinder.

Competencies: 1. Add, subtract, multiply and divide whole numbers.
2 Add, subtract, multiply and divide common fractions
3. Add, subtract, multiply and divide decimal fractions.
4. Calculate areas.
5. Calculate volumes.
6. Calculate weights.
7. Calculate costs.
8. Calculate board feet.

UNIT VI: Blueprint Reading and Sketching

Competencies: 1. Read and use an architect's scale.
2. Identify ;,-chitcct symbols.
3. Read and interpret a set of plans and specifications
4. Sketch a floor plan

UNIT VII: Foundations and Formwork

Competencies: 1. Use a builder's level, transit, or laser level.
2. Locate' a building and erect batter boards.
3. Construct a section of a continuous wall form.
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4. Construct and set forms for a pier footing.
5. Construct monolithic floor form with vapor barrier.
6. Dismantle forms and prepare for storage.

UNIT VIII: Floor and Wall Framing

Competencies: 1. Identify types of framing.
2. Build and install sills and floor joists with a floor opening.
3. Install solid and cross bridging.
4. Identify types of and install subflooring.
5. Estimate materials and cost for floor and wall framing.
6. Identify safe uses for ladders and scaffolding.
7. Install sole plates and cut top plates.
8. Determine wall rough openings.
9. Lay out wall locations, rough openings and stud locations.

10. Build corner studs and partition T's.
11. Build door and window bucks.
12. Install double top plate and raise walls.
13. Brace corners and align walls.
14. Install wall sheathing.
15. Erect a metal stud wall with gypsum board.

UNIT IX: Ceiling and Roof Framing

Competencies: 1. Lay out ceiling joists and rafter locations.
2. Cut and install ceiling joists with ceiling openings.
3. Cut and install strong backs.
4. Identify roof styles.
5. Lay out, cut, and erect common rafters and ridge boards for a gable roof with roof

opening.
6. Frame a gable end with vent opening and barge rafters.
7. Lay out, cut, and install collar beams and roof braces.
8. Install facia box cornice.
9. Install roof sheathing, felt,, and eave edging.

10. Install composition roofing.
11. Lay out, cut and erect hip and valley rafters and ridge board for an intersecting hip

roof.
12. Lay out, cut, and erect hip and valley jack rafters.
13. Lay out, cut and erect cripple jack rafters.
14. Estimate materials and cost for ceiling and roof framing.
15. Identify common roof truss types.
16. Construct a "W" truss.

UNIT X: Exterior Finish

Competencies: 1. Install doors and windows.
2. Install horizontal and vertical siding.
3. Install exterior trim.
4. Estimate materials and cost for exterior finish.

UNIT XI: Interior Finish

Competencies: 1. Install wall and ceiling insulation.
2. Install ceiling furring strips.
3. Install ceiling tile and gypsum wall board.
4. Install prefinished paneling.
5. Install interior doors and hardware.
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6. Cut and install door and window trim.
7. Install interior molding.
8. Install floor underlavment.
9. Identify types of stairs.

10. Construct a section of stairs.
11. Estimate materials and cost for interior finish.
12. Install a suspended-type ceiling.

UNIT XII: Cabinetmaking

Competencies: 1. Identify common cabinetmaking joints
2. Construct a ceiling furr down.
3. Build and install kitchen base cabinet.
4. Build and install kitchen wall cabinet.
5. Apply plastic laminate countertop to base cabinet
6. Estimate materials and cost for cabinets.

UNIT XIII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Prepare a personal resume'.
2. Fill out a job application.
3. Prepare a letter of application.
4 Prepare a follow-up letter.
5. Participate in a mock job Interview.



CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial Course Title: Commercial Art

CIP Code. 48.0203 Course Length 2700 Clock Flours - 24 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in the field of Commercial Art or to provide supplemental training for
persons previously or currently employed in Commercial Art.

The course prepares individuals to design and execute layouts and make illustrations for advertising displays
and instructional manuals. It includes instruction in the preparation of copy; lettering; poster, package, and
product design; fashion illustration; silk screening; air brushing; and inks and color dynamics.
The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The course content is organized into competency-based units of instruction that specify occupational com-
petencies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Commercial Art
II. Mathematics

III. Communication Skills
IV. Advertising Mediums
V. Color

VI. Illustration
VII. Basic Design

VIII. Typing
IX. Typography
X. Computer Graphics

XI. Layout and Display Design
XII. Photography

XIII. Process Camera
XIV. Substrate and Ink Fundamentals
XV. Screen Printing

XVI. Offset Lithography
XVII. Employment Preparation

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Commercial Art

Competencies: 1. Identify the job market.
2. Explain /define basic terminology.
3. Identify and demonstrate proper use of basic tools as found on supply list.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of basic safety rules.
5. Demonstrate understanding of basic drawing skills.
6. Establish a portfolio.
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7 Establish a reference morgue (librczy including clip -art, photographs, magazines, etc.).

UNIT II: Mathematics

Competencies: I. Demonstrate
2. Demonstrate
3. Demonstrate
4. Demonstrate
5. Demonstrate
6. Demonstrate
7. Demonstrate

UNIT III: Communication Skills

ability to add, subtract, multiply and drc ide whole numbers.
ability to add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions.
ability to add, subtract, multiply and divide decimals.
ability to use the proportional scale.
knowledge of terms associated with the line gauge.
ability to use the line gauge.
understanding of basic geometric design.

Competencies: 1 Demonstrate knowledge and ability to use basic grammar including: parts of speech,,
complete sentences, proper punctuation, and proper spelling.

2. Exhibit ability to write creative and motivating copy.
3. Exhibit ability to communicate orally.
4. Identify essential elements of an advertisement.

UNIT IV: Advertising Mediums

Competencies: 1. Define advertising.
2 Identify mediums of advertisement including print (newspaper, magazine, direct mail,

etc ), outdoor advertisement, and television.
3. Identify elements of a good advertisement.

UNIT V: Color

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate ability to paint a value scale (gray scale)
2 Demonstrat& an understanding of color light and its properties (including color

wheel)
3. Demonstrate basic understanding of color interaction.
4. Demonstrate understanding of the psychology of color.

UNIT VI: lllustiation

Com petencies: 1. Define illustration.
2. Utilize basic materials and tools including: graphite, pen and ink (scratchboard),

brush and ink, fluorographics, charcoals, water colois, gouache, prisma colors,
acrylics, and air brush

3. Demonstrate skill in drawing the follow ing. inanimate objects, landscapes, human
figure/anatomv fashion illustration, caricatures, and animals.

4. Demonstrate understanding of perspective.
5. Demonstrate understanding of basic elements of drawing (light, value, mass, form,

etc.).

UNIT VII: Basic Design

Competency: Demonstrate ability to utilize the elements and principles of design.

UNIT VIII: Typing
Competency: Demonstrate basic ability to operate a keyboard.
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UNIT IX: Typography

Competencies: 1. Identify parts of a typeface.
2. Identify typeface classifications.
3. Identify printers' measurement system.
4. Identify methods of setting type.
5. Demonstrate ability to set type utilizing photographic methods.
6. Demonstrate ability to spec type within half a point.
7. Demonstrate knowledge of calligraphy.

UNIT X: Computer Graphics

Competencies: 1. Identify functions of a graphics computer.
2 Input, store, and retrieve a computer graphics generated job.

UNIT XI: Layout and Display Design

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate understanding of the elements of the layout for an advertisement.
2. Demonstrate ability to produce a layout utilizing the design elements.
3. Prepare a single-color mechanical for reproduction in register (complete campaign

including logo, stationery package, brochures, large-scale jobs, three-dimensional
mock-ups, etc.).

4. Prepare a multicolor mechanical for reproduction in register (complete campaign in-
cluding logo, stationery package, brochure, large-scale jobs, three-dimensional mock-
ups, tec.).

5. Demonstrate proper techniques in handling a mechanical.
6. Demonstrate ability to proof, including interpreting proof to customer and writing

instructions to printer.
7. Build a three-dimensional mock-up.

UNIT XII: Photography

Competencies: 1. Identify types and uses of various cameras, films, lenses, shutter speeds, paper,
chemicals, and light sources.

2. Demonstrate ability to shoot a roll of film.
3. Demonstrate an understanding of darkroom safety.
4. Develop film and prints using various darkroom techniques and processes.
5. Prepare print for display: (a) mount a print and (b) mat a print.
6. Identify qualities of a good photograph.
7. Plan, develop, and produce a video tape.

UNIT XIII: Process Camera

Competencies: 1. Identify darkroom equipment, materials, and procedures including parts of and pur-
poses of process cameras.

2. Use a process camera in shooting a live negative/positive, half-tone, stat, film
positive/negative, and veloxes.

3. Identify special effects screens.
4. Identify and incorporate safety rules applied to the use of the process camera.

UNIT XIV: Substrate and Ink Fundamentals

Competency: Identify and utilize appropriate substrates and compatible inks.
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UNIT XV: Screen Printing

Competencies: 1. Identify basic tools and equipment.
2. Incorporate safety rules in printing
3. Prepare screen.
4. Utilize hand-cut stencil methods.
5. Produce screen utilizing screen-filler method of tusche glue method.
6. Demonstrate use of direct and indirect photographic emulsion.
7. Make ready and print single-color job in register.
8. Make ready and print multicolor job in register.
9. Print single-color work on textiles in register.

10. Print multicolor work on textiles in register.
11. Demonstrate clean-up procedures.

UNIT XVI: Offset Lithography

Competencies: 1. Identify equipment.
2. Identify and apply safety procedures.
3. Demonstrate the ability to strip and burn plates.
4. Demonstrate the ability to run single and multicolor offset work in register.
5. Demonstrate the ability to bind and finish offset work.
6. Demonstrate clean-up procedures.

UNIT XVII:: Employment Preparation

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate an understanding of the current job market.
2. Update portfolio.
3. Prepare a personal resume' and letter of introduction.
4. Fill out a job application.
5. Participate in a mock job interview.
6 Prepare a follow-up letter.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial Course Title: Communications Electronics

CIP Code: 47.0103 Course Length 2700 Clock Hours - 24 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of Communications Electronics of to pro-
vide supplemental training for persons previously or currently employed in related Communications Elec-
tronics occupations.

The course generally prepares individuals to assemble, install, operate, maintain, and repair one- and two-
way communications equipment and systems, including amplitude modulated (AM) and frequency modulated
(FM) radio, television, hearing aids, and other electronic communication devices or systems. Includes in-
struction in using actual equipment or educational trainers in various types of equipment, motors, mechanical
devices, power supplies, amplifiers, and digital circuitry; reading and interpretation of electrical
diagrams/schematics; radar; fiber optics; laser techniques; computer applications; telecommunications,
microwave; diagnostic and troubleshooting techniques, the use of testing equipment, Federal Communica-
tions Commission (FCC) and Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) licensing requirements.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: FIRST YEAR
I. Fundamentals of Electricity/ Electionics

II. Mathematics
III. Physics
IV. Fundamentals of Semiconductors
V. Basic Electronic Circuits

VI. Digital Electronics
VII. Basic Microprocessors

VIII. Computer Literacy

SECOND YEAR
IX. Introduction to Communications Sei \Acing
X. Two-Way Communications

Xl. Microwave
XII. Radar

XIII. Antenna Systems
XIV. Umnterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
XV. Test Equipment

XVI. Computer Applications
XVII. Troubleshooting Techniques

XVIII. Systems
XIX. Telecommunications
XX. Installation Techniques

XXI. Bus:ness Practices
XXII. Customer Service and Human Relations

XXIII. Job Seeking Skills
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Curriculum Competency Outline

FIRST YEAR

UNIT I: Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of occupational job requirements, working conditions, safe-
ty hazards, pay scales, and career opportunities.

2. Identify safety hazards.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of common safety rules and regulations.
4. Identify hand tools.
5. Demonstrate proper techniques and use of hand tools.
6. Apply correct soldering techniques.
7. Identify electrical/electronic test instruments.
8. Perform measurements using electrical/electronic test instruments.
9. Identify terms associated with electricity/electronics.

10. Identify electrical/electronic symbols.
11. Identify electrical/electronic formulas.
12. Identify electrical/electronic components.
13. Display a knowledge of atomic theory.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of theory of ac and dc current flow.
15. Solve problems using the basic laws governing electron flow.
16. Connect electrical/electronic components in specified circuit configuration.
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT H: Mathematics
Competencies: 1. Solve problems dealing with fractions, percentages, ratio and proportion, and powers

of ten.
2. Solve problems of plane and solid geometry.
3. Solve problems using algebraic formulas.
4. Solve problems using logarithms.
5. Apply the principles in trigonometry in solving problems.
6. Solve problems using a scientific electronic calculator.

UNIT III: Physics

Competencies: 1. State the properties of matter.
2. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, momentum, resistance,

power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using mechanical
energy systems.

3. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, momentum, resistance,
power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using fluidal energy
systems.

4. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, rate, resistance, power, potential
and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters, transducers, vibration and
waves, time constants, and radiation using electrical energy systems.

5. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, resistance, power, poten-
tial and kinetic energy, energy converters, transducers, time constants, and radia-
tion using thermal energy systems.
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UNIT IV: Fundamentals of Semiconductors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with semiconductors.
2. Identify semiconductor symbols.
3. Identify semiconductor components.
4. Describe the characteristics of semiconductors.
5. Test various semiconductor devices.
6. Interpret semiconductor specification sheets
7. Demonstrate the procedures for testing and servicing semiconductors.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with semiconductor devices.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT V: Basic Electronic Circuits

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillators.
2. Identity schematic representations of power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillator

circuits.
3. State the theory of operation of power supply circuits, amplifier circuits and oscillator

circuits.
4. Construct and analyze various power supply circuits, amplifier circuits, and oscillator

circuits.
5. Identify safety practices associated with basic electronic circuits.
6. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VI: Digital Electronics

Competencies: 1. Identify logic gate configuration.
2. Describe the truth tables associated with various logic circuits.
3. Simplify logic circuits using specified techniques.
4. Interpret integrated circuit specification sheets.
5. Identify registers, counters, multivibrators (bistable, monostable, etc.) and display

devices.
6. Describe digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital techniques.
7. Analyze digital arithmetic circuits.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with digital circuits
9. Apply safety practices.

'UNIT VII: Basic Microprocessors

Competencies: L Identify terms associated with microprocessors.
2. Describe the basic an ,;'(ecture of a microprocessor.
3. Describe the basic opehltion of a microprocessor.
4. Demonstrate a fundamental knowledge of assembly language piogramming.
5. Describe system interfacing circuits and techniques.

UNIT VIII: Compt.cer Literacy

Competencies: 1. Identify ,eims associated with computers.
2. Identify the impact of computers on today's society.
3. Demonstrate ability to select hardware and software components.
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SECOND YEAR
UNIT IX: Introduction to Communications Servicing

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with the communications industry.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job requirements.
3. Identify safety hazards associated with the communications industry.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities.
5. Describe the history of the communications industry.
6. Identify the various types of communications systems.
7. Identify the applications of the various types of communications systems.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade publications available to the technician.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade/professional organizations available

to the technician.
10. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various code/licensing requirements in the com-

munications industry.

UNIT X: Two -Way Communications

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with two-way communications.
2. Identify the various types of two-way communications systems.
3. Identify the various components used in a two-way communications system.
4. Describe the function of the various components found in a two-way communica-

tions system.
5. Align and tune a two-way communications transceiver.
6. Identify peripheral equipment.
7. Describe the applications of the various types of peripheral equipment.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with servicing two-way communications

equipment.
9. Apply safety practices.

10. Demonstrate a knowledge of Federal Communications Commission (FCC)/Federal
Aviation Authority (FAA) certification requirements in servicing two-way communica-
tions systems.

11. Maintain FCC/FAA n aintenance logs.
12. Obtain communications certification/license from government/industry agency.

UNIT XI: Microwave

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with microwave systems.
2. Identify the various components of a microwave system.
3. Describe the function of the various components of a microwave system.
4. Describe the operation of a microwave system.
5. Identify the factors that affect the design requirements of a microwave system.
6. Perform the installation and adjustment of a channel to manufacturer's specifications.
7. Identify safety hazards associated with microwave servicing.
8. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XII: Radar

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with radar systems.
2. Describe the various applications of radar systems.
3. Identify the various components of a radar system.
4. Describe the functions of the various components of a radar system.
5. Describe the effects of radar systems upon other electronic systems.
6. Identify the factors that affect radar system operations.
7. Interpret display presentations.
8 Demonstrate a knowledge of FCC/FAA certification requirements in servicing radar systems.
9. Maintain FCCFAA maintenance logs.

10. Identify safety hazards associated with servicing radar systems.
11. Apply safety practices.
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IJNIT XIII: Antr,ina Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with antennas.
2. Identify various types of antennas.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of antenna systems.
4. Identify safety hazards associated with servicing antenna systems.
5 Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIV: Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with uninterruptible power supply.
2. Identify the various types of uninterruptible power supply systems.
3. Describe the applications of the various uninterruptible power supply systems.
4. Calculate uninterruptible power supply capacity.
5. Perform preventive maintenance.
6. Troubleshoot uninterruptible power supply systems.
7. Repair/replace defective components.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with servicing uninterruptible power supply

systems.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XV: Test Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with test equipment.
2 Identify various types of test equipment.
3. Describe the function of various types of test equipment.
4. Describe the operation of various types of test equipment.
5. Perform equipment verification.
6. Perform electrical measurements using test equipment.
7. Perform equipment care and maintenance techniques.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with test equipment use.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVI: Computer Applications

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with computer application of communications systems.
2. Identify the various computer applications found in communications systems.
3. Identify the various components that make up a computer application in a com-

munications system.
4. Load a system.
5. Demonstrate the use of an operating system.
6. Demonstrate the use of operating system utilities.
7. Identify safety hazards associated with computer applications to communications

systems.
8. Troubleshoot computer applications to communications systems.
9. Adjust and repair/replace defective components.

10. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVII: Troubleshooting Techniques

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with troubleshooting techniques.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of troubleshooting techniques.
3. Evaluate customer complaints.
4. Observe system operation.
5. Implement logical troubleshooting techniques.
6. Formulate a plan.
7. Read and interpret schematics.
8. Perform operational check.
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9. Document set vice pi ocedures taken
10. identity safety hazards associated with b oubleshootmg.
11. Apply safeh practices

UNIT XVIII: Sstems
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with communications systems.

2. Identify the various types of communications systems.
3. Describe the operation of various types of communications systems.
4. Draw a block diagram of various types of communications systems.
5. Describe the function of the various sections identified on a block diagram 01 a _on,-

munications system.
6. Identify the safety hazards associated with communications systems.
7. Apply safety practices.
8. Identify environmental factors associated IN ith the operation of various communal a

Lions systems.
9. Determine signal levels using decibel levels as a reference point.

U N rr )(ix : Telecommunications

Competencies: 1 Identity terms associated with telecommunications systems.
2. Identity the various types of telecommunications systems.
3. Identity the components of the various types of telecommunications s\ steins
4. Describe various types of telephone circuits.

Describe the various applications of telephone interface devices modems and
conditioners.

6 Identify the applications of fiber optics in the communications industry.
7 Identify the functions of the various components of telecommunications - sit
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of cellular system operations.
9 Identify safety hazards associated with telecommunications servicing.

10 Apply safety practices.
11 Describe the principles of data/voice security practices.

UNIT XX: Installation -techniques

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with installation of equipment
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of power conditioning.
3 Demonstrate a knowledge of uninterruptible power supply systems
4 Demonstrate a knowledge of grounding requirements and techniques
3. Demonstrate the ability to install cables and related components
(, Identify the various installation tools used by the industry.
7 Demonstrate a knowledge of site selection, equipment layout, and 111,4,111,1th

iequnements.
8 Demonstrate the ability to pertoim drafting and sketching techniques
9. Identify safety hazards associated with installation practices

10 Apply safety practices
11. Perform certification of the installation.

UNIT XXI: Rusines,,PN-klices

Competencies: 1. Identity terms associated with business,administrati% e piactites
2. Prepare service bills
3 Maintain customer accounts and records.
4. Maintain equipment inventory and parts control.

Read and interpret partsiservice manuals.
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6. Maintain parts/service manual revisions.
7. Execute maintenance contracts and service agreements.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of the cost factor in doing business.

UNIT XXII: Customer Service and Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate the ability to speak effectively.
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.
15. Practice good telephone etiquette.
16. Demonstrate the ability to write an effective technical report.
17. Demonstrate equipment and software operation.
18. Determine the problem and formulate a plan.
19. Perform the service.
20. Complete the transaction.
21. Maintain trade tools and equipment in optimal condition.
22. Evaluate services performed with the customer.
23. Verify charges.

UNIT XXIII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

10 Write a letter of resignation.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code: 47.0104

Course Title: Computer Electronics

Course Length 2700 Clock Hours - 24 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of Computer Electronics or to provide sup-
plemental training for persons previously or currently employed in related electronics occupations.

The Computer Electronics course generally prepares individuals to install, program, operate, maintain, ser-
vice, and diagnose operational problems in computer systems arising from mechanical or electrical malfunc-
tions in computer units or systems. Includes instruction in the underlying physical sciences and mathematics,
installation, construction, programming, operation, maintenance, and functional diagnosis; and how to detect,
isolate, and correct malfunctions. Programs describe the electrical and electronic circuits and mechanical devices
used in computer construction and their combination into systems in individual computers or computing
installations, as well as instruments used to detect weaknesses or failures in electrical systems in computers.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: FIRST YEAR
I. Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

II. Mathematics
III. Physics
IV. Fundamentals of Semiconductors
V. Basic Electronic Circuits

VI. Digital Electronics
VII. Basic Microprocessors

VIII. Computer Literacy

SECOND YEAR
IX. Introduction to Computer Servicing
X. Computer Systems

XI. Operating Systems
XII. Programming

XIII. Input/Output Devices
XIV. Peripherals
XV. Electro-Optical-Mechanical Systems

XVI. Communications
XVII. Troubleshooting

XVIII. Installation and Maintenance
XIX. Administrative Practices
XX. Customer Service and Human Relations

XXI. Job Seeking Skills
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Curriculum Competency Outline

FIRST YEAR

UNIT I: Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

Competencies: 1 Demonstrate a. knowledge of occupational job requirements, working conditions, safe-
ty hazards, pay scales, and career opportunities.

2. Identify safety hazards.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of common safety rules and regulations.
4. Identify hand tools.
5. Demonstrate proper techniques and use of hand tools.
6. 'ipply correct soldering techniques.
7. Identify electrical/electronic test instruments.
8. Perform measurements using electrical/electronic test instruments.
9. Identify terms associated with electricity/electronics.

10. Identify electrical/electronic symbols.
11. Identify electrical/electronic formulas.
12. Identify electrical/electronic components.
13. Display a knowledge of atomic theory.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of theory of ac and dc current flow.
15. Solve problems using the basic laws governing electron flow.
16. Connect electrical/electronic components in specified circuit configuration.
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT II: Mathematics

Competencies: 1. Solve problems dealing with fractions, percentages, ratio and proportion, and powers
of ten.

2. Solve problems of plane and solid geometry.
3. Solve problems using algebraic formulas.
4. Solve problems using logarithms.
5. Apply the principles in trigonometry in solving problems.
6. Solve problems using a scientific electronic calculator.

UNIT III: Physics

Competencies: 1. State the properties of matter.
2. Demonstrate the applications ani effects of force, work, rate, momentum, resistance,

power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using mechanical
energy systems.

3. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force,, work, rate, momentum, resistance,
power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using fluidal energy
systems.

4. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, rate, resistance, power, potential
and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters, transducers, vibration and
waves, time constants, and radiation using electrical energy systems.

5. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, resistance, power, poten-
tial and kinetic energy, energy converters, transducers, time constants, and radia-
tion using thermal energy systems.
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UNIT IV: Fundamentals of Semiconductors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with semiconductors.
2. Identify semiconductor symbols.
3. Identify semiconductor components.
4. Describe the characteristics of semiconductors.
5. Test various semiconductor devices.
6. Interpret semiconductor specification sheets.
7. Demonstrate the procedures for testing and servicing semiconductors.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with semiconductor devices.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT V: Basic Electronic Circuits

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillators.
2. Identify schematic representations of power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillator

circuits.
3. State the theory of operation of power supply circuits, amplifier circuits and oscillator

circuits.
4. Construct and analyze various power supply circuits, amplifier circuits, and oscillator

circuits.
5. Identify safety practices associated with basic electronic circuits.
6. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VI: Digital Electronics

Competencies: 1. Identify logic gate configuration.
2. Describe the truth tables associated with various logic circuits.
3. Simplify logic circuits using specified techniques.
4. Interpret integrated circuit specification sheets.
5. Identify registers, counters, multivihntnrs (bistable, monostable, etc.) and display

devices.
6. Describe digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital techniques.
7. Analyze digital arithmetic circuits.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with digital circuits.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VII: Basic Microprocessors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with microprocessors.
2. Describe the basic architecture of a microprocessor.
3. Describe the basic operation of a microprocessor.
4 Demonstrate a fundamental knowledge of assembly language programming.
5. Describe system interfacing circuits and techniques.

UNIT VIII: Computer Literacy
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computers.

2. Identify the impact of computers on today's society.
3. Demonstrate ability to select hardware and software components.
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SECOND YEAR

UNIT IX: Introduction to Computer Servicing

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computer systems.
2. Demonstrate an awareness of job requiremerts.
3 Identify safety hazards associated with the job.
4. Demonstrate an awareness of career opportunities.
5. Describe the history of computers.
6. Identify the different classifications of computers.
7. Identify computer applications.

UNIT X: Computer Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computer systems.
2. Identify the major components of a computer system.
3. Identify the components of computer subsystems.
4. Analyze system/microprocessor architecture.
5. Write and execute machine level programs for system analysis.
6. Demonstrate system data flow and logic analysis.

UNIT XI: Operating Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with operating systems.
2. Identify the various types of operating systems
3. Load an operating system.
4. Demonstrate the use of an operating system
5. Demonstrate the use of operating system utilities

UNIT XII: Programming

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with programming.
2. Identify programming languages.
3. Write a pseudo-code program.
4 Write a program using the five fundamental programming structures.
5. Implement the program using a high-level language.

UNIT XIII: Input/Output (I/O) Devices

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with input/output (I/O) devices.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of system busses.
3. Use peripheral interface adapters (PIA) to perform input/output operations.
4. Use asynchronous communications interface adapters (ACIA) to perform input/out-

put operations.
5. Demonstrate the interfacing of memory to the system buss.

UNIT XIV: Peripherals

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with peripherals.
2. Identify information interchange coding.
3. Identify various types of video displays.
4. Explain the use and operation of various types of video displays.
5. Identify the various types of printing devices.
6. Explain the use and operation of various types of printing devices.
7. Identify the various types of input devices.
8. Explain the use and operation of various input devices.
9. Identify the various types of data storage devices
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10. Explain the use and operation of various types of data storage devices.
11. Demonstrate the use of serial RS-232 interface configurations.
12. Demonstrate the use of parallel-centronics interface configurations.
13. Fabricate interface cable and connectors.

UNIT XV: Electro-Optical-Mechanical Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with electro-mechanical systems.
2. Describe the operation of various types of motors and servo-mechanisms.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of linkages, cams, gears, and clutches.
4. Identify safety hazards associated with electro-mechanical systems.
5. Apply safety practices associated with electro-mechanical systems.
6. Demonstrate the use of an electro-mechanical device.
7. Identify terms associated with electro-optical systems.
8. Describe the operation of various types of fiber optic systems.
9. Describe the operation of various types of light amplification by simulated emission

of radiation (laser) systems.
10. Identify safety hazards associated with fiber optic and laser systems.
11. Apply safety practices associated with fiber optic and laser systems.
12. Demonstrate the use of an electro-optical system.

UNIT XVI: Communications

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computer communications.
2. Describe modes of data transmissions.
3. Describe the operation of modems and multiplexers/demultiplexers.
4. Describe communications protocol and software applications.
5. Use communications protocol and software.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of Local Area Networks (LAN).

UNIT XVII: Troubleshooting

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with troubleshooting.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of troubleshooting techniques.
3. Execute systems diagnostics.
4. Perform service procedures.
5. Identify safety hazards ,.ssociated with troubleshooting practices.
6. Apply safety practices associated with troubleshooting practices.

UNIT XVIII: Installation and Maintenance

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computer installation and maintenance.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of power conditioning.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of uninterruptible power supply (UPS).
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of environmental conditioning.
5. Perform preventive maintenance (PM) procedure on a computer system.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of site selection, equipment layout, and installation

requirements.
7. Identify safety hazards associated with installation and maintenance practices.
8. Apply safety practices associated with installation and maintenance.
9. Perform post-maintenance equipment evaluation.

UNIT XIX: Administrative Practices

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with administrative practices.
2. Prepare service bills.
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3. Maintain customer accounts and records.
4. Maintain equipment inventory and parts control.
5. Read and interpret parts and service manuals.
6. Maintain parts and service manual revisions.
7. Execute maintenance contracts and service agreements.

UNIT XX: Customer Service and Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate the ability to speak effectively.
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.
15. Practice good telephone etiquette.
16. Demonstrate the ability to write an effective technical report.
17. Demonstrate equipment and software operation
18. Determine the problem and formulate a plan.
19. Perform the service
20. Complete the transaction.

UNIT XXI: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources cnr finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.
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Program Area:

CIP Code. 47.0199

CURRICULUM SIANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Trade and Industrial Course Title: Consumer Electronics Technician

Course Length 2700 Clock Hours - 24 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of Consumer Electronics or to provide sup-
plemental training for persons previously or currently employed in related Consumer Electronics occupations.

The Consumer Electronics course generally prepares individuals to install, program, operate, maintain, ser-
vice, and diagnose operational problems in consumer electronics products arising from mechanical or elec-
trical malfunctions. Includes instruction in the underlying physical sciences, supporting mathematics and
electrical theory; diagnostic procedures and techniques; reading and interpretation of electrical
diagrams/schematics; electrical/electronic circuits and mechanical devicesused in consumer electronics pro-
ducts; and instruments used to detect weakness or failures in electrical systems.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: FIRST YEAR
I. Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

11. Mathematics
III Physics
IV. Fundamentals of Semiconductors
V. Basic Electronic Circuits

VI. Digital Electronics
VII. Basic Microprocessors

VIII. Computer Literacy

SECOND YEAR
IX. Introduction to Consumer Electronics
X. Audio, Paging/Intercom Systems

XI. Radio
XII. Television

XIII. Motors and Servomechanisms
XIV. Video Cassette Recorders and Video Cameras
XV. Compact Discs

XVI. Security Systems and Closed Circuit Television
XVII. Microwave and Convection Ovens

:MIL Satellite Systems
XIX. Customer Relations and Communications Skills
XX. Business Practices

XXI. Job Seeking Skills
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Curriculum Competency Outline

FIRST YEAR

UNIT I: Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

Competencies: 1 Demonstrate a knowledge of occupational job requirements, working conditicns, safe-
ty hazards, pay scales, and career opportunities.

2. Identify safety hazards.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of common safety rules and regulations.
4. Identify hand tools.
5. Demonstrate proper techniques and use of hand tools.
6. Apply correct soldering techniques.
7. Identify electrical/electronic test instruments.
8 Perform measurements using electrical/electronic test instruments
9. Identify terms associated with electricity/electronics.

10. Identify electrical/electronic symbols.
11. Identify electrical /electronic formulas.
12. Identify electrical/electronic components.
13. Display a knowledge of atomic theory
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of theory of ac and dc current flow.
15. Solve problems using the basic laws governing electron flow.
16. Connect electrical/electronic components in specified circuit configuration.
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT II: Mathematics

Competencies: 1 Solve problems dealing with fractions, percentages, ratio and proportion, and powers
of ten.

2. Solve problems of plane and solid geometry.
3. Solve problems using algebraic formulas.
4. Solve problems using logarithms.
5 Apply the principles in trigonometry in solving piublems.
6 Solve problems using a scientific electronic calculator.

UNIT III: Physics

Competencies: 1. State the properties of matter.
2 Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, momentum, resistance,

power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using mechanical
energy systems.

3. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, momentum, resistance,
power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using fluidal energy
systems

4 Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, rate, resistance, power, potential
and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters, transducers, vibration and
waves, time constants, and radiation using electrical energy systems.

5. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, resistance, power, poten-
tial and kinetic energy, energy converters, transducers, time constants, and radia-
tion using thermal energy systems.
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UNIT IV: Fundamentals of Semiconductors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with semiconductors.
2. Identify semiconductor symbols.
3. Identify semiconductor components.
4. Describe the characteristics of semiconductors.
5. Test various semiconductor devices.
6. Interpret semiconductor specification sheets.
7. Demonstrate the procedures for testing and servicing semiconductors.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with semiconductor devices.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT V: Basic Electronic Circuits

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillators.
2. Identify schematic representations of power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillator

circuits.
3. State the theory of operation of power supply circuits, amplifier circuits and oscillator

circuits.
4. Construct and analyze various power supply circuits, amplifier circuits, and oscillator

circuits.
5. Identify safety practices associated with basic electronic circuits.
6. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VI: Digital Electronics

Competencies: 1. Identify logic gate configuration.
2. Describe the truth tables associated with various logic circuits.
3. Simplify logic circuits using specified techniques.
4. Interpret integrated circuit specification sheets.
5. Identify registers, counters, multivibrators (bistable, monostable, etc.) and display

devices.
6. Describe digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital techniques.
7. Analyze digital arithmetic circuits.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with digital circuits.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VII: Basic Microprocessors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with microprocessors.
2. Describe the basic architecture of a microprocessor.
3. Describe the basic operation of a microprocessor.
4. Demonstrate a fundamental knowledge of assembly language programming.
5. Describe system interfacing circuits and techniques.

UNIT VIII: Computer Literacy

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computers.
2. Identify the impact of computers on today's society.
3. Demonstrate ability to select hardware and software components.
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SECOND YEAR

UNIT IX: Introduction to Consumer Electronics

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with consumer electronics.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job iequirements.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the working conditions ot a consumer electronics

technician.
4 Describe the factors that determine the need for consumer electronics technicians.
5 Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities.
6. Identify the various types of consumer electronics equipment.
7. Identify the applications of the various types of consumer electronics equipment.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of codes, standards, and regulations.
9 Identify safety hazards associated with consumer electronics installation and servic-

ing operations.
IR Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade publications available to the consumer

electronics technician.
11 Demonstrate a knowledge ot the various bade professional organizations available

to the consumer electronics technician.

UNIT X: Audio, Paging, Intercom Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with audio, paging intercom systems.
2. Identify symbols.
3. Read and interpret schematics.
4. Read and interpret partsiseryice manuals.
3 Maintain parts/service manuals.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the functional parts of an audio system.
7 Describe the operation tit audio systems.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of the functional parts of a paging/intercom system.
9. Describe the operation of paging, intercom systems

IR Demonstrate a knowledge of the functional parts ot a telephone system.
II. Perform systematic troubleshooting techniques.
12. Repairleplace defective components.
13. Evaluate the service task,iepair.
14 Identity the importance ot documenting sei vices and parts used on a service call.
15 identity satetv hazards associated w ith audio, paging intercom systems.
16 ,apply satety practices.

UNIT XI: Radio

Competencies: I. Identity terms associated with radio seivicing
2. Identify tne major components ot a radio.
3 Describe the function and operation of the maim components of a radio.
4. Identify electricalielectionic symbols
5 Draw a block diagram.
6. Read and interpret schematics
7. Read and interpret parts service manuals
8 Maintain pa-ts,service manuals.
9 Troubleshoot radio problems

10. Repair/replace defective components
11 Evaluate service techniques.
P. Identify satety hazards associated with radio servicing
13 Apply satetv practices.
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UNIT XII: Television

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with television.
2. Identify the major components of a television receiver.
3. Describe the function and operation of a television receiver.
4. Identify electricalfelectronic symbols.
5. Draw a block diagram.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of regular antenna and distribution cable signal sources.
7. Read and interpret schematics.
8. Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
9. Maintain parts/service manuals.

10. Troubleshoot television problems.
11. Perform tests using specialized test equipment.
12. Repair/replace defective components.
13. Evaluate the service performed.
14. Identify safety hazards associated with television servicing.
15. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIII: Motors and Servomechanisms

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with motors and servomechanisms.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the characteristics of direct current motors.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the characteristics of various types of alternating cur-

rent motors.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the testing procedures vied for various types of motors.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of systematic troubleshooting procedures to be followed

in checking motors.
6. Troubleshoot motor problems
7. Identify various types of servomechanisms.
8. Describe the characteristics of servomechanisms.
9. Troubleshoot servomechanism problems.

10. Repair and adjust/replace defective components.
11. Identify safety hazards associated with motor and servomechanism servicing.
P. Apply safety practices. ..

UNIT XIV: Video Cassette Recorders and Video Cameras

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with video cassette recorders and video cameras.
2. Identify electrical/electronic symbols.
3. Read and interpret schematics.
4. Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
5. Maintain parts/service manuals.
6. Describe the operation of video cassette recorders.
7. Describe the operation of video cameras.
8. Draw a block diagram of the various systems found in video cassette recorders and

video cameras.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of signal sources.

10. Troubleshoot video cassette recorder and video camera problems.
11. Repair and adjust/replace defective components.
12. Evaluate the service procedures performed.
13. lutntify safety hazards associated with video cassette recorder and video camera ser-

vicing operations.
i4. Apply safety practices.
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UNIT XV: Compact Discs

Competencies: I. Identify tei ms associated with compact discs.
2. Identify the major components of a compact disc system.
3. Describe the function and components of a compact disc system.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the basic principles of lasers.
5. Identify electrical/electronic symbols.
6. Read and interpret schematics.
7. Read and interpret parts/service manuals
8. Maintain parts/service manuals.
9. Perform systematic troubleshooting techniques

10. Repair and adjust/replace defective components.
11. Evaluate service procedures performed.
P. Identify safety hazards associated with compact disc servicing.
13. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVI: Security Systems and Closed Circuit Television

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with security systems and closed cuctut television systems.
2. Identify various types of security systems
3 Identity the major components of various types of security systems.
4. Describe the function and operation of various types of security systems
5 Identify building design factors that affect security system selection and placement.
6 Demonstrate a know ledge of National Electrical Code requirements that affect security

system installations.
7. Determine security system layout for a designated installation.
8. Install a security system.
9 Evaluate an installed system.

10 Troubleshoot security system problems.

UNIT XVII: Miciowave and Convection Ovens

Competencies: I Identify terms associated with miciowae ovens and convection ovens.
2. Identify electrical electronic symbols.
3. Read and interpret schematics.
4. Read and interpret parts'smice manuals
5. Maintain parts service manuals
6 Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of microwave generation and its

applications.
7 Demonstrate a knowledge of codes and standards that go\ ern ancrowaye,convec-

Hon oven service and service equipment.
8 Identify specialized tools and test equipment required for microwave servicing.
9. Identify major components of microwave and convection ovens.

10. Describe the operation of microwave and convection ovens
11. Troubleshoot microwave and convection oven problems

Repair and adjust replace defective components.
13 Perform radiation leakage test.
14 Evaluate the job
15. Identify safety hazards associated with mmowaye and convection oven servicing.
16 Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVIII: Satellite Systems

Competencies: 1 Identity terms associated with satellite systems.
2 Identify the major components of satellite systems.
3. Describe the function and operation of satellite system components.
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4. Identify the various applications of satellite systems.
5. Draw a block diagram.
6. Install a satellite system.
7. Perform satellite alignment.
8. Troubleshoot a satellite system.
9. Repair/replace defective components.

10. Evaluate service procedures performed.
11. Identify safety hazards associated with satellite system installation and repair.
12. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIX: Customer Service and Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with human relations.
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.
15. Demonstrate the ability to overcome objections without offending the customer.
16. Evaluate the service call with the customer.

UNIT XX: Business Practices

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with business practices.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of inventory control and management.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the cost factors involved in doing business.
4. Maintain service vehicle inventory.
5. Maintain service vehicles.
6. Maintain tools and test equipment.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the effects of productivity in service operations.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of codes and regulationsgoverning employer and employee

relations.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of local, state, and federal tax requirements for doing

business.
10. Demonstrate a knowledge of technician license requirements.
11. Obtain required technician's license from local, state, or federal agencies.
12. Complete job scope forms and documents.

UNIT XXI: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2 Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9 Conduct a job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Arca: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code. 47.0605

Course Title: Diesel Mechanics

Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare individuals for employment as job entry-level diesel mechanics. The course prepares the individual
to select, safely use, and maintain hand and power tools, jacks, and hoisting equipment. The content in-
cludes, but is not limited to, disassembling engines and replacing parts, fuel injection systems, oil and water
pumps, electrical systems, steering and suspension systems, brake systems, drive train, and chassis. Instruc-
tion also includes the use of technical manuals, preventive maintenance procedures, communication and
employability skills, and safe and efficient work practices. The content is organized into competency-based
units of instruction which specify occupational competencies the individual must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: 1. Occupational Introduction
II. Safety

III. Tools and Equipment
IV. Service Literature
V. Engine Metallurgy

VI. Engine Operating Principles
VII. Cooling Systems

VIII. Fuel Systems
IX. Air Intake and Exhaust System
X. Engine Protection Systems

XI. Lubrication Systems
XII. Engine-Driven Accessories

XIII. Drive Train
XIV. Chassis and Suspension System
XV. Brakes

XVI. Electricity
XVII. Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems

XVIII. Preventive Maintenance
XIX. Oxyacetylene Equipment
XX. Engine Component Removal

XXI. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the field of diesel mechanics.
2. Identify working conditions involved with diesel mechanics.
3. Identify job hazards associated with the field of diesel mechanics.
4. List the salary and benefits associated with employment in the diesel mechanics field.
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5. Describe job oppoitunities available for diesel mechanics.
6. Identify initial investment requirements for professional mechanics.
7. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
8. Write legibly.
9 Prepare written communications.

10. Exhibit dependability.
11. Demonstiate punctuality.
12. Follow rules and regulations.
13. Read and comprehend written communications and information found in technical

manuals.
14. Maintain clean and orderly work area.
15. Use technical manuals effectively.
16. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
17. Comply with safety and health rules.
18. Select correct tools and equipment.
19 Utilize equipment correctly.
20. Work productively with others.
21. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
22. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
23. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
24. Meet flat-rate requirements.
25. Apply communication skills to good customer relations.

UNIT II: Safety

Competencies: I. Use proper lifting techniques.
2. Wear safety glasses.
3 Wear personal protective gear
4. Wear proper clothing.
5. Report accidents.
6. Keep shop and work area clean.
7. Locate and know how to use fire extinguishers.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of safe operation of oxyfuel equipment.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of multi-media first aid.

10 Demonstrate a knowledge of results of having an accident.
11. Use and dispose of toxic fluids and chemicals according to safety regulations and

hazardous waste requirements.
12. Maintain hand tools.
13. Use hoists, chains and lifting devices.
14. Maintain an organized work area.
13. Follow proper operating procedures for tools and equipment.
16 Demonstrate safe operating procedures while operating motorized equipment.
17. Demonstrate knowledge of the safe operation procedures for a forklift.
18. Use jack stands and blocking procedures.
19. Demonstrate a knowledge of battery safety.
20. Operate a steam cleaner safely.
21 Apply shop and equipment safety rules

UNIT III: Tools and Equipment

Competencies: I. Identify basic hand tools.
2. Use hand tools correctly
3. Demonstrate proper care and use of torque wrenches.
4. Demonstrate proper care and use of air impact wrenches.
5. Operate forklift.
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6. Measure
7. Measure
8. Measure
9. Measure

10. Measure
11. Measure
12. Measure
13. Measure
14.

15.
16.

parts using standard and metric measurement
parts with steel rule.
parts using dial indicators.
parts using outside micrometers.
parts using inside micrometers.
parts using depth micrometers.
parts using special micrometers.
parts using inside and outside calipers.

Measure threads.
Calibrate precision measuring tools.
Clean and store precision measuring tools.

UNIT IV: Service Literature

systems

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate proper use of service manuals.
2. Use service manual for specific equipment maintenance.
3. Use parts manual.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of ordering parts.
5. Identify terms assn -iated with c iesel mechanics.
6. Identify technical and service manual updates.
7. Read and interpret operators' manuals.
8. Follow troubleshooting techniques prescribed in technical service manuals.
9. Prepare engines for storage as prescribed in technical service manuals.

UNIT V: Engine Metallurgy

Competencies: 1. Identify types of metals used in engine construction.
2. Identify types of materials used in engine construction.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of proper care and maintenance performed on different

engine parts because of metal or material composition.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of proper cleaning techniques required for different types

of materials and/or metals.

UNIT VI: Engine Operating Principles

Competencies: 1. Disassemble a diesel engine.
2. Identify the components of a diesel engine.
3. Clean and inspect components for defects.
4. Replace defective components.
5. Measure and evaluate components.
6. Reassemble a diesel engine.
7. Trace cooling system flow through a diesel engine.
8. Trace oil flow through a diesel engine.
9. Trace fuel flow through a diesel engine.

10. Trace air intake and exhaust flow through a diesel engine.

UNIT VII: Cooling Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify the components of a typical cooling system.
2. Check antifreeze with a hydrometer.
3. Check cooling system for inhibitors.
4 Pressure-test cooling system.
5. Flush cooling system.
6. Test, service, and replace thermostat.
7. Remove and replace radiator hoses.
8. Remove and replace belts.
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9. Inspect clutch fan for proper operation.
10. Check temperature and pressures throughout cooling system.
11. Use air flow meter
12. Perform bottle test on cooling system.
13. Check cooling system for oil contamination
14. Perform cooling system freon sniffer test.
15. Remove and replace radiator.
16. Remove and replace water pump.
17. Take coolant sample for test purposes.

UNIT VIII: Fuel Systems

Competencies: I. Identify the components of a typical fuel injection system.
2. Perform diesel fuel test using fuel hydrometer.
3. Test injector for popping pressure.
4. Remove, time and install fuel injection pump.
5. Remove and replace fuel injectors
6 Remove and replace fuel filters.
7. Test fuel flow using fuel flow meter.
8. Check fuel pressure.
9. Check for air in fuel system.

10. Time fuel injectors and set valves.
11 Check high idle and low idle.
12. Set injector rack.
13. Remove and replace fuel nansfer pump
14. Adjust Jacobs engine brake
15 Remove, cut open fuel filter, and perform visual inspection.
16. Identify fuel-oil classifications and their uses

UNIT IX: Air Intake and Exhaust System

Competencies: I. Identify the components of an air intake system
2. Identify the components of an exhaust system.
3 Remove and replace air cleaner.
4. Perform air inlet restriction test using a manometer

Check air ducts for defects and leaks
6 Remove and replace blower
7 Remove and replace turbocharger
8. Check air box pressure using mercury manometer.
9. Check exhaust back pressure using mercury manometer

10 Check exhaust temperature using a pyrometer.
11 Check radial and axial play on turbocharger
12. Check engine valve adjustment.
13. Remove and replace muffler.
14 Remove and replace exhaust manifold
15. Remove and replace inner cooler.
16. Remove and replace atter cooler
17 Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation of the air shutoff system
18. Check intake and exhaust rain caps for cot rect operation.
19 Comply with emergency shutdown procedures for a diesel engine.
20 Demonstrate a knowledge of waste-gate operation.

UNIT X: Engine Protection Systems

Competencies: I. Identify the components of engine protection systems.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation of engine protection systems.
3 Remove and replace engine protection systems.

3-10
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UNIT XI: Lubrication Systems

Competencies: I. Identify the components of a typical lubrication system.
2 Check oil cooler for leakage using the freon sniffer test.
3. Check engine lubrication system using an external pump source.
4. Check rod and main bearing clearance using plastigage.
5. Roll out and roll in rod and main bearings.
6. Check oil pressure from low idle to high idle.
7. Remove and replace oil pan.
8. Remove and replace oil pump.
9. Check gear backlash in engine oil pump.

10. Remove and replace engine oil cooler.
11. Remove and cut open oil filter for visual inspection.
12. Take oil sample from engine for test purposes.
13. Identify oil classification.
14. Perform engine lube oil test for fuel and/or water dilution.

UNIT XII: Engine-Driven Accessories

Competencies: 1. Identify engine-driven accessories.
2. Remove and replace air conditioner compressor.
3. Remove and replace air compressor.
4. Remove and replace alternator.
5. Remove and replace power steering pump.
6, Remove and replace hydraulic pump (engine-driven).
7. Remove and replace front-mounted power take-off.
8. Remove power generator unit from engine.
9. Remove and replace automatic transmission.

10. Remove and replace manual transmission.

UNIT XIII: Drive Train

Competencies: 1. Identify the components of a typical drive train.
2. Remove and replace universal joints.
3. Check bore and face runout of flywheel housing and flywheel.
4. Remove and replace pilot bearing,
5. Check pilot bearing for wear and defects.
6. Remove and replace clutch and pressure plate assembly.
7. Remove and replace propeller shaft.
8. Remove and replace axle shaft.
9. Remove and replace differential.

10. Remove and replace automatic transmission.
11. Remove and replace manual transmission.
12. Remove and replace hanger bearing.
13. Check drive line angle and end play.
14. Align and time drive line components.
15. Remove and replace flex plate assembly.

UNIT XIV: Chassis and Suspension System

Competencies: 1. Identify the components of a typical chassis and suspension system.
2. Lubricate chassis.
3. Check tire air pressure.
4. Read and interpret abnormal wear on front tires.
5. Remove, repack and replace front wheel bearings.
6. Inspect chassis for wear and defects.
7. Remove and replace shock absorbers.
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8. Remove and replace wheel assemblies.
9. Check and replenish transmission and differential fluid levels.

10 Remove and replace diesel fuel tanks without scratching and marring surface.

UNIT XV: Brakes

Competencies: 1.

3
4.

Identify the components of a typical brake system (air and hydraulic).
Remove and replace air chamber assembly.
Remove and replace air lines and fittings.
Remove and replace brake drum.
Remove and ieplace brake linings.

UNIT XVI: Electricity

Competencies: 1. Use volt-ohmmeter.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of basic electricity
3. Read and interpret wiring diagrams.
4. Check continuity.
5. Perform battery load test
6 Perform voltage drop test.
7. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of a starting circuit.
8 Perform amperage draw test on a starter.
9. Remove and ieplace starter.

10. Remove and replace starter electrical cables.
11. Check starter solenoid for correct operation.
12. Check battery specific gravity.
13. Charge a battery.
14. Perform current test using ammeter
13 Remove and ieplace battery.
16. Jump-start vehicle.
17. Remove and replace lights.

18 Splice wires.
19. Remove and replace dimmer switch.

UNIT XVII: Ilvdraulic and Pneumatic System s

Competencies: 1

2.
3

4.

6

8.

9.

10.

1 I.

12

13

Demonstrate a kno'a ledge of the operation of a typical hydraulic system.
and replace a hydraulic cylinder.
and replace hydraulic lines and fittings
and ieplace hydraulic valves.

Remove
Remove
Re move
Remove
Remove
Re move
Remove
Remove

and
and
and
and
and

Remove and
Remove and

replace accumulator.
replace hydraulic system
replace hydraulic starter
replace pneumatic starter
replace lobe valve for pneumatic
replace starter button.
ieplace ail throttle actuator.

Identity types and classifications of hydraulic lines.
Identify types and classifications of pneumatic lines.

filters.

starter

UNIT XVIII: Preventive Maintenance

Competencies: I. Change air tine's
2. Change oil and oil filters
3. Lubricate chases'.
4 Change fuel Niels.



5. Service battery.
6. Service battery electrical cables.
7. Inspect and change hoses.
8. Inspect and change V-belts.
9. Check and replenish fluid levels in transmissions and differentials.

10. Cut open and inspect all enclosed filters.
11. Flush cooling system.
12. Maintain preventive maintenance records on all equipment.
13. Inspect brake linings for wear.
14. Check wheels for seal leakage.
15. Inspect equipment for air, oil and fuel leaks.
16. Perform pressure test on cooling system and radiator cap.
17. Roll out and roll in rod and main bearings.
18. Change fuel water separator.

UNIT XIX: Oxyacetylene Equipment

Competencies: 1. Set up and shut down oxyacetylene torch and equipment.
2. Light and adjust flame.
3. Dean and maintain torch tip.
4. Cut metal.
5. Braze-weld.
6. Heat bearings for installation.
7 Heat metal for removal, bending and installation.
8. Select correct tip for job application.

UNIT XX: Engine Component Removal

Competencies: 1. Remove and replace cylinder head.
2. Remove and replace exhaust manifold gaskets.
3. Remove and replace intake manifold gaskets.
4. Remove and replace water pump.
5. Remove and replace oil pan gasket.
6. Remove and replace turbocharger.
7. Remove and replace fuel injection pump.
8. Remove and replace front crankshaft seal.
9. Remove and replace rear crankshaft seal.

10. Remove and replace fan huh
11. Remove and replace oil cooler assembly.
12. Remove and replace starter.
13. Remove and replace alternator.
14. Remove and replace valve cover gaskets

NOTE: All above competencies relate to inframe maintenance only.

UNIT XXI: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2 Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code: 46.0302

Course Title: Electrician

Course Length 1688 Clock Hours 15 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field as basic electricians or to provide supplemental
training for persons previously or currently employed in basic electrician occupations.

This course generally prepares individuals to install, operate, maintain, and repair electrically-energized
systems such as residential, commercial, and industrial electric-power wiring, and direct current (dc) and
alternating current (ac) motors, controls, uninterruptible power supply (UPS), grounding techniques,, and
electrical distribution panels. Includes instructions on blueprint and schematic reading and interpretation,
code applications and requirements, diagnostic procedures, and the use of test equipment.
The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I Introduction to the Electrical Occupation
II. Safety

III. Human Relations
IV. Tools and Equipment
V. Materials

VI. Math for Electricians
VII. Basic Electricity

VIII National Electrical Code
IX. Blueprint Reading
X. Conduit Bending

XI. Electrical Equipment
XII. Construction Methods

XIII. Troubleshooting
XIV. Basic Business
XV. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to the Electrical Occupation

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with the electrical occupation.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job requirements.
3. Identify safety hazards associated with the electrical occupation.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the working conditions of an electrician.
6. Describe the history of the electrical trades.
7 Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade publications available to the electrical

technician.
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8. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade/professional organizations available
to the electrical technician.

9 Demonstrate a knowledge of the various code/licensing requirements in the elec-
trical industry.

UNIT II: Safety

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with safety and safety practices.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of basic first aid practices.
3. Apply emergency procedures.
4 Apply cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) procedures.
5. Identify electrical safety hazards.
6. Identify personal protective gear.
7 Inspect personal protective gear
8. Use personal protective gear.
9. Identify various types of fire extinguishers.

10. Use fire extinguishers.
11 Identify Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations and

applications.
P. Apply OSHA regulations in the performance of fob scope duties.
13. Identify ladder and scaffold safety requirements
14. Identify pole-top rescue procedures
15 Identify lock-out and tag-out procedures.
16. identify excavation and barrier requirements.
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT III: Human Relations

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with human relations
2 Demonstrate a willingness to learn
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions

Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of service procedures.
8 Demonstrate problem- soling skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

Lxhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules
P. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14 Write legibly.

UNIT IV: Tho Is and Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with tools and equipment.
2 Identify hand tools used by electricians
3. Use hand tools
4. Identify power tools used by electricians
5 Use power tools.
6 Identify various tpes of threading equipment.
7. Use hand and power threading equipment
8. Identify electrical test equipment.
9 Identify various types of scaffolding used by electricians.

10. Identify various types of ladders used by electricians.
I I. Identify types of bucket trucks.
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12. Identify various types of man-lifts used by electricians.
13. identify various types of trenchers.
14. Identify various types of tuggers used by electricians.
15. Identify various types of pumps.
16. Inspect tools for defective components.
17. Report defective tools.
18. Identify safety hazards associated with tools and equipment used by electricians.
19. Apply safety practices.

UNIT V: Materials

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with materials.
2. Identify types of fasteners.
3. Identify types of support materials.
4. Identify types of cables and conductors.
5. Identify types of fittings.
6. Identify types of conduit and raceways.
7. Identify types of boxes.
8. Identify types of wiring devices.
9. Identify service equipment.

10. Identify types of disconnects.
11. Identify types of overcurrent devices.
12. Identify types of lighting fixtures.
13. Identify types of motor starters.
14. Identify types of enclosures.
15. Identify types of wiring connectors.
16. Identity types of termination connectors.

UNIT VI: Math for Electricians

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with mathematics.
2. Solve arithmetic problems.
3. Solve problems using formulas.
4. Determine angles.
S. Identify measurement units.
6. Determine measurements.

UNIT VII: Basic Electricity

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with basic electricity.
2. Define Ohm's Law.
3. Use Ohm's Law to solve problems in series, parallel, and combination circuits.
4. Define magnetism.
5. Describe the relationship of magnetism to electrical circuitry.
6. Identify sources and types of electricity.
7. Identify electrical measuring instruments.
8. Perform voltage, current, and resistance measurements.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of direct current (dc) theory.

10 Demonstrate a knowledge of alternating current (ac) theory.
11. Demonstrate a knowledge of transformer principles.
12. Describe the progression of ciectrical development and application.
13. Demonstrate a knowledge cf semiconductor devices and their applications.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of fiberuptic devices and their applications.
15 Identify hazards associated with basic electricity.
16. Apply safety practices.
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UNIT VIII: National Electrical Code

Competencies: 1. Identify terms ,ssociated ith the National Electrical Code (NEC).
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the National [lecti kal Code.
3. Identify National Electrical Code applications.
4 Interface National Fue Protection AssoLiation (Nr'A) code requirements with Na-

tional Electrical Code requirements
3 Interface National Electrical Code, National Fire Protection Association, and local code

requirements.

UNIT IX: Blueprint Reading

Competencies: I. Identity terms as:0, rated with blueprints.
2 Identify electrical electronic, mechanical, plumbing, and architectural symbols.
3. Read and interpret electrical blueprints.
4. Correlate other prints with electrical blueprints
5. Demonstrate the ability to make sketches

UNIT X: Conduit Bending

Competencies: I Identify terms associated with conduit.
2. Identifx the rious types of conduit.
3. Cut conduit ,o required lengths.
4 Thiead conduit using hand and power tools.
5. Bend conduit using hand and power tools.
6 Install conduit.
7 Support conduit using brackets, braces, hangers, and ()ther support gear.
8 Identity satet hazards associated w ith conduit bending and installation practices.
9 Apply safety practices

UNIT XI: Electrical Equipment

Competencies: 1 Identity terms associated wIth electikal equipment
1. Identify types of snitch gear
3 Identify types of transformers
4 idL,ntit types of duect current (dc) motors.

Identify types of alteinating current (ac) motor.
6 Identity types of rectifiers
7. Identity type' of umnten optible p. ci supply (LPL+) equipment
8 Identify types of emergency power sources

Identify tire pump contiol center devices.
10 Identify tire stats
II Identity tire alarm systems
12. Identity h pes of meters and metering equipment
13 Identity types of instruments.
14. Identik types of lightning protective equipment
15. Identity ground fault urcuit intenupteis
In. Identity ground [atilt ink nupters, ;I-k)

UNIT XII: (ofwaiction \Icthod,

Competencies: I Identity Alms associated with electrical Construction.
1. Demonstrate a knowl, ige of residential eleLhical installations
3 Calculate and install a service enhance
4 Install blanch circuits
S. Install lighting circuits.
6 Install small appii.nce circuits
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7. Install special appliances.
8. Install feeder circuit.
9. Install laundry circuit.

10. Install ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) circuit.
11. Install optional load circuit.
12. Demonstrate a knowledge of commercial and industrial electrical installations.
13. Install a service entrance.
14. Install switchgear.
15. Identify source voltage.
16. Install transformers.
17. Install feeder circuits.
18. Install buss ducts.
19. Install cable trays.
20. Install wireways.
21. Install conductors.
22. Install terminators.
23. Install lighting systems.
24. Install emergency lighting systems.
25. Install electrical systems in hazardous locations.
26. Install special electrical systems.
27. Install emergency generators.
28. Install various types of electric motors.
29. Install controls.
30. Perform cad-weld techniques.
31. Install monitoring equipment.
32. Determine the appropriate times to have electrical installations inspected by local

and state/national regulatory agencies to meet codes and standards requirements.

UNIT XIII: Troubleshooting

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with troubleshooting.
2. Construct control diagrams.
3. Interpret control diagrams.
4. Troubleshoot lighting circuits.
5. Troubleshoot branch circuits.
6. Troubleshoot motor controls.
7. Troubleshoot special systems.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with troubleshooting.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XI /: Basic Business

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with basic business.
2. Write a report.
3. Determine quantity take-offs.
4. Schedule work activity.
5. Determine factors that affect the profitability of doing jobs.
6. Review the process and determine the requirements for having electrical installa-

tions inspected by a local/state/national regulatory agency.
7, Complete job tickets.
8. Complete maintenance reports.
9. Complete service reports.

10. Receive and inventory deliveries.
11. Complete an accident report.
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UNIT XV: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial Course Title: Graphic Arts

CIP Code: 48.0201 Course Length 1350 Clock Flours - 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in the field of Graphic Arts or to provide supplemental training fur per-
sons previously or currently employed in Graphic Arts.

The course provides instruction in the use of tools, test equipment, operating equipment, materials, and
processes to produce customer layouts, compositions, and camera-ready copy, produce line negatives, halftone
negatives, and contacts; strip Lite negatives, halftone negatives, and multicolor and process color; produce
printing plates, single color proofs and color proofs; and operate cutting, folding, and binding equipment.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The course content is organized into competency-based units of instruction that specify occupational com-
petencies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Orientation
II. Mathematics

III. Cost Awareness
IV. Copy Preparation and Composition
V. Paste-Up Principles and Procedures

VI. Layout and Design
VII. Process Camera

VIII. Stripping
IX. Platemaking
X. Paper

XI. Offset Press
XII. Binding and Finishing

XIII Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation

Competencies: 1. Identify and demonstrate basic shop safety rules.
2. Determine primary and secondary employment opportunities.
3. Develop working knowledge of basic terminology of the industry.
4. Identify and demonstrate proper use of basic tools.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of legal restrictions.
6 Demonstrate knowledge of printing trade customs
7. Establish a portfolio.
8. Describe the steps of the offset printing process.
9. Develop good work habits and attitudes.
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UNIT H: Mathematics

Competencies: 1. Add, subtract, multiply and divide l\ hole numbers, fractions, and decimals
2. Demonstrate knowledge of percentages.
3 Demonstrate ability to measure with ruler kline gauge) including. points and picas,

1/16, 1110, 1/64, etc.; and EN, EM, and THIN space.
4. Demonstrate ability to use micrometer.

UNIT III: Cost Awareness

Competencies: 1. identify factors involved in production costs.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of overhead costs such as rent, utilities,, and equip-

ment cost
3 Demonstrate an understanding of production supplies costs such as paper, ink, film,

plates, and masking sheets.
4 Demonstrate an understanding of labor costs
5. Demonstrate an understanding of profit.

UNIT IV: Copy Preparation and Composition

Competencies: 1 Demonstrate understanding of copy preparation and composition terminology.
2. Recognize mechanical limitations of production equipment.
3. Recognize type styles and sizes.
4. Prepare copy for typesetting according to mechanical limitations.
5. Demonstrate basic ability to operate typewriter keyboard.
6. Demonstrate knowledge of typesetting keyboard functions.
7 Input prepared copy.
8. Process typeset copy.
9. Proofread copy and make corrections.

10. Paste up copy according to layout.
11. Obtain appropriate approval for continued production.

UNIT V: Paste-14 Principles and Procedures

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate working knowledge of terminology.
2 Demonstrate ability to use proportion scale
3 Mark dimensions of finished job on paste-up board.
4. Gather all elements for paste-up
5 Demonstrate ability to paste up job using Rubylith, pmt, and registration marks.
b. Demonstrate pen and ink luting techniques.

UNIT VI: Layout and Design

Competencies: I Demonstrate working know ledge of layout and design teimmology.
2. Prepare rough sketch of layout.
3. identify principles of design.
4 Sketch and lay out an advertisement using effective design principles.
5 Demonstrate ability to crop photograph
6 Demonstrate an understanding of the color wheel and the interaction of i,olois

UNIT VII: Process Camera

Competencies: I Demonstrate working know ledge of pioieYs et a telminolog and darkroom safety.
2. Identify parts of process camera.
3. Prepare darkroom chemicals.
4. identify various types of film and their uses
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5. Set up a process camera and determine basic exposure for a line exposure film.
6. Set up a process camera and determine basic exposure for a half-tone exposure film.
7. Set up a process camera and determine basic exposure for a line exposure pmt.
8. Set up a process camera and determine basic exposure for a half-tone exposure pmt.
9. Demonstrate ability to use a densitometer.

10. Make a duotone.
11. Make a fake duotone.
12. Rescreen a half-tone illustration.
13. Make a duplicate negative and a film positive.
14. Make a spread and a choke.
15. Make a composite negative.
16. Demonstrate understanding of half-tone screens and screen angles.

UNIT VIII: Stripping

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate working knowledge of stripping terminology.
2. Demonstrate understanding of mechanical limitations of presses.
3. Lay out an unruled flat: (a) wrong reading and (b) right reading.
4. Lay out a ruled flat: (a) wrong reading and (b) right reading.
5. Strip for step-and-repeat.
6. Demonstrate ability to use a pin register system.
7. Scribe and opaque a negative.
8. Strip signature flats for multipage or book printing.
9. Strip for surprinting (double burn).

10. Strip for reverse.
11. Combine line and halftone work.
P. Strip for multicolor line printing.
13. Strip for process color printing.
14. Make a proof from flats.
15. Make a process color proof from flats.

UNIT IX: Platemaking

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate working knowledge of platemaking terminology.
2. Match plates with specific jobs.
3. Identify types of platemaking.
4. Determine correct plate exposure.
5. Expos, and process a plate: (a) additive (two-step) and (b) subtractive.
6. Ex pose and process a step-and-repeat plate.
7. Evpose and process a screen tint.
8. Expose and process a two-color job.
9. Make corrections on a plate: (a) repair an image and (b) delete an image.

10. Expose a photo-direct plate.
11. I.:\pose and develop proof paper from negative.

UNIT X: Paper

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a working knowledge of terminology.
2. Explain the different types, weights, and standard sizes of paper.
3. Explain the uses of the various types of paper.
4. Explain the relationship between grain direction and each of the following. (a) press

work and (b) finishing work.
5. Use formula for cutting paper stock.
6 Use formula to determine number of sheets to be used for a printing job.
7. Make a combination cut using stock cutting formulas.
8. Draw a cutting diagram.
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UNIT XI: Offset Press

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a working knowledge of offset press tel minology
2. Identify and demonstrate offset press safety rules.
3. Identify basic systems and the cylinders in a typical offset press (a) sheet fed and

(b) perfecter.
4 Demonstrate an understanding of preventive maintenance and troubleshooting.
5. Determine lubrication requirements for specific presses
6. Set up a preventive maintenance schedule in chart form
7. Adjust dampener rollers to plate cylinder.
8. Adjust ink form rollers to plate cylinder
9. Adjust plate cylinder to blanket cylinder.

10 Adjust blanket cylinder to impression cylinder.
11. Change a molleton cover.
P. Degrease plate and impression cylinder.
13 Deg laze ink 'oilers and blanket.
14. Change blanket
15. Distinguish between different kinds of ink and paper and their uses.
16. List components of ink and their pioperties.
17. Demonstrate understanding of Pantone Matching Systems (PMS)
18. Mix a PMS ink.
19. Identify dampening chemistry
20. Test solutions for p1-I.
21 Make ready and run press for a single-color job. (a) feeder system, (b) printing

system, and (c) &liter}, system
22 Perform wash-up procedures
23 Make ready and run press for a multicolor job. (a) loose register and (h) close register.
24. Make wady and run press foi a process color job.

UNIT XII: Binding and Finishing

Competencies: 1 Demonstrate a woiking knowledge of binding and finishing terminology.
2. Identify and denionstiate safety Jules applied to binding and finishing.
3 Demonstrate the abilth to make read% and complete a single told.
4 Demonstrate the ability to make read% and complete a multi -told w ith right angle

(4-, 8-, 16-page signature)
Demonstrate the abilit% to drill paper Stork (a) drill corner rounding and (b) slitting

6 Demonstrate the ability to make read% and run a flat stitchei and a saddle stitcher.
7 Demonstrate the ability to make ready and pertorate,score and number.
8 Demonstrate ability to make ready and operate paper cutter.
9. Demonstrate the ability to pad bond paper and carbonless paper

10 Demonstrate thL ability to make ready and operate a collator.

UNIT XIII: lob Seeking skills

Competencies: 1 Prepare a resume
2. Write a letter of application.
3 Complete an application kiln),
4 Practice interview questions.
5 Make an appointment for a job interetew
6 Write a follow-up letter or make a tollow-up phone (all attet an interview tot a job.
7. Demonstrate appropriate grooming fin. inter% iew
8 Evaluate a job otter.
9 Compare job opportunities,
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Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Trade and Industrial Course Title: Heavy Equipment Mechanic

CIP Code: 47.0302 Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to prepare individuals to maintain, repair and overhaul heavy equipment such
as bulldozers, cranes, graders, crawler-mounted shovels, draglines and compressors. Instruction includes
engines, electrical systems, fuel systems, tracks, brake systems, hydraulic and pneumatic systems, power
transfer and drive systems, chassis, and test operation of repaired equipment. The content includes, but
is not limited to, communication skills, leadership skills, human relations and employability skills,, safe and
efficient work practices, troubleshooting, and techniques of oxyacetylene equipment. The course content
is organized into competency-based units of instruction that specify occupational competencies which the
individual must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Safety

III. Tools and Equipment
IV. Oxyacetylene Equipment
V. Engine Operating Principles

VI. Cooling Systems
VII. Fuel Systems

VIII. Lubrication Systems
IX. Air Induction and Exhaust Systems
X. Electrical Systems

XI. Brake Systems
XII. Power Trains

XIII. Hydraulics and Pneumatics
XIV. Equipment Operation
XV. Preventive Maintenance

X\ 1. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the field of heavy equipment mechanics.
2. Identify working conditions involved with heavy equipment mechanics.
3 Identify job hazards associated with the field of heavy equipment mechanics.
4. List salary and benefits associated with employment in the heavy equipment

mechanics held.
5. Describe the job opportunities available for heavy equipment mechanics.
6. Identify initial investment requirements for professional mechanics.
7 Demonstrate willingness to learn.
8. Write legibly
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9 Listen attentively.
10. Prepare written communications.
11 Exhibit dependability.
12. Demonstrate punctuality.
13. Follow rules and regulations.
14. Read and comprehend written communication and information found in technical

manuals.
15. Meet flat-rate maintenance schedule

UNIT II: Safety

Competencies: 1. Wear personal protective clothing.
2. Wear safety goggles.
3. Remove jewelry prior to performing work.
4. jump start a vehicle according to safety regulations.
5 Secure and block equipment for maintenance.
6. Maintain and use tools in a safe manner.
7. Use equipment safely
8. Use extreme caution when handling battery acids
9 Adhere to safety regulations when working with toxic chemicals.

10. Comply with proper housekeeping practices.
11. Locate and use fire extinguishers.
12. Report and correct hazards.
13. Use safety latch on all raised equipment pieces.
14 Use hoists and slings in a safe manner
15. Operate a forklift according to manufacturer's specifications.
16. Use compressed air safely.
17 Observe safety practices when working with oxyacetylene equipment.

UNIT III: Tools and Equipment

Competencies: I. Identify basic hand tools.
2. Use hand tools correctly.
3 Use precision measuring equipment
4. Use steam cleaner
5. Use high pressure cleaning equipment
6. Use oxyacetylene equipment
7 Use pneui 'atic tools
6 123e pullers.
9 Use electric tools such as drills, grinders, sanders, and hones

10 Use pressure gauges and flow meters
11 Use a battery hydrometer.
12 Use coolant tester
13. Use "oil sample" tool
14 Use torque wrenches,
15. Use volt-ohmmeters, digital and analog
16 Use timing devices (strobe light and rpm indicatoo
17 Use hoist.
18 Use winches.
19 Use forklift
20 Use cherry picker
21. Use' taps and dies
22 Use undercarriage measuring tools.
23 Use an ease-out to remove a broken stud
24 Use hydraulic presses
25. Use a rpm gauge
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26. Use hydraulic jacks.
27. Use radiator cap pressure tester.
28. Use a pyrometer.
29 Use sledge hammers.
30. Use pin knockers.
31 Use a four-to-one multiplier.

UNIT IV: Oxyacetylene Equipment

Competencies: 1 Observe all safety practices for oxyacetylene cutting and welding equipment.
2 Set up, adjust torch, and shut down oxyacetylene equipment.
3. Cut metal of various thicknesses and shapes.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of brazing metals.
5 Demonstrate a knowledge of metals for inspection purposes on equipment.

UNIT V: Engine Operating Principles

Competencies: 1. Identify engine nomenclature.
2. Identify types of engines.
3. Differentiate between two-cycle and four-cycle engines.
4. Trace the delivery of fuel through a fuel injection system.
5. Identify the parts of a diesel fuel injection system.
6. Disassemble, identify, inspect, and reassemble a diesel engine.
7. Identify cooling system parts.
8. Trace the flow of coolant through an engine.
9. Identify lubrication system parts.

10 Trace the flow of oil through an engine.
11. Identify the intake and exhaust system parts fo: ,?sel engine.
P. Trace the flow of intake air and exhaust gases through an engine.

UNIT VI: Cooling Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify cooling system parts.
2. Remove and replace water pump.
3. Remove and replace radiator.
4. Check coolant for proper freeze protection.
5 Remove and replace coolant.
6 Remove, test and replace thermostat.
7. Perform chemical flush of cooling system.
8 Remove and replace V-belts.
9. Remove and replace hoses.
10 Remove and replace fan.
11 Clean exterior of radiator.
12 Check coolant inhibitors.
13 Demonstrate a knowledge of engine safety devices such as overheating shutdown

mechanism and low coolant level.

UNIT VII: Fuel Systems

Competencies: I Identify the parts of a diesel fuel injection system.
2 Remove and replace transfer pump.
3. Remove' and replace fuel injector.
4. Remove and replace fuel lines, fittings, and cap lines.
5. Change fuel filters.
6. Bleed fuel system.
7 Change water separators.
8. lake fuel sample
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9. Remove and replace tuel injection pump.
10. Remove, flush, and replace fuel tank
11. Change filter, check screen, and drain trap on fuel tank.
12. Demonstrate a knotty ledge of emergency shutdown mechanisms on the fuel system.

UNIT VIII: Lubrication Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify the parts of a lubrication system
2. Identify oil classifications.
3. Change oil and filter.
4. Cut and inspect oil filte: for contaminants.
5. Check oil pressure on a lice engine using a manual gauge.
6. Take an oil sample
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of low oil pressure emergency shutdown mechanisms.

UNIT IX: Air Induction and Exhaust Systems

Competencies: 1 Identify parts of air induction and exhaust systems
2. Remove, inspect, and replace air cleaner
3. Check air cleaner indicator for correct operation.
4. Check air induction system for leaks.
5. Remove and replace turbochaiger.
6. Remove and replace gaskets on intake and exhaust manifolds.
7. Remove and replace blower.
8. Check exhaust back pressure.
9. Remove and replace an engine head

10 Check exhaust temperature with a pyrometer
H. Demonstrate a knowledge of checki,-,g noise level of exhaust systems.
12 Demonstrate a knowledge of emergency shutdown.

UNIT X: Electrical Systems

Competencies: I. Identif> system xomponents
2 Read elect-I:cal schematics.
3 Demonstrate a knowledge of basic electricity
4. Remove and replace elects Ica! components.

Use electucal test equipment such as volt-ohmmetei, etc.
Identify electrical circuits.

7. Use jumper cables and ;Limper batteries on 12- and 24 -volt systems
8. Service batteries.
9. `Thee tvne

10, Charge a battery
1 I C heck elect colvte tt ith hydrometer
12. ( onnet t batteries in series and in parallel
13. Demonstrate a know ledge of emeigent y shutdow n cucuits.

UNIT XI: Brake `,stems

Competencies: I Identify system components
2 Read schematics for au and hydraulic brake systems.
3 rill master cvlindet with fluid
4. Identity ditterent types of brake systinis

Remote and replace an aii brake chamber.
( Perform brake check for correct operation according to manutactuier's specifications.
7. Install brake linings on brake shoes.

8. Remove, inspect, adjust, and replace parking brakes.
9 Demonstrate a knowledge of the following brake cylinders. hydraulic, air-over-

hydiaulic, and air
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UNIT XII: Power Trains

Competencies: 1. Identify system components.
2. Service and take oil samples on system components.
3. Cut open and inspect filters.
4. Remove transmissions.
3. Remove and replace undercarriage components.
6. Remove and replace universal joints.
7. Remove and replace drive line.
8. Remove steering clutches and brakes.
9. Remove torque converter.

10. Check flywheel and flywheel housing runout using a dial indicator.
11. Check oil in idler and rollers on undercarriage.
12. Adjust tracks.
13. Remove axles and planetaries.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of undercarriage wear and functions.
15. Demonstrate a knowledge of recoil spring danger on undercarriage.

UNIT XIII: Hydraulics and Pneumatics

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of basic hydraulics.
2. Read hydraulic schematics.
3. Identify hydraulic symbols.
4. Observe standard safety practices involved in hydraulic cylinder removal and

installation.
5. Tear down, inspect, mike, repair, and assemble hydraulic cylinders.
6. Use a hydraulic flowmeter.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of cleaning a contaminated hydraulic system.
8. Remove and replace lines and fittings.
9 Remove and replace an air compressor.

10 Service and drain air system tanks of contaminants.

UNIT XIV: Equipment Operation
Competencies: 1. Perform start-up procedures for equipment according to manufacturer's specifications.

2. Operate heavy equipment according to manufacturer's specifications for maintenance
purposes only.

3. Rig equipment for maintenance purposes.
4. Use winches.
5. Use hoists.
6. Identify types of cables.
7. Remove, inspect, and install cables.
8. Inspect conventional hydraulic booms (cords and lacing) for defects.

UNIT XV: Preventive Maintenance

Competencies: 1. Identify what preventive maintenance is for industrial equipment.
2. Perform preventive maintenance procedures according to manufacturer's

specifications.
3 Demonstrate a knowledge of setting up a preventive maintenance program for heavy

equipment.
4 Keep records on preventive maintenance performed including mileage and hour meter

readings
5. Identify components on equipment that require more attention to prevent equip-

ment shutdown.
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6. Inspect tires for defects and proper air pressure.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of troubleshooting techniques according to manufaLturer's

specifications.

UNIT XVI: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Complete a job application.
6. Participate in a mock interview.
7. Write a follow-up letter.
8. Conduct a job search.
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Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Trade and Industrial Course Title: Heavy Equipment Operator

CIP Code: 49.0202 Course Length 1125 Clock Hours - 10 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical experience to prepare
individuals to operate and maintain a backhoe and front end loader, bulldozer, cherry picker, track backhoe,
motor grader, forklift, friction rigs, self-propelled compaction equipment, air compressors, and pumps. In-
cludes instruction in digging, loading, ditching, sloping, grading, stripping, backfilling, clearing, and ex-
cavating. The content includes human relations and employability skills, safe and efficient work practices,
use of technica: manuals, rigging, and job survey controls. The content is organized into competency-based
instructional units which specify occupational competencies the individual must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Safety

Ill. Mechanical Operation
IV. Prestart-Up Inspection
V. Service Equipment

VI. Job Survey Controls
VII. Backhoe and Front End Loader

VIII. Dozer
IX. Rigging
X. Cherry Picker

Xl. Track Backhoe
XII. Motor Grader

XIII. Self-Propelled Compaction Equipment
XIV. Air Compressor and Pumps
XV. Forklift

XVI. Friction Rigs
XVII Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: ;. Describe the field of heavy equipment operation.
2. identify working conditions involved with heavy equipment operation.
3. Iciolitify job hazards associated with the field of heavy equipment opeiaiion.
4. List salary and benefits associated with employment in the heavy equipment opera-

tion field.
5. Describe the job opportunities available for heavy equipment operators.
6. Exhibit dependability.
7. Demonstrate punctuality.
8. Follow rules and regulations.
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9. Read and comprehend written communisations and intormation found in technicalmanuals.
10. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness
11. Utilize equipment correctly.
P. Work productively with others.
13 Exhibit pride and loyalty.
14 Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
13. Show empathy, respect and support for others.
16. Show job responsibilities concerning equipment operation, personnel safety and jobarea.

UNIT II: Safety

Competencies: 1. Identify and wear personal safety gear according to trade standards and/or safe's
regulations.

2. Refer to operator's manual for correct/safe operation of equipment.
3. Identify job site hazards such as personnel, powerlines, buried facilities, etc
4. Report/correct unsafe acts or problems.
5. Demonstrate the ability to operate fire extinguisheis and identify proper use of thetypes of tire extinguishers.
6. Maintain all safety devices on equipment such as back-up alarms.
7. Exhibit proper mounting and dismounting procedures.
8 Operate equipment in accordance x\ ith trade and Occupational Satety and Health

Act (OSHA) standards.
9. Perform operation of equipment from designated signal person only.

10. Identify job hazards associated NN ith defects, hydraulic, and fuel systems that couldcause operator injury
I I. Demonstrate the ability to control machmeiv in case of an emergency

UNIT III: Mechanical Operation

Competencies: I. Demonstrate a knol% ledge of the prindples ot operation ot diesel and gasolineengines
2. Demonstrate a kno% ledge of the principles of hydraulics.

I 1 ITroubleshootoo. equipment in accordaike 1\ Oh correct operating sounds and functions.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of po er flow trom engine through the power train.

Demonstrate a knowledge of the importance ot filtering ,,vstems on heavy equipment.

UNIT IV: Prestait-Up Inspection

Competencies: 1 Perform piestart-up inspethon according to manufactui speciticaitons (operator'smanual).
2 Check all tluid levels according to the 11)111,10m er's specifications.
3. Check operating controls for correct operation.
4 Check machine log for last service date
5 Perform visual inspection of equipment
6. Perform necessary luorkation on equipment.
7 Maintain records on equipment.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of the t' .s of third' used m heap \ equipment
9. Perform minor preventive maintenance, such as drain water trom au resent m

UNIT V: Service Equipment

Competencies: I Perform all service procedures according to manutactuier's spe(itu awns
2 Chane engine oil and filter,
3. Change hydraulic oil filter
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4. Change air filters.
5. Change torque converter and transmission filters.
6. Change fuel filters.
7. Check and maintain fluid levels such as transmission planetary drives.
8. Drain water from air reservoirs.
9. Service batteries.

10. Check brakes, clutches, belts, tracks, and linkages for defects and correct operation.
11. Drain water from fuel separators.
12. Drain condensation from gear case.
13. Keep and maintain service records on heavy equipment.

UNIT VI: Job Survey Controls

Competencies: 1. Read an engineer's rule.
2. Identify field survey legends and/or nomenclature.
3. Transfer grade using a hand level and tape.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of project blueprints.
5. Identify occupational terminology used in industry.

UNIT VII: Backhoe and Front End Loader

Competencies: 1. Observe warning signs for buried facilities.
2. Perform start-up procedures.
3. Demonstrate the ability to operate the controls of a backhoe and front end loader.
4. Perform ditch-digging operation.
5. Dig a manhole to specifications.
6. Dig a sloped ditch.
7. Dig a graded ditch to specifications.
8. Load a dump truck with front end loader.
9. Back-fill a ditch.

10. Set a culvert using front end loader.
11. Load, tie down, and unload backhoe-loader on transport vehicle.

UNIT VIII: Dozer

Competencies: 1. Perform start-up procedures according to manufacturer's specifications.
2. Demonstrate the ability to operate the controls of a dozer.
3. Push dirt.
4. Perform leveling procedure.
5. Carry i grade using grade stakes, etc.
6 Grade a slope.
7. Perform back filling procedures.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of clearing and burning procedures.
9. (Jean undercarriage of debris.

10. Check winch cable for defects.
1 I. Load, tie down, and unload dozer on transport vehicle.

UNIT IX: Rigging

Competencies: 1. Identify components used for rigging.
2. Observe all safety regulations regarding rigging techniques.
3. Identify bad rigging practices.
4. Rig a load using a two-part spreader.
5. Rig a load using a choker hitch.
6. Rig a load using a basket hitch
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UNIT X: Cherry Picker

Competencies: 1. Identify safe operating procedures for cherry picker.
2 Perform start-up procedures.
3. Demonstrate the ability to operate controls of cherry picker.
4. Set up machine for stable operation.
5. Operate machine in all positions under no load.
6. Lift load in nonextended position according to load chart.
7. Lift load in extended position according to load chart.
8. Perform multiple functions with load.
9. Transpoit people in personnel basket

10. Load, tie down, and unload cherry picker on transport vehicle
11. Check cable for defects.
12. Perform all lifting and traveling operations according to manufacturer's specifications.
13 Travel with load.
14. Demonstrate a knowic,17e of hand signals used with cherry picker operations.

UNIT XI: Track Backhoe

Competencies: 1. Perform start-up procedures.
2 Demonstrate the ability to operate the controls of a track backhoe.
3. Perform a ditch-digging operation.
4. Dig a graded ditch.
5. Dig a manhole to specifications.
6 Load a dump truck.
7. Load, tie down, and unload track backhoe on transport vehicle.
8. ldentif o ci head and buried hazards before operating track backhoe.

UNIT XII: Nlotoi Glacier

Competencies: 1. Perform start-up procedures
2 Identify hazards associated u ith operating a motor grader.
3 Demonstrate the ability to operate the co limes of a motor grader
4. Level spot-dumped materials

Cut a vee ditch.
6. Cut a swale ditch.
7 Blend and mix materials.
8. Build and blade a haul road.
". Cut a blue-top grade

1(1 Load, tie down, and unload a motor grader on transport vehicle

UNIT XIII: Self-Pi ()pelted Compact ion Lquipment

Competencies: 1 Perform start-up procedures according to manufacturer's specifications
2 Demonstrate the ability to operate the controls of self- propelled compaction

equipment
rollmy a pattern to Lompact materials.

4 \ laintain correct air pressuie in all tees on a rubber- tired (=pact machine.
Recognize stability problems of rubber-tired compact machines.

6 Niaintain uater supply on steel lc heel roller for asphalt work

UNIT XIV: Air Compressor and Pump's

Competencies: I Perform start-up and shut-dm n piocedmes
2. Demonstrate the ability to operate the controls of air compressors
3. Connect, secure and disconnect hoses.
4. Check line inlet and moisture separators
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5. Prime a pump.
6. Perform start-up procedures for various types of pumps.
7. Troubleshoot pump and hoses.
8. Operate various types of pumps.

UNIT XV: Forklift

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of safe operating procedures for a forklift.
2. Perform start-up procedure.
3. Demonstrate the ability to operate the controls of a forklift.
4. Balance an uneven load.
5. Load and unload materials.
6. Travel with a load.
7. Ascend and descend a ramp with a load.
8. Retrieve and place a load at maximum height reach of forklift.
9. Lift, lower, and transport people in personnel basket.

10. Demonstrate a knowledge of machine performance capability and specifications.
11. Load, tie down, and unload forklift on transport vehicle.

UNIT XVI: Friction Rigs

Competencies: 1. Identify hazards associated with equipment with booms.
2. Perform start-up procedures for wet and dry weather.
3. Demonstrate the ability to operate the controls of a friction rig.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of hand signals used for friction rigs.
5. Transfer material using a clam basket.
6. Dig a ditch for a pipeline using a drag bucket.
7. Dig a graded ditch.
8. Dig a sloped ditch.
9. Load truck with a drag bucket.

10. Load and unload truck using hook and observing hand signals.
11 Perform component erection using hook and observing hand signals.
12. Load, tie down, and unload friction rig on transport vehicle.

UNIT XVII: Job Seeking Skills
Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.

2. Locate resources for finding employment
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Complete a job application.
6. Participate in a mock interview.
7. Write a follow-up letter.
8. Conduct a job search
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Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Trade and Industrial

CIF' Code: 47.0105

Course Title: Industrial Electronics

Course Length 2700 Clock flours - 24 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of Industrial Electronics or to provide sup-
plemental training for persons previously or currently employed in related Industrial Electronics occupations.

The Industrial Electronics course generally prepares individuals to assemble, install, operate, maintain, and
repair electricalfelectronic equipment used in industry and manufacturing. Includes instruction in using ac-
tual equipment, in various types of equipment such as power supplies, amplifiers, motors, controls, digital
and computer circuitry, synchro and servomechanisms, mechanical-power-transfer systems, hydraulic systems,
and three-phase ac, electronic wave-shaping, control circuitry, programmable controllers, computer and
peripheral business applications, and general robotics applications in industrial/manufacturing industries.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction IN hich specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction:
I.

II.
Ill.
IV.

V.

VI.

VII.
VW.

IX.

X.

Xl.
XII.

XIII.

FIRST YEAR
Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics
Mathematics
Physics
Fundamentals of Semiconductors
Basic Electronic Circuits
Digital Electronics
Basic Microprocessors
Computer Literacy

SECOND YEAR
Microprocessor Interfacing
Communications Principles
Video Principles
Telecommunications
Introduction to Programming

Business Specialty
XIV Microcomputers/Interfacing
XV. Peripherals

XVI. Troubleshooting and Servicing
XVII Customer Service and Ifuman

Relations
XVIII. Job Seeking Skills
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Industrial/ Manufacturing Specialty
XIV. National Electrical Code (NEC)
XV. Generators and Motors

XVI. Transformers
XVII. Control Systems a::.:1 De,:res

XVIII. Introduction to instrumentation
XIX. Programmable Controllers
XX. Introduction to Robotics

XXI. Customer Service and I luman
Relations

XXII Job Seeking Skills



Curriculum Competency Outline

FIRST YEAR

UNIT I: Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

Competencies: 1 Demonstrate a know ledge of occupational ;oh requirements, working conditions, safe-
ty hazards, pay scales, and career opportunities

2. Identify safety hazards.
3. Demonstiate a knowledge of common safety rules and regulations.
4. Identify hand tools
5. Demonstrate proper techniques and use of hand tools.
6. Apply correct soldering techniques.
7. Identify electrical /electronic test instruments.
8. Perform measurements using electrical/electronic test instruments.
9. Identify terms associated with electricity/electronics.

10. Identify electricalIelectronic symbols.
11 Identify electrical/electronic formulas.
12. Identify electrical/electronic components.
13 Display a knowledge of atomic theory.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of theory of ac and dc current flow.
13. Solve problems using the basic laws governing electron flow.
16 Connect electrical/electronic components in specified circuit configuration.
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT II: Mathematics

Competencies: 1 Solve problems dealing w ith fractions, percentages, ratio and proportion, and powers
of ten

2. Solve problems of plane and solid geometn
3 Solve problems using algebraic formulas.
4 Soh e problems using logarithms
5 Apply the pillories in higonometry in solving problems.
6 Solve problems using a scientific electronic calculator

UNIT III: Physics

Competencies: 1 State the properties of matter.
2. Demonstrate the applications and effects of torce, work, late, momentum, resistance,

power potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using mechanical
energy systems.

3 Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, late, momentum, resistance,
power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
uansducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using fluidal energy
systems.

4 Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, rate, iesistance, rowel, potential
and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy comerters, transducers, vibration and
waves, time constants, and radiation using electrical energy systems.
Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, resistance, power, poten-
tial and kinetic energy, energy converters, transducers, time constants, and radia-
htm using thermal energy systems
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UNIT IV: Fundamentals of Semiconductors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with semiconductors
2. Identify semiconductor symbols.
3. Identify semiconductor components
4. Describe the characteristics of semiconductors.
5. Test various semiconductor devices.
6. Interpret semiconductor specification sheets.
7. Demonstrate the procedures for testing and servicing semiconductors.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with semiconductor devices.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT V: Basic Elect! -inic Circuits

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillators.
2. Identify schematic representations of power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillator

circuits.
3. State the theory of operation of power supply circuits, amplifier circuits and oscillator

circuits.
4. Construct and analyze various power supply circuits, amplifier circuits, and oscillator

circuits.
5. identify safety practices associated with basic electronic circuits.
6. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VI: Digital Electronics

Competencies: 1. Identify logic gate configuration.
2. Describe the truth tables associated with various logic circuits
3. Simplify logic circuits using specified techniques
4. Interpret integrated circuit specification sheets
5 Identify registers, counters, multivibrators (bistable, monostable, etc.) and display

devices.
6 Describe digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital techniques.
7. Analyze digital arithmetic circuits.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with digital cilcuits.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VII: Basic Microprocessors

Competencies: I Identify terms associated with microprocessors.
2. Describe the basic architecture of a microprocessor.
3. Describe the basic operation of a microprocessor.
4 Demonstrate a fundamental knowledge of assembly language prow amming
5 Describe system interfacing circuits and techniques

UNIT VIII: Computer Literacy

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computers.
2 Identify the impact of computers on today's society.
3. Demonstrate ability to select hardware and soft!.vare components.
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SECOND YEAR

UNIT IX: Microprocessor Interfacing

Competencies: I. identify terms associated with microprocessor interfacing
2. Describe the various methods used for input/output operations.
3. Describe techniques for digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital conversion using

microprocessors
4 Demonstrate a knowledge of various communication techniques
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of peripheral inpuboutput devices.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of various types of storage devices.
7. Demonstrate microprocessor programming techniques.
8 Demonstrate a knowledge of combining a Central Processing Unit (CPU) w ith sup-

port circuits to form a microprocessor system

UNIT X: Communications Principles

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with radio receivers.
2. Identify the functions of the various stages that make up a tadio receiver
3 Troubleshoot a receiver using signal tracing methods
4. Troubleshoot a receiver using signal injection methods.
5. Align AM /FM radio receiver.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of amplitude and frequency modulation principles.

UNIT XI: Video Principles

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with video systems,
2. Identify the function of the various stages that make up a television receiver.

Demonstrate a knowledge of the vanuus components of a composite video signal.
4 Set up a color television receiver.
5 Perform basic Houbleshootmg techniques

UNIT XII: Telecommunications

Competencies: 1 Identify terms assok rated with telecommunications
2 Identify the function of the various stages of amplitude modulated (AN1), frequency

modulated (FN1), and single sideband (SS13) receivers
3 Demonstrate an ability to set up and test a radio receiver
4 identify the function of the various stage, of AN1, I-NI. and SSI1 tiansnntters.
7s. Demonstrate an abtht% to set up and test nansimuers.
6 Dem mstrate a know ledge of the 111Siallt ion aujustmentInd servicing of antennas

and winsmission
7 Demonstrate a knowledge of the functional parts of a telephone system
8 Demonstrate a knowledge of satellite ground systems.
9 Identify components and explain their function in a mict ave system.

10 Demonstrate a knowledge of multiplexing systems
11. Perform operational tests on a microwave system

UNIT XIII: Introduction to Programming

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated ' ith piowamming
2. Demonstrate an abilit\ to write and tun a pogram for a specific task
I. Demonstrate a knowledge of the major progiamming languages

BUSINESS SPECIALTY

UNIT XIV: Nhcro«nputots Interfacing

Competencies: 1. Identity terms associated IN ith mi. rowmputer,
2. Demonstrate a know ledge of the vomponerus of a rmitocompoier
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3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the functions of the components of a microcomputer.
4. Assemble a microcomputer.
5. Program a microcomputer.
6. Troubleshoot a microcomputer.

UNIT XV: Peripherals

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computer peripherals.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of input/output communication standards.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the purpose and functions of various computer

peripheral devices.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the techniques of data communications.
5. Assemble a microcomputer system and demonstrate its operation.
6. Troubleshoot and service computer peripherals.

UNIT XVI: Troubleshooting and Servicing

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of the proper selection and use of computer
troubleshooting tools and equipment.

2. Demonstrate a knowledge of troubleshooting procedures.
3. Perform troubleshooting techniques on components of a computer system.
4. Perform preventive maintenance on a computer system.

UNIT XVII: Customer Service and Human Relations

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with human relations.
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6 Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9 Demonstrate punctuality.

10 Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules
11 Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13 Show empathy respect, and support for others.
14 Write legibly.
15. Practice good telephone etiquette.
16 Demonstrate the ability to write an effective technical report.
17. Demonstrate equipment and software operation.
18 Determine the problem and formulate a plan.
19. Perform the service.
20 Complete the transaction.
21. Identify terms associated with businessladministrative practices
22 Prepare service hills.
23 Maintain customer accounts and records.
24. Maintain equipmert inventory and parts control.
25 Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
26. Maintain parts/service manual revisions.
27. 11\ecute maintenance contracts and service agreements.
28. Demonstrate a knowledge of the cost factor in doing business.
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UNIT XVIII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. De%elop a career plan.
2 Locate resource for Ending employment
3 Prepare a resume'
4 Write a letter of iniroducti on.
5. Write a letter of application.
6 Complete a job application
7. Participate in a mock mter% iew
8 Write a follow-up letter.
0. Conduct a ;oh search.

10 11'ute a letter of resigaatiol

INDUSTRIAL/MANUIACTURING SPECIALTY^
UNIT XIV: National Electrical Code tNE('1

Competencies: 1. 'deign\ terms associated with the Nattonal Electrical Code.
2 Demonstrate a know ledg,., ot the National Flectucal Code
3 Identity National Electrical Code applications.

UNIT XV: Generators and NII)tois

Competencies: d Ident;h, tt_tm associated with inottns and generators
2 f)emonstrate a knowledge ot the pinciples of elecnical generators
3 Demonstrate a knowledge of the characteristics of %arum, types of generators
4 Demonstiate a knowledge of the chaiactenstics and applications ot dnect current

motors
5 Demonstrate a knowledge of the chmactelitics and applications of 011005 t% pes

of alteinatmg content 1110tO
6 Demonstrate a knowledge of the we and de'ta powei connections
7 Demonstiate a Lrow ledge of testing motors and generator,.

Dem instiate a knowledge of houblehooting motor- and genelators

UNIT XVI: haristoiniers

Co IT1 pete n cies: d kicntit\ terms associated with pow ei tianstoi tilers
1)emonsnate a knowledge of tianstormer principles
Demonstrate a know ledge of tianstormet tharat.tetntlts

1. Demonsnate a knowledge of nansformui circuit contigtuation
lest %anon, hpes of tianstoimeis
troubleshoot %artous types of transfoimeis

UNIT XVII: ((mho' L)\-,tem., and De\aes

Competencies: I Identii% terms associated with contiol skt(Ins and cl,ices
2 Identil% s\inbols ut control sstems and de% ices

Identn% components of co nnol s%stems and devices
4 Demoistrate a knowledge of the chaiat felistics ut «mut)l .%.n ins and de% ices.

Install «nitrol systems and devices
lest control s', stems and de% i«.."

7 houbleshoot control and de\
t- A pp* sato% piactices.
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UNIT XVIII: Introduction to Instrumentation

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with instrumentation.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the functions of instrumentation.
3. Identify the various components used in instrumentation.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the characteristics of instrumentation and control

systems
5. Test instrumentation and control systems.
6. Troubleshoot instrumentation and control systems.

UNIT XIX: Programmable Controllers

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with programmable controllers.
2. Identify symbols associated with programmable controllers.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the theory of operation of programmable controllers.
4. Write, edit, and implement a program for a specified task.

UNIT XX: Introduction to Robotics

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with robotics.
2. Identify robotic components.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of robotic fundamentals.
4. Write and run a robotics program.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the function of robotic components.
E.. Demonstrate a knowledge of data acquisition handling and conversion in robotics.

UNIT XXI: Customer Service and Human Relations

Competencies: I. Demonstrate the ability to speak effectively.
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3 Demonstrate a professional attitude
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener
5 Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the Ftmlity to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. FAhibt pride and loyalty.
I I. Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13 Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly
15 Practice good telephone etiquette.
16. Demonstrate the ability to write an effective technical report.
17. Demonstrate equipment and software operation
18. Determine the problem and formulate a plan.
19 Perform the service.
20. Complete the transaction.
21. Identify terms associated with business/administrative practices
22. Prepare service bills.
23 Maintain customer accounts and records.
24 Maintain equipment inventory and parts control.
2'). Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
26 Maintain parts)service manual revisions
17, N\ecute maintenance contracts and service agreements
28 Demonstrate a knowledge of the cost factor in doing business.
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UNIT XXII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock intervie\,.
8. Write a follow-up letter
9. Conduct a job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.
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Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Trade and Industrial Course Title: Industrial Machine Shop

CIP Code. 48.0503 Course Length 1800 Clock Hours 16 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to prepare individuals to shape metal parts on machines such as lathes, grinders,
drill presses, and milling machines. Computer numerical controlled machines are also utilized. This includes
making computations for dimensions and coding feeds and speeds, using precision measuring instruments,
laying out parts, and heat treatment of metals.

The course content is organized into competency-based units of instruction that specify occupational com-
petencies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Orientation and Safety
II. Benchwork

III. Drill Presses
IV. Lathes
V. Milling Machines

VI. Precision Grinding Machines
VII. Computer Numerical Control Machining

VIII. Applied Mathematics
IX. Blueprint Reading
X Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I.: Orientation and Safety

Competencies: 1. Describe o% erview of course.
2. identify shop and school rules.
3. identify and practice safety rules.

UNIT II: Benchwork

Competencies: I. Identify and practice safety rules.
2. Identify and use hand tools.
3 Identify and use measuring tools.
4. identify and use layout tools.
5. Identify ferrous and nonferrous metals
6. Cut stock with hand hack saw
7. Cut stock with power hack saw.
8. Cut internal and external threads with taps and dies.
9. Use bench grinder.

10. Sharpen cutting tools.
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UNIT III: Drill Presses

Competencies: I. Identify and practice safety rules.
2. Identify types of drill presses.
3. Identify parts and controls.
4. Lay out holes on parts for drilling.
5. Calculate feeds and speeds.
6. Adjust drill press for feeds and speeds.
7. Drill holes in end of a shaft.
8. Drill holes in diameter of a shaft.
9. Drill holes off center in diameter of a shaft.

10. Drill holes in nonfe"rous metals
11. Ream holes.
12. Bore holes with radial drill press.
13. Countersink. counterbore and spot face holes.
14. Remove broken drill bits from parts.

UNIT IV: Lathes

Competencies: 1. Identify and practice safety rules.
2. Identify types of lathes.
3. Identify parts and controls.
4. Calculate feeds and speeds.
5. Adjust lathe for feeds and speeds.
6. Lay out parts for turning.
7. Identify types of cutting tool bits.
8. Grind cutting tool bits.
9. Chuck work in a three-jaw and four-jaw chuck.

10. Attach work to a faceplate.
11. Turn shaft between centers.
12 Drill and ream holes.
13. Use steady rest and follow rest on long shafts.
14. Bore holes to size.
15. Step bore a hole
16. Cut internal recesses.
17. Perform filing and polishing operations.

18 Turn tapers using taper attachment.
19. Perform knurling operations.
20. Cut internal arid external V-threads.
21. Cut internal and external Acme threads.
22. Cut internal and external square threads.
23. Cut internal and external pipe threads

UNIT V: Milling Machines

Competencies: 1. Identify and practice safety rules.
2. Identify types of milling machines.
3. Identify parts and controls.
4 Calculate feeds and speeds.
5. Adjust milling machine for feeds and speeds.
6. Identify and use work-holding devices.
7 Lay out parts for milling.
8. Cut keyways.
9. Perform straddle and gang milling operations.

10. Perform indexing operations.
11. Perform gear cutting operations
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UNIT VI: Precision Grinding Machines

Competencies: 1. Identify and practice safety rules.
2. Identify types of grinding machines.
3. Identify parts and controls.
4. Identify types of grinding wheels for precision grinding.
5. Identify uses of surface grinders.
6. Identify uses of tool and cutter grinders.
7. Perform dressing and maintenance on grinding wheels.
8. Perform precision grinding operations.

UNIT VII: Computer Numerical Control Machining

Competencies: 1. Identify an.i practice safety rules.
2. L .ribe history of Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machining.
3. Identify types of CNC machines.
4. Identify parts and controls.
5. Adjust CNC machines for feeds and speeds.
6. Describe G and M codes.
7. Apply G and M codes.

UNIT VIII: Applied Mathematics

Competencies: 1. Add,, subtract, multiply, and divide common fractions.
2. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimal fractions.
3. Convert common fractions to decimal fractions.
4. Convert decimal fractions to common fractions.
5. Identify and use metric measures.
6. Perform metric to customary and customary to metric conversions.
7. Solve percentage problems.
8. Solve ratio and proportion problems.
9. Solve square and square root problems.

10. Solve problems involving squares, rectangles, and circles.
11. Identify types of triangles.
12. Solve right triangle problems.
13. Solve oblique triangle nroblems.

UNIT IX: Blueprint Reading

Competencies: 1. Identify types and uses of blueprints.
2. Describe information in title block, revision block, and notes.
3. Identify terms and symbols.
4. Identify and describe alphabet of lines.
5. Interpret multiview drawings.
6. Interpret section views.
7. Interpret auxili,sy views.
8. Interpret pictorial drawings.
9. Interpret dimensions and tolerances.

10. Interpret surface finish marks.
11. Interpret precision dimensions.
12. Interpret geometric tolerances.
13. Identify thread series.
14. Interpret thread notations.
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UNIT X: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1 Select means of locating job openings.
2. Prepare a resume.
3. Write a letter of application.
4. Complete an employment application
5. Participate in a mock interview.
6. Write a follow-up letter.
7. Make a follow-up phone call.
8. Evaluate a job offer.
9. Compare job opportunities.



Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline
Trade and Industrial Course Title: Industrial Maintenance Technician

CIP Code: 470303 Course Length 2700 Clock Hours 24 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to prepare students
for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of Industrial Maintenance or to provide supplemental twining fur per-
sons previously or currently employed in related industrial maintenance occupations

The Industrial Maintenance Technician course generally prepares individuals to repair and maintain industrial machinery
and equipment such as cranes, pumps, engines and motors, pneumatic and hydraulic tools, conveyor systems, pruduL-
tion machinery printing machinery, marine deck machinery, and steam propulsion, refinery, and pipeline-distribution
systems Includes instruction in testing, adjusting, and repairing pneumatic and hydraulic systems, attaching supplemental
equipment such as hoses, valves, gates, vibration equipment, and mechanical electrical or electronic control devices,
and maintaining and installing electric motors, switchboards,, controls, fans, and starting devices. It also includes in-
struction in electrical and plumbing codes, occupational safety, and Occupational Safety and Health Agency (OSHA)
regulations, welding, boilermaking, refrigeration, and materials handling equipment operations, and tio., use of test equip-
ment to identify and correct malfunctions.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient ywork practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills. The umtent
is organized into competency -based units of instruction w hich specify occupational competencies w hich the student
must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: 1. Introduction to Industrial Maintenance
11. Math for Technicians

III. Tools and Materials
IV. Documentation
V. Blueprint Reading

VI. Rigging
VII. Pipefitting and Plumbing

VIII. Boilermaker
IX. Welding
X. Millwright and Machinist

XI Scaffolding
XII. Carpentry

XIII Insulation
XIV Equipment Operator
XV. Basic Electricity

XVI. Refrigeration Systems
XVII. Computer Function

XVIII. Human Relations
XIX. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT 1: Introduction to Industrial Maintenance

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with industrial maintenance.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job requirements.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the working conditions of an industrial maintenance

technician.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities.
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5. Demonstrate a knowledge of codes, standards, and regulations.
6. Identify the safety hazards associated with industrial maintenance.

UNIT II: Math for Technicians

Competencies: 1 Soh e problems dealing N ith fractions, pen.entages, ratio and proportion, and powers
of ten.

2. Solve problems of plane and solid geometry.
3. Sore problems using algebraic formulas.
4. Solve problems using logarithms.
5. Apply the principles of trigonometry in solving problems.
6. Solve problems using a scientific electronic calculator.

UNIT III: Tools and Materials

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with tools and materials.
2. Identify hand tools.
3 Identify portable power tools.
4. Use hand and portable power tools.
5. Identify measuring tools.
6. Perform measurements using various measuring instruments.
7. Identify terms associated with materials.
8 Identify tubing.
9. Identify piping.

10. Identify fittings for tubing.
11. Identify fittings for piping.
12. Identify types of gasket material.
13. Identify various types of metal fasteners
14 Identify various types of sealants.
15. Identify various types of lubricants
16 Identify types of hangers and support brackets.
17. Identify various types of conduit.
18. Identify various types of electrical devices.
19. Identify various types of insulation
20. Identify Eafety hazards associated with tools and materials.
21. Apply safety practices.

UNIT IV: Documentation

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with documentation.
2 Complete documents associated with job scope, such as: work orders, store requests,

permit request systems, lock-out and tag-out forms, accident reports, and equipment
history records.

3 Identify sources of codes and standards.
4 Identify the applications of codes and standards to be observed by an industrial

maintenance technician.
5. Read and interpret documents.

UNIT V: Blueprint Reading

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with blueprints.
2. Identiry various types of blueprints.
3. Differentiate betwten oblique,, orthographic,, and isometric drawings.
4. Demonstrate the ability to perform sketching techniques.
5. Identify symbols.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of flow diagrams.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of specification requirements.
8. Read and interpret blueprints and electrical schematics.
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UNIT VI: Rigging
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with rigging.

2. Identify rigging equipment.
3. Identify rigging applications.
4. Demonstrate the ability to tie designated types of knots.
5. Demonstrate the ability to communicate with others using approved rigging hand

signals.
6. Plan a rigging operation to meet codes and standards.
7. Identify safety hazards associated with rigging operations.

UNIT VII: Pipefitting and Plumbing

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with pipefitting and plumbing.
2. Identify pipefitting and plumbing tools.
3. Cut and thread pipe using hand and power tools.
4. Bend tubing.
5. Perform soldering techniques.
6. Make up joints using lead.
7. Install pipe/tubing to meet codes and standards requirements.
8. Identify environmental factors that affect pipefitting and plumbing operations.
9. Identify safety hazards associated with pipefitting and plumbing.

10. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VIII: Boilermaker

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with boilermaking.
2. Identify tools associated with boilermaking operations.
3 Identify various types of heat exchangers, boilers, and fractionating columns.
4. Identify the components of heat exchangers, boilers, and fractionating columns.
5 Disassemble, inspect, and reassemble heat exchangers.
6. Identify safety hazards associated with boilermaking
7. Apply safety practices.

UNIT IX: Welding

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with welding.
2. Identify various oxyfuel cutting and welding equipment.
3. Identify the components of oxyfuel equipment.
4. Set up oxyfuel equipment.
5 Perform cutting operations with oxyfuel equipment.
6 Identify safety hazards associated with oxyfuel equipment.
7 Apply safety practices.
8. Identify various types of arc welding equipment.
9. Identify various types of electrodes.

10. Identify the various welding positions.
11. Demonstrate the ability to perform welding operations in the flat, horizontal, ver-

tical, and overhead positions.
12. Pass an American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section 9 plate welding

test.
13. Demonstrate the ability to perform blazing operations.
14. Identify safety hazards associated with arc welding.
15. Apply safety practices.
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UNIT X: Millwright and Machinist

Competencies: 1. Identify
2. Identify
3. Identify
4. Identify
5. Identify
6. Identify
7. Identify
8. Identify
9. Identify

10. Identify
11. Identify
12. Identify the
13. Identify the
14 Identify the
15. Identify the
16. Identify the
17. Identify the
18. Identify the
19. Identify the
20. Identify the
21. Identify the components of
22. Identify the components of
23. Identify the components of
24. Identify the components of
25. Identify the components of
26. Identify the components of
27. Identify the components of
28. Identify the components of
29. Identify the components of
30. Identify the components of
31 Identify the components of
32. Identify the components of
33. identify the components of
34 Describe the operation of pumps.
15. Describe the operation of compressors
36 Describe the operation of turbines.
37. Describe the operation of convevors.
38. Describe the operation of materials-handling equipment
39. Describe the function of bearings.
40. Describe the function of seals.
41. Describe the function of packings.
42. Describe the operation of clutches and brakes
43. Describe the operation of U-joints.
44. Describe the operation of chain drives.
45. Describe the operation of variable speed drives.
46. Describe the operation of gear drives.
47 Describe the function and operation of couplings.
48. Describe the operation of hydraulic systems.
49. Describe the operation of pneumatic systems.
50. Troubleshoot pump problems.
51. Troubleshoot compressor problems.
52. Troubleshoot turbine problems.
53. Troubleshoot conveyor problems.

terms associated with millwright and machinist.
tools used by millwrights and machinists.
the various types and applications of pumps.
the various types and applications of compressors.
the various types and applications of turbines.
the various types and applications of conveyors.
the various types and applications of materials-handling equipment.
various types and applications of bearings.
various types and applications of seals.
various types and applications of packings.
various types and applications of clutches and brakes.

various types and applications of U-joints.
various types and applications of chain drives.
various types and applications of variable speed drives.
various types and applications of gear drives.
various types and applications of couplings.
various types and applications of hydraulic systems.
various types and applications of pneumatic systems.
types of equipment alignments required.
components of pumps.

compressors.
turbines.
conveyors.
materials-handling equipment.
seals.
clutches and brakes.
U- joints.
chain drives
variable speed drives.
gear dri' ,s
couplings.
hydraulic systems.
pneumatic systems.
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54.

55

56.

37.

58.

59.

60.

61.
62.
63.

64.
65.

66.

67.

68.
69
70.

71.

72

73.

74.

75

76

77.

78.

79.

80
81.
82.
83

84.
85

86.
87

88.
89
00
91.
92.
93

04
9::,.

Troublesh )ot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Tr oubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Disassemble,,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,
Disassemble,,
Disassemble,,
Disassemble,,

materials-handling equipment problems.
seal problems.
packing problems.
clutch and brake problems.
U -joint problems.
chain drive problems.
variable speed drive problems.
gear drive problems.
coupling problems.
hydraulic system problems.
pneumatic system problems.
inspect, repair and
inspect, repair and
inspect, repair and
inspect, repair and
inspect, repair and
inspect, repair and
inspect, repair and
inspect,, repair and
inspect,, repair and
inspect,, repair and
inspect,, repair and
inspect, repair and
inspect, repair and
inspect,, repair and
inspect, repair and

reassemble pumps.
reassemble compressors.
reassemble turbines.
reassemble conveyors.
reassemble materials-handling equipment.
reassemble bearing assemblies.
reassemble seal assemblies.
reassemble packing assemblies.
reassemble clutch and brake assemblies.
reassemble U-joint assemblies.
reassemble chain drive assemblies.
reassemble variable speed drive assemblies.
reassemble gear drive assemblies.
reassemble coupling assemblies.
reassemble hydraulic systems.

Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble pneumatic systems.
Perform equipment installation techniques.
Perform equipment alignment techniques.
Identify preventive maintenance requirements and procedures for equipment.
Identify terms associated with machinist operations and techniques.
Identify general machine shop equipment.
Describe the function and operation of general machine shop equipment.
Identify the components of a machine lathe.
Identify the compononts of a drill press.
Identify the components of a key seater.
Identify the components of a metal cutting bands...w.
Identify the components of a milling machine.
Perform turning operations to specifications on a lathe.
Perform threading operations to specifications on a lathe.
Perform boring'droling and countersinking!counterboring operations on a drill press.
Perform keyseatmg operations using a keyseating machine

96. Cut stock to length using metal cutting bandsaw.
97. Perform refacing and shaping operations using a milling machine.
98 Identify safety hazards associated with millwright and machinist operations.
90. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XI: Scaffolding

Competencies: 1 Identify term', associated with scaffolding.
2. Identify various types of scaffolding.
3. Identify the applications of scaffolding.
4 Demonstrate a knowledge of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)

requirements.
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5. Construct scaffolding to specifications
b. Identify safety hazards associated with scaffolding.
7 Apply safety practices.

UNIT XII: Carpentry

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with carpentry.
2. identify the applications of carpentry in industrial maintenance.
3. Identify hand tools used by carpeiders.
4. Identify measuring tools used by carpenters
5. Identify power tools used by carpenters.
6 Demonstral the ability to use carpentry tools.
7. Construct foundation forms ,,nd pour concrete.
8 Identify safety hazards associated with carpentry operations.
9 Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIII: Insulation

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with insulation.
2. Identify the various types of :. sulation
3 Identify the various applications of insulation
4 Identify safety hazards associated with insulation.

cafctv praetico,

UNIT MV: Equipment Operator

Competencies: 1 Identity terms as!- ciated with equipment operations.
2. Demonstrate a know ledge of industrA, code license requnements.
3 Demonstrate the ability to operate a forklift.
4 Demonstrate the ability to operate a carry -deck crane'.
5 Demonstrate the ability to operate a manlift
6 Demonstrate the ability to operate a 15 -ton cherry picker.

Identity safety hazarsis associated with equipment operations.
8 Apply safety practices

UNIT XV: Basic Electricity

Competencies: 1 Identif\ terms associated with elect city
2. Define Ohm's Law.

¶ ohe piobleim, in series, paiallei, and combination cueuit configurations using Ohms
Law,

4. Define magnetism
Describe the relationship of magnetism to electrical clictutic

6. Identify sources and types of electricity
7 Identify electrical measuring instruments.
8 l'ertorm voltage, cm rent, and resistance measurements.
9. Demonstrate a know ledge of direct current (dc) theory.

10. Demonstrate a knowledge of alternating current (ac) theory
1 i. Demonstrate a knowledge of transformer principles
12 Demonshate a knowledge of semiconductors
13. Identify safety hazards associated with electricity.
14 Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVI: Refrigeration Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with refrigeration systems.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the principles of refrigeration.
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3 Identify the major components of a refrigeration system.
4. Troubleshoot industr;a1 refrigeration system problems
5. Identify safety hazards associated with refrigeration system servicing.
6. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVII: Computer Function

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computer functions.
2. Identify the various types of computer functions
3. Identify the applications of computer functions.
4. Load a system.
5 Demonstrate the use of an operating system.
6. Demonstrate the use of operating system utilities.
7. Describe the 'unction and operation of a programmable logic controller.

UNIT XVIII: Human Relations
Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with human relations.

2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effective',y.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10 Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11 Comply with safety and health rules.
P. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13 Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.

UNIT XIX: job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1 Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for f'riding employment.
3 Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction
5. Write a letter of appli,:ation.
6. Complete a job applicPtion.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8 Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

10 Write a letter of resignation.



CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline
Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code. 47.0401

Course Title: Instrumentation

Course Length 2700 Clock I lours - 24 Mouths

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for eiaployment in a variety of jobs in the field of Instrumentation or to provide supplemental
training for persons previously or currently employed in related instrumentation occupations.
The Instrumentation course generally prepares individuals to maintain and repair various types of meters,
measuring devices, and control devices such as heating and air conditioning controls, dial pressure gauges,
scales and balances; electrical controlling, measuring, and recording devices, optical, aeronautical, and naviga-
tional instruments; and nuclear instrumentation. Includes instruction in diagnosing malfunctions; disassembl-
ing, repairing, and'or replacing faulty parts, and cleaning, assembling, and adjusting instruments using special
bench tools, hand tools, and other meters and standards.

The course emphasizes safe and effickmt work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies vv11;r1- the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: FIRST YEAR
I. Fundamentals of Electricity' Electronics

II Mathematics
III. Physics
IV Fundamentals of Semiconductors
V. Basic Electronic Circuits

VI Digital Electronics
VII Basic Microprocessors

VIII. Computer Literacy

SECOND YEAR
IX. Introduction to Instrumentation
X. Fundamentals of Measurement

XI. Tools and Materials
XII. Documentation
XIII Test Equipment
XIV. Final Control Elements
XV. Air Systems

XVI Gauges, Indicators, and Recorders
XVII. Transmitters, Transducers, and Computing Relays

XVIII Pi ogrammable Logic Controllers
XIX Introduction to Control Systems
XX. Alarms

XXI. Control Loops
XXII. Logic

XXIII. Data Acquisition
XXIV. Signal Conditioning
XXV. Computing Functions

XXVI. Introduction to Nuclear Instrumentation
XXVII. Human Relations

XXVIII. Job Seeking Skills
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Curriculum Competency Outline

FIRST YEAR

UNIT I: Fundamentals of Electricity Electronics

Competencies: 1 Demonstrate a know ledge of occupational job requnements, orlang cvnditions, safe-
ty hazards, pay scales, and career ()ppm tunities.

2. Identify safety hazards.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of common safety rules and regulations
4. Identify hand tools.
5. Demonstrate proper techniques and use of hand tools
6. Apply correct soldering techniques
7. Identify electrical'electronic test instruments.
8. Perform measurements using electrical electronic test instruments.
9. Identify terms associated with elecuicitv'electronics

10. Identify electricalielectronic symbols.
1 1. Identify electricallelectromc formulas.
12. Identity electricalielectronic components.
13. Display a knowledge of atomic theory
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of theory of ac and dc current flow.
15. Solve problems using the basic laws governing electron flow.
16 Connect electrical'electionic components in specified circuit configuration
17 Apply safety practices

UNIT II: Mathematics

Competencies: 1 Sore problems dealing w ith hactions, pen.entages, halo ant. -1 proportion, and powers
of ten

2 Solve problems of plane and solid geometrt
3 Solve problems using algebraic formulas
4. Solve problems using logarithms
5 Apply the principles in trigonometry in solving ptoblem,.
6. Solve problems using a scientific electrom calculator

UNIT III: Pliv,,ks

Competencies: 1 State the properties of matter.
2. Demonstrate the applications and ettects of force, work, late, momentum, resistance,

power, potential and kinetic energy, tort e transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using mechanical
energy systems

3 Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, r te, momentum, resistance,
power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using fluidal energy
systems.

4. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, rate, resistance, power, potential
and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters, transducers, vibration and
waves, time constants and radiation using electrical energy systems.

5 Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, resistance, power, poten-
tial and kinetic energy, energy converters, transducers, time constants, and radia-
tion using thermal energy systems.
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UNIT IV: Fundamentals of Semiconductors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated 1 rth semiconductors.
2. Identify semiconductor symbols.
3. Identify semiconductor components.
4. Describe the characteristics of semiconductors.
5. Test various semiconductor devices.
6. Interpret semiconductor specification sheers
7. Demonstrate the procedures for testing and servicing semiconductors.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with semiconductor devices.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT V: Basic Electronic Circuits

Competencies: I. Idenfify terms associated with power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillators
2 Identify schematic representations of power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillator

circuits.
3. State the theory of operation of power supply circuits, amplifier circuits and oscillator

circuits.
4. Construct and analyze various power supply circuits, amplifier circuits, and oscillator

circuits.
5. Identify safety practices associated with basic electronic circuits.
6. Apply safety practices

UNIT VI: Digital Electronics

Competencies: 1. Identify logic gate configuration.
2 Describe the truth tables associated with various logic circuits
3 Simplify logic circuits using specified techniques.
4. Interpret integrated circuit specification sheets.

Identify registers, counters, multivibrators (bistable, monostablc, etc.) and chspla
devices.

6. Describe digital-to-analog and analog,)-digital techniques.
7. Analyze digital arithmetic circuits.
8 Identify safety hazards associated Nvith digital circuits.
9. Apply safety practices

UNIT VII: Basic Nhcroprocessors

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with microprocessors
2 Describe the basic architecture of a microprocessor.
3 Describe the basic operation of a microprocessor.
4 Demonstrate a fundamental knowledge of assembly language piogramming
3 Describe system interfacing circuits and techniques

UNIT VIII: Computer Literacy

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with computers.
2. Identify the impact of computers on today's society.
3. Demonstrate ability to select hardware and software components.
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SECOND YEAR

UN 1'1' IX: Introduction to Instrumentation

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with instrumentation.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of Job iequirements.
3 Demonstrate a knowledge of the working conditions ot an instrument technician.
. Describe the factors that determine the necessity for instrumentation
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the history of instrumentation.
6 Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities.
7 Identify the various types of instrumentations systems.
8 Identify the applications of various types of instrumentation systems.
Y. Demonstrate a knowledge of codes, standards, and regulations.

10 Identify safety hazards associated with the instrumentation industry.
I !. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade publications available to the instru-

ment technician.
12 Demonstrate a knowledge of the %arious trade professional organizations available

to the instrument technician.

UNIT X: Fundamentals of Measurement

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated xvith pressure measurement.
2 Describe the principles and operation of Bourdon tube, piezoelectric, crystal, strain

gauge, bellows, diaphragm, and manometer measuring devices.
3 Demonstrate a knowledge of pi essure measurement units and their conversion

factors.
. Perform pressitie measurements and conversions.

identify terms associated with temperature measurement.
6 Describe the principles and operation of thermocouples, resistance-temperature cht-

fmential (RID), thermistor, gas-vapor-hquid, I3ourdon, and bimetal element
temperature measuring devices.
Demonstrate a know ledge of temperature measuienn nt units and their conversion
tactors

S Porto! m temperature measurements and conversions
c-) Identity terms associated with flow.

10 Describe the principles and operation of orifice plate, weir, paw tube, magnetic, tur-
bine, variable area, and vortex flow meters

I Demonstrate a knowledge of flow measurement units and their conversion factors.
Perform flow measurements and conversions

13. Identity terms associated with level measurement.
14 Describe the principles and operation of float, bubble tube, conductivity, radiation,

sight glass, differential pressure, ultrasonic, tape and float, and interface level measur-
iiig devices.

15. Demonstrate a knowledge of level measurement units and their conversion factors
16 Perform level measurements and conversions.
17 Identify terms associated with analytical measuring instruments.
18 Describe the principles and operation of oxygen reduction potential (OEM, con-

ductivity and infrared analytical measuring devices
19 Demonstrate a knowledge ot analytical measurement units and their conversion

factors.
20. Perform analytical measurements and conversions

UNIT XI: "lhols and Materials

Competencies: 1. identify various types of hand tools.
2. Identify various types of power tools.
3. Use hand and power tools.
4. identify various types of tubing.
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5. Identify various types of fittings.
6. Identify various types of pipe.
7. Demonstrate the ability to connect tubing/piping assemblies to meet industry

standards.
8 Identify various iypes of electrical conduit.
9. Cut and bend electrical conduit.

10. Identify various types of cables, lugs, splices, and terminations.
11. Perform splicing and termination procedures.
12. Identify safety hazards associated with tools and their use.
13 Apply safety practices.

UNIT XII: Documentation

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with documentation.
2 Identify various types of documents, such as piping and instrument drawings (P

& ID), flow sheets, loop sheets, specification sheets, cable and wire lists, electrical
one-line diagrams, logic diagrams, and schematics.

3. Identify Instrument Society of America (ISA) standard instrument symbols.
4. Identify various types of symbols such as American National Standards Institute

(ANSI), National Electrical Code (NEC), American Petroleum Institute (API), and
piping symbols.

5. Read and interpret documents.
6. Demonstrate the ability to sketch.
7 Complete documents associated with job scope such as: work orders, calibration

records, daily reports, purchase requisitions, lock-out and tag-out forms, accident
reports, and equipment history reports.

UNIT XIII: Test Equipment

Competencies: 1 Identify terms associated with test equipment.
2. Identify various types of test equipment.
3 Demonstrate the ability to use high accuracy pressure calibrator, deadweight tester,

temperature bath, input-output simulator, bulb calibrator, and vacuum pump test
equipment.

4. Demonstrate the ability to use pneumatic test equipment.
5 Demonstrate a knowledge of pneumatic test equipment calibration requirements.
6. Identify various types of electrical test equipment.
7. Demonstrate the ability to use electrical test equipment.
8. identify safety hazards associated with test equipment use.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIV: Final Control Elements

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with final control elements.
2. Identify various types of final control elements.
3. Describe function of final control elements.
4. Identify the components of various final control elements.
5. Describe the operation of air-operated control valves.
6. Describe the operation of motor-operated control valves.
7. Describe the operation of hydraulic-operated control valves.
8. Identify control valve characteristics.
9. Disassemble control valves.

10. Inspect control valves.
11. Repair control valves.
12. Pack control valves.
13. Stroke control valves.
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14. Identify safety hazards associated w ith final control elements.
15. Apply safety practices.
16. Identify various types of actuators and positioners.
17. Describe the function of actuators and positioners.
18. Identify the applications of actuators and positioners.

UNIT XV: Air Systems
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated w ith air systems.

2. Identify components of air systems-regulators, filters, driers, air compressors,
pressure release safety valves, and headers.

3. Describe the purpose of the various components of an air system.
4. Describe the applications of air systems.
5. Draw a block diagram of an air distribution system.
6. Identify safety hazards associated with air systems.
7. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVI: Gauges, Indicators, and Recorders

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with gauges, indicators, and recorders.
2. Identify the various types of gauges, indicators, and recorders.
3. Identify the applications of various gauges, indicators, and recorders.
4. Describe the function of various gauges, indicators, and recorders.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the mechanics associated with gauges, indicators, and

recorders.
6. Calibrate gauges, indicators, and recorders.
7. Troubleshoot gauges, indicators, and recorders.
8. Repair gauges, indicators, and recorders
9. Identify the safety hazards associated with gauges, indicators, and recorders.

10. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVII: Transmitters, Transducers, and Computing Relays

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated w ith transmitteis,, transducers, and computing relays.
2. Identify the various types of transmitters.
3. Identify the applications of the anous types of transmitters, transducers, and com-

puting relays.
4. Describe the function and operation of temperature, mechanical, millivolt-pressure,

millivolt-mechanical, differential pressure, remote-sealed, bubble tube, level, DV,
ultrasonic, radiation, conductivity, and integrator and telemetry transmitters.

5. Describe the function and operation of manual pressure and set-point station
transducers.

6. Describe the function and operation of computing relays.
7. Calibrate a transmitter.
8. Troubleshoot transmitter problems.
9. Repair transmitters.

10. Identify safety hazards associated w ith transmitters, transducers, and computing
relays.

11. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVIII: Programmable Logic Controllers

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with programmable logic controllers
2. Identify various types of programmable logic controllers.
3. Identify the applications of programmable logic controllers.
4. Describe the function and operation of a programmable logic controller.
5. Program a programmable logic controller.
6. Read and interpret a programmable logic controller documentation.
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7 Implement a change in a programmable logic controller program.
S. Troubleshoot a programmable logic controller.

UNIT XIX: Introduction to Control Systems

Competencies: I Identity terms associated with control systems.
2. Identify the various types of control systems.
3. Identify the various applications of control systems.
4, Describe the functional characteristics of control systems.

UNIT XX: Alarms
Competencies: I, Identify terms associated with alarms.

2. Identify the various types of alarm systems.
3, Identify the applications of various types of alarm systems.
4 Describe the function and operation of annunciators, analog, and digital alarms.
5. 'Troubleshoot alarm systems.

UNIT XXI: Control Loops

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with control loops.
2. Identify the various types of control loops.
3. Identify the various applications of control loops.
4. Describe the function and operation of proportional, proportional and reset,

proportional-reset-derivative, feedback, feed forward, cascade, and set-point limiting
control loops.

5. Construct a control loop.
6. Troubleshoot a control loop.
7. Align and tune a control loop.

UNIT XXII: Logic

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with logic.
2. Identify the various types of logic.
3 Identify the various applications of logic.
4 Describe the functional characteristics of permissive, step sequence, interlock, truth

table; valve position feedback, and motor interlock logic.
5 Troubleshoot logic applications.

UNIT XXIII: Data Acquisition

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with data acquisition.
2. Identify the various data acquisition methods.
3 Identify the various applications of data acquisition.
4. Describe the functional characteristics of sampling, data storage, and trending.

Collect and interpret data obtained through the application of various data acquisi-
tion devices.

UNIT XXIV: Signal Conditioning

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with signal conditioning.
2. Identify the various types of signal conditioning.
3. Identify the applications of various types of signal conditioning.
4 Describe the function of zero elevation, zero suppression, square-root, function

generator, dynamic compensator, signal limiting, and Summer's signal conditioning.
5. Construct a control loop using signal conditioning.
6. Align a control loop.
7. Tune a control loop.
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UNIT XXV: Computing Functions

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computing functions.
2. Identify the various types of computing functions.
3. Identify the applications of computing functions.
4. Load a system.
5. Demonstrate the use of an operating system.
6. Demonstrate the use of operating system utilities.

UNIT XXVI: Introduction to Nuclear Instrumentation

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with nuclear instrumentation.
2. Identify the various types of nuclear detection instrumentation.
3. Identify the various types of nuclear detection systems.
4. Describe the function and operation of scintillation detectors, Geiger-Mueller detec-

tors, digital radiation monitors, and nuclear instrumentation systems.

UNIT XXVII: Human Relations
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with human relations.

2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7 Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.

UNIT XXVIII: Job Seeking Skills
Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.

2 Locate resources for finding employment
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.

5'-r
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code. 48.0602

Course Title: Jewelry Technology

Course Length 2025 Clock Hours - 18 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in the field of Jewelry Technology or to provide supplemental training for
persons previously or currently employed in Jewelry Technology.

The course prepares individuals to design, fabricate, and repair jewelry articles such as rings, broaches, pen-
dants, bracelets, and lockets. It includes instruction in modelmaking; casting, engraving, polishing, stoneset-
ting, fitting rings, and soldering broken parts; reshaping and restyling old jewelry, and using special jeweler's
hand tools and machines.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The course content is organized into competency-based units of instruction that specify occupational com-
petencies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: Section AJewelry Repairer
I. Orientation

II. Safety
III. Metals Used in Jewelry
IV. Sawing and Filing
V. Annealing and Hardening Metals

VI. Soft Solder and Soldering
VII. Polishing and Buffing

VIII. Cleaning
IX. Hard Soldering With Silver
X. Pickling

XI. Hard Soldering With Gold
XII. Chemical Coloring

XIII. Surface Textures and Finishes on Brass, Silver, and Gold Metals
XIV. General Jewelry Repair
XV. Hard Soldering and Welding With Platinum

XVI. Job Seeking Skills

Section BGemstone and Diamond Setter
I. Gemstones

II. Gemstone Setting
III. Cultured Pearl Setting and Stringing
IV. Diamond Setting
V. Advanced Study of Synthetic and Natural Gemstones

VI. General Gemstone Setting

Section CCustom Jewelry Manufacturer
I. Rolling Mill

II. Wire Drawing and Tube Making
III. Jewelry Design
IV. Electroplating
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Units of Instruction: (continued)

V. Engraving
VI. Refining and Alloying Metals Used in Jewelry

VII. Wax Working
VIII. Casting

IX. Experimenting With New Ideas in Surface Texture and Finishes
X. Mold Making

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation

Competencies:

UNIT II: Safety

Competencies:

Section AJewelry Repairer

1. Demonstrate a knowledge of the jewelry crafts industry.
2. Identify advantages and disadvantages of a jewelry trade including the following:

seasonal work hours requirements, meticulous and tedious tasks, requested
deadlines, and job availability and satisfaction.

3. Describe factors affecting human relations.
4. Discuss customer relations.
5. Demonstrate good attitudes and good work habits to include the following: self-

discipline, self-motivation, appearance, and work ethics.
6. Discuss polygraph role in job placement.
7. Identify methods of purchasing tools and materials.

1 Identify shop safety hazards including. chemicals, power tools, and hand tools.
2. Demonstrate proper safety practices.
3. Apply basic first-aid techniques.

UNIT III: Metals Used

Competencies: 1.

3.

4.

UNIT IV: Sawing and

Competencies: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

in Jewelry

Identify precious and nonprecious metals.
Perform tests on different silver alloys.
Perform tests on gold of different karats.
Identify unknown metals by testing.

Filing

Identify types and uses of files and saws.
Saw and file a straight line using brass, copper, white metal, and steel.
Saw and file a straight line using silver.
Saw and file a straight line using gold.
Saw and file a curved line using brass, copper, white metal, and steel.
Saw and file a curved line using silver.
Saw and file a curved line using gold.
Saw and file a circle using brass, copper, white metal, and steel.
Saw and file a circle using silver.
Saw and file a circle using gold.
Saw and file a square using brass, copper, white metal, and steel.
Saw and file a square using silver.
Saw and file a square using gold.
Saw and file a free-form line using brass, copper, white metal, and steel.
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15. Saw and file a free-form line using silver.
16. Saw and file a free-form line using gold.
17: Saw and file a triangle using brass, copper, white metal, and steel.
18. Saw and file a triangle using silver.
19. Saw and file a triangle using gold.

UNIT V: Annealing and Hardening Metals

Competencies: 1. Identify methods of annealing and hardening metals.
2. Anneal gold.
3. Harden gold.
4. Anneal silver.
5. Harden silver.
6. Anneal steel.
7. Harden steel.
8. Temper steel.
9. Prepare gravers.

10. Make a burnisher.

UNIT VI.: Soft Solder and Soldering

Competencies: 1. Identify fluxes, solders and heating devices.
2. Prepare metals for soldering.
3. Solder flat pieces of brass.
4. Solder round wire on flat surface.
5. Solder round wire together.
6. Sweat solder.
7. Repair costume jewelry.
8. Make a brass box.
9. Cut and solder brass ring.

UNIT VII: Polishing and Buffing

Competencies: 1. Identify compounds, equipment, and methods of polishing jewelry.
2. Polish and buff flat pieces, rings, and jump rings of brass.
3. Polish and buff flat pieces, rings, and jump rings of copper.
4. Polish and buff sterling silver rings.
5. Polish and buff gold rings.
6. Polish and buff stainless steel watch cases.
7. Polish and buff gold and gold-filled watch cases.
8. Trum (string polish) pierced jewelry.
9. Lap brass and silver flat surfaces.

10. Polish and buff miscellaneous jewelry objects.
11. Polish gold and silver by using vibrating tumbler.

UNIT VIII: Cleaning
Competencies: 1. Identify cleaning methods, solutions, and cleaning equipment.

2. Clean jewelry by using the ultrasonic method.
3. Clean jewelry by using the steam method.

UNIT IX: Hard Soldering With Silver

Competencies: 1. Identify types and uses of silver solders.
2. Prepare silver flat stock for soldering by cleaning/buffing.
3. Prepare silver solder.
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UNIT IV: Electroplating

Competencies: 1. Define the working principles of electroplating.
2. Apply copper plate to articles.
3. Apply nickel plate to brass or copper plates.
4. Apply silver plate to brass plates.
5. Apply gold plate to plates and rings.
6. Apply rhodium plate to white gold rings.
7. Apply gold plating and rhodium plating to rings using two-tone plating method.

UNIT V: Engraving

Competencies: I. Identify types of gravers and blocks for hand engraving.
2. Draw styles of lettering on paper.
3. Lay out on practice plate.
4. Prepare hand tools.
5. Transfer design to a plate to be engraved.
6. Cut script lettering.
7. Cut block lettering.
8. Cut designs and letters on jewelry.
9. Demonstrate use of engraving machine.

10. Engrave letters on brass plate using machine.

UNIT VI: Refining and Alloying Metals Used in Jewelry

Competencies: 1. Define metals used in jewelry making.
2. Describe safe use of chemicals and acids.
3. Reclaim gold by refining with aqua regia.
4. Reclaim yellow gold with nitric acid.
5. Reclaim silver with nitric acid.
6. Refine gold and silver filings.
7. Alloy metals.

UNIT VII: Wax Working

Competencies: I. Identify types of waxes used in jewelry making.
2. Inject wax into rubber molds.
3. Clean wax patterns.
4. Alter wax patterns.
5 Make ring pattern using File-A-Wax.
6. Work with build-up waxes.
7. Use stickey wax.
8. Use water-soluble wax.
9. Construct pendant or ring using wax pen.

10. Construct basket setting using wax wires.
11. Make texture finishes on wax rings using wax-working tools.
12. Carve waxes.
13. Perform general pattern-making and wax-forming techniques.
14. Construct a simple pin or broach.
15. Construct a pendant.
16. Construct a ring.
17. Construct a buckle.
18. Construct an abstract piece of jewelry.
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UNIT XII: Chemical Coloring

Competencies: 1. Identify chemicals used for coloring metals.
2. Mix chemical coloring (liver of sulphur) solutions for sterling silver.
3. Antique finish sterling silver objects.
4. Antique finish gold jewelry objects.
5. Obtain French gray finish on sterling silver jewelry.
6. Refinish worn-off color on costume jewelry.

UNIT XIII: Surface Textures and Finishes on Brass, Silver, and Gold Metals

Competencies: 1. Identify types of surface textures and finishes.
2. Identify tools and their uses.
3. Apply satin finish to rings using hand and machine tools.
4. Apply Florentine finish to ring heads using graver and file.
5. Apply Florentine finish around stone set in charm using graver.
6. Apply Florentine finish to flat pieces of silver and gold.
7. Apply Florentine finish to curved pieces of silver and gold.
8. Apply bark finish to rings using flex shaft.
9. Apply antique finish to white and yellow gold rings.

10. Practice general surface and head finishing using above methods.

UNIT XIV: General Jewelry Repair

Competencies: 1. Determine repairs needed.
2. Determine procedures to perform repairs.
3. Fill out a jewelry repair envelope.
4. Perform general repair on fine jewelry for staff and students.

UNIT XV: Hard Soldering and Welding With Platinum

Competencies: 1. Identify properties and characteristics of platinum and palladium.
2. Clean and prepare platinum ring for soldering.
3. Size man's platinum ring using hard, medium, and easy-flow solders.
4. Size lady's platinum ring using hard, medium, and easy-flow solders.
5. Construct a platinum basket setting using multi-soldering techniques.
6. Retip worn prongs using platinum wire.

UNIT XVI: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Search for job openings.
2. Establish physical and written portfolio.
3. Prepare a personal resume.
4. Fill out a job application.
5. Prepare a letter of application.
6. Prepare a follow-up letter.
7. Participate in a mock job interview.

Section B-Gemstone and Diamond Setter

UNIT I: Gemstones

Competencies: 1. Identify types of gemstones.
2. Identify testing equipment.
3. Test gemstones for hardness using hardness testing points on rough crystals.
4. Test gemstones for specific gravity.
5. Test gemstones for refractive index.
6. Test gemstones for chromatic dispersion and pleochroism.
7. Check gemstones for inclusions using gem scope.
8. Identify synthetic and natural gemstones.
9. Identify grading of gemstones.
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UNIT II: Gemstone Setting

Competencies: 1. Identify gemstone setting tools and their uses
2. Prepare stone setting gravers.
3. Prepare carving tools.
4. Practice bright cut carving on copper plate.
5. Practice metal raising for forming bead.
6. Form beads of various sizes.
7. Demonstrate correct uses of flexible shaft.
8. Form stone seats with different size burrs.
9. Practice forming milgrain on copper plates.

10. Bead-set stones and carve head on copper.
11. Practice forming prongs on flat copper metal with flat graver.
12. Prong set stones in practice plate. .

_

13. Practice cutting bearing with Hart burr in sterling silver.
14. Practice cutting star setting in sterling silver.
15. Set stones using star setting method in sterling silver.
16. Set various shapes and sizes of stones.
17. Identify compounds, equipment, and methods of polishing using sterling silver.
18. Prepare prong settings.
19. Solder prong settings onto ring shank and set stones.
20. Prepare practice settings for setting stones by Gypsy method.
21. Gypsy-set stones in practice rings.
22. Prepare Bezel settings and set stones.
23. Prepare Pave' setting on Dome rings and set stones.
24. Prepare Pinpoint setting using Hart burrs and set stones.
25. Prepare Cluster ring setting and set stones.
26. Channel-set synthetic rubies in Eternity rings.
27. Burnish-set synthetic rubies in Tube settings.
28. Hammer-set stones.
29. Practice cutting seats using flame burrs.
30. Practice cutting seats for Cab stones.
31 Set Cab stones in pendants and rings.
32. Practice setting four-prong earring mountings.
33 Practice setting six-prong earring mountings.
34. Practice setting Buttercup earring mountings.

UNIT III: Cultured Pearl Setting and Stringing

Competencies: 1. Identify types of natural, cultured, and imitation pearls.
2. Drill a hole in a cultured pearl using a flexible-shaft machine.
3. Prepare Peg setting and set cultured pearl.
4. Set cultured pearls in commercial-made pearl cups.
5. Set cultured pearls in prong settings on rings.
6. String and knot imitation pearls.
7 String and knot cultured pearls

UNIT IV: Diamond Setting

Competencies: 1. Identify cuts and properties of diamonds.
2. Examine diamonds with gem scope or eye loupe.
3. Practice selecting proper size settings for stones.
4. Set small diamonds in four-prong setting.
5. Set diamonds in ring head using the bead-setting method.
6. Set different size stones in standard six-prong Tiffany mounting.
7. Set diamonds in Dome rings using the Star-setting method.
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8. Set diamonds using the Gypsy-setting method.
9. Set stones in various Illusion settings.

10. Prepare and set seven-stone pinpoint cluster in gold ring.
11. Set stones in Fishtail setting.
12. Channel-set synthetic Baguettes in rings.
13. Channel-set Brilliant cut diamonds in rings.
14. Single-set Baguette stones in pendants.
15. Set rings with diamonds using prong-type Illusion settings.
16. Set small Brilliant cut diamonds using burnishing methods.

UNIT V: Advanced Study of Synthetic and Natural Gemstones

Competencies: 1. Test gemstones using refractometer.
2. Test for fluorescences using long-wave and short-wave light sources.
3. Identify stones using a gem scope.
4. Test and identify stones using specific gravity method.
5. Read materials about man-made stones.

UNIT VI: General Gemstone Setting

Competencies: 1. Determine type of setting needed.
2. Determine procedures to perform setting.
3. Fill out work order envelope.
4. Perform work order request.

Section C- Custom Jewelry Manufacturer

UNIT I: Rolling Mill

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate proper uses of rolling mill.
2. Prepare metal from sheet form for rolling.
3. Spring-harden gold and silver by rolling in mill.
4. Construct money clip and tie bar.
5. Change thickness and width of stock.
6. Change round wire to square wire.

UNIT II: Wire Drawing and Tube Making

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate proper uses of drawing table.
2. Prepare metal wire for drawing.
3. Reduce diameter of copper wire using draw table.
4. Prepare silver stock and roll to size to make tubing.
5. Use draw plate to form tubing.
6. Solder fabricated tubing to make seamless.

UNIT III: Jewelry Design

Competencies: 1. Identify basic techniques of designs.
2. Design simple pins or broaches.
3. Design pendants.
4. Design rings.
5. Design buckles.
6. Design abstract pieces of jewelry.
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4. Practice fluxing joints.
5. Solder silver pieces.
6. Solder silver rings.
7. Size silver rings.
8. Multisolder jewelry object. by using hard, medium, and easy-flow silver solder.
9. Make large brass jump rings.

10. Make a brass chain.
11. Solder peg-head setting on plain silver band.
12. Retip worn prong on a silver ring.
13. Solder silver bails on pendants.
14. Solder silver settings on silver rings.
15. Repair silver jewelry.

UNIT X: Pickling

Competencies: 1. Identify pickling solutions and their uses.
2. Prepare pickling solution for sterling silver.
3. Pickle soldered silver objects.
4. Polish soldered silver objects.
5. Prepare pickling solutions for gold.
6. Pickle soldered gold objects.
7. Polish soldered gold objects.

UNIT XI: Hard Soldering With Gold

Competencies: 1. Identify types and uses of gold solders.
2. Size and solder brass practice rings.
3. Size, pickle, polish, and clean gold rings.
4. Replace worn yellow gold ring shanks.
5. Replace worn white gold ring shanks.
6. Replace lugs on watch cases.
7. Solder white gold shanks onto ring heads.
8. Solder yellow shanks on white heads.
9. Solder 14K four-prong settings onto jewelry.

10. Solder jump ring on charm bracelet.
11. Solder rings together.
P. Fill small dents in rings.
13. Solder and repair gold watch or key chain.
14. Solder and repair safety chain and pendant chains.
15. Identify stone characteristics and durability of stones.
16. Size rings containing stones.
17. Replace broken prongs and reset stones.
18. Replace broken pin stems and catches.
19. Retip worn prongs on gold ring.
20. Retip worn prongs on sterling si'ver pendant.
21. Solder peg-head setting on gold ring.
22. Replace worn illusion setting on man's ring.
23. Replace worn illusion setting on lady's ring.
24. Solder six-prong Tiffany setting on standard shank.
25. Repair broken gold chains.
26. Rebuild worn pendant bails.
27. Repair worn jump ring on charm.
28. Solder hole in the back of a watch case.
29. Replace worn out ring on gold chain.
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UNIT VIII: Casting

Competencies: 1. Identify casting methods and materials.
2. Prepare wax models.
3. Prepare single sprue for wax patterns.
4. Convert wax weight to metal weight by use of mathematics.
5. Prepare investment and invest models.
6. Define burn-out furnace and its uses.
7. Burn out prepared flask.
8. Prepare metal to be cast in a m: dd.
9. Remove flask from furnace and cast.

UNIT IX: Experimenting With New Ideas in Surface Textures and Finishes

Competencies: 1. Apply new surface textures and finishes.
2. Apply surface textures and finishes to wax.
3. Identify new tools and their uses for surface textures and finishes.

UNIT X: Mold Making
Competencies: 1. Identify tools and materials used to make molds.

2. Solder sprue rods on items.
3. Pack mold frame with raw rubber.
4. Vulcanize a rubber mold.
5. Cut out a rubber mold.
6. Perform general rubber mold making and cutting.
7. Make cold cure molds.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational :Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code: 49.0301

Course Title: Marine Offratitms

Course Length 1350 Clock Hours 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical hands-on experience
to prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of marine operations.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

This course generally prepares individuals to perform tasks on fresh-water and seagoing vessels, tugboats,
barges, floating structures, aid related harbor and dock equipment. Includes instruction in firefighting; lifesav-
ing; fiber and wire rope handling and splicing; hull maintenance; cargo-handling, ship handling gear and
ground tackle; piloting; celestial and electronic navigation; marine laws and regulations, and watchkeeping.

This program is cooperative, meaning the trainee alternates between formal (classroom) training and on-
the-job training (OJT) while employed aboard vessels, rigs, or platforms. The curriculum competency outline
contained herein covers only the formal training units. The training program also includes OJT tasks con-
tained in the appropriate OJT manuals.

The competencies contained herein were developed with representatives from the marine industry follow-
ing the United States Coast guard (USCG) approved curriculum.

The Coast Guard has proposed total revision of their marine licensing regulations. When these regulations
become effective, a restructuring of this curriculum may be required.

This curriculum will become effective with the revision of Part 10 of Title 46 of the Code of Federal Regula-
tions and approval of the United States Coast Guard.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Marine Operations
II. Basic Seamanship

III. Basic Engineering
IV. Life Saving
V. First Aid

VI. Fire Fighting and Tankerman
Exit 1: Oiler (Diesel)

VII. CommunicationsMarine Radio and Signaling
VIII. Rules of the Road

IX. Towing
X. Cargo Operations

XL Instruments and Accessories
XII. Piloting

XIII. Nautical Mathematics and Sketching
XIV. Vessel Construction, Repair, and Pollution Control
XV. Weather

Exit 2: Vessel Operator (200 Ton Mate)
XVI. Stability and Damage Control

XVII. Electronic Navigation Systems
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XVIII. Radar
XIX. Celestial Navigation
XX. Marine Laws and Regulations

XXI. Ships Business and Management
XXII. Human Relations

XXIII. Job Seeking Skills
Final Exit: Mate (1600 "fons)

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Marine Operations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with marine operations.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of job requirements.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the unique working conditions of marine operations

personnel.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of career opportunities.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of dress code requirements.
6. Identify unique safety hazards associated with marine operations.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the salaries and benefits available to members of a

marine operations crew.
8. Identify the duties of the various members of the marine operations crew.
9. Identify various types and classes of vessels used in the marine industry.

10. Describe the operational differences between the various segments of the marine
industry.

11. Identify licensing/code requirements for marine operations personnel.
12. Identify agencies that regulate marine operations.
13. Demonstrate a knowledge of the history of the offshore petroleum industry.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of the processes and procedures necessary to produce

oil i--1c1 gas offshore.

UNIT II: Basic Seamanship

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with basic seamanship.
2. Identify the various classifications of seamanship.
3. Differentiate between marlinspike, deck, and boat seamanship.
4. Demonstrate the ability to tie or make various types of knots, bends, and hitches.
5. Identify deck fittings, gear, and machinery.
6. Perform deck maintenance.
7. Perform mooring procedures.
8. Perform anchoring procedures.
9. Demonstrate the ability to make up various types of tows.

10. Identify "watch-standing" duties.
11. Perform "watch-standing" duties.
12. Demonstrate the ability to execute proper radio-telephone procedures.
13. Identify various navigational aids and applications.
14. Demonstrate the ability to utilize watch, quarter, and station bill.
15. Identify basic navigational lights, shapes, and signals.
16. Demonstrate a knowledge of pollution control factors that must be considered by

a basic seaman.
17. Identify safety hazards associated with basic seamanship.
18. Apply safety practices.
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UNIT III: Basic Engineering

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with basic engineering.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the measurement units used in the marine industry.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of various types of storage batteries.
4. Identify various types of hand tools.
5. Demonstrate the proper use, safety, and care of hand tools.
6. Identify various types of portable and stationary power tools.
7. Demonstrate the proper use, safety, and care of portable and stationary power tools.
8. Identify various types of measuring devices.
9. Demonstrate the proper use, safety, and care of measuring devices.

10. Identify various types of tubes/pipes and fittings.
11. Cut and thread pipe.
12. Cut, flare, and assemble tubing and fittings.
13. Inspect and report unsafe/defective tools.
14. Identify personal safety equipment.
15. Use personal safety equipment in the performance of duties.
16. Inspect and maintain personal safety equipment.
17. Perform preventive maintenance.
18. Perform start-up and shut-down procedures.
19. Identify safety hazards associated with basic engineering.
20. Apply safety practices.

UNIT IV: Life Saving

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with life saving and life saving techniques.
2. Identify various types of life saving gear and equipment.
3. Demonstrate the ability to use life saving gear and equipment.
4. Inspect life saving gear and equipment.
5. Maintain life saving gear and equipment.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of abandon ship and survival techniques/procedures.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of search and rescue (SAR) operations.
8. Perform search and rescue operations.
9. Identify safety hazards associated with life saving.

10. Apply safety practices.

UNIT V: First Aid

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with first aid.
2. Demonstrate the ability to perform multi-media first aid.
3. Demonstrate the ability to perform cardiopulmonar,' resuscitation (CPR) techniques.
4. Obtain and maintain Red Cross/American Heart Association certification in multi-

media/cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) techniques.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the International Medical Code (I.M.C.) and its

applications.

UNIT VI: Fire Fighting and Tankerman

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with fire fighting and tankerman.
2. Identify fire types and classes.
3. Identify the parts of a fire.
4. Identify various types of fire extinguishers and their applications.
5. Demonstrate the ability to prevent and extinguish fires.
6. Demonstrate the ability to safely handle combustible and inflammable cargo.
7. Identify various types of general, marine, and industrial safety equipment.
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8. Demonstrate the ability to use general, marine, and industrial safety equipment.
9. Maintain general, marine, and industrial safety equipment.

10. Identify breathing apparatus equipment and component parts.
11. Demonstrate the ability to use breathing apparatus.
12. Inspect and maintain breathing apparatus.
13. Demonstrate the ability to read and interpret chemical product data sheets and app-

ly recommended handling and storage procedures to cargo being shipped.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of the laws and regulations governing marine safety.
15 Identify safety hazards associated with fire fighting and tankerman duties.
16. Apply safety practices

First Exit Point: Oiler (Diesel)

UNIT VII: Commu' icationsMarine Radio and Signaling
Competencies: Identify terms associated with marine radio communications and signaling.

2. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various methods of marine communications.
3 Demonstrate a knowledge of licensing agencies and licensing requirements.
4 Obtain a Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Marine Operators Permit.
5. Demonstrate the ability to read flashing light signals.

UNIT VIII: Rules of the Road

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with rules of the road.
2. Identify lights, shapes, and sound signals necessary to acquire an able-bodied (AB)

seaman endorsement.
3. Identify lights, shapes, and sound signals necessary to acquire a deck license.
4. Determine stand-on/give-way vessels in various situations.
5. Determine appropriate maneuveriresponse as governed by rules of the road applica-

tions and interpretations.

UNIT IX: Towing

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with towing.
2. Identify various types of towing operations and procedures.
3. Identify various types of towing gear and equipment.
4. Identify and describe the various techniques used in anchor handling.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various types of towing and salvage operations.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the laws and regulations governing towing and towing

operations.
7 Identify safety hazards associated with towing.
8. Apply safety practices.

UNIT X: Cargo Operations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with cargo operations.
2. Identify various types of cargo handling gear and equipment.
3. Demonstrate the proper use,, safety, and care of cargo booms.
4. Demonstrate the proper use safety, and care of winches.
5. Demonstrate the proper use, safety, and care of windlasses.
6. Demonstrate the ability to load, secure, and offload cargo.
7. Identify safety hazards associated with cargo operations.
8. Apply safety practices.
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UNIT XI: Instruments and Accessories

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with instruments and navigational accessories.
2. Identify various types of instruments used in navigation.
3. Demonstrate the proper use and care of instruments used in navigation.
4. Demonstrate the proper use and care of accessories and publications used in

navigation.

UNIT XII: Piloting

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with piloting.
2. Identify the various types of charts and chart projections used in piloting.
3. Identify chart symbols and abbreviations.
4. Apply longitude and latitude coordinates to determine location/position.
5. Determine latitude and longitude coordinates from position.
6. Determine position using dead reckoning.
7. Identify special piloting techniques.
8. Apply special piloting techniques.
9. Determine effects of wind, tides, and current on navigation in coastal waters.

10. Solve piloting problems involving running fixes and set and drift.
11. Solve piloting problems involving speed of current and direction of current.
12. Identify characteristics of aids to navigation.
13. Solve comprehensive navigation problems.

UNIT XIII: Nautical Mathematics and Sketching

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with basic mathematics.
2. Perform basic mathematical computations in the addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, and division of whole numbers.
3. Perform basic mathematical computations in the addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, and division of fractions, decimals and mixed numbers.
4. Determine areas.
5. Determine volumes. --
6. Determine pressures.
7. Determine lengths.
8. Determine weights.
9. Determine velocities.

10. Perform speed, distance, and time computations.
11. Identify United States Standard Units of Measurement.
12. Identify International/Metric Standard Units of Measurement.
13. Identify symbols and abbreviations found on blueprints.
14. Read and interpret blueprints.
15. Demonstrate the ability to perform sketching operations.

UNIT XIV: Vessel Construction, Repair, and Pollution Control

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with vessel construction, repair, and pollution control.
2. Identify the various components that comprise vessel structure.
3. Identify agencies that issue regulations governing pollution-prevention, contain-

ment, and clean-up operations.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of pollution laws, regulations, and penalties for violations.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of pollution prevention, containment, and clean-up

procedures.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular (NVIC) No.

7-68 United States Coast Guard (USCG) repair guidelines.
7. Identify safety hazards associated with pollution.
8. Apply safety practices.
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UNIT XV: Weather

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with weather.
2. Identify various types of weather conditions and their characteristics.
3. Identify the effects of winds, tides, and currents on marine operations.
4. Identify the factors that affect world weather conditions and patterns.
5. Identify the various types of instruments used to gather marine weather forecasting

data.
6. Demonstrate the ability to use various types of instruments to gather marine weather

forecasting data.
7. Identify safety hazards associated with weather.

Second Exit Point: Vessel Operator (200 Ton Mate)

UNIT XVI: Stability and Damage Control

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with stability and damage control.
2. Identify the factors that affect vessel stability.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the purpose and function of a vessel stability

letter / booket.

4. Demonstrate the ability to apply information contained in a vessel stability
letter/booklet.

5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the interrelationship between stability and damage
control.

6. Identify various damage control techniques.
7. Demonstrate the ability to apply various damage control techniques.
8. Evaluate damage and determine appropriate damage control techniques.
9. Identify safety hazards associated with stability and damage control.
10. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XVII: Electronic Navigation Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with electronic navigation.
2. Identify various types of electronic navigation systems.
3. Describe the operation of various types of electronic navigation systems.
4. Solve problems using various types of electronic navigation systems.

UNIT XVIII: Radar

Competencies: I. Identify terms associated with radar.
2. Identify basic components and controls.
3. Demonstrate the ability to start up and adjust radar unit.
4. Demonstrate operational utilization of radar unit.
5. Demonstrate proficiency using radar in performing vessel maneuvers and collision

avoidance.
6. Identify regulatory agency governing the use and certification of radar operations

permit.
7. Obtain Radar Observers Permit.

UNIT XIX: Celestial Navigation

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with celestial navigation.
2. Identify equipment used in performing celestial navigation techniques.
3. Identify factors affecting celestial navigation.
4. Identify stars and constellations.
5. Calculate Greenwich Meridian Time (GMT).
6. Calculate Local Apparent Noon (LAN) time.
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7. Calculate Local Hour Angle (LHA).
8, Calculate Sunrise-Sunset times.
9. Take sextant readings and determine running fix using sun lines.

10. Take sextant readings and determine position by three (3) star fix.
11. Take sextant readings and determine latitude by meridian passage of the sun.
12. Take sextant readings and determine variation by Local Apparent Noon (LAN).
13. Convert chronometer to Greenwich Meridian Time (GMT).
14. Take sextant readings and determine latitude and gyro error by Polaris.
15. Take sextant readings and determine gyro and magnetic compass error by azimuth.
16. Take sextant readings and determine amplitude of the sun.
17. Take sextant readings and determine Local Apparent Noon (LAN).
18. Take sextant readings and determine sunrise and sunset.
19. Take sextant readings and apply Double Second Difference (DSD) correction to com-

puted altitude (Hc).
20. Take sextant readings and determine position using moon and planets.
21. Make sextant corrections.

UNIT XX: Marine Laws and Regulations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with marine laws and regulations.
2. Identify sources of marine laws and regulations governing marine operations.
3. Demonstrate the ability to use the Code of Federal Regulations as it applies to marine

operations.

UNIT XXI: Ships Business and Management

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with ships business and management.
2. Identify the various types of documents required for ships business operations.
3. Demonstrate the ability to complete accurately all required ship business forms and

documents.
4. Demonstrate the ability to plan, organize, direct, and control available ship and per-

sonnel resources.

UNIT XXII: Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with human relations.
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.

UNIT XXIII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
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5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.

Final Exit Point: Mate (1600 Tons)
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code. 46.0102

Course Title: Masonry

Course Length 1800 Clock Hours 16 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to prepare individuals to lay brick, block, and stone in the construction or
repair of walls, partitions, paving, arches, foundations, fireplaces, and chimneys This includes layout, spac-
ing, alignment, estimating, bonding, cutting, and shaping of brick, block, and stone.

The course content is organized into competency-based units of instruction that specify occupational com-
petencies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Introduction to Masonry
II. Masonry Tools and Equipment

III. Mortar and Bonding
IV. Laying Brick and Tile
V. Laying Concrete Block

VI. Piers, Pilasters and Chases
VII. Chimneys and Fireplaces

VIII. Pavements and Panel Walls
IX. Cleaning Masonry Work
X. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Introduction to Masonry

Competencies: 1. Describe the history of masonry.
2. Identify safety practices on the job.
3. Identify structural clay products.
4. Estimate brick masonry by rule of thumb method.
5. Estimate materials for a masonry project.
6. Identify concrete masonry units.
7. Estimate materials for a concrete block project.
8. Solve basic mathematical problems.

UNIT II: Masonry Tools and Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify masonry tools.
2. Demonstrate safe and correct use of tools.
3. Demonstrate proper care of tools.
4. Read a rule and make measurements.
5. Identify masonry equipment.
6. Demonstrate safe and correct use of equipment.
7. Demonstrate proper care of equipment.
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UNIT III: Mortar and Bonding

Competencies: 1. Identify proper mortar mix proportions.
2. Mix mortar by hand.
3. Mix mortar with mortar mixer.
4. Identify mortar problems.
5. Spread mortar.
6. Identify types of bonding.
7. Perform dry bonding and lay brick.

UNIT IV: Laying Brick and Tile

Competencies: 1. Identify procedure for laying brick walls and corners.
2. Construct a story pole.
3. Lay bricks to a line.
4. Lay bricks using a plumb rule.
5. Construct a four inch brick wall in running bond.
6. Construct a four inch rack back lead.
7. Construct an outside brick corner.
8. Construct a brick corner and build a wall.
9. Construct an eight inch brick wall.

10. Construct an eight inch brick corner return with metal ties.
11. Finish brick work by striking or raking joints.
12. Construct eight inch intersecting walls with metal ties.
13. Construct a ten inch brick cavity wall.
14. Construct masonry bonded hollow wall.
15. Construct a twelve inch brick wall.
16. Construct a reinforced brick masonry lintel.
17. Construct a three course corbel on a twelve inch wall.
18. Construct a brick veneer wall with a door and window opening.
19. Construct steps using brick masonry units
20. Construct semicircular steps using brick masonry units.
21. Restore old brick structure.
21. Use door anchors.

UNIT V: Laying Concrete Block

Competencies: 1. Identify procedure for laying concrete block wall and corners.
2. Apply mortar and lay concrete block.
3. Construct an 8" x 8" x 16" concrete block corner.
4. Construct an 8" x 8" x 16" concrete block wall with wire reinforcement.
5. Apply waterproofing to concrete block wall.
6. Lay a brick face on a concrete block wall.
7. Construct an 8" x 8" x 16" concrete block wall with a rowlock brick window sill.
8. Construct intersecting 8" x 8" x 16" and 6"' x 8" x 16" concrete block walls with wire

mesh every two courses.
9. Construct scaffolding.

10. Demonstrate proper and safe use of rigging.

UNIT VI: Piers, Pilasters and Chases

Competencies: 1. Construct hollow brick piers.
2. Construct an 8" metal tied wall with two 4" x 12" pilasters.
3. Construct pipe chases.
4. Construct a bonded water table.
5. Construct a battered face and side pilaster.
6. Construct a solid brick pier with bond stones.
7. Construct a quoined block corner.
8. Construct a brick pier on concrete blocks.
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UNIT VP: Chimneys and Fireplaces

Competencies: 1. Build a brick fireplace with a firebrick lining.
2. Build a brick fireplace with a steel fireplace unit.
3. Build a one-flue chimney with a precast cap.
4. Install synthetic stone veneer or quarry stone on the front facing of a fireplace.
5. Interpret symbols on a blueprint.
6. Interpret scales on a blueprint.
7. Interpret dimensions on a blueprint.

8. Interpret notes on a blueprint.

UNIT VIII: Pavements and Panel Walls

Competencies: 1. Construct a flat bed paving.
2. Construct basket weave pattern paving.
3. Construct diagonal basket weave pattern paving.
4. Construct herringbone pattern paving.
5. Construct basket weave pattern in a panel wall.
6. Construct a brick miter in a panel wall.
7. Construct a stone wall.
8. Construct a ceramic glazed tile wall.
9. Construct a ceramic rough tile wall.

UNIT IX: Cleaning Masonry Work

Competencies: 1. Clean a brick wall.
2. Clean a concrete block wall.
3. Demonstrate proper and safe handling and storage of acid and bleach.

UNIT X: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Select means of locating job openings.
2. Prepare a resume'.
3. Write a letter of application.
4. Complete an employment application.
5. Participate in a mock interview.
6. Write a follow-up letter.
7. Make a follow-up phone call.
8. Evaluate a job offer.
9. Compare job opportunities.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code. 48.0402

Course Title: Meat Processing

Course Length 1013 Clock Hours - 9 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical experience to prepare
individuals for employment in the slaughtering and meat cutting industry. The course provides instruction
in preparing carcasses for wholesale, retail or food-service establishments. It includes instruction in stun-
ning; slaughtering; cutting wholesale and retail cuts of meats; sanitation; use of tools and equipment; iden-
tification of and cutting techniques for different cuts of meats; counter display; packaging; refrigeration of
meats, poultry and seafood; and weighing meat. The course includes, but is not limited to, communication
skills, leadership skills, human relation and employability skills, and safe and efficient work practices. The
content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competencies
the individual must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Safety and Equipment

III. Sanitation
IV. Slaughtering Beef
V. Slaughtering Pork

VI. Slaughtering Lamb
VII. Ground and Chopped Meats

VIII. Merchandising and Display
IX. Beef
X. Pork

XI. Veal
XII. Lamb

XIII. Poultry
XIV. Seafood
XV. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the field of meat processing.
2. Identify working conditions involved with meat processing.
3. Identify job hazards associated with meat processing.
4. List salary and benefits associated with employment in the meat processing field.
5. Describe job opportunities available in the meat processing field.
6. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
7. Exhibit dependability.
8. Demonstrate punctuality.
9. Follow rules and regulations.

10. Demonstrate the ability to communicate with customers in an approved manner.
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UNIT II:

11. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
12. Comply with safety and health rules.
13. Select correct tools and equipment.
14. Utilize equipment correctly.
15. Work productively with others.
16. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
17. Comply with dress code approved for the meat processing industry and/or company

policy.

Safety and Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify safety protective devices on equipment.
2. Operate a band saw.
3. Operate a slicer.
4. Operate a grinder.
5. Operate a tenderizer.
6. Operate a patty machine.
7. Maintain and use hand tools.
8. Sharpen hand tools.
9. Demonstrate proper lifting techniques.

10. Maintain a clean work area.
11. Wear personal protective clothing.
12. Wear clothing in a proper manner.
13. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of multi-media first aid.
14. Identify hand and power tools.
15. Disassemble and reassemble grinder.
16. Change blade on band saw.

UNIT III: Sanitation

Competencies: 1.

2.
Clean and sanitize all power tools.
Demonstrate a knowledge of proper sanitation procedures for the meat cutting
industry.

3. Clean and sanitize all hand tools.
4. Clean and sanitize work area.
5. Clean and sanitize refrigerated cases.
6. Clean and sanitize coolers.
7. Clean and sanitize freezers.
8. Identify proper sanitation procedures required by state health department and com-

pany requirements.
9. Recognize and understand the meaning of state and federal inspection labels.

10. Demonstrate good personal hygiene.
11. Disconnect all electrical equipment before cleaning and sanitizing.
12. Maintain proper temperature control of refrigerated equipment to meet sanitation

requirements.

UNIT IV: Slaughtering Beef

Competencies: 1. Identify equipment used in the slaughtering process.
2. Disassemble, clean, sanitize, and reassemble equipment.
3. Stun and bleed carcass.
4. Dehead, shank, and skin carcass.
5. Open, hoist and skin backside of carcass.
6. Eviscerate the carcass.
7. Split and weigh carcass.
8. Wash, shroud, and chill carcass.
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UNIT V: Slaughtering Pork

Competencies: 1. Stun and bleed carcass.
2. Scald and scrape carcass.
3. Remove head, eviscerate, and split carcass.
4. Weigh and chill carcass.

UNIT VI: Slaughtering Lamb

Competencies: 1. Kosher-kill the animal.
2. Skin the carcass.
3. Open and eviscerate the carcass.
4. Wash and chill the carcass.

UNIT VII: Ground and Chopped Meats
Competencies: 1. Identify the ratio of fat content to lean content.

2. Identify types of ground and chopped meats.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of seasonings used for ground meat products.

UNIT VIII: Merchandising and Display
Competencies: 1. Identify bad habits associated with displaying meat products.

2. Demonstrate a knowledge of meat product shelf life.
3. Perform merchandising techniques associated with package wrap, appearance and

position in display case.
4. Use merchandising techniques on trimmings of meat and seafood products to in-

crease profit margin.

UNIT IX: Beef

Competencies: 1. Identify the major portions of a beef carcass.
2. Identify primal cuts (wholesale).
3. Cut chuck.
4. Cut round.
5. Cut loin.
6. Cut rib.
7. Cut fore shank.
8. Cut brisket.
9. Cut plate (short).

10. Cut flank.
11. Identify subprimal cuts.
12. Separate chuck primal cut into blade and arm.
13. Cut blade into roast (bone-in and boneless).
14. Cut blade into steak (bone-in and boneless).
15. Cut arm into roast (bone-in and boneless).
16. Cut arm into steak (bone-in and boneless).
17. Separate loin into short loin and sirloin.
18. Cut short loin into porterhouse and T-bone steak.
19. Cut short loin into tenderloin.
20. Cut short loin into sirloin strip.
21. Cut sirloin into steaks (bone-in and boneless).
22. Separate round into rump, round, and tip.
23. Separate round into boneless rump and round.
24. Cut tip into sirloin tip roast and sirloin strip.
25. Cut round into rump roast (bone-in and boneless).
26. Cut round into round steak (bone-in and boneless).
27. Separate round into top, bottom, and eye of round.
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28. Cut top, bottom and eye of round into boneless steaks and roast.
29. Cut heel of round into ground meat, boneless stew meat and cutlets.
30. Separate ribs into whole boneless ribeye.
31. Cut whole boneless ribeye into steaks.
32. Cut rib into standing rib roast.
33. Cut rib into rib steaks.
34. Bone Out brisket into brisket roast.
35. Cut brisket into stew meat.
36. Cut fore shank into cross cuts for stew and soups.
37. Cut flank into a steak.
38. Bone out plate for ground meat.

UNIT X: Pork

Competencies: 1. Identify major portions of a hog.
2. Separate ham into shank and butt portions and center slice.
3. Cut boneless pork loin into butterfly pork chops and roast.
4. Cut bone-in pork loin into chops and roast.
5. Cut loin into end chaps and center chops.
6. Separate shoulder and butt.
7. Cut picnic shoulder into roast and steaks.
8. Cut butt into roast and steaks.
9. Separate belly and spare ribs.

10. Trim belly for sausage and/or bacon.
11. Process offal and minor cuts. ,

UNIT XI: Veal

Competencies: 1. Identify major cuts of veal.
2. Cut round into thin steaks called scalloppini and/or veal cutl-s.
3. Cut loin into veal sirloin and T-bone.

UNIT XII: Lamb
Competencies: 1. Identify major cuts of lamb.

2. Cut leg of lamb.
3. Cut lamb loin into chops.
4. Cut lamb lack into roast and/or chops.
5. Cut shoulder and neck into roast and steaks.
6. Cut lamb breast and shank.

UNIT XIII: Poultry

Competencies: 1. Ide ;l.fy major parts of a chicken.
2. Cut tio whole fryer into halves, quarters, and pieces for merchandising.

UNIT XIV: Seafood
Competencies: 1. Identify major types of seafood.

2. Demonstrate a knowledge of sanitation and quality control for seafood.
3. Cut up fresh water catfish into steaks and fillets.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of cooking techniques and procedures for seafood.
5. Season and boil crawfish.
6. Season and boil shrimp.
7. Set up display case and monitor temperature control.
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UNIT XV: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Complete a job application.
6. Participate in a mock interview.
7. Write a follow-up letter.
8. Conduct a job search.
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Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational rechnical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Trade and Industrial Course Title: Office Equipment Repair

CIP Code: 47.0102 Course Length 2250 Clock Hours - 20 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare students for employment in a variety of jobs in the field of Office Equipment Repair or to provide
supplemental training for persons previously or currently employed in Office Equipment Repair.

This course generally prepares individuals to maintain and repair a variety of office machines such as
typewriters, small office computers, printers, dictation machines, calculators, data processing equipment,
duplication machines, mailing machines, and related office equipment. !ncludes instruction in diagnostic
techniques, the use of testing equipment, and the principles of mechanics, electricity, and electronics as they
relate to the repair of business machines.

The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices, basic occupational skills, and employability skills.
The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational competen-
cies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: FIRST YEAR
I. Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

II. Mathematics
III. Physics
IV. Fundamentals of Semiconductors
V. Basic Electronic Circuits

VI. Digital Electronics
VII. Basic Microprocessors

VIII. Computer Literacy

SECOND YEAR
IX. Typewriters, Word Processors, and Printers
X. Computers

XI. Copiers
XII. Cash Registers and Calculators

XIII. Related Office/Transcribing Equipment
XIV. Administrative Practices
XV. Customer Service and Human Relations

XVI. Job Seeking Skills
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Curriculum Competency Outline

FIRST YEAR

UNIT I: Fundamentals of Electricity/Electronics

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of occupational job requirements, workingconditions, safe-
ty hazards, pay scales, and career opportunities.

2. Identify safety hazards.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of common safety rules and regulations.
4. Identify hand tools.
5. Demonstrate proper techniques and use of hand tools.
6. Apply correct soldering techniques.
7. Identify electrical/electronic test instruments.
8. Perform measurements using electrical/electronic test instruments.
9. Identify terms associated with electricitylelectronics.

10. Identify electrical/electronic symbols.
11. Identify electrical/electronic formulas.
12. Identify electrical/electronic components.
13. Display a knowledge of atomic theory.
14. Demonstrate a knowledge of theory of ac and dc current flow.
15. Solve problems using the basic laws governing electron flow.
16. Connect electrical/electronic components in specified circuit configuration.
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT II: Mathematics

Competencies: 1. Solve problems dealing with fractions, percentages, ratio and proportion, and powers
of ten.

2. Solve problems of plane and solid geometry.
3. Solve problems using algebraic formulas.
4. Solve problems using logarithms.
5. Apply the principles in trigonometry in solving problems.
6. Solve problems using a scientific electronic calculator.

UNIT III: Physics

Competencies: 1. State the properties of matter.
2. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate,, momentum, resistance,

power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using mechanical
energy systems.

3. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, momentum, resistance,
power, potential and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters,
transducers, vibration and waves, time constants, and radiation using fluidal energy
systems.

4. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, rate, resistance, power, potential
and kinetic energy, force transformers, energy converters, transducers, vibration and
waves, time constants, and radiation using electrical energy systems.

5. Demonstrate the applications and effects of force, work, rate, resistance, power, poten-
tial and kinetic energy, energy converters, transducers, time constants, and radia-
tion using thermal energy systems.
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UNIT IV: Fundamentals of Semiconductors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with semiconductors.
2. Identify semiconductor symbols.
3. Identify semiconductor components.
4. Describe the characteristics of semiconductors.
5. Test various semiconductor devices.
6. Interpret semiconductor specification sheets.
7. Demonstrate the procedures for testing and servicing semiconductors.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with semiconductor devices.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT V: Basic Electronic Circuits

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillators.
2. Identify schematic representations of power supplies, amplifiers, and oscillator

circuits.
3. State the theory of operation of power supply circuits, amplifier circuits and oscillator

circuits.
4. Construct and analyze various power supply circuits, amplifier circuits, and oscillator

circuits.
5. Identify safety practices associated with basic electronic circuits.
6. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VI: Digital Electronics

Competencies: 1. Identify logic gate configuration.
2. Describe the truth tables associated with various logic circuits.
3. Simplify logic circuits using specified techniques.
4. Interpret integrated circuit specification sheets.
5. Identify registers, counters, multivibrators (bistable, monostable, etc.) and display

devices.
6. Describe digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital techniques.
7. Analyze digital arithmetic circuits.
8. Identify safety hazards associated with digital circuits.
9. Apply safety practices.

UNIT VII: Basic Microprocessors

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with microprocessors.
2. Describe the basic architecture of a microprocessor.
3. Describe the basic operation of a mi,:roprocessor.
4. Demonstrate a fundamental knowledge of assembly language programming.
5. Describe system interfacing circuits and techniques.

UNIT VIII: Computer Literacy

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computers.
2. Identify the impact of computers on today's society.
3. Demonstrate ability to select hardware and software components.
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SECOND YEAR

UNIT IX: Typewriters, Word Processors, and Printers

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with typewriters, word processors, and printers.
2. Identify various types of typewriters, word processors, and printers.
3. Identify the components of typewriters, word processors, and printers.
4. Describe the operation and function of various types of typewriters, word processors,

and printers.
5. Identify various type styles and fonts.
6. Identify various print methods and associated supplies.
7. Demonstrate the ability to clean, oil, and adjust (COA) typewriters and printers.
8. Demonstrate the ability to analyze, troubleshoot, and repair/replace defective com-

ponents of typewriters, word processors, and printers to meet manufacturer's
specifications.

9. Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
10. Read and interpret electrical diagrams/schematics.
11. Demonstrate the ability to use a typewriter.
12. Identify the safety hazards associated with typewriters, word processors, and printers.
13. Apply safety practices.

UNIT X: Computers

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with computer systems.
2. Identify safety hazards associated with the job.
3. Identify the different classifications of computers.
4. Identify computer applications.
5. Identify the major components of a computer system.
6. Identify terms associated with operating systems.
7. Identify the various types of operating systems.
8. Load an operating system.
9. Demonstrate the use of an operating system.

10. Demonstrate the use of operating system utilities.
11. Identify terms associated with input/output (I/O) devices.
12. Demonstrate a knowledge of system busses.
13. Use peripheral interface adapters (PIA) to perform input/output operations.
14. Use asynchronous communications interface adapters (ACIA) to perform input/out-

put operations.
15. Demonstrate the interfacing of memory to the system buss.
16. Identify terms associated with peripherals.
17. Identify information interchange coding.
18. Identify various types of video displays.
19. Explain the use and operation of various types of video displays.
20. Identify the various types of printing devices.
21. Explain the use and operation of various types of printing devices.
22. identify the various types of input devices.
23. Explain the use and operation of various input devices.
24 Identify the various types of data storage devices.
25. Demonstrate the use of serial RS-232 interface configurations.
26. Demonstrate the use of parallel-centronics interface configurations.
27. Identify terms associated with computer communications.
28. Describe modes of data transmission.
29. Describe the operation of moderns and multiplexers/demultiplexers.
30. Describe communications protocol and software applications.
31. Use communications protocol and software.
32. Identify terms associated with troubleshooting.
33. Demonstrate a knowledge of troubleshooting techniques.
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34. Execute systems diagnostics.
35. Perform service procedures.
36. Identify safety hazards associated with troubleshooting practices.
37. Apply safety practices associated with troubleshooting practices.
38. Identify terms associated with computer installation and maintenance.
39. Demonstrate a knowledge of site selection, equipment layout, and installation

requirements.
40. Identify safety hazards associated with installation and maintenance practices.
41. Apply safety practices associated with installation and maintenance.
42. Perform post-maintenance equipment evaluation.

UNIT XI: Copiers

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with copiers.
2. Identify the various types of copiers.
3. Describe the basic steps in copier processes.
4. Differentiate between the various copier processes.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation and function of various types of copiers.
6. Identify the component parts of a copier.
7. Identify cleaning and servicing techniques.
8. Identify drum handling procedures.
9. Perform cleaning and inspection procedures.

10. Identify environmental factors that affect copier operations.
11. Demonstrate the ability to analyze, troubleshoot, and repair/replace defective com-

ponents of copiers.
12. Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
13. Read and interpret electrical diagrams/schematics.
14. Identify safety hazards associated with copier servicing.
15. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XII: Cash Registers and Calculators

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with cash registers and calculators.
2. Identify various types of cash registers and calculators.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation and function of various types of cash

registers and calculators.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of cash register and calculator printing mechanisms.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of cash register.timing procedures.
6. Identify the components of cash registers and calculators.
7. Perform timing procedures and gear alignments.
8. Demonstrate the ability to analyze, troubleshoot, and repair/replace defective com-

ponents of cash registers and calculators.
9. Demonstrate the ability to use a cash register or calculator to perform

designated/specified tasks.
10. Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
11. Read and interpret electrical diagrams/schematics.
12. Identify safety hazards associated with the servicing of cash registers and calculators.
13. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIII: Related Office/Transcribing Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with related officeltranscribing equipment.
2. Identify various types of related office/transcribing equipment.
3. Describe the operation and function of various types of related office/transcribing

equipment.
4. Identify the components of various types of related office/transcribing equipment.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation of dictationitranscribing equipment.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation of telephone equipment.
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7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation of check protectors.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation of time clocks.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation of postal equipment.

10. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation of fire alarm systems.
11. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation of security systems.
12. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operation of facsimile equipment.
13. Demonstrate the ability to analyze, troubleshoot, and repairlreplace defective com-

ponents of related office!transcribing equipment to meet manufacturer's specifications.
14. Read and interpret parts/service manuals.
15. Read and interpret electrical diagrams/schematics.
16. Identify safety hazards associated with the servicing of related office, transcribing equipment.
17. Apply safety practices.

UNIT XIV: Administrative Practices

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with administrative practices.
2. Prepare service bills.
3. Maintain customer accounts and records.
4. Maintain equipment inventory and parts control.
5. Read and interpret parts and service manuals.
6. Maintain parts and service manual revisions.
7. Execute maintenance contracts and service agreements.

UNIT XV: Customer Service and Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate the ability to speak effectively.
2. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
3. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
4. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
5. Demonstrate the ability to follow oral and written instructions.
6. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.
7. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of duties.
8. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
11. Comply with safety and health rules.
12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13. Show empathy, respect, and support for others.
14. Write legibly.
15. Practice good telephone etiquette.
16. Demonstrate the ability to write an effective technical report.
17. Demonstrate equipment and software operation.
18. Determine the problem and formulate a plan.
19. Perform the service.
20. Complete the transaction.

UNIT XVI: Job Seeking Skills
Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.

2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

10. Write a letter of resignation.
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Program Area:

CIP Code. 47.0606

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Trade and Industrial Course Title: Outdoor Power Equipment Technician

Course Length 1013 Clock Hours - 9 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical hands-on experience
to prepare individuals to maintain and repair outdoor power equipment such as outboard motors,
lawnmowers, chainsaws, motorcycles, rotary tillers, all-terrain vehicles, portable electric generators, and small
garden tractors. Communication skills, use of technical manuals, human relations and employability skills,
and safe and efficient work practices are emphasized. The content is organized into competency-based units
of instruction which specify occupational competencies the individual must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Safety

III. Tools and Equipment
IV. Electricity/Electronics
V. Starting Systems

VI. Charging Systems
VII. Ignition Systems

VIII. Cooling Systems
IX. Fuel Systems
X. Lubrication Systems

XI. Basic Engine Principles
XII. Pneumatic/Hydraulic Systems

XIII. Power Train
XIV Chassis, Suspension, and Cutting Decks
X\ Brake Systems

XVI Fires and Wheels
X \,11 Basic Service

XVIII Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1 Du -k ilk' the field of outdoor power equipment technician.
2. lei ritth working conditions involved with outdoor power equipment technician.

IdentaN Job hazards associated with the field of outdoor power equipment technician.
4 List sataiy and benefits associated with employment in the outdoor power equip-

ment technician field.
5 Describe Job opportunities available ;u: outdoor power equipment technicians.
6. Identify initial investment requirements for professional mechanics.
7. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
8. Write legibly.
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9. Listen attentively.
10. Prepare written communication.
11. Exhibit dependability.
12. Demonstrate punctuality adhering to industry standards.
13. Follow rules and regulations.
14. Read and comprehend written communicaticn and information found in technical

manuals.
15. Use technical manuals effectively.
16. Maintain clean and orderly work area.
17. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
18. Comply with safety and health rules.
19. Select correct tools and equipment.
20. Utilize equipment correctly.
21. Work productively with others.
22. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
23. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
24. Show empathy, respect and support for others.
25. Wear clothing to meet safety and industrial requirements.
26. Demonstrate a knowledge of good customer relations.

UNIT II: Safety

Competencies: 1. Apply shop and equipment safety rules.
2. Identify types of fire extinguishers.
3. Locate fire extinguishers.
4. Wear safety goggles.
5. Troubleshoot electrical cords for defects.
6. Maintain safe distances around equipment in operation.
7. Observe safety regulations for operating air-powered equipment.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of multi-media first aid.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of braking systems on lawn equipment.

UNIT III: Tools and Equip-, lent

Competencies: 1. Identify basic hand tools.
2. Differentiate between metric and conventional tools.
3. Select proper tool for job.
4. Use precision measuring tools.
5. Use pullers.
6. Use cylinder hones.
7. Use valve-spring compressor.
8. Use torque wrenches.
9. Use a tachometer.

10. Use a 6" scale.
11. Use a volt-ohmmeter.
12. Use reamers.
13. Use oxyacetylene equipment.
14. Use arc welding equipment.
15. Use a solder gun.
16. Use a valve seat cutter.
17. Use wire strippers.
18. Use a pedestal grinder.
19. Demonstrate a knowledge of fasteners.
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UNIT IV: Electricity/Electronics

Competencies: 1. Read and interpret a wiring diagram.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of electrical theory for alternating current and direct

current.
3. Use Ohm's Law.
4. Identify components of a typical electrical system.
5. Check wire for continuity.
6. Test a switch for proper operation.
Z Test a relay for proper operation.
8. Test circuit breakers for proper operation.
9. Test a solenoid switch for proper operation.

10. Differentiate between series and parallel circuits.
11. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of electronic circuits.
12. Identify components in an electronic circuit.
13. Demonstrate transistor theory.
14. Test a diode.

UNIT V: Starting Systems

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a knowledge of electrical starting motors.
2. Diagnose and repair electrical starting systems.
3. Diagnose and repair recoil starters.
4. Remove and replace starter brushes.
5. Remove and replace bearings in starters.
6. Remove and replace Bendix gears.
7. Remove and replace armature.
8. Remove and replace rope on recoil starter.
9. Remove and replace starter pawls.

10. Remove and replace sheaves on marine engine.
11. Remove and replace starter switch.
12. Remove and replace starter relays.
13. Remove and replace starter solenoid.
14. Remove, service and replace battery.
15. Troubleshoot starting systems.

UNIT VI: Charging Systems

Competencies: 1. Read and interpret electrical schematics.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of charging system operation.
3. Use a digital volt-ohmmeter (VOM).
4. Test voltage drop on a battery using a VOM.
5. Check battery for specific gravity using a hydrometer.
6. Test, remove and replace a diode.
7. Describe the operation of an alternator.
8. Perform test to determine charging rate of system.
9. Charge a battery.

10. Demonstrate a knowledge of portable generator operation.
11. Test output of portable generator.
12. Troubleshoot a charging system.

UNIT VII: Ignition Systems

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of ignition system operation to include: conven-
tional, capacitor discharge, and solid-state.

2. Remove and replace points and condenser.
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3. Convert couventional ignition system to a solid-state ignition system.4. Remove, analyze, clean, set, and replace spark plugs.
5. Test a coil for correct operation.
6. Perform test on ignition safety switches for correct operation.
7. Troubleshoot ignition circuits.
8. Read and interpret troubleshooting charts to include motorcycles and marine engines.

UNIT VIII: Cooling Systems

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of air and water cooling systems.2. Remove and replace water pump for marine, motorcycle, and outdoor powerequipment.
3. Remove and replace radiator hoses on marine, motorcycle, and outdoor powerequipment.
4. Remove and replace belts on motorcycles, marine, and outdoor power equipment.5. Remove and replace thermostats and switches on motorcycles, marine, and outdoorpower equipment.
6. Remove and replace cooling shroud.
7. Clean air cooling system.
8. Pressure-test water cooling system and cap.
9. Charge water cooling system with antifreeze according to manufacturer'sspecifications.

10. Check antifreeze with hydrometer.
11. Drain and flush water cooling system.
12. Check belts for proper tension.
13. Inspect air cooling system flywheel for damaged or cracked cooling fins.
14. Troubleshoot cooling systems.

UNIT IX: Fuel Systems

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of carbureted fuel systems.
2. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of fuel injected systems.
3. Observe all safety rules when working with fuel and fuel systems.4. Remove and replace fuel tanks.
5. Remove and replace fuel lines.
6. Remove and replace fuel filters.
7. Test fuel (gas) caps for proper operation.
8. Test, remove and replace mechanical and electrical fuel pumps.9. Diagnose and analyze fuel system problems.

10. Rebuild carburetors on engines up to 12 horsepower.
11. Perform basic carburetor adjustments according to manufacturer's specifications.12. Clean and service air filtering systems.
13. Troubleshoot fuel systems on outdoor power equipment.
14. Adjust single carburetors on motorcycles.

UNIT X: Lubrication Systems

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of four-cycle lubrication systems2. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of two-cycle lubrication systems.
3. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of oil injection systems for marine and motorcycleengines.
4. Drain and refill crankcase.
5. Change oil filter.
6. Check lubricant level.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of oil classifications.
8. Lubricate a chassis and power train to manufacturer's specifications.
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9. Remove and replace alemites.
10. Drain and refill lower unit on outboard motors.
11. Determine oil/fuel ratio for two-cycle engines.
12. Troubleshoot lubrication systems.

UNIT XI: Basic Engine Principles

Competencies: 1. Disassemble and reassemble a two-cycle engine to manufacturer's specifications.
2. Disassemble and reassemble a four-cycle engine to manufacturer's specifications.
3. Identify all parts of a two-cycle engine.
4. Identify all parts of a four-cycle engine.
5. Demonstrate the ability to recognize wear and defects on engine parts.
6. Differentiate between four-cycle and two-cycle engines.
7. Perform valve job.
8. Resurface valves.
9. Cut valve seats.

10. Adjust valves on motorcycles.
11. Adjust cam chains on motorcycles.

UNIT XII: Pneumatic/Hydraulic Systems

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of pneumatic and hydraulic systems.
2. Describe the operation of an outboard power trim system.

UNIT XIII: Power Train
Competencies: 1. Identify the components of a typical power train.

2. Disassemble and reassemble a lower unit on an outboard engine.
3. Disassemble and reassemble a disc drive transmission.
4. Disassemble and reassemble a Peerless transaxle.
5. Disassemble and reassemble a Peerless/Foote transmission.
6. Inspect drive sprockets for wear on ATVs, motorcycles, and outdoor power equipment.
7. Remove and replace drive sprockets and chains on ATVs, motorcycles, and outdoor

power equipment.
8. Identify clutch parts on a wet clutch drive for a motorcycle.
9. Identify clutch parts on a dry clutch drive for a motorcycle.

10. Adjust clutches.

UNIT XIV: Chassis, Suspension, and Cutting Decks

Competencies: 1. Identify the major components of a motorcycle suspension system.
2. Lubricate, adjust and replace steering head bearings.
3. Lubricate, adjust and replace swing arm bearings.
4. Remove and replace front fork assembly on a motorcycle.
5. Rebuild front fork assembly.
6. Identify steering system components.
7. Remove and replace ball joints.
8. Remove and replace tie rods.
9. Inspect steering system components for wear and/or defects.

10. Demonstrate a knowledge of cutting deck operations.
11. Inspect cutting deck bearings and pulleys for wear and/or damage.
12. Remove and replace bearings and pulleys.
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UNIT XV: Brake Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify the components of a typical hydraulic braking system.
2. Identify the components of a typical mechanical braking system.
3. Remove and replace brake shoes and pads.
4. Rebuild wheel cylinders.
5. Rebuild master cylinders.
6. Rebuild calipers.
7. Bleed brakes.
8. Remove, replace and adjust a flywheel braking system on lawn equipment.
9. Remove, replace and adjust a blade braking system on lawn equipment.

UNIT XVI: Tires and Wheels

Competencies: 1. Repair tube and tubeless tires.
2. Balance a wheel.
3. Remove and replace wheels on motorcycles.
4. Remove and replace wheels on all-terrain vehicles.
5. True a wheel.
6. Remove and replace wheel bearings on motorcycles.
7. Inflate tires to manufacturer's specifications.
8. Diagnose tire wear patterns on motorcycles.

UNIT XVII: Basic Service

Competencies: 1. Sharpen and balance a lawn mower blade.
2. Adjust clutches according to manufacturer's specifications.
3. Adjust throttle and shift linkages according to manufacturer's specifications.
4. Adjust governors to manufacturer's specifications.
5. Check engine RPM.
6. Adjust carburetors according to manufacturer's specifications.
7. Adjust valves.
8. Adjust brakes.
9. Adjust safety cables and controls.

10. Adjust cutting deck level.
11. Adjust drive belts.
12. Remove and replace belts.

UNIT XVIII: Job Seeking Skills
Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.

2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Complete a job application.
6. Participate in a mock interview.
7. Write a follow-up letter.
8. Conduct a job search.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code: 46.0502

Course Title: Pipetitting

Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to provide specialized classroom instruction and practical shop experience to
prepare individuals for employment in the pipefitting industry. The course includes instruction in layout,
fabrication, assembly, installation and maintenance of piping and piping systems, fixtures, and equipment
for steam, hot water, heating, cooling, drainage, lubricating, sprinkling and industrial processing systems,
on the basis of knowledge of systems operation and the study of building plans or working drawings. The
content includes, but is not limited to, communication skills; leadership skills; human relations and
employability skills; safe and efficient work practices; use of tools to cut, bend, join and weld pipes; and
blueprint reading. The course content is organized into competency-based ur...1, of instruction that specify
occupational competencies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Safety

III Math
IV. Materials
V. Tools and Equipment

VI. Sketching and Blueprint Reading
VII. Oxyfuel Cutting

VIII. Welding
IX. Hangers and Supports
X. Rigging

Xl. Pipe Fabrication and Installation
XII. Installation and Repair of Piping Components

XIII. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the field of pipefitting.
2. Identify working conditions involved with employment in the field of pipefitting.
3. Identify job hazards associated with a pipefitter's occupation.
4. List salary and benefits associated with employment in the field of pipefitting.
5. Describe job opportunities available for the pipefitter.
6. Prepare written communication.
7. Read and comprehend written communication and information.
8. Follow written and oral directions.
9. Write legibly.

10. Utilize equipment correctly.
11. Maintain clean and orderly work area.
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12. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
13 Exhibit pride and loyalty.
14. Work productively with others.
15. Exhibit dependability.
16. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
17. Follow rules and regulations.
18. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
19. Identify the initial investment requirements for pipefitters.

UNIT II: Safety

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate proper lifting and carrying techniques.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of fire protection.
3. Demonstrate proper work habits associated with the pipefitting trade.
4. Demonstrate good work attitude.
5. Identify proper grounding techniques for electrically operated tools.
6. Wear proper clothing for the pipefitting trade.
7. Maintain a positive safety attitude.
8. Comply with the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) regulations pertain-ing to scaffold and ladder usage.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of crane hand signals and safety operation.

10. Comply with regulations pertaining to fire protection.
11. Wear personal protective gear.
I/. Wear safety glasses.

UNIT Math

Competencies: 1. Read a ruler.
2 Perform mensuration procedures as applied to the pipefitting trade.
3. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide whole numbers.
4 Add, subtract, multiply, and divide yards, feet, and inches.
5. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide fractions and mixed numbers.
6. Convert fractions to their decimal equivalents.
7. Convert decimals to their fraction equivalents.
8. Calculate the circumference of a circle.
9 Calculate the areas of rectangles, squares, parallelograms, triangles, and circles.

10. Solve problems involving right triangles.

UNIT IV: Materials

Competencies: I. Identify various types of valves.
2. Demonstrate a knowledge of steam traps.
3. Identify various types of materials used in piping construction (bolts, nuts, gaskets).4. Identify various types of pipe.
5. Determine pipe size and wall thickness
6. Identify fittings used in the piping trades.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of American Society of Testing and Materials standardsfor pipe and fittings.
8 Demonstrate a knowledge of identification markings used in the piping trade.

UNIT V: Tools and Equipment

Competencies: I. Identify the most common hand tools used in the piping trades.
2 Identify electrical and pneumatic tools used in the piping trade.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the care and safe use of hand and power tools.
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4. Mark a pipe using a wrap-around.
5. Identify the tools required for a job-entry-level pipefitter.
6. Cut pipe using plasma arc equipment.
7. Cut pipe using oxyfuel equipment.

UNIT VI: Sketching and Blueprint Reading

Competencies: 1. Identify the various types of lines and symbols used on piping drawings.
2. Explain compass orientation of blueprints.
3. Identify and describe the function of coordinates, dimensions, notes and legends

of blueprints.
4. Describe the purpose of plan views, section views and elevations.
5. List materials, fittings, valves, instruments and other piping components from in-

formation found on drawings.
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of computer aided design of blueprints.
7. Read and interpret information found on isometric, spool and shop drawings.
8. Interpret information found on piping and instrumentation diagrams.
9. Make a spool drawing.

UNIT VII: Oxyfuel Cutting
Competencies: 1. Set up and shut down oxyfuel equipment.

2. Make square and bevel cuts by hand.
3. Make square and bevel cuts using pipe beveling machine.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the safe handling and storage of oxyfuel equipment.
5. Identify safety hazards associated with oxyfuel cutting.

UNIT VIII: Welding
Competencies: 1. Set up welding equipment.

2. Identify welding processes used to weld pipe.
3. Identify safety practices associated with welding processes.
4. Identify weld joints associated with pipefitting.
5. Weld open, V-groove butt joint in 1G position, root, hot pass, fill and cap 6" schedule

40 pipe with an E-6010, and pass guided bend t':,,st according to American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) standards.

UNIT IX: Hangers and Supports

Competencies: 1. Identify types of hangers.
2. Describe location and spacing of hangers and support according to type of pipe.
3. Identify beam attachments.
4. Identify types of supports.
5. Construct angle-iron supports.

UNIT X: Rigging

Competencies: 1. Identify common types of rope and cable.
2. Identify types of slings.
3. Identify and describe types of connections.
4. Tie knots.
5. Use nonverbal communication (hand signals).
6. Attach slings to pipe.
7. Identify safety practices associated with rigging and installation of pipe.
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UNIT XI: Pipe Fabrication and Installation

Competencies: 1. Cut, bend, and flare tubing.
2. Lay out, fabricate, tack weld,
3. Lay out, fabricate, tack weld,
4. Lay out, fabricate, tack weld,
5. Lay out, fabricate, tack weld,
6. Lay out, fabricate, tack weld,
7. Lay out, fabricate, tack weld,
S. Lay out, fabricate, tack weld,
9. Lay out, fabricate, tack weld,

10. Fit and tack a 6" to 4" concentric reducer.
11. Fit and tack a 6" to 4" eccentric reducer.
12. Cut, thread and assemble an elbow on pipe from end to center dimensions.
13. Describe procedures for installation of coated pipe.
14. Describe procedures for installation of lined pipe.
15. Describe methods of "hot tap" installation.
16. Pass visual test on pipe installations for gap, dimensions and angles according to

American Petroleum Institute (API), American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME), and American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards.

and install a
and install a
and install a
and install a
and install a
and install a
and install a
and install a

2-piece turn.
3-piece turn.
4-piece turn.
450 lateral on 4" to
90° lateral on 4" to
45° lateral on 4" to
90° lateral on 4" to
rolling offset.

6" pipe.
6" pipe.
4" p.de.
4" pipe.

UNIT XII: Installation and Repair of Piping Components

Competencies: 1. Install valves.
2. Install pumps and align to pipe.
3. Connect piping to piping components.
4. Assemble a steam trap station.
3 Install etriners.
6. Describe procedures for locking out valves.
7. Describe procedures for clearing lines.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of hydrostatic and leak tests.
9. Interpret job specifications.

10. Install flanges.

UNIT XIII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment
3. Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
7 Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter
9. Conduct a job search.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial Course Title: Plumbing

CIP Code 46.0503 Course Length 1350 Clock Hours 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to :Irepare individuals to assemble, install, and repair pipes, fittings, and fix-
tures of water and drainage systems for homes and other buildings. All work is done according to specifica-
tions and plumbing codes.

The course content is organized into competency-based units of instruction that specify occupational com-
petencies which the student must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Orientation
II. Plumber's Mathematics

III. Tools, Equipment, and Materials
IV. Plumbing Systems
V. Codes

VI. Systems Rough-In
VII. Fixture and Appliance Installation

VIII. Systems Maintenance and Repair
IX. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Orientation

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate knowledge of the plumbing industry.
2. Describe working conditions of the trade.
3. Identify safety hazards.
4. Describe factors affecting human relations.
5. Apply basic first aid techniques.
6. Demonstrate good attitudes and work habits.

UNIT II: Plumber's Mathematics

Competencies: 1. Write and read whole numbers.
2. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide whole numbers.
3 A d, subtract, multiply, and divide common fractions.
4. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimal fractions.
5. Convert common fractions to decimals.
6. Convert decimals to common fractions.
7. Solve problems dealing with angles and offsets.
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UNIT III: Tools, Equipment, and Materials

Competencies: 1. Identify plumbing tools.
2. Demonstrate proper use and care of tools and equipment.
3. Identify plumbing and piping mateliais.
4. Demonstrate proper techniques of joining pipe.

UNIT IV: Plumbing Systems

Competencies: 1. Identify parts and materials of waste and vent systems.
2. Identify parts and materials of potable water systems.
3 Identify parts and materials of gas systems.
4. Identify parts and materials of special waste systems.
5. Identify and demonstrate proper use of hangers and supports.

UNIT V: Codes
Competencies: 1. Demonstrate ability to use state and local code books.

2. Demonstrate knowledge of definitions in code books.
3. Demonstrate ability to identify and avoid cross connections.
4. Identify the trap seal and the various methods by which it can be lost.

UNIT VI: Systems Rough-In

Competencies: 1. Identify and locate building water, sewer, and gas services.
2. Demonstrate ability to locate fixtures in a building.
3. Draw a plumbing layout on floor plan with fixture center lines.
4. Draw an isometric of the sewer, waste, and vent piping.
5. Draw an isometric of a potable water system.
6. Prepare a material take-off.
7. Determine slope of horizontal waste and sewer lines.
8. Determine necessity for and location of sleeves.
9. Demonstrate ability to rough in a plumbing system.

UNIT VII: Fixtume and Appliance Installation

Competencies: I Install a stop and waste valve (solder method).
2. Install a kitchen sink faucet.
3. Install a dual control lavatory faucet with pop-up drain plug.
4. Install a cast iron water closet flange.
5. Install a plastic water closet flange.
6 Install a lavatory trap.
7. Install a kitchen sink trap.
8. Install a brass to lead pipe water closet flange.
9. Install a water closet (floor mount).

10. Install a lavatory (wall hung type).
11. Install a bathtub (5' recessed).
P. Install shower bath accessories.
13. Install an electric water heater.
14. In,..tall a dishwasher.
15. Install a garbage disposal unit.
16. Install a gas water heater.
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UNIT VIII: Systems Maintenance and Repair

Competencies: 1. Replace a section of galvanized water supply line.
2. Repair a leaking water faucet or valve.
3. Repair a leaking shower valve.
4. Describe the procedure for replacing a water heater.
5. Identify the parts of a water closet flush tank and flushometer valve.
6. Repair a water closet.
7. Insulate water lines.
8. Clear obstructions from a lavatory drain.
9. Clear obstructions from a water closet drain.

10. Clear obstructions from a main drain line.

UNIT IX: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Prepare a personal resume.
2. Fill out a job application.
3. Prepare a letter of application.
4. Prepare a follow-up letter.
5. Participate in a mock job interview.
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Program Area:

CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Trade and Industrial Course Title: Power Line Technician

CIP Code: 46.0303 Course Length 1350 Clock Hours 12 Months

Course Description:
This course is designed to prepare individuals for employment as electrical line repairers, maintainers, and
erectors. The content includes, but is not limited to, communication skills, leadership skills; human rela-
tions and employability skills; safe and efficient work practices; installation, operation, and maintenance
of local, long distance, and rural power lines; erection and construction of pole lines; rigging; and digger
and bucket truck operation. The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify
occupational competencies the individual must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Tools

III. Basic Electricity
IV. Electrical Systems
V. Safety

VI. Materials
VII. Rigging

VIII. Pole Handling and Installation
IX. Conauctor Installation
X. Transformers, Connections, and Banking

XI. Live Line Work
XII. Bucket Truck Operations

XIII. Digger Truck Operations
XIV. Right-of-Way
XV. Troubleshooting

XVI. Public Relations
XVII. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the power line technician.
2. Describe the work environment associated with the power line technician.
3. Identify job hazards associated with the field of power line technician.
4. Identify employment opportunities available to a power line technician
5. List salary and benefits associated with power line technician.
6. Describe personal attire and equipment involved with being a power line technician.
7. Demonstrate a willingness to learn.
8. Exhibit dependability.
9. Demonstrate punctuality.

10. Demonstrate the ability to communicate with customers in an approved manner.
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11. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
12. Comply with safety and health rules.
13. Sclect correct tools and equipment.
14. Utilize equipment and tools correctly.
15. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
16. Demonstrate job site cleanliness.

UNIT II: Tools

Competencies: 1 Identify personal climbing tools.
2. Climb poles using personal climbing tools.
3 Identify hand tools.
4. Identify line tools.
5 Identify and use volt-amp meter.
6. Describe the care of hand and line tools.

UNIT III: Basic Electricity

Competencies: 1. Identify electrical symbols.
2. Define terms associated with basic electricity.
3. Sohe problems using basic math
4 Solve problems using Ohm's Law.
's Use voltmeter to measure secondary voltage.
6. Use ammeter to check secondary amperage.
7 Connect batteries in series.
8. Connect batteries in parallel.
9. Read kilowatt hour meters - single phase.
to. kead demand meters.

UNIT IV: Electrical Systems

Competencies: 1 Identify transmission lines and stations by voltages, structures, and purpose.
2. Identify distribution substations by voltages and purpose.
I Identify the components of a substation.
4 Identify procedures for bypassing an oil circuit recloser and current transformer.
5 Demonstrate a knowledge of current transformers.
6. Identify three-phase distribution.
7 Identify two-phase distribution.
S Identify single-phase distribution.
9. Identify secondary lines and structures.

10. identify underground residential distribution (URD)
11. Demonstrate a knowledge of construction specifications.

UNIT V: Suety
Competencies: I Become certified in using cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) techniques.

2. Become certified in multi-media first aid techniques.
1 Demonstrate a knowledge of hazardous chemicals used in the power line industry

and disposal of such.
4 Identity pole-top rescue techniques.

Demonstrate a knowledge of the National Electrical Safety Code.
6 Identify rubber glove classification according to the American Society of Testing and

Materials.
7 Participate in a defensive driving course.

Identify Department of Transportation requirements for operating large trucks.
9 Identify line grounding techniques.
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UNIT VI: Materials
Competencies: 1.

7.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.
22.
23.

24.

25.

Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify
Identify

classses of poles.
cross arms and braces.
types of insulators.
types of hardware.
types of conductors.
types of grounding devices.
types of sleeves and connectors.
types of overhead and underground
types of ties, preforms, and armor ro
types of anchors.
types of overhead and underground
types of underground terminators.
types of elbows.
types of fuses.
types of switches.
types of interrupters.
types of arrestors.
types of capacitors.
pull boxes.
types of oil circuit breakers (OCB).
types of oil circuit reclosers.
switching cabinets.
transformer pads.
secondary pedestals.
electronic three-phase breaker.

conductors.
ds.

transformers.

UNIT VII: Rigging
Competencies: 1. Identify tyres of rope.

2. Identify types of cable.
3. Identify types of slings.
4. Identify block and tackle assembly.
5. Use block and tackle.
6. Calculate working load of various types of rope.
7. Splice rope.
8. Tie a crown knot.
9. Tie a bowline knot.

10. Tie a clove hitch.
11. Tie a rolling bend.
12. Tie a square knot.
13. Tie a timber hitch.
14. Make an eye-splice.
15. Make up a hand line.
16. Identify the care and use of rope.
17. Use non-verbal communications (hand signals).

UNIT VIII: Pole Handling and Installation

Competencies: 1. Load and unload poles on pole trailer.
2. Determine depth to set pole.
3. Dig pole hole using hand method.
4. Install ground wire on pole.
5. Make up and instal a three-phase single cross arm.
6. Make up and install a three-phase double cross arm.
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7. Set and align pole.
8. Install anchor and guy.
9. Install ground rod

10. Install pole-top pin.
11. Install personal protective ground on a c:e-ener,,,,v_cd three-phase line.

UNIT IX: Conductor Installation

Competencies: 1. Install primary conductor.
2. Pull wire and make up a dead-end shoe
3. Install armor rod and tie-in wire on pm-type insulator.
4. Install preformed tie.
5. Install a top groove conductor tie on a de-energuecl copper conductor.
6. Resag conductors and install aluminum conductor steel reinforced (ACSR) sleeve.
7. Install a secondary conductor.
8. Install a wire wedge clamp
9. Install a secondary splice tri-plex service.

10. Make a dead-end on secondary using
11. Connect 120/240 secondary to weathei head.
12. Make a splice in underground secondary cable
13. Make a splice in underground primary cable.

UNIT X: Transformers, Connections, and Banking

Competencies: 1. Complete a transformer record sheet.
2. Identify and classify tiansformer
3. Install lighting arrestors.
4. Connect a pad mount transformer,
5. Install and connect a single-phase transtormez 120 241
6 Install and connect on pole a wve-delta bank foi thie.:-phase, foul-wire 120,240 volt

service.
7 Connect a \\we-delta bank IN three-phase, three-wire 241) volt service
8. Connect a wye-wye bank for three-pba.e, tour-wire 120 208 volt service.
9. Connect a wye-wvc bank for three-phase, tour-\\ ire 277 480 volt ser\ ice.

10 Connect an open-wye, open -delta bank for three-pi.asti, four -\\ ire 120,240 volt service.
11. Connect an open-\\ ye, open delta bar k for three-pha,e, thre,,-\\ ire 240 volt service.
12. Connect an open-delta, open-delta bank lot thrte ;has,,, `out -\\ ire 120 240 volt

service

UNIT XI: Live Line kVork

Competencies: 1. Install a wire tong saddle.
2. Change insulator on hot line conductor using hot line took
3. Change insulator using rubber gimes.
4 Demonstrate the ability to install and work oft a Balser Boat d
5. Install insulated lubber line hose from pole
6. Install insulated blankets from pole
7. Install insulated rigid line guard
8. Install insulator cover (hood)
9. Use extendo-stick to change a barrel on t ut-mt bloc k.

10. Use a rotation meter to check rotation on a thiee-phase ser\ ice
11. Phase out a line using phasing sticks.
12. Change rotation on a three-phase service
13. Demonstrate knowledge of the procedure to ...min( k UItage regulators to a three-

phase line.
Demonstrate ability to disconnect, transport and stoic paci tot s
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UNIT XII: Bucket Truck Operations

Competencies: 1. Perform truck inspection.
2. Identify bucket truck controls.
3. Operate bucket truck using ground controls.
4. Operate bucket truck using bucket controls
5. Instail protective cover-up on three-phase lines.
6. Install three-phase single cross arm from bucket truck.
7. Install three-phase double cross arm from bucket truck.
8. Hang a single transformer on pole from bucket truck.
9. Hang bells on transmission line.

10. Change insulator using insulating rubber gloves from bucket truck.

UNIT XIII: Digger Truck Operations

Competencies: 1. Perform truck inspection.
2. Identify digger controls.
3. Dig hole with digger.
4. Set and align pole with truck.
5. Pull pole with truck.
6. Inspect and hook up pole trailer.
7. Perform trailer backing techniques.
8. Set pole in an energized line.
9. Identify proper traffic control requirements.

UNIT XIV: Right-of-Way

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate the knowledge of large, heavy limb removal techniques.
2. Demonstrate the knowledge of limb removal over energized conductors.
3. Demonstrate the ability to fell a tree.
4. Operate power saws and trimmers.

UNIT XV: Troubleshooting

Competencies: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot
Troubleshoot

UNIT XVI: Public Relations

secondary for low voltage.
secondary for high voltage.
secondary for blinking lights.
potential on water pipes or appliances.
frequent service breaker tripping.
electrical equipment.
primary line for low line voltage.
primary line for high line voltage.
primary line for blinking lights.
primary line for extreme voltage swing.
primary line for radio and television interference.
primary line for line outage.

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with customer contact.
2. Describe proper communication techniques involved with customer contact.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge of how to properly enter private property with respect

to damage of fences, shrubs, grass, etc.
4. Demonstrate the ability to remove debris after completing jobon private property
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UNIT XVII: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment.
3. Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Complete a job application.
6. Participate in a mock interview.
7. Write a follow-up letter.
8. Conduct a job search.

I,3 I
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code: 49.0205

Course Title: Truck Driving

Course Length 506 Clock Hours 41/2 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to prepare individuals for employment as tractor-trailer truck drivers. The course
content includes instruction in operating gasoline and diesel powered vehicles; day and night driving; in-
city, interstate, and two-lane highways; loading and unloading; backing and maneuvering vehicle, verifying
load against shipping papers; keeping records; and performing pre-trip and post-trip inspections. Includes
instruction in communication skills, human relations and employabilty skills, safe and defensive driving
habits, emergency first-aid assistance,, and driver maintenance and emergency repair duties.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Safety (Federal and State Regulations)

III. Clerical and Documents
IV. Pre-trip and Post-trip Inspections
V. Driving the Tractor - Trailer

VI. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: 1. Describe the field of truck driving.
2. Identify working conditions involved w:tii truck driving.
3. Identify job hazards associated with the field of truck driving.
4. List salary and benefits associated with employment in the truck dnvng occupation.
5. Describe job opportunities available for truck drivers.
6. Identify investment requirements for professional truck drivers.
7. Prepare, read, interpret, and write necessary communications concerned with truck

driving.
8. Explain the purpose of drug testing for truck drivers.
9. Explain the purpose of polygraph testing for truck drivers.

10. Describe driving habits concerned with safe, courteous and defensive driving.
11. Demonstrate the ability to handle currency.
12. Exhibit pride and loyalty.
13. Utilize equipment correctly.
14. Demonstrate punctuality.
15. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.
16. Comply with dress code established by the trucking industry.
17. Work productively with others.
18. Follow rules and regulations.
19. Describe the traits of good salesmanship.
20. Describe the traits associated with attitude toward good company/customer

relationships.
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UNIT II: Safety (Federal and State Regulations)

Competencies: L :'ass written test for obtaining operator's license.
2. Pass road test for obtaining operator's license.
3. Pass physical examination.
4. Maintain good motor vehicle drivi'.g record.
5. Perform pre-trip and post-trip inspeLcions.
h. Demonstrate a knowledge of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations as prescrib-

ed by the U. S Department of Transportation.
7 Demonstrate a knowledge of certification requirements required for qualifying to haul

materials.
8, Demonstrate a knowledge of multi-media first-aid techniques.

UNIT III: Clerical .ifid Documents

Competencies: i. Complete Bill of Lading.
2. Complete freight bill
3. Fill out pie-trip and post-trip inspection forms.
4. Perform inventory of goods delivered and picked up.

Collect on delivery (C.O.D.S).
1,, Fill out damage reports.
7 Fill out accident reports.
8 Fill out job injury report
9 Fill out fuel tickets

10 Fill out driver manifest.
11. Maintain driver log.

UNIT IV: Pre-ti ip and Post-trip Inspections

Competencies: 1 Inspect exterior Londition of vehicle for leaks, weak springs, and loose or hanging
items

2. Check engine oil, fuel, coolant,, belts, wiring, battery,, cab and hood latch.
3. Check inside cab for proper operation of oil, amp and air gauges, lights, horn, low

air warning, air build-up, air looms, parking brake, heater, defroster, and stcering and
chitch for free play.

4 "Ii..st windshield wipers.
C heck rear-vision minor.

6 Inspect tires for correct tread depth and defects.
7 Check wheels, lugs, hubs, seals and mud flaps.
8. Check exterior lights, including emergency flashers, for correct operation.
9. Check fifth wheel safety lock and trailer landing gear.

10 Check air hoses and drain air tank.
11 Check air and electrical connections, fuel and exhaust system.
12 ('heck emeigency equipment.
13 Adjust trailer and tractor hakes if necessary on pre-trip inspection.

UNIT V: Di wing the Tiactor-Trader

Competencies: 1. Start engine without difficulty.
2. Allow proper warm-up

Read and interpret gauges instrument panel.
4 Maintain proper engine speed.

Demonstrate a basic knowledge of engines (gas and diesel).
6 Start loaded unit smoothly.
7. Use clutch properly.
8 l'ime gearshifts properly.
9, Shift gears smoothly



10. Use proper gear sequence.
11. Demonstrate a knowledge of the operating principles of air brakes.
12. Demonstrate proper use of tractor protection valve.
13. Test brakes before starting trip.
14. Adjust brakes.
15. Steer properly without over-control.
16. Maintain vehicle control without wander.
17. Demonstrate a knowledge of lighting regulations.
18. Demonstrate proper headlight beam usage.
19. Demonstrate ability to upshift transmission smoothly.
20. Demonstrate ability to downshift transmission smoothly.
21. Stop truck smoothly.
22. Stop and restart truck on a hill without rolling back.
23. Signal turns properly.
24. Perform emergency stop without jackknifing.
25. Demonstrate defensive driving habits.
26. Perform routine functions in cab without taking eyes from road.
27. Demonstrate ability to couple and uncouple tractor to trailers (without shortcuts).
28. Set trailer brake and test fifth wheel coupling by a slight pull forward.
29. Demonstrate the ability to back a tractor-trailer in a straight line.
30. Demonstrate the ability to back a tractor-trailer using the jackknife method (left and

right).
31. Demonstrate the ability to back a tractor-trailer from the blind side.
32. Demonstrate the ability to back a tractor-trailer into a minimum clearance area.
33. Demonstrate the ability to enter and exit interstate highways correctly.
34. Change position of tandems on long trailers.
35. Demonstrate the ability to pass a vehicle on a two-lane and four-lane highway.
36. Make a right turn from a two-lane highway onto a two-lane highway.
37. Make a right turn from a two-lane highway onto a four-lane highway.

1

38. Make a right turn from a four-lane highway onto a four-lane highway.
39. Make a left turn from a left-turn lane.
40. Make a left turn without a left-turn lane.
41. Back tractor-trailer up to a dock (2 pull-ups) smoothly.
42. Park tractor-trailer in a parallel space.
43. Change lanes on a four-lane highway.
44. Adjust driving techniques according to weather conditions.
45. Adjust driving techniques according to traffic situations.
46. Demonstrate a knowledge of traffic signs and signals.
47 Demonstrate a knowledge of authorized and unauthorized parking areas for

tractor-trailers.
48. Stop engine, park and secure tractor-trailer.
49. ['ark vehicle leave engine running, and secure.
50. Perform competencies 1-49 in Unit V at night.
51. identify different types of trailers.
52. Demonstrate the ability to drive single-screw and twin-screw tractors.
53 Demonstrate the ability to drive tractor-trailer rigs using the following trailers: van,

flat bed, and tanker.

UNIT VI: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment
3. Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6. Complete a job application.
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7. Participate in a mock interviev
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Course Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial

CIP Code: 48.0303

Course Title: Upholstering

Course Length 1350 Clock Hours - 12 Months

Course Description:
The purpose of this instructional course is to train individuals in all aspects of upholstering. Classroom and
shop experiences are concerned with furniture repair, refinishing and upholstering, vehicle upholstering,
sewing machine operation, communication skills, human relations, and employability skills. Includes in-
struction in installing, repairing, arranging, and securing springs, filler, and padding; cutting, sewing, and
trimming; cushion filling, tufting, buttoning; wood repair and refinishing; measuring and determining cost
of materials and labor; identifying and using chemical treatments that prolong the life of fabrics or materials;
installing headliners, fitting tonneau covers, installing vehicle carpeting, upholstering seats, door panels,
and arm rests. The course emphasizes safe and efficient work practices and includes business practices for
the entrepreneur. The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupa-
tional competencies the individual must successfully complete.

Units of Instruction: I. Occupational Introduction
II. Human Relations
III. Safety
IV. Tools and Equipment
V. Upholstery Supplies

VI. Base Construction
VII. Padding

VIII. Wood Reconditioning and Repair
IX. Sewing Machine
X. Top Covers

XI. Cushions
XII. Channeling and Tufting

XIII. Upholstering Techniques
XIV. Business Practices
XV Job Seeking Skills

Specialty Areas
XVI Furniture Refinishing

XVII. Vehicle Upholstery

Curriculum Competency Outline

UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: i. Describe the tield of upholstery.
2. Identify working conditions involved with the upholstery trade.
3 Identify job hazards associated with upholstery.
4 Describe salary and benefits associated with employment in the upholstery field.
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5. Identify job opportunities available for the upholsterer.
6. Identify the initial investment requirements for the entrepreneur.

UNIT II: Human Relations

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate a professional attitude.
2. Demonstrate the ability to be a good listener.
3. Demonstrate high reliability in the performance of service procedures.
4. Follow oral and written instructions.
5. Maintain trade tools and equipment in optimal condition.
6. Evaluate services performed with the customer.
7. Demonstrate an attitude of loyalty towards the employer.
8. Demonstrate the ability to select fabric with regard to style, use, and design of

furniture.
9. Demonstrate the ability to communicate instructions accurately and effectively.

10. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness.

UNIT III: Safety

Competencies: 1. Identify safety hazards associated with hand tools.
2. Identify safety hazards associated with power tools.
3. Identify safety hazards associated with chemicals.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the proper disposal of chemicals.
5. Describe safety hazards associated with electrical power equipment.
6. Read and interpret safety instructions.
7. Describe procedures for storing flammable and/or toxic chemicals.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of proper lifting techniques.
9. Apply safety practices.

10. Identify fire hazards associated with upholstering and refinishing.

UNIT IV: Tools and Equipment

Competencies: 1. Identify hand tools used in the upholstery trade.
2. Demonstrate the ability to use hand tools correctly.
3. Identify various types of industrial sewing machines.
4. Describe various types of power tools used for upholstery.
5. Demonstrate the ability to use power tools correctly.
6. Describe layout and measuring tools.
7. Use layout and measuring tools.
8. Identify various types of equipmerd ubed in upholstery.
9. Demonstrate the ability to use equipment correctly.

UNIT V: Upholstery Supplies

Competencies: 1. Identify various types of supplies used in upholstery.
2. Identify types of fabrics used for upholstering furniture.
3. Describe materials commonly used for stuffing and/or padding furniture.
4. Identify various types of springs used for upholstering furniture.
5. Identify various types of fastening devices used in upholstery.
6. Describe material used for decorative trim.
7. Identify various types of zippers needed for upholstery.

UNIT VI: Base Construction

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with furniture design and construction.
2. Identify the parts of various types of furniture frames.
3. Identify various types of springs used in the frame construction of furniture.
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4. Repair frames.
5, Identify various types of wood joints used in furniture construction.
6. Demonstrate the ability to remove, repair, and install springs.
7. Demonstrate the ability to remove, repair and install front edge wire.
8. Install and repair webbing.
9. Install and repair dust covers.

10. Install burlap.
11. Install edge roll.
12. Apply safety practices when repairing and installing springs, edge wire, and repair-

ing frames.
13. Demonstrate a knowledge of furniture hygiene practices.

UNIT VII: Padding
Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with padding used in upholstered furniture.

2. Identify and describe the application of various types of padding.
3. Describe the cleaning and fumigating of padding.
4. Identify the correct methods for disposal of old padding.
5. Demonstrate the ability to measure furniture for the correct amount of padding to

be used.
6. Demonstrate the ability to measure and cut padding.
7. Demonstrate the proper techniques of installing padding to the various sections of

furniture.

UNIT VIII: Wood Reconditioning and Repair

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with furniture refinishing.
2. Evaluate the wood portions of furniture to determine the amount and type of

refinishing needed.
3. Identify and describe the application of various types of sand paper.
4. Identify and describe the application of various types of stains.
5. Identify and describe the application of various types of finish removers.
6. Identify and describe the application of various types of finishes.
7. Identify and describe the application of various types of toners.
8. Demonstrate the ability to refinish the wood sections of upholstered furniture back

to their original condition.
9. Demonstrate a knowledge of personal protective clothing and equipment to be worn

when working with toxic chemicals.
10. Demonstrate a knowledge of the proper handling and disposal of toxic chemicals.
11. Demonstrate the ability to reconstruct and/or repair the wood portions of furniture.

UNIT IX: Sewing Machine

Competencies: 1 Identify and describe the functions of the major parts of an industrial sewing machine.
2. Identify areas of oiling on the sewing machine.
3. Demonstrate the ability to clean and oil an industrial sewing machine.
4. Demonstrate the ability to remove, rewind, and replace a bobbin.
5. Demonstrate the ability to thread an industrial sewing machine.
6. Identify preventive maintenance procedures for an industrial sewing machine ac-

cording to the manufacturer's specifications.
7 Perform preventive maintenance according to the manufacturer's specifications.
8. Demonstrate the ability to rerrovP and replace needles according to the manufac-

turer's specifications.
9. Sew welt cording.

10. Sew a butt seam.
t.1 i1 (I
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11. Sew a flat seam.
12. Sew a French seam
13. Apply safety practices when operating an industrial sewing machine.

UNIT X: Top Covers

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with top covers as used in the upholstery profession.
2. Identify terms associated with the measurement and layout of top covers for

upholstery.
3. Demonstrate the ability to identify and measure various sections of given furniture.
4. Demonstrate the ability to identify and differentiate between woven, nonwoven,

natural and synthetic material used for upholstery purposes.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of the design and nap of fabric relating to installation

procedures.
6. Demonstrate the ability to estimate the amount of top cover needed by computing

measurements taken from a given piece of furniture.
7. Demonstrate the ability to lay out, cut, and label top cover material for a given piece

of furniture.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of fireprevention and fire codes associated with upholsterymaterial.
9. Identify and describe various types of sealants used on upholstery material.

10. Apply fabric sealants.
11. Demonstrate the ability to select design motif and/or type of fabric for a given styleof furniture.
12. Demonstrate a knowledge of the working characteristics of various types of top cover

material.
13. Demonstrate the ability to sew and attach a single welt cord.
14. Demonstrate the ability to sew and attach a French double welt cord.
15. Demonstrate the ability to tailor and fit top covers.
16. Demonstrate the ability to install top covers in accordance with the design motifand/ornap.
17. Demonstrate a knowledge of decorative trim used to enhance top covers and/or fur-niture design.
18. Demonstrate the ability to use a variety of methods for fastening top covers.
19. Demonstrate the ability to install gimp in a decorative fashion.
20 Demonstrate the ability to use a variety of tacks as decorative trim
21 Demonstrate the ability to apply trim panels.

UNIT XI: Cushions

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with making cushions and sewing the covers.
2. Demonstrate the ability to construct a knife edge cushion.
3. Demonstrate the ability to construct a box cushion.
4. Demonstrate the ability to construct a pleated and mitered cushion.
5. Demonstrate the ability to construct a waterfall cushion.
6 Sew and apply welting.
7. Attach boxing.
8. Sew and attach zippers.
9. Demonstrate the ability to install ventilators in various types of cushions.

UNIT XII: Channeling and Tufting

Competencies: 1. identify terms associated with tufting and channeling.
2. identify various types of tufting.
3. Identify various types of channeling.
4. Demonstrate the ability to upholster furniture using diamond tufting methods.
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5. Demonstrate the ability to upholster furniture using channeling methods.
6. Demonstrate the ability to do bisquet tufting.
7. Demonstrate the ability to do rolled and pleated upholstery.

UNIT XIII: Upholstering 7:chniques

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with upholstering furniture.
2. Demonstrate the ability to upholster a recliner chair.
3. Demonstrate the ability to upholster a channel-back chair.
4. Demonstrate the ability to upholster a tufted-back chair.
5. D,-monstrate the ability to upholster a loose-cushioned sofa.
6. Demonstrate the ability to upholster a hide-a-bed sofa.
7. Demonstrate the ability to upholster an attached cushioned sofa.
8. Apply safety practices when upholstering furniture.

UNIT XIV: Business Practices

Competencies: 1. Identify terms associated with business and administrative practices.
2. Prepare service bills.
3. Maintain customer accounts and records.
4. Maintain equipment inventory and supply control.
5. Read and Interpret written communications and instructions.
6. Execute maintenance contracts and service agreements
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the monetary factor associated with doing business.

UNIT XV: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: 1. Develop a career plan.
2. Locate resources for finding employment
3. Prepare a resume.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application
6. Complete a job application.
7. Participate in a mock interview.
8. Write a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search.

SPECIALTY AREAS

UNIT XVI: Furniture Refinishing

Competencies: 1. identify terms associated with furniture refinishing
2. Employ all safety precautions when working with toxic chemicals.
3. Demonstrate a knowledge regarding the correct disposal of toxic waste
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various types of stripping materials available for

the furniture refinisher.
5 Demonstrate the ability to remove old finishes from various types of furniture
6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the types of woods used fur furniture construction.
7. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various types of wood joints used in furniture

construction.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of wood adhesives.
9 Describe and identify the various types of wood fillers andior stick shellacs used

for wood repair and refinishing.
10. Demonstrate the ability to repair, reconstruct and recondition the base-wood por-

tions of furniture.
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11. Demonstrate a knowledge of the various types of abrasives necessary for furniture
refinishing.

I? Demonstrate the ability to sand wood with regard to grain structure and/or wood
type to result in an appropriate surface for finishes.

13. Identify and describe the various types of wood stains available for furniture
reconditioning.

14. Demonstrate the ability to select stains with regard to color, type of wood, and fur-
niture design

15 Demonstrate the ability to apply stains.
16. Identify and describe the various types of sealers used in furniture reconditioning.
17. Demonstrate the ability to select, mix, and apply sealers in accordance with the typeof wood and/or appearance desired on a given piece of furniture.
18. Identify and describe the various types of top coat finishes used to achieve

transparent, matte, and/or opaque appearances.
1c-1 Demonstrate the ability to apply finishes.
20. identify and describe the use of toners in wood finishes.
21. Demonstrate the ability to apply toners.
22. Identify and describe various types of hardware used in furniture construction.23. Demonstrate the ability to select the appropriate style and/or design of hardware

to match the style and period of furniture.
install furniture hardware.
Demonstrate a knowledge of caning as used in furniture construction.

26. Demonstrate the ability to install caning.

UNIT XVII: Vehicle Upholstery

Competencies: I Apply basic upholstery and trim skills.
2 Identify terms associated with vehicle upholstery.

Demonshate the ability to install carpet.
4 Demonstrate the ability to reupholster various types of seats.
5. Reupholster door panels and arm rests
6. Demonstrate the ability to repair, repad and reupholster dashboards.
7 Fabricate and instad headliners and accessories.
8 Fabricate and fit tonneau cove's.

Faivicate and fit wheel covers
in. Remove and install convertible tops.

I I Demonstrate the abilik to fabricate and install landau tops.
Demonstrate the ability to reupholster various upholstered parts of vehicles.
I )emonstrate the abilit to calculate cost of materials and labor.

i4 Demonstrate the ability to sew and install diamond-tufted seat covers,
1 Pemonshate the ability to reupholster boat and motorcycle seats.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Education

Competency-Based Coarse Outline

Program Area: Trade and Industrial Course Title: Welding

CIP Code: _48.0508

Course Description:
The purpose of this course is to prepare individuals for employment in the field of welding. Instruction is
provided in various processes and techniques of welding and fabrication skills including oxyacetylene cut-
ting, carbon arc cutting, shielded metal arc welding, gas tungsten arc welding, flux-cored arc welding, gas
metal arc welding, blueprint reading, and fabrication. The advanced portion of the course includes the pro-
cesses of pipe welding, submerged arc welding, plasma arc cutting, and maintenance welding. The content
includes communication skills, leadership skills, human relations and employability skills, safe and efficient
work practices, certification test preparation, and the use of current industry standards, practices and techni-
ques. The content is organized into competency-based units of instruction which specify occupational com-
petencies the individual must successfully complete.

Course Length 1800 Clock Hours - 16 Months

Units of Instruction: Basic Welding
I. Occupational Introduction

II. Safety
III. Hand Tools
IV. Oxyfuel Cutting
V. Air Carbon Arc Cutting

VI. Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW)
VII. Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW)

VIII. Flux-Cored Arc Welding (FCAW)
IX. Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)
X. Materials
XI. Blueprint Reading and Sketching

XII. Fabrication Project/Qualification

Advanced Welding
XIII. Pipe Welding
XIV. Submerged Arc Welding (SAW)
XV. Light Gage Material-1/16 Maximum Thickness

XVI. Plasma Arc Cutting (PAC)
XVII. Nonferrous Alloys

XVIII. Maintenance Welding
XIX. Job Seeking Skills

Curriculum Competency Outline

BASIC WELDING
UNIT I: Occupational Introduction

Competencies: I. Describe the field of welding.
2. Identify working conditions involved with welding.
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3. Identify job hazards associated with the field of welding.
4. List salary and benefits associated with emplo),ment in the field of welding.
5. Identify job opportunities available to welders.
6. Identify initial investment for entrepreneurship.
7. Demonstrate a willingness to learn
8. Write legibly.
9. Prepare written communications.

10 Exhibit dependability.
11. Demonstrate punctuality.
12. Follow rules and regulations.
13. Read and comprehend written communication and information found in technical

manuals.
14. Demonstrate personal hygiene and cleanliness
15 Comply with safety and health rules.
16. Utilize equipment correctly.
17 Select correct tools and equipment.
18. Work productively with others.
19. Demonstrate problem-solving skills.
20 Exhibit pride and loyalty.
/I, Demonstrate a knowledge of the various trade an&or professional organizations

available to the welder.

UNIT II: Safety

Competencies: 1. Identify personal safety equipment.
2. List safety rules for welding.
3. Demonstrate use of tire extinguishers.
4. Demonstrate proper lifting techniques
5 Identify fire hazards.
6. Identify electrical hazards.
7. Demonstrate cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) techniques.
8. Inspect work area and equipment for safe working environment.
9. Demonstrate multi-media first aid techniques.

10 Apply Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) regulations when using ladders
and scaffolds

I1. Identify types and flammability of gases
12 Demonstrate a knowledge of safety requirements w hen working with heights.
13 Identify American Welding Society (A VS) regulation 249 1.
14. Correct safety hazards.

UNIT III: I land Tools

Competencies: 1 . Identify welding hand tools
2. identify unsafe hand tool practices.
3. Use hand grinders.
4. Use pedestal grinder.
5. Measure parts with semi - precision measuring tools.
6. Use an air chisel.
7. Use a power wire brush.

8. Inspect parts with precision measuring tools,
9. Use a framing square.

10. Use a bevel square
11. Use a combination square.
12 Use a fillet weld gauge.
13. Use hand tools.
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UNIT IV: Oxyfuel Cutting

Competencies: 1. Set up and shut down portable oxyfuel equipment.
2. Identify safe practices for using oxyfuel equipment.
3. Identify safe gas handling practices.
4. Identify proper storage for oxyfuel bottles.
5. Demonstrate three types of flames.
6. Cut a straight line on thin plate using hand-held torch.
7. Cut a circle on thin plate using hand-held torch.
8. Cut a bevel on thick plate using hand-held torch.
9. Cut a circle on thick plate using hand-held torch.

10. Cut metal with track cutter (bevel and straight).
11. Set up pipe beveling machine and bevel pipc.

UNIT V: Air Carbon Arc Cutting

Competencies: 1. Demonstrate safe use of air arc gouge equipment.
2. Set up air carbon arc cutting equipment.
3. Gouge plate using air carbon arc equipment

UNIT VI.: Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW)

Competencies: 1. Identify safe practices for SMAW.
2. Set up SMAW equipment.
3. Weld stringer and weave beads on plate in the flat position using 6010 and 7018

electrodes.
3. Weld beads on plate using whip techniques with 6010 and 7018 electrodes.
4. Weld beads on plate using whip techniques with 6010 electrode.
5. Weld circle beads on plate in the flat position using 6010 electrode.
6. Weld stringer and lace beads in the horizontal position using 6010 and 70-18 electrodes.
7. Weld stringer and weave beads in the vertical position using 6010 and 7018 elt
8. Weld beads in vertical position using tl-,P whip technique and 6010 electrode.
9. Weld stringer and weave beads in the overhead position using 6010 and 7018

electrodes.
10. Weld fillet, single pass in horizontal, vertical and overhead positions using 6010 and

7018 electrodes and pass ASME break test.
11. Weld multi-pass fillets in the horizontal, vertical, and overhead positions using 6010

and 7018 electrodes. Pass break test according to AWS /ASME standards.
12. Weld square butt joint, horizontal, vertical and overhead positions, back gouge to

sound metal for bend test according to AWS/ASME standards.
13. Weld single vee joint, horizontal position with E-6010 root pass, fill with E-7018, and

pass bend test according to AWS/ASME standards.
14. Weld fillets in the horizontal, vertical, and overhead positions with single and multi-

pass welds, and pass break test.
15. Weld open butt, out,ide corner joint on 1/8" plate.
16. Weld single vee-butt joint, horizontal, vertical and overhead positions, and pass bend

test.

UNIT VII: Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW)

Competencies: 1 Identify safe practices for GTAW.
2. Set up gas tungsten arc welding equipment.
3. Sharpen tungsten electrode.
4. Weld open butt joint, root and hot pass, 1/2" plate in horizontal, vertical, and overhead

positions. Pass visual test.
5. Weld open-butt joint, root and hot pass on 6" schedule 40 pipe in 2G and 5G posi-

tions. Pass visual test.
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UNIT VIII: Flux-Cored Arc Welding (FCAW)

Competencies: 1. Identify safe practices for FCAW equipment.
2. Set up FCAW equipment with 100% CO2 shield.
3. Weld a T-joint in flat, horizontal, vertical and overhead positions and pass break test

according to AWS and/or ASME standards.
4. Weld open-butt joint, 1/2" plate, hcrizontal, vertical and overhead positions, root and

hot pass with GTAW, fill and cap with FCAW, and pass root and face bend test ac-
cording to AWS and/or ASME standards.

5. Weld open butt joint, 6" schedule 40 pipe, 2G and 5G positions, root and hot pass
with GTAW, fill and cap with FCAW, pass root and face bend test according to AWS
and/or ASME standards.

UNIT IX: Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)

Competencies: 1. Identify safe practices for GMAW.
2. Set up equipment with 98% argon - 2% 02.
3. Weld open root and hot pass using dip transfer method single vee-butt joint in the

horizontal, vertical and overhead positions, fill and cap with spray arc transfer in
flat position. Pass root and face bend test according to AWS and/or ASME standards.

UNIT X: Materials

Competencies: I. Identify welding materials.
2. Identify common weld defects.
3. Describe handling and storage of filler metals.
4. Describe use of welding procedures and codes.
5. Identify basic filler metals and their cl&ssification.
6. Differentiate between steel alloys and nonferrous alloys.
7. Describe methods of nondestructive testing.

UNIT Xi: Blueprint Reading and Sketching

Competencies: I. Interpret welding blueprints.
2. Identify types of lines.
3. Identify dimensioning techniques.
4. Identify and use fractions.
3 Demonstrate the ability to measure with a rule.

Use' metrics.
7. Identify geometric shapes.
8. Use welding symbols.
9. Make a three-view sketch.

10. Make an isometric sketch.
I I Interpret pipe and instrument drawings.
P. Identify structural shapes and symbols.

UNri :X I: !Alm-anon Project/Qualification

Coin petenc ies: 1 Sketch part from 3-view drawing.
2. Make template from a blueprint.
3. Fabricate a part from a drawing according to welding procedures.

ADVANCED WELDING
UNIT XIII: Pipe Welding

Competencies: 1 Identify safety practices involved in pipe welding.
2. Set up pipecutting and beveling machine.
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3. Weld pipe using the shielded metal arc process, downhill in the 5G position with
an E-6010. Pass bend test according to American Petroleum Institute standards.

4. Weld pipe using the shielded metal arc process, E-6010 root and hot pass uphill, fill
and cap with E-7018, 6G position. Pass bend test according to ASME standards.

5. Weld pipe using GTAW process, 6G position, uphill. Pass bend test according to
ASME standards.

6. Fabricate a "Y" connection.
7. Weld pipe using the GMAW process, root pass, fill and cap with FCAW, and pass

visual test.

UNIT XIV: Submeged Arc Welding (SAW)

Competencies: 1. Observe safety practices involved with SAW.
2. Set up SAW equipment for 3/4" plate.
3. Weld beads on plate.
4. Describe fit-up requirements.
5. Weld single-vee butt joint, fill front side, gouge, fill and cap back side, and cap front

side. Pass side bend test according to ASME standards.

UNIT XV: Light Gage Material-1/16" Maximum Thickness

Competencies: 1. Weld lap joint using GTAW process and GMAW process. Pass ASME peel test.
2. Weld edge joint using GTAW and GMAW processes. Pass ASME peel test.
3. Weld tee-joint using GTAW and GMAW processes. Pass ASME peel test.
4. Weld square butt joint using GTAW and GMAW processes. Pass ASME bend test.

UNIT XVI: Plasma Arc Cutting (PAC)

Competencies: 1. Identify safety practices involved with PAC.
2. Set up plasma arc gases for cutting.
3. Identify types of plasma cutting.
4. Make cuts vrith proper kerf.
5. Identify materials currmonly cut with plasma arc.
6. Cut straight aits.
7. Cut circle cuts.

UNIT XVII: Nonferrous Alloys

Competencies: 1. Identify nonferrous alloys.
2. Describe GTAW of aluminum.
3. Clean, prep, and fit up aluminum joints.
4. :Th t up GTAW machine for alternating current high frequency operation.
5. Make fillet welds on nonferrous plate in the horizontal, vertical and overhead posi-

tions. Pass ASME break test.
6. Describe GMAW of aluminum.
7. Describe welding techniques of aluminum.
8. Make fillet welds on nonferrous plate using whipping technique in the horizontal,

vertical and overhead positions. Pass ASME break test.
9. Describe welding techniques for alloys.

10. Weld stainless steel and /ur alloy pipe with backing gas in the 6G position. Pass visual
test.

UNIT XVIII: Maintenance Welding

Competencies: 1. Identify types of cast iron.
2. Describe the weldability of cast steel.
3. Describe the weldability of cast aluminum.
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4. Desctibe the weldability of overlay.
5. Identify hardfacing techniques.
6. Describe build-up applications.
7. Desctibe fit-up, cleaning and preparation for maintenance w elding
8. Describe limitations and liability of maintenance welding.
9. Repair weld cracked cast iron. Pass visual test.

10. Make an overlay and/or hardface weld. Pass visual test.

UNIT XIX: Job Seeking Skills

Competencies: I. Develop a career plan.
2 Locate resources for finding employment.
3 Prepare a resume'.
4. Write a letter of introduction.
5. Write a letter of application.
6 Complete a job application.
7 Participate in a mock interview.
8. Wiite a follow-up letter.
9. Conduct a job search

1 ).)
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